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PRINCIPLES OF GEOLOGY.

BOOK Ill.
CHAPTER IV.
WBETBER SPEOlES BAVE A REAL EXISTENCE IN NATl1BE

continued.
Phenomena of hybrids - Hunter's opiniolHl- Mules not strictly
~termediate between parent species - Hybrid plants - Expe
riments of Kolreuter and Wiegmann - Vegetable hybrids pro
lific throughout several generations - Why rare in a wild state
(p. 7.) - De Candolle on hybrid plants - The phenomena
of hybrids confirm the distinctness of species - Theory of the
gradation in the intelligence of anilpals as indicated by the
facial angle (p. 15.) - Tiedemann on the brain of the fmtus iD.
mammalia assuming successively the form of the brain of tish,
reptile, and bird - Bearing of this discovery on the theory of
progressive development and transmutation (po 20.) - Reca
pitulation.

PlIenomena of hybrids. - WE have yet to consider
another class of phenomena, those relating to the pro
duction of hybrids, which have been regarded in a
very difFerent light with reference to their bearing on
the question of the permanent distinctness of species;
some naturalists considering them as affording the
strongest of all proofs in favour of the reality of
species; others, on the contrary, appealing to them
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88 countenancing the opposite doctrine, that all the
varieties of organization and instinct now exhibited in
the animal and vegetable kingdoms may have been
propagated from a small number of original types.
In regard to the mammifers and birds, it is found
that no sexual union will take place between races
which are remote from each other in their habits and
organization; and it is only in species that are very
nearly allied that such unions produce offspring. It
may be laid down as a general rule, admitting of very
few exceptions among quadrupeds, that the hybrid
progeny is sterile, and there seem to be no well-authen
ticated examples of the continuance of the mule race
beyond one generation. The principal number of
observations and experiments relate to the mixed off
spring of the horse and the ass; and in this case it is
well established that the he-mule can generate, and
the she-mule produce. Such cases occur in Spain and
Italy, and much# more frequently in the West Indies
and New Holland; but these mules have never bred
in cold climates, seldom in warm regions, and still
more rarely in temperate countries.
The hybrid offspring of the she-ass and the stallion,
the 'YWJIG, of Aristotle, and the hinnus of Pliny, differs
from the mule, or the offspring of the ass and mare.
In both cases, says BufFon, these animals retain more
of the dam than of the sire, not only in the magnitude.
but in the figure of the body; whereas, in the form
of the head, limbs, and tail, they bear a greater re
semblance to the sire. The same naturalist infers,
from various experiments respecting cros8.-breeds be
tween the he-goat and ewe, the dog and she-wolf, the
goldfinch. and callary-bird,. that the male transmits
his sex to the greatest number, and that the prepon
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deranee of males over females exceeds that which
prevails where the parents are of the same species.
lhrr.ter's opinion. - The celebrated John Hunter
has observed, that the true distinction of species must
ultimately be gathered from their incapacity of pro
pagating with each other, and producing offspring,
capable of again' continuing itself. He was unwilling,
however, to admit that the horse and the ass were of
the same species, because some rare instances had been
adduced of the breeding of mules, although he main
tained that the wolf, the dog, and the jackal were all
of one species; because he had found, by two experi
ments, that the dog would breed both with tlle wolf
and the jackal; and that the mule, in each case, would
breed again with the dog. In these cases, however,
it may be observed, that there was always one parent
at least of pure breed, and no proof was obtained that
a true hybrid race could) be perpetuated; a fact of
which I believe no examples are yet recorded, either
in regard to mixtures of the horse and ass, or any
other of the mammalia.
Should the fact be hereafter ascertained, that two
mules can propagate their kind, we must still inquire
whether the offspring may not be regarded in the
light of a monstrous birth, proceeding from some ac
cidental cause, or, rather, to speak more philosophically,
fioomsome general law not yet understood, but which
may not be, permitted permanently to interfere with
those laws of generation by which species may, in
general, be prevented from becoming blended. If, for
example, we discovered that the progeny of a mule
race degenerated greatly, in the first generation, in
force, sagacity, or any attribute necessary for its pre
servation in a state of nature, we might infer that,
B2
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like a monster, it is a mere temporary and fortuitous
variety. Nor does it seem probable that the greater
number of such monsters could ever occur unless ob- .
tained by art; for, in Hunter's experiments, stratagem
or force was, in most instances, employed to bring
about the irregular connexion.
Mules not strictly intermediate between tIte parent
species. - It seems rarely to happen that the mule
offspring is truly intermediate in character between
the two parents. Thus Hunter mentions that, in his
experiments, one of the hybrid pups resembled the
wolf much more than the rest of the litter; and we
are informed by Wiegmann, that, in a litter lately ob
tained in the Royal Menagerie at Berlin, from a
white pointer and a she-wolf, two of the cubs resem
bled the com~on wolf-dog, but the third was like a
pointer with hanging ears.
There is undoubtedly a very close analogy between
these phenomena and those presented by the inter
mixture of distinct races of the same species, both in
the inferior animals and in man. Dr. Prichard, in his
" Physical History of Mankind," cites examples where
the peculiarities of the parents have been transmitted
very unequally to the offspring; as where children,
entirely white, or perfectly black, have sprung from
the union of the European and the negro. Sometimes
the colour or other peculiarities of one parent, after
having failed to show themselves in the immediate
progeny, reappear in a subsequent generation; as
where a white child is born of two black parents,
the grandfather having been a white.t
• Phil. Trans., 17S7. Additional Remarks, Phi!. Trans., 1789
t Prichard, vol. i. p. 217.
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The same author judiciously observes that, if dif
ferent species mixed their breed. and hybrid races )
were often propagated. the animal world would soon
present a scene of confusion; its tribes would be
everywhere blended together, and we should perhaps
find more hybrid creatures than genuine and uncor
rupted races ••
Hybrid plants - KOlreuter's experiment&.- The his
tory of the vegetable kingdom has been thought to
afford more decisive evidence in favour of the theory
of the formation of new and permanent species from
hybrid stocks. The first accurate experiments in il
lustration of this curious subject appear to have been
made by Kiilreuter, who obtained a hybrid from two
species oftobacco, Nr.cotiana rustica and N. paniculata,
which differ greatly in the shape of their leaves. the
colour of the corolla, and the height of the stem.
The stigma of a female plant of N. rustica was im
. pregnated with the pollen of a male plant of N. pani
culata. The seed ripened, and produced a hybrid
which was intermediate between the two parents. and
which, like all the hybrids which this botanist brought
up. had imperfect stamens. He afterwards impreg
nated this hybrid with the pollen of N. paniculata,
and obtained plants which much more resembled the
JasL This he continued through several generations,
until. by due perseverance, he actually changed the
Nicotiana rustica into the NtcOtiana panictdata.
The plan of impregnation adopted was the cutting
off ofthe anthers of the plant intended for fructification
before they had shed pollen, and then laying on foreign
pollen upon the stigma.
Wiegmann's experiment&.-The same experiment

If

• Pricbard. vol. i. p. 97.
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has since been repeated with success by Wiegmann,
who found that he could bring back the hybrids to the
exact likeness of either parent, by crosaing them a
sufficient number of times.
The blending of the characters of the parent stocks,
in many other of Wiegmann's experiments, was com.
plete;. the colour and shape of the leaves and flowers,
and even the scent, being intermediate, as -in the off
spring of the two species of verbascum. An inter
marriage, also, between the common onion and the
leek (Allium cepa and A. JKYI'1"IIfI') gave a mule plant,
which, in the character of its leaves and flowers, ap
proached most nearly to the garden onion, but had the
elongated bulbous root and smell of the leek.
The same botanist remarks, that vegetable hybrids,
when not strictly intermediate, more frequently ap
proach the female than the male parent species, but
they never ezAibit cl&MacterS foreign to hotA. A recross
with one of the original stocks generally causes the
mule plant to revert towards that stock; but this is
not always the case, the offspring sometimes continuing
to exhibit the character of full hybrid.
In general. the success attending the production
and perpetuity of hybrids among plants depends, as
in the animal kingdom, on the degree of proximity
between the species intermarried. If their organiz
ation be very remote, impregnation I,lever takes place;
if somewhat les; distant, seeds are formed, bu~ .ways
imperfect and sterile. The next degree of relationship
yields hybrid seedlings, but these are barren; and it
is only when the parent species are very nearly allied
that the hybrid race may be perpetuated for several
generations. Even in this case, the best authenticated .
examples seem confined to the crossing of hybrids
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with individuals of pure breed. In none of the ex
periments IDOst accurately detailed does it appear that
both the parents were mules.
Wiegmann diVlel'sified as much as possible his mode
of bringiDg about these irregular unions among plants.
He often sowed parallel rows, near to each other, of
the species &om which he desired to breed; and,
instead of mutilating, after Kiilreuter's fashion, the
plants of one of the parent stocks, he merely washed
the ,pollen off their anthers. The branches of the
plants in each row were then gently bent towards each
other and intertwined; so that the wind, and numerous
insects, as they passed from the flowers of one to those
of the other species, 'C8l'ried the pollen and produced
fecundation.
VegetoMe Aylnids wAy rare in a wild state. - The
same observer saw a good exemplification of the
manner in which hybrids may be formed in a state of
nature. Some wallilowers and pinks had been growing
in a garden, in a dry sunny situation; and their stigmas
had been ripened &0 as to be moist, and to absorb pollen
with avidity, although their anthers were not yet de
veloped. These stigmas became impregnated by
pollen blown from some other adjacent plants of the
same species; but, had they been of different species,
and not too remote in their organization, mule races
must have resulted.
When, indeed, we consider how busily some insects
have been shown to be engaged in conveying anther
dust &om flower to flower, especially bees, flower
eating beetles, and the like, it seems a most enigmati
cal problem how it can happen that promiscuous
alliances betwe~n distinct species are not perpetually
occurring.
B 4
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. How continually do we observe the bees diligently
employed in collecting the red and yellow powder by
which the stamens of flowers are covered, loading it
on their hind legs, and carrying it to their hive for the
purpose of feeding their young! In thus providing
for their own progeny, these insects assist materially
the process of fructification." Few persons need be
reminded tbat the stamens in certain plants grow on
dilferent blossoms from the pistils; and, unless the
summit of the pistil be touched with the fertilizing
dust, the fruit does not swell, nor the seed arrive at
maturity. It is by the help of bees, chiefly, that the
development of the fruit of many such species is se
cured. the powder which they have collected from the
stamens being unconsciously left by them in visiting
the pistils.
How often, during the heat of a summer's day, do
we see the males of direcious plants, such as the yew
tree, standing separate from the females, and sending
oft' into the air, upon the slightest breath of wind,
clouds of buoyant pollen! That the zephyr should so
rarely intervene tOo fecundate the plants of one species
with the anther-dust of others, seems almost to realize
the converse of the miracle believed by the credulous
herdsmen of the Lusitanian mares 
Ore omnes versm in Zephyrum, stant rupibus allis,
Exceptantque leves auras: et _pe sine ullis
Conjugiis, vento gravidm, mirabile dictu.t

But, in the first place, it appears that there is a
natural aversion in plants, as well as in animals, to
irregular sexual unions; and in most of the successful
• See Barton on the Geography of Plants, p. 67.

t Georg. lib. iii. 2780
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experiments in the animal and vegetable world, some
violence has been used in order to procure impregna
.lion. The stigma imbibes, slowly and reluctantly, the
granules of the pollen of another species, even when
it is abundantly covered with it; and if it happen
that, during this period, ever so slight a quantity of
the anther-dust of its own species alight upon it, this
is instantly absorbed, and the effect of the foreign
pollen destroyed. Besides, it does not often happen
that the male and female organs of fructification, in
different species, arrive at a state of maturity at pre
cisely the same time. Even where such synchronism
does prevail, so that a cross impregnation is effected,
the chances are very numerous against the establish
ment of a hybrid race.
If we consider the vegetable kingdom generally, it
must be recollected that even of the seeds which are
well ripened, a great part are either eaten by insects,
birds, and other animals, or decay for want of room
and opportunity to germinate. Unhealthy plants are
the first which are cut off by causes prejudicial to the
species, being usually stifled by more vigorous indivi
duals of their own kind. If, tllerefore, the relative
fecundity or hardiness of hybrids be in the least degree
inferior, they cannot maintain their footing for many
generations, even if they were ever produced beyond
one generation in a wild state. In the universal strug
gle for existence, the right of the strongest eventually
prevails; and the strength and durability of a race
depends mainly on its prolificness, in which hybrids
are acknowledged to be deficient.
Centaurea "ybrida, a plant which never bears seed,
and is supposed to be produced by the frequent inter
mixture of two well.known species of Centaurea,

B5
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grows wild upon a hill ne,ar Turin. Ranuncuhu
lacerus, also sterile, has ~n produced ~cidentally at
Grenoble, and near Paris, by the union of two Ranu.D.~
culi ; but this occurred in g8J'dens••
Mr. Herbert's e:rperiments. - Mr. Herbert, in one of
his ingenious papers on mule plants, endeavours to ac..
count for their non-occurrence in a state of nature,
from the circumstance that all the combinations that
were likely to occur have already been made many
centuries ago, and have formed the various species of
botanists; but in our gardeos, he says, whenever
species, having a certain degree of affinity to each
other, are transported from different countries, and
brought for the first time into contact, they give rise
to hybrid species.t But we have no data, as yet, to
warrant the conclusion, that a single perm.anent hybrid
race has ever been formed, even in gardens, by the in
termarriage of two allied species brought from distant
habitations. Until some fact of this kind is fairly
established, and a new species, capable of perpetuating
itself in a state of perfect independence of man, can
be pointed out, it seems reasonable to call in question
entirely this hypothetical source of new species. That
varieties do sometimes spring up from cross breeds, in
a natural way, can hardly be doubted; but they pro
bably die out even more rapidly than races propagated
by grafts or layers.
Opinion of De Ca1Ulolk. - De Candolle, whose.
opinion on a philosophical question of this kind: de
serves the greatest attention, has observed, in his
Essay on Botanical Geography, that the varieties of
• Hon. and Rev. W. Herbert, Hon. Trans., vol. iv. p. 41.
lbid.

t
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plants range themselves under two general heads:
those produced by external circumstances, and those
formed by hybridity. After adducing various argu
ments to show that neither of these causes can ex
plain the permanent diversity of plants indigenous
in different regions, he says, in regard to the cross
ing of races, "I can perfectly comprehend, without
altogether sharing the opinion, that, where many species
of the same genera occur near together, hybrid species
may be formed, and I am aware that the great num
ber of species of certain genera which are found in
particular regions may be explained in this manner;
but I am unable to conceive how anyone can regard
the same explanation as applicable to species which
live naturally at great distances. If the three larches,
for example, now known in the world, lived in the same
localities, I might then believe that one of them was
the produce of the crossing of the two others; but I
never could admit that the Siberian species has been
produced by the crossing of those of Europe and Ame
rica. I see, then, that there exist, in organized beings,
permanent differences which cannot be referred to any
one of the actual causes of variation, and these differ
ences are what constitute species," ..
Reality of species confirmed by tluJ plumomma of
hybrids. - The most decisive arguments, perhaps,
amongst many .others, aga~nst the probability of' the
derivation of permanent speciel from cross-breeds, are
to be drawn from the fact alluded to by De Candolle,
of species having a close affinity to each other occur
ring in distinct botanical provinces, or countries in
habited by groups of distinct species of indigenous
• Essai Elementaire, &c., Sme partie.
B
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plants: for in this case naturalists who are not pre
pared to go the whole length of the transmutationists,
are under the necessity of admitting that, in some
cases, species which approach very near to each other
in their characters, were so created from their origin ;
an admission fatal to the idea of its being a general
law of nature, that a few original types only should be
formed, and that all intermediate races should spring
from the intermixture of those stocks.
This notion, indeed, is wholly at variance with all
that we know of hybrid generation; for the phenomena
entitle us to affirm, that had the types been at first
somewhat distant, no CT088-'Ineeds would etJer be been
produced, much less those prolific races which we now
recognize as distinct species.
In regard, moreover, to the permanent propagation
of hybrid races among animals, insuperable di1li.culties
present themselves, when we endeavour to conceive
the blending together of the different instincts and
propensities of two species, so as to insure the pre
servation of the intermediate race. The common mule,
when obtained by human art, may be protected by tlle
power of man; but, in a wild state, it would not have
precisely the same wants either as the horse or the
ass: and if, in consequence of some difference of this
kind, it strayed from the herd, it would soon be hunted
down by beasts of prey, and destroyed.
If we take some genus of insects, such 88 the bee,
we find that each of the numerous species has some
difference in its habits, its mode of collecting honey,
or constructing its dwelling, or providing for its young,
and other particulars. In the case of the common hive
bee, the workers are described, by Kirby and Spence,
as being endowed with no less than thirty distinct
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instincts.. So also we find that, amongst a moat nu-·
merous class of spiders, there are nearly as many
different modes of spinning their webs as there are
species. When we recollect how complicated are the
relations of these instincts with co-existing species,
both of the animal and vegetable kingdoms, it is
scarcely possible to imagine that a bastard race could
spring from the union of two of these species, and re
tain just so much of the qualities of each parent stock
as to preserve its ground in spite of the dangers which
surround it.
We might also ask, if a few generic types alone
. have been created among insects, and the intermediate
species have proceeded from hybridity, where are
those original types, combining, as they ought to do,
the elements of all the instincts which have made their
appearance in the numerous derivative races? So also
in regard to animals of all classes, and of plants; if
species in general are of hybrid origin, where are the
stocks which combine in themselves the habits, proper
ties, and organs, of which all the intervening species
ought to afford us mere modifications?
Recapitulation of tile arguments from kylnids. - I
shall now conclude this subject by summing up, in a
few words, the results to which I have been led by the
consideration- of the phenomena of hybrids. It appears,
that the aversion of individuals of distinct species to
the sexual union is common to animals and plants; and
that it is only when the species approach near to each
other in their organization and habits, that any off
spring are produced from their connexion. Mules are
of extremely rare occurrence.in a state of nature, and
• lotr. to Entom., vol. ii., p. 504.

Ed.1817.
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no examples are yet known of their having procreated
in a wild state. But it has been proved, that hybrids
are not universally sterile, provided the parent stocks
have a near affinity to each other, although the con
tinuation of the mixed race, for several generations,
appears hitherto to have been obtained only by crossing
the hybrids with individuals of pure species; an ex
periment which by no means bears out the hypothesis
that a true hybrid race could ever be permanently
established.
Hence we may infer, that aversion to sexual inter
course is, in general, a good test of the distinctness
of original stocks, or of species; and the procreation of
hybrids is a proof of the very near affinity of species.
Perhaps, hereafter, the number of generations for
which hybrids may be continued, before the race dies
out (for it seems usually to degenerate rapidly), may
afford the zoologist and botanist an experimental test
of the difference in the degree of affinity of allied
species.
I may also remark, that if it could have been shown
that a single permanent species had ever been pro
duced by hybridity (of which there is no satisfactory
proof), it might certainly have lent some countenance
to the notions of the ancients respecting the gradual
deterioration of created things, but none whatever to
Lamarck's theory of their progressive perfectibility; for
observations have hitherto shown that there is a
tendency in mule animals and plants to degenerate in
organization.
It was before remarked, that the theory of progres
sive development arose. from an attempt to ingraft
the doctrines of .the transmutationists upon one of the
most popular generalizations in geology. But modern
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geological researches have almost destroyed every ap
pearance of that gradation in the successive groups of
animate beings, which was supposed to indicate the
slow progress of the organic world from the more sim.
pie to the more compound structure. In the more
modem formations, we find clear indications that the
highest orders of the terrestrial mammalia were fully
represented during several successive epochs; but in
the monuments which we have hitherto examined of
more remote eras, in which there are as yet discovered
few fluviatile, and perhaps no lacustrine fonnations, ,
and, therefore, scarcely any means of obtaining an in.
sight into the zoology of the continents then existing,
we have only as yet found one example of a mammi·
ferous quadruped. The recent origin of man, and the
absence of all signs of any rational being holding an
analogous relation to former states of the animate
world, affords one, and the only reasonable argument,
in support of the hypothesis of a progressive scheme;
but none whatever in favour of the fancied evolution
of one species out of another.
Theory of the gradation in intellect (J8 slwum by the
facial ang/e.-When the celebrated anatomist, Camper,
first attempted to estimate the degrees of sagacity of
different animals, and of the races of man, by the mea
surement of the facial angle, some speculators were
bold enough to affirm. that certain simile. differed as
little from the more savage races of men, as these do
from the human race in general; and that a scale
might be traced from" apes with foreheads villanous
low" to the African variety of the human species, and
from that to the European. The facial angle was
measured by drawing a line from the prominent centre
of the forehead to the most advanced part of the lower

16
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jaw-bone, and observing the angle which it made with
the horizontal line ; and it was affirmed, that there was
a regular series of such angle~ from birds to the
mammalia.
The gradation from the dog to the monkey was said
to be perfect, and from that again to man. One of
the ape tribe has a facial angle of 4~ ; and another,
which approximated nearest to man in figure, an angle
of 50°. To this succeeds (longo sed proximus inter·
vallo) the head of the African negro, which, as well as
that of the Kalmuc, forms an angle of 70°; while that
of the European contains 80°. The Roman painters
preferred the angle of 95°; and the character of
beauty and sublimity, so striking in some works of
Grecian sculpture, as in the head of the Apollo, and
in the Medusa of Sisocles, is given by an angle which
amounts to 1000.
A great number of valuable facts and curious ana.
logies in comparative anatomy were brought to light
during the investigations which were made by Camper,
John Hunter, and others, to illustrate this scale of
organization; and their facts and generalizations must
not be confounded with the fanciful systems which
White and others deduced from them.t
That there is some connexion between an elevated
and capacious forehead, in certain races of men, and a
large development of the intellectual faculties, seems
highly probable; and that a low facial angle is fre·
quently accompanied with inferiority of mental powers,
is certain; but the attempt to trace a graduated scale
of intelligence through the dUferent species of animals
- Prichard's Pbys. Hist. of Mankind, vol. i. p. 159
t Ch. White on the Regular Gradation in Man, &c., 1799.
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rence, the result of physical constitution, and partly of
the mental prerogative of man. Ifhe did not possess
the most enduring and flexible corporeal frame, his
arts would not enable him to be the inhabitant of all
climates, and to brave the extremes of heat and cold,
and the other destructive inftuences of local situation.
Yet, notwithstanding this Hexibility of bodily frame,
we find no signs of indefinite departure from a common
standard, and the intermarriages of individuals of the
moat remote varieties are not less fruitful than between
·those of the same tribe.
Tiedernann on IRe brain of tile fcetu8 in fJfJI'tRbrtJled
animals. -There is yet another department of ana
tomical discovery to which I must allude, because it
has appeared, to some persons,to afFord a distant
analogy, at least, to that progressive development by
which some of the inferior species may have been
gradually perfected into those of more complex organ
ization. Tiedemann found, and his discoveries have
been most fully confirmed and elucidated by M. Serres,
that the brain of the fretus, in the highest class of
vertebrated animals, assumes, in succession, forms
analogous to those which belong to fishes, reptiles, and
birds, before it acquires the additions and modificationa .
which -are peculiar to the mammiferous tribe. So
that, in the passage from the embryo to the perfect
mammifer, there is a typical representation,. as it
were, of all those transfurmations which the primitive
species are supposed to have undergone, during a long
series of generations, b.etween the present period and
the remotest geological era.
• Lawrence, Lectures on Phys. Zoo). and Nato Hist. of Man,
p. 192. Ed. 1828.
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If you examine ,the brain of the mammalia, says
M. Serres, at an early stage of uterine life, you per
ceive the cerebral hemispheres consolidated, as in .fish.
~two vesicle" isolated one from the other; at a later
period, you see them affect the configuration of the
cerebral .henlispheres of reptiles; still later again,
they present you with the forma of those of birds;
finally, they acquire, at the era of .birth, and some
times later, the permanent forms which the adult
mammaliapresent.
The cerebral hemispheres, then, arrive at the state
which we observe in the higher animals only by a
seri~s of successive metamorphoses. If we reduce I
the whole of these evolutiOlls to four periods, we shall .
Il00. that in the first ar.e born the cerebral lobes of I
fishes; and this takes place homogeneoualy in all
classes. The second period will give us the organ- ,
ization of reptiles; the third, the brain of birds; and
the fourth, the complex hemispheres of mammalia.
If we could develop the different parts of the brain
.of the inferior classes. we should ~ake, in IRlccenion,
reptile out of a fish, a bird out Gf a reptile, and a
mlllDmiferous quadruped out of a bird. If, on the con
trary, we could starve this organ in the mammalia, we
might reduce it successively to the condition of the
brain of the three inferior classes.
Nature of}en presents us with this last phenomenon
in monsters, but never exhibits the first. Among the
various deformities wlUch organized beings may ex
perience, they never pass the limits of their own
classes to put on the forms of the class above them.
Never does a fish elevate itself so as to assume the
form ofthe brain of a reptile; nor does the latter ever
attain that of birds; nor the bird that of the mammifer.

a
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It may happen that a monster may have two heads ;
but the conformation of the brain always remains cir
cumscribed narrowly within the limits of its class••
Bearing of thae di800veries on tke t/uJory of pr0
gressive development. - It will be observed, that these
curious phenomena disclose, in a highly interesting
manner, the unity of plan that runs through the organ
ization of the whole series of vertebrated animals; but
they lend no support whatever to the notion of a gra
dual transmutation of one species into another; least
of all of the passage, in the course of many generations,
from an animal of a more simple to one of a more
complex structure. On the contrary, were it not for
the sterility imposed on monsters, as well as oil hy
brids in general, the argument to be derived from
Tiedemann's discovery, like that deducible from expe
riments respecting hybridity, would be in favour of the
successive degeneracy, rather than the perfectibility,
in the course of ages, of certain classes of organic
beings.
Recapitulation. - For the reasons, therefore, detailep
in this and the two preceding chapters, we may draw
the following inferences in regard to the reality of
&peeies in nature:
fst. That there is a capacity in all species to ac
commodate themselves, to a certain extent, to a change
of external circumstances, this extent varying greatly,
accordilig to the species.
2dly. When the change of situation which they can
endure is great, it is usually attended by some modifi
cations of the form, colour, size, structure, or other
• E. R. A. Serres, Anatomie Comparee du Cerveau, illustrated
b)' numerous plates, tome i., 1824.
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particulars; but the mutations thus superinduced are
governed by constant laws, aDd the capability of so
varying forms part of the permanent specific cha
racter.
Sdly. Some acquired peculiarities ofform, structure,
and instinct, are transmissible to the offspring; but
these consist of such qualities and attributes only as
are intimately related to the natural wants and pro
pensities of the species.
4thly. The entire variation from the original type,
which ~y given kind of change can produce, may
usually be effected in a brief period 'of time, after
which no farther deviation can be obtained by con
tinuing to alter the circumstances, though ever 80
gradually; indefinite divergence, either in the way of
improvement or deterioration, being prevented, and
the least possible excess beyond the defined limits
being fatal to th.e existence of the individual.
5thly. The intermixture ofdistinct species is guarded
against by the aversion of the individuals composing
them to sexual union, or by the sterility of the mule
offspring. It does not appear that true hybrid races
have ever been perpetuated for several generations,
even by the assistance of man; for the cases usually
cited relate to the crossing of mules with individuals
of pure species, and not to the intermixture of hybrid
with hybrid.
6thly. From the above considerations, it appears
that species have a real existence in nature; and that
each was endowed, 'at the time of its creation, with the
attributes and orgaJization by which it is now dis
tinguished.

CHAPTER V.
L&.WS' WUIOB BEGl1L&.TB THB GEOGB:&PJlICAL DISTRI
BUTION OP SPECIES.

Analogy of climate not attended with identity of species- Ba
tanic.u. geography - Stations - Habitations - Distinct pro
vinces of indigenous plants- Vegetstion of islands- Marine
vegetation (p. 29.) - In what manner plants become diffused
- Eftkts of wind, rivers, marine currents - Agency of animals
(p. S8.) - Many seeds pass throngh the stomachs of animals
and birds undigested-Agency of man in the'dispersion of
plants, both voluntary and invpluntary (p. 42.) - Its analogy
to that of the inferior animals.
NEXT to determining the question whether species
have a real existence, the consideration of the laws
which regulate their geographical distribution is a sub
ject of primary importance to the geologist. It is
only by studying these laws with attention, by observ
ing the positions which groups of species occupy at
present, and inquiring how these may be varied in the
course of time by migrations, by changes in physical
geography, and other causes, that we can hope to learn
whether the duration of species be limited, or in what
manner the state of the animate world is affected by
the endless vicissitudes of the inanimate.
Different'regions inluihited by distinct species.-'That
different regions of the globe are inhabited by entirely
distinct animals and plants, is a fact which has been
familiar to all naturalists since Buft'on first pointed out
the want of specific identity between the land quadru
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peds of America and thole of' the Old World. The
same phenomenon, has, in: later times, been forced in·
a striking manner. upon oar attention, by the examin
ation of New Holland, where the indigenous species
of animals and· plants were found to be, almost without
exception,. distinct from those known in other parts of
the worlcL
But. the extent of this: pancelling out of the globe
amongst different.nt.If.ioM, as, they have been termed,
of plants and animals-the universality of a pheno
menon so extraordinary and unexpected, may be
considered as one of the most interesting facts clearly
established by the· advance of modem science:
Scarcely fourteen hundred species of, plants appear
to have been. known and described by the Greeke,
Romans, and AubianL At present, more than three
thousand speclea are enumerated,. as natives of our own
ialan~· In other parts of the world there have been
collected, perhaps, upwardS of seventy thousand species.
It was noUo) be supposed, therefore, that the ancients
should have acquired: any correct notions respecting
what may be called the geography of plants, although
the influence of climate on, the character of the vege
tation could hardly have escaped their observation.
Antecedently to investigation,. there was no reason
£01'1 presuming that the vegetable. productions, growing
wild in the-eaatem hemisphere, should be unlike those:
of the western,. in the same latitude; nOI"! that the
plants of the Cape· of GOod Hope shouldl be unlike
those of the South of EiJrope; situations where the
climate is little diuim{lar. The contrary supposition
would have seemed· more probable, and we might
• Barton's Lectures on the Geography of Plants, p. fl.
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have anticipated an almost perfect identity in the
animals and plants which inhabit corresponding paral
lels of latitude. The discovery therefore, that each
separate region of the globe, both of the land and
water, is occupied by distinct groups of species, and
that most of the exceptions to this general rule may
be referred to disseminating causes now in opera
tion, is eminently calculated to excite curiosity, and to
stimulate us to seek some hypothesis rellpecting the
first introduction of species which may be reconcileable
with such phenomena.
Botanical geograpky.-.A:. comparison of the planta
of different regions of the globe aWords results more
to be depended upon in the present state of our know
ledge than those relating to the animal kingdom,
because the science of botany is more advanced, and
probably comprehends a great proportion of the total
Dumber of the vegetable productions of the whole
earth. Humboldt, in several eloquent passages of his
Personal Narrative, was among the first to promulgate
philosophical views on this subject. Every hemisphere,
says this traveller, produces plants of different species;
and it is not by the diversity of climates that we can
attempt to explain why equinoctial Mrica has no lau
rinUe, and the New World no heaths; why tile calceo
larim are found only in the southern hemisphere; why
the birds of the continent oflndia glow with colours less
splendid than the birds of the hot parts of America;
finally, why the tiger is peculiar to Asia, and the omi
thorhynchus to New Holland.
" We can conceive," he adds, "that a small number
of the families of plants, for instance, the musacem
It

Pen. Nar., voL v., p. 180.
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and the palms, cannot belong to very cold regions, on
account of their internal structure and the importance
of certain organs; but we cannot explain why no one
of the family of melastomas vegetates north of the
parallel of thirty degrees; or why no rose-tree belongs
to the southern hemisphere. Analogy of climates is
often found in the two continents witbout identity of
productions."·
The luminous essay of De Candolle on "Botanical
Geography" presents us with the fruits of his own re
searches and those of Humboldt, Brown, and other
eminent botanists, so arranged, that the principal phe
nomena of the distribution of plants are exhibited in
connexion with the causes to which they are chiefly
referrible.t "It might not, perhaps, be difficult," ob
serves this writer, " to find two points, in the United
States and in Europe, or in equinoctial America and
Africa, which present all the same circumstances: as
for example, the same temperature, the same height
above the sea, a similar soil, an equal dose of humi
dity; yet nearly all, perhaps all, the plants in these two
similar localities shall be distinct. A certain degree
of analogy, indeed, of aspect, and even of structure,
might very possibly be discoverable between tbe plants
of the two localities in question; but the species would
in general be different. Circumstances, therefore, dif
ferent from those which now determine the stations,
have had an influence on the habitations of plants."
Stations and habitations of pllmts. - As I shall fre
quently have occasion to speak of the stations and
kohitations of plants in the technical sense in which
• Per&. Nar., vol. v. p. 180.

t Essai EIementaire de Geographie Botanique.
l8me vol. du Diet. des Sci. Nat.
VOL. 111.
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the terms are used in the above passage, I may re
mind the geologist that station indicates the peculiar
nature of the locality where each species is accustomed
to grow, and has reference to climate, soil, humidity,
light, elevation above the sea, and other analogous cir
cum stances; whereas, by habitation is meant a general
indication of the country where a plant grows wild.
Thus the station of a plant may be a salt-marsh, in a
temperate climate, a hill-side, the bed of the sea, or a
stagnant pool. Its kabitation may be Europe, North
America, or New Holland between the tropics. The
stddy of stations has been styled the topography, that
of habitations the geography, of botany. The terms
thus defined, express each a distinct class of ideas,
which have been often confounded together, and which
are equally applicable in zoology.
In further illustration of the principle above alluded
to, that difference of longitude, independently of any
influence of temperature, is accompanied by a great,
and sometimes a complete diversity in the species of
plants, De Candolle observes, that, out of 2891 species
of phrenogamous plants described by Pursh, in the
United States, there are only 885 which are found in
northern or temperate Europe. MM. Humboldt and
Bonpland, in all their travels through equinoctial
America, found only twenty-four species (these being
all cyperacea and graminea) common to America and
any part of the Old World. On comparing New Hol
land with Europe, Mr. Brown ascertained that, out of
4100 species, discovered in Australia, there were only
166 common to Europe, and of this small number
there were some few which may have been transported
thither by man.
But it is still more remarkable, that in the more
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widely separated parts of the ancient continent, not
withstanding the existence of an uninterrupted land
communication, the diversity in the specific character
of the respective vegetations is almost as striking.
Thus there is found one assemblage of species in
China, another in the countries bordering the Black
Sea and the Caepian, a third in those surrounding the
Mediterranean, a fourth in the great platforms of Si
beria and Tartary, and so forth.
The distinctness of the groups of indigenous plants,
in the same parallel of latitude, is greatest where con
tinents are disjoined by a wide expanse of ocean. In
the northern hemisphere, near the pole, where the
extremities of Europe, Asia, and America unite or ap
proach near to one another, a considerable number of'
the same species of plants are found, common to the
three continents. But it has been remarked, that these
plants, which are thus so widely diffused in the Arctic
regions, are also found in the chain of the Aleutian
islands. which stretch almost across from America to
Asia, and which may probably have served as the
channel of communication for. the partial blending of
the Floras of the adjoining regions. It has, indeed,
been found to be a general rule, that plants found at
two points very remote from each other, occur also in
places intermediate.
Vegetation of islands. - In islands very distant from
continents the total number of plants is comparatively
small; but a large proportion of th~ species are such
as occur nowhere else. In so far as the Flora of such
islands is not peculiar to them, it contains, in general,
species common to the nearest main lands.
- Pricbard, vol. i. p.96.

BrowD, Appendix to Flinders.
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The islands of the great southern ocean exemplifY
these rules; the easternmost containing more American,
and the western more Indian plants.- Madeira and
TenerifFe contain many species, and even entire genera,
peculiar to them; but they have also plants in common
with Portugal, Spain, the Azores, and the north-west
,.
coast of Africa. t
In the Canaries, out of 533 species of phllmogamous
plants, it is said that 310 are peculiar to these islands,
and the rest identical with those of the African con
tinent; but in the Flora of St. Helena, which is so far
distant even from the western shores of A&ica, there
have been found, out of sixty-one native species, only
. two or three which are to be found in any other part of
the globe.
Number of botanical provinces. - De Candolle has
enumerated twenty great botanical provinces inhabited
by indigenous or aboriginal plants; and although many
of these contain a variety of species which are common
to several others, and sometimes to places very remote,
yet the lines of demarcation are, upon the whole,
astonishingly well defined. :I: Nor is it likely that the
bearing of the evidence on which these general views
are founded will ever be materially affected, since they
are already confirmed by the examination of seventy
or eighty thousand species of plants.
The entire change of opinion which the contem
plation of these phenomena has brought about is worthy
• Forster, Observations, &c.

t Humboldt, Pen. Nar., vol. i. p. 2'10. of the translation.
Prichard, Phys. Hist. of Mankind, vol. i. p. 8'1. 
See a farther subdivision, by which twenty-seven provinces
are made, by M. Alph. De Candolle, SOD of De Candolle. MODOgr.
des Campanulees. Paris, 1880.
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of remark. The first travellers were persuaded that
they should find, in distant regions, the plants of their
own country, and they took a pleasure in giving them
the same names. It was some time before this illusion
was dissipated; but so fully sensible did botanists at
last become of the extreme smallness of the number of
pluenogamous plants common to different continents,
that the ancient Floras fell into disrepute. All grew
diffident of the pretended identifications; and we now
find that every naturalist is inclined to examine each
supposed exception with scrupulous severity.- If they
admit the fact, they begin to speculate on the mode
whereby the seeds may have been transported trom
one country into the other, or inquire on which of two
continents the plant was indigenous, assuming that a
species, like an individual, cannot have two birth
places.
Marine vegetation. - The marine vegetation is less
known; but we learn trom Lamouroux, that it is divisible
into different systems, apparently as distinct as those
on the land, notwithstanding that the uniformity of
temperature is so much greater in the ocean. For on
that ground we might have expected the phenomenon
of partial distribution to have been far less striking,
since climate is, in general, so influential a cause in
checking the dispersion of species from one zone to
another.
The number of hydrophytee, as they are termed, is
very considerable, and their stations are found to be
infinitely more varied than could have been anticipated;
for while some plants are covered and uncovered daily
by the tide, others live in abysses of the ocean, at the
• De Candolle, Essai EMmen. de Geog. Botan., p. 45.
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extraordinary depth ofone thousand feet: and although
: in such situations there must reign darkness more pro
. found than night, at least to our organs, many of these
: vegetables are highly coloured. From the analogy of
terrestrial plants we might have inferred, that the
colouring of the a1g.e was derived from the influence
of the solar rays; yet we are compelled to doubt when
we reflect how feeble must be the rays which penetrate
to these great depths.
The subaqueous vegetation of the Mediterranean is,
upon the whole, distinct from that of the Atlantic on
the west, and that part of the Arabian gulf which is
imIPediately contiguous on the south. Other botani~
provinces are found in the West Indian seas, including
the gulf of Mexico; in the ocean which washes the
shores of South America; in the Indian Ocean and its
gulfs; in the seas of Australia; and in the Atlantic
basin, from the 40th degree (If north latitude to the
pole. There are very few species common to the coast
of Europe and the United States of North America,
and none common to the Straits of Magellan and the
shores of Van Diemen's Land.
It must not be overlooked, that the distinctness
alluded to between the vegetation of these several
countries relates strictly to &peCies, and not to forms.
In regard to the numerical preponderance of certain
forms, and many peculiarities of internal structure,
there is a marked agreement in the vegetable produc
tions of districts placed in corresponding latitudes, and
under similar physical circumstances, however remote
their position. Thus there are innumerable points of
analogy between the vegetation of the Brazils, equi
noctial Africa, and India; and there are also points of
difference wherein the plants of these regions are dis
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tinguishable from all extra-tropical groups. But there
are very few species common to the three continents.
The same may be said, if we compare the plants of
the Straitll of Magellan with those of Van Diemen's
Land, or the vegetation of the United States with that
of the middle of Europe: the species are distinct, but
the forms are in a great degree analogous.
Let us now consider what means of diffusion, inde
pendently of the agency of man, are possessed by
plants, whereby, in the course of ages, they may be
enabled to stray from one of the botanical provinces
above mentioned to another, and to establish new
colonies at a great distance from their birth-place.
Manner in whiek plants berome diffused.- Winds.
The principal of the inanimate agents provided by
nature for scattering the seeds of plants over the globe,
are the movements of the atmOllphere and of the ocean,
and the constant flow of water from the mountains to
th~ sea. To begin with the winds: a great number
of seeds are furnished with downy and feathery
appendages, enabling them, when ripe, to float in the
air, and to be wafted easily to great distances by the
most gentle breeze. Other plants are fitted for dis
persion by means of an attached wing, as in the case of
the fir-tree, so that they are caught up by the wind as
they fall from the cone, and are carried to a distance.
Amongst the comparatively small number of plants
known io Linrueus, no less than 188 genera are enu
merated as having winged seeds.
As winds often prevail for days, weeks, or even
months together, in the same direction, these means
of transportation may sometimes be without limits;
and even the heavier grains may be borne through con
e 4
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siderable spaces, in a very short time, during ordinary
tempests; for strong gales, which can sweep along
grains of sand, often move at the rate of about forty
miles an hour, and if the storm be very violent, at the
rate of fifty-six miles. - The hurricanes of tropical
regions, which root up trees and throw down buildings,
sweep along at the rate of ninety miles an hour; so
that, for however short a time they prevail, they may
carry even the heavier fruits and seeds over friths and
seas of considerable width, and doubtless, are often
the means of introducing into islands the vegetation of
adjoining continents. Whirlwinds are also instrumental
in bearing along heavy vegetable substances to con
siderable distances. Slight ones may frequently be ob
served in our fields, in summer, carrying up hayt:ocks
into the air, and then letting fall small tufts of hay far
and wide over the country; but they are sometimes so
powerful as to dry up lakes and ponds, and to break
off the boughs of trees, and carry them up in a whirl
ing column of air.
Franklin tells us, in one of his letters, that he saw,
in Maryland, a whirlwind which began by taking up
the dust which lay in the road, in the form of a sugar
loaf with the pointed end downwards, and soon after
grew to the height of forty or fifty feet, being twenty
or thirty in diameter. It advanced in a direction con
trary to the wind; and although the rotatory motion of
the column was surprisingly rapid, its onward progress
was sufficiently slow to allow a man to keep pace with
it on foot. Franklin followed it on horseback, accom
panied by his son, for three-quarters of a mile, and
saw it enter a wood, where it twisted and turned
- Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes.
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round large trees with surprising force. These were
carried up in a spiral line, and were seen flying in
the air, together with boughs and innumerable leaves,
which, from their height, appeared reduced to the
appm:ent size of flies. As this cause operates at difFer
ent intervals of time throughout a great portion of
the earth's surface, it may be the means of bearing not
only plants but insects, land-testacea and their eggs,
with many other species of animals, to points which
they could never otherwise have reached, and from
which they may then begin to propagate themselves
again as from a new centre.
Distribution of cryptogamous plants. - It has been
found that a great numerical proportion of the excep
tions to the limitation of species to certain quarters of
the globe, occur in the various tribes of cryptogamic
plants. Linnams observed that, as the germs of plants
of this Class, such as mosses, fungi, and lichens, con
sist of an impalpable powder, the particles of which
are scarcely visible to the naked eye, there is no dif
ficulty to account for their being dispersed throughout
the atmosphere, and carried to every point of the
globe, where there is a station fitted for them. Lichens
in particular ascend to great elevations, sometimes
growing two thousand feet above the line of perpetual
snow, at the utmost limits of vegetation, and where
the mean temperature is nearly at the freezing point.
This elevated position must contribute greatly to fa
cilitate the dispersion of those buoyant particles of
which their fructification consists••
Some have inferred, from the springing up of mush
rooms whenever particular soils and decomposed or
• Linn., Tour in Lapland, vol. ii. p.
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ganic matter are mixed together, that the production
of fungi is accidental, and not analogous to that of
perfect plants.· But Fries, whose authority on these
questions is entitled to the highest respect, has shown
the fallacy of this argument in favour of the old doc
trine of equivocal generation. "The sporules of fungi,"
says this naturalist, "are so infinite, that in a single
individual of Reticularia maxima, I have counted
above ten millions, and so subtile as to be scarcely
visible, often resembling thin smoke. so light that
they may be raised perhaps by evaporation into the
atmosphere, and dispersed in so many ways by the
attraction of the sun, by insects, wind, elasticity,
adhesion, &c., that it is difficult to conceive a place
from which they may be excluded."
Agency of ri'Vers and currents. - In considering, in~
the next place, the instrumentality of the aqueous
agents of dispersion, I cannot do better than cite
the words of one of our ablest botanical writers.
" The mountain stream or torrent," observes Keith,
" washes down to the valley the seeds which may ac
cidentally full into it, or which it may happen to sweep
from its banks when it suddenly overflows them. The
broad and majestic river, winding along the extensive
plain, and traversing the continents of the world,
conveys to the distance of many,hundreds of miles
the seeds that may have vegetated at its source.
Thus the southern shores of tile Baltic are visited by
seeds which grew in the interior of Germany; and
the western shores of the Atlantic by seeds that have
been generated in the interior of America."t Fruits,
• Lindley, Introd. to Nat. Syst. of Botany, who cites Fries.
System of Physiological Botany, vol. ii. p. 405.
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moreover, indigenous to America and the West Indies,
such as that of the Mimosa scandens, the cashew-nut,
and others, have been known to be drifted across· the
Atlantic by the Gulf stream, on the western coasts of
Europe, in such a state that they might have vegetated
had the climate and soil been favourable. Among
these the Guilandina Bonduc, a leguminous plant, is
particularly mentioned, as having been raised from a
seed found on the west coast of Ireland.
Sir Hans Sloane states,· that several kinds of beans
cast ashore on the Orkney Isles, and the coast of Ire
land, are derived from trees which grow in the West
Indies, and many of them in Jamaica. He conjectures
that they may have been conveyed by rivers into the
sea, and then by the Gulf stream to greater distances,
in the same manner as the· sea-weed called Lenticula
marina, or Sargasso, which grows on the rocks about
Jamaica, is known to be "carried by the winds and
current towards the coast of Florida, and thence into
the North American ocean,where it lies very thick on
the surface of the sea." t
The absence of liquid matter in the composition of
seeds renders them comparatively insensible to heat
and cold, so that they may be carried without detri
ment through climates where the plants themselves
would instantly perish. Such is their power of resist
ing the effects of heat, that Spallanzani mentions
some seeds that germinated after having been boiled
in water.:!: When, therefore, a strong gale, after
blowing violently off the land for a time, dies away,
If

t

Brown, Append. to Tuckey, No. V. p. 481.
Phil. Trans., 1696.
System of Physiological Botany, vol. ii. p. 408.
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and the seeds alight upon the surface of the waters,
or wherever the ocean, by eating away the sea-cliffs,
throws down into its· waves plants which would never
otherwise approach the shores, the tides and currents
become active instruments in assisting the dissemin..
ation of almost all classes of the vegetable kingdom.
In a collection of six hundred plants from the
neighbourhood of the river Zaire, in Africa, Mr.
Brown found that thirteen species were also met with
on the opposite shores of Guiana and Brazil. He re
marked that most of these plants were found only on
the lower parts of the river Zaire, and were chiefly
such as produced seeds capable of retaining their
vitality a long time in the currents of the ocean.
TIle m;gration of plants aidtd by island8.-Islands,
moreover, and even the smallest rocks, play an im-·
portant part in aiding such migrations; for when seeds
alight upon them from the atmosphere, or are thrown
up by the surf, they often vegetate, and supply the
winds and waves with a repetition of new and un
injured crops of fruit and seeds. These· may after
wards pursue their course through the atmosphere, or
along the surface of the sea, in the same direction.
The number of plants found at any given time on an
islet affords us no test whatever of the extent to
which it may have co-operated towards this end,
since a variety of species may first thrive there and
then perish, and be followed by other chance-comers
like themselves.
Currents and winds in the arctic regions drift along
icebergs covered with an alluvial soil on which herbs
and pine-saplings are seen growing, which may often
continue to vegetate on some distant shore where the
ice-island is stranded.
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MARINE PLANTS.

Disperrion td' marine plattts. - With respect to
marine vegetation, the seeds, being in their native
element, may remain immersed in water without in
jury for indefinite periods, so that there is no difficulty
in conceiving the diffusion of species wherever uncon
genial climates, contrary currents, and other causes,
do not interfere. All are familiar with the sight of the
Boating sea-weed,
" Flung from the rock on ocean's foam to sail,
Where'er the surge may sweep, the tempest's breath prevail."

RemiU"kable accumulations of that species of sea
weed generally known as gulf-weed, or sargasso, occur
on each side of the equator in the Atlantic, Pacific,
and Indian Oceans. Columbus and other navigators,
who first encountered these banks of algm in the
Northern Atlantic, compared them to vast inundated
meadows, and state that they retarded the progress of
their vessels. The most extensive bank is a little
west of the meridian of Fayal, one of the Azores,
between latitudell 35° and 36°: violent north winds
sometimes prevail in this space, and drive the sea
weed to low latitudes, as far as the 24th or even the
20th degree."
The hollow pod-like receptacles in which the seeds
of many algm are lodged, and the filaments attached
to the seed-vessels of others, seem intended to give
buoyancy; and I may observe that these hydrophytes
are in general proliferous, so that the smallest fragment
of a branch can be developed into a perfect plant.
The seeds, moreover, of the greater number of species
are enveloped with a mucous matter like that which
• Greville, Introd.uction to Alge Britannice, p. 12.
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surrounds the eggs of some fish, and which not only
protects them from injury, but serves to attach them
to Boating bodies or to rocks•
.Agency of animals in tlIs distribution of plants.
But we have as yet considered part only of the fertile
resources of nature for conveying seeds to a distance
from their place of growth. The various tribes of
animals are busily engaged in furthering an object
whence they derive such important advantages. Some
times an express pravision is found in the structure of
seeds to enable them to adhere firmly by prickles,
hooks, and· hairll, to the coats of animals, or feathers
of the winged tribe, to which they remain attached
for weeks, or even months, and are borne along into
every region whither birds or quadrupeds may migrate.
Linnreus enumerates fifty genera of plants, and the
number now known to botanists is much greater, which
are armed with hooks, by which, wllen ripe, they
adhere to the coats of animals. Most of these vege
tables, he remarks, require a soil enriched with dung.
Few have failed to mark the locks of wool hanging on
the thorn-bushes, wherever the sheep pass, and it is
probable that the wolf or lion never give chase to her
bivorous animals without being unconsciously subser
vient to this part of the vegetable economy.
A deer has strayed from the herd when browsing on
some rich pasture, when he is suddenly alarmed by
the approach of his foe. He instantly takes to Bight,
dashing through many a thicket, and swimming across
many a river and lake. The seeds of the herbs and
shrubs which have adhered to hjs smoking Banks, are
washed off again by the waters. The thorny spray is
tom off, and fixes itself in his hairy coat, until brushed
off again in other thickets and· copses. Even on the
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Pulpy fruits serve quadrupeds and birds as food,
while their seeds, often hard and indigestible, pass
uninjured through the intestines, and are deposited
far from their original place of growth in a condition
peculiarly fit for vegetation.. So well are the farmers,
in some parts of England, aware of this fact, that when
they desire to raise a quick-set hedge in the shortest
possible time, they feed turkeys with the haws of the
common white-thorn (0f'fltlBgU80xyacantka), and then
sow the stones which are ejected in their excrement,
whereby they gain an entire year in the growth of the
plant.t Birds when they pluck cherries, sloes, and
haws, flyaway with them to some convenient place;
and when they have devoured the fruit, drop the stone
into the ground. Captain Cook, in his account of the
volcanic island of Tanna, one of the New Hebrides,
which he visited in his second voyage, makes the fol.
lowing interesting observation :-" Mr. Forster, in his
botanical excursion this day, shot a pigeon, in the
craw of which was a wild nutmeg. He took some
pains to find the tree on this island, but his endeavours
were without success."t It is easy, therefore, to per
ceive, that birds in their migrations to great distances,
and even across seas, may transport seeds to new isles
and continents.
The sudden deaths to which great numbers of fru
givorous birds are annually exposed must not be
omitted as auxiliary to the transportation of seeds to
new habitations. When the sea retires from the shore,
• Smith's Introd. to Phys. and Syst. Botany, p. 804. 1807.
t This information was communicated to me by Professor
Henslow, of Cambridge.
Book ill. ch. iv.
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and leaves fruits and seeds on the beach, or in the
mud of estuaries, it might, by the returning tide, wash
them away again, or destroy them by long immersion;
but when they are gathered by land birds which fre
quent the sea-side, or by waders and water-fowl, they
are often borne inland; and if the bird to whose crop
they have been consigned is killed, they may be left to
grow up far from the sea. Let such an accident hap
pen but once in a century, or a thousand years, it will
be sufficient to spread many of the plants from one
continent to another;· for, in estimating the activity of
these causes, we must not consider whether they act
slowly in relation to the period of our observation, but
in reference to the duration of species in general.
Let us trace the operation of this cause in connexion
with others. A tempestuous wind bears the seeds of a
plant many miles through the air, and then delivers
them to the ocean; the oceanic current drifts them to
a distant continent; by the fall of the tide they be
come the food of numerous birds, and one of these is
seized by a hawk or eagle, which, soaring across hill
and dale to a place of retreat, leaves, after devouring
its prey, the unpalatable seeds to spring up and
flourish in a new soil.
The machinery before adverted to is so capable of
disseminating seeds over almost unbounded spaces,
that were we more intimately acquainted with the
economy of nature, we might probably explain all the
instances which occur of the aberration of plants to
great distances from their native countries. The real
difficulty which must present itself to everyone who
contemplates the present geographical distribution of
species, is the small number of exceptions to the rule
of the non-intermixture of dift'erent groups of plants.
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Why have they not, supposing them to have been ever
so distinct originally, become more blended and con
founded together in the lapse of ages ?
A.geneg oftMn in tits dispersion of plants.-But in
addition to all the agents already enumerated as in
strumental in diffusing plants over the globe, we have
still to consider man-one of the most important of
all. He transports with him, into every region,the
vegetables which he cultivates for his wants; and is
the involuntary means of spreading a still greater
number which are useless to him, or even noxious.
"When the introduction ofcultivated plants is ofrecent
date, there is no difficulty in tracing their origin; but
when it is of high antiquity, we are often ignorant of
the true country of the plants on which we feed. No
one contests the American origi~ of the maize or the
potato; nor the origin, in the old world, of the cofFee
tree, and of wheat. But there are certain objects of
culture, of very ancient date, between the tropics,
such, for example, as the banana, of which the origin
cannot be verified. Armies, in modem times, have
been known to carry, in all directions, grain and cul
tivated vegetables from one extremity of Europe to
the other; and thus have shown us how, in more
ancient times, the conquests of Alexander, the distant
expeditions of the Romans, and afterwards the cru
sades, may have transported many plants from one
part of the world to the other."
But, besides the plants used in agriculture, the
number which have been naturalized by accident, or
which man has spread unintentionally, is considerable.
One of our old authors, Josselyn, gives a catalogue of
• De Candolle, Essai Eltimen. &c:., p. so.
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such plants as had, in his time, sprung up in the colony
since the English planted and kept cattle in New
England. They were two-and· twenty in number. The
common nettle was the first which the settlers notieed;
and the plantain was called by the Indians " English
man's foot," as if it sprung from their footsteps.·
" We have introduced everywhere," obse"es De
Candolle, "some weeds which grow among our various
kinds of wheat, and which have been received, perhaps,
originally from Asia along with them. Thus, together
with the Barbary wheat, the inhabitants of the south of
Europe have sown, for many ages, the plants of Algiers
and Tunis. With the wools and cottons of the East,
or of Barbary, there are often brought into France the
grains of exotic plants, some of which naturalize them.
selves. Of this I will cite a striking example. There
is, at the gate of Montpellier, a meadow set apart for
drying foreign wool after it Aas been wasW. There
/
hardly passes a year without foreign plants being found \ ;/naturalized in this drying-ground. I have gathered I
there Centaurea pa"ifiora, Psoralea pallestina, and
Hypericum crispum." This fact is not only illus
trative of the aid which man lends inadvertently to
the propagation of plants, but it also demonstrates the
multiplicity of seeds which are bome about in the
woolly imd hairy coats of wild animals.
The same botanist mentions instances of plants
naturalized in seaports by the ballast of ships; and
several examples of others which have spread through
Europe from botanical gardens, so as to have become
more common than many indigenous species.
It is scarcely a century, says Linnleus, since the
• Quarterly Review, vol. xxx. p. 8.
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Canadian erigeron, or flea-bane, was brought from
America to the botanical garden at Paris; and already
the seeds have been carried by'the winds, so that it is
diffused over France, the British islands, Italy, Sicily,
Holland, and Germany.- Several others are men
tioned by the Swedish naturalist, as having been dis
persed by similar means. The common thorn-apple
(Datura Stramonium), observes Willdenow, now grows
as a noxious weed throughout all Europe, with the
exception of Sweden, Lapland, and Russia. It came
from the East Indies 'and Abyssinia to us, and was so
universally spread by certain quacks who used its seed
as an emetic.t
In hot and ill-cultivated countries, such natural
izations take place more easily. Thus the Cheno
podium ambrosioides, sown by Mr. Burchell on a point
of St. Helena, multiplied so in four years as to become
one of the commonest weeds in the island.t
The most remarkable proof, says' De Candolle, of
the extent to which man is unconsciously the instru
ment of dispersing and naturalizing species, isfound in
the fact, that in New Holland, America, and the Cape
of Good Hope, the aboriginal European species exceed
in number all the others which have come from any
distant regions; so that, in this instance, the influence
of man has surpassed that of all the other causes
which tend to disseminate plants to remote districts.
Although we are but slightly acquainted, as yet,
with the extent of our instrumentality in naturalizing
species, yet the facts ascertained aWord no small rea
son to suspect, that the number which we introduce
- Esaay on the Habitable Earth, Amam. Acad., vol. ii. p. 409.
t Principles of Botany, p. 389.
t Ibid.

,
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. unintentionally exceeds all those transported by de
sign. Nor is it unnatural to suppose that the func
tions, which the inferior beings, extirpated by man,
once discharged in the economy of nature, should
devolve upon the human race. If we drive many
birds of passage from different countries, we are pro
bably required to fulfil their office of carrying seeds,
eggs of fish, insects, molluscs, and other creatures, to
distant regions; if we destroy quadrupeds, we must
replace them, not merely as consumers of the animal
and vegetable substances which they devoured, but as
disseminators of plants, and of the inferior classes of
. the animal kingdom. I do not mean to insinuate that
the very same changes which man brings about would
have taken place by means of the agency of other
species, but merely that he supersedes a certain
number of agents; and so far as he disperses plants
unintentionally, or against his will, his intervention
is strictly analogous to that of the species so extir
Pated.
I may observe, moreover, that if, at former· periods,
the animals inhabiting any given district have been
partially altered by the extinction of some species,
and the introduction of others, whether by new cre
ations or by immigration, a change must have taken
place in regard to the particular plants conveyed about
with them to foreign countries. As, for example,
when one set of migratory birds is substituted for
another, the countries from and to which seeds are
transported are immediately changed. Vicissitudes,
therefore, analogous to those which man has occasioned,
may have previously attended the springing up of new
relations between species in the vegetable and animal
worlds.
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It may also be remarked, that if man is the most
active agent in enlarging, so also is he in circumscrib
ing the geographical boundaries of particular plants.
He promotes the migration of some, he retards that of
other species, so that, while in many respects he ap
pears to be exerting his power to blend and confound
the various provinces of indigenous species, he is, in
other ways, instrumental in obstructing the fusion
into one group of the inhabitants of contiguous pro
vinces.
Thus, for example, when two botanical regions
exist in the same great continent, such as the European
region, comprehending the central parts of Europe
and those surrounding the Mediterranean, and the
Oriental region, as it has been termed, embracing the
countries adjoining the Black Sea and the Caspian,
the interposition between these of thousands of square
miles of cultivated lands, opposes a new 'and powerful
barrier against the mutual interchange of indigenous
plants. Botanists are well aware that garden plants
naturalize and diffuse themselves with great facility in
comparatively unreclaimed countries; but spread them
selves slowly and with difficulty in districts highly
cultivated. There are many obvious causes for this
difference c by drainage and culture the natural v~iety
of stations is diminished, and those stray individuals
by which the passage of a species from one fit station
to another is effected, are no sooner detected by the
agriculturist, than they are uprooted as weeds. The
18l'ger shrubs and trees, in particular, can scarcely
ever escape observation, when they have attained a
certain size, and will rarely fail to be cut down if
unprofitable.
The same observations are applicable to the inter
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change of the insects, birds, and quadrupeds of two
regions situated like those above alluded to. No beasts
of prey are permitted to make their way across the
intervening arable tracts. Many birds, and hundreds
of ins~cts, which would have found some palatable
food amongst the various herbs and trees of the prim
eval wilderness, are unable to subsist on the olive,
the vine, the wheat, and a few trees and grasses
favoured by man. In addition, therefore, to his direct
intervention, man, in this case, operates indirectly to
impede the dissemination of plants, by intercepting
the migrations of animals, many of which would other
wise have been active in transporting seeds from one
province to anothen
Whether, in the vegetable kingdom, the influence
of man will tend, after a considerable lapse of ages, to
render the geographical range of species in general
more extended, as De Candolle seems to anticipate, or
whether the compensating agency above alluded to,
will not counterbalance the exceptions caused by our
naturalizations, admits at least of some doubt. III the
attempt to form an estimate on this subject, we must
be careful not to underrate, or almost overlook, as
some appear to have done, the influence of man in
checking the diffusion of plants, and restricting their
distribution to narrower limits.

CHAPTER VI.
LAWS WHICR

BEGULATE toRE GEOGBAPHUlAL DJSTBJBll
TION OF SPECIEs-continued.

Geographical distribution of animals - BufFon on specific dis
tinctness of quadrupeds of old and new world - Different re
gions of indigenous mammalia - Quadrupeds in islands
Range of the Cetacea - Dispersion of quadrupeds (p. 54.)
- their powers of swimming - Migratory instincts- Drifting
of animals on ice-floes (p. 61.) - On floating islands of drift..
timber - Migrations of Cetacea - Habitations of birds (p. 67.)
- Their migrations and facilities of diffusion - Distribution of
reptiles, and their powers of dissemination.

Geographical distribution of animals. - ALTHOUGH
in speculating on "philosophical possibilities," said
Buffon, "the same temperature might have been
expected, all other circumstances being equal, to pro
duce the same beings in different parts of the globe,
both in th~ animal and vegetable kingdoms, yet it is an
undoubted fact, that when America was discovered, its
indigenous quadrupeds were all dissimilar to those
previously known in the old world. The elephant, the
rhinoceros, the hippopotamus, the camelopard, the
camel, the dromedary, the buffalo, the horse, the ass,
the lion, the tiger, the apes, the baboons, and a number
of other mammalia, were nowhere to be met with on
the new continent; while in the old, the American
species, of the same great class, were nowhere to be
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seen-the tapir, the lama, the pecari, the jaguar, the
couguar, the agouti, the paca, the coati, and the sloth."
These phenomena, although few in number relatively
to the whole animate creation, were so striking and so
positive in their nature, that the great French naturalist
caught sight at once ofa general law in thegeographi
cal distribution oforganic beings, namely, the limitation
of groups of distinct species to regions separated from
the rest of the globe by certain natural barriers. It
was, therefore, in a truly philosophical spirit that, rely.
ing on the clearness of the evidence obtained respecting
the larger quadrupeds, he ventured to call in question
the identifications announced by some contemporary
naturalists of species of animals said to be common to
the southern extremities of America and Africa..
Oau1e8 wkick prevent tile migration of anima/s.- The
migration of quadrupeds from one part of the globe to
another, observes one of our ablest writers, is pre
vented by uncongenial climates and the branches of
the ocean which intersect continents. " Hence, by a
reference to the geographical site of countries, we may
divide the earth into a certain number of regions fitted
to become the abodes of particular groups of animals,
and we sball find, 011 inquiry, that each of these pro
vinces, thus conjecturally marked out, is actually
inhabited by a distinct nation of quadrupeds."t
Where the continents of the old and new world
approximate to each other towards the north, the nar
• Butron, vol. v.- On the Virginian Opossum.

t Prichard's Phy.. Histo of Mankind, vol. i. p. 54. In some
of the prelimiJllll')' chapters will be found a sketch of tbe leading
acts illusuative of the geograpbical distribution of animals, dra~n

up.with the author', usual clearness and ability.
VOL. Ill.
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row straits which separate them are frozen over in
winter, and the distance is further lessened by inter
vening islands. Thus a passage from one continent to
another becomes practicable to such quadrupeds as
are fitted to endure the inteD8e cold of the arctic circle.
Accordingly, the whole arctic region has become one of
the provinces ofthe animal kingdom, and contains many
species common to both the great continents. But the
temperate regions of America, which are separated by
a wide extent of ocean from those of Europe and Asia,
eontain each a distinct nation ofindigenous quadrupeds.
There are three groups of tropical mammalia beloQg
ing severally to America, Africa, and continental India,
each inhabiting lands separated from each other by
the ocean.
In Peru and Chili, says Humboldt, the region of the
grasses, which is at an elevation of from 12,800 t.o
15,400 feet, is inhabited by crowds of lama, guana.co,
and alpaca. These quadrupeds, which here represent
the genus' camel of the ancient continent, have not
extended themselves either to Brazil or Mexico; beCause,
during their journey, they must necessarily have de
scended into regions that were too hot for them.
,Animal& in NetD Holland.-New Holland is well
known'to contain a most siugular and characteristic \
assemblage of mammiferous animals, consisting of more
than forty species of the marsupial family, or those
furnished with a pouch under the belly for their young,
of which scarcely any congeners occur elsewhere,
except a few species in some islands~ofthe Indisn archi
pelago and the opossums of America. There are, it'
appears, some examples of marsupial animals in the
• Deac:ription of the Equatorial RegiOns.
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eastern hemisphere out of the Australian continent.
Thus tile Phalangista vulpina inhabits both Sumatra
and New Holland; the P. uraina is found in the
island of Celebes; P. chrysorrhos, in the Moluceas;
P. maculata, and P. cavDions, in Banda and Am

boyna.
This almost exclusive occupation of the Australian
continent by the kangaroos and other trIbes of pouched
animals, although it has justly excited great attention,
is a f8ct, nevertheless, in strict accordance with the
general laws of the distribution of species; since, in
other parts of the globe, we find peculiarities of form,
ak'ucture, and habit. in birds, reptiles, insects, or plants,
confined entirely to one hemisphere, or one continent,
and sometimes to much narrower limits.
In tAe aoutl of Africa.- The southern region of
Aftica, where that continent extends into the temperate
ZODe, constitutes another separate zoological pr&vince,
surrounded as it is on three sides by the ocean,· and cut
off from the countries ofmilder climate, in the northern
hemisphere, by the intervening torrid zone. In many
instances, this region contains the same genera which
are found in temperate climates to the northward of
..pe. line : but then the southern are different ftoom the
northern species. Thus, in the south we find the
quagga and the zebra; in the north, the horse, the 88S,
and the jiggetai of Asia.
The south of Africa is spread out into fine level
pIaills from the tropic to the Cape; in thiS region, says
Pennant, besides the horse genus, of which five species
have been found, there are also peculiar species of
rhinoceros,. the hog, and the hyrax, among pachyder
- Temminck, Mammologie.
D
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matous races; and amongst the ruminating, the girafFe,·
the Cape buffalo, and a variety of remarkable antelopes,
as the springbok, the oryx, the gnou, the leucophoe,
the pygarga, and several others.
In tile Indian arc4ipelago.- The Indian archipelago
presents peculiar phenomena in regard to its indigenous
Mammalia, which, in their generic character, recede, in
IOme respects, from that of the animals of the Indian
continent, and approximate to the A&ican. The Sunda
i~les contain a hippopotamus, which is wanting in the
rivers of Asia; Sumatra, a· peculiar species of tapir,
and a rbinoceros resembling the A&ican more than
the Indian species, but specifically distinguishable from·

both·t
Beyond the Indian archipelago is an extensive region,
including New Guinea, New Britain, and New Ireland,
together with the archipelago of Solomon's Islands, the
New Hebrides, and Louisiade, and the more remote
group of islands In the great southern ocean, which
may be considered as forming one zoological province.
Although these remarkable countries are extremely
fertile in their vegetable productions, they are almost
wholly destitute of native warm-blooded quadrupeds,
except a few species of bats, and some domesticated
animals in the possession of the natives.:j:
Quodrupeds in ialamh. - Quadrupeds found on
islands situated near the continents generally form a
part of the stock of animals belonging .to the adjacent
mainland; " but small islands remote from continent.
• Pennaut's Hist. of Quadrupeds, cited b), Pricbard, Ph)'••
Hist.. of Mankind, voL i. p. 66.
.
t Pricbard, Pb)'&. His!.. of Mankind, vol. i. p. 66.; Cu,ier,
Ann. ciu Museum, tom. vii.
~ Pric:bard, ibid., p. 56.
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are in general altogether destitute of land quadrupeds,
except such as appear to have been conveyed to them
by ~en. Kerguelen's Land, Juan Fernandez, the Gal
Japagos, and the Isles de Lobos, are examples of this
fact. Among all the groups of fertile islands in the
Pacific Ocean, no quadrupeds have been found, except
dogs, hogs, rats, and a few bats. The bats have been
found in New Zealand and the more westerly groups ;
they may probably have made their way along the
chain of islands which extend from the shores of New
Guinea far into the Southern Pacific. The hogs and
the dogs appear to have been conveyed by the natives
from New Guinea. The Indian islands, Dear New
Guinea, abound in axeD, bufFaloes, goats, deer, hogs,
.dogs, bats, and rats; but none of them are said to have
reached New Guinea, except the hog and the dog. The
New Guinea hog is of the Chinese variety, and was
probably brought from some of the neighbouring
islands, being the animal most in request among
/lavages. It has run wild in New Guinea. Thence it
has been conveyed to the New Hebrides, the Tonga
and Society Isles, and to the Marquesas; but it is still
wanting in the more easterly islands, and, to the south
ward, in New Caledonia.
"Dogs may be traced from New Guinea to the New
Hebrides and Fiji Isles; but they are wanting in the
Tonga Isles, though found among the Society and
Sandwich islanders, by some of whom they are used
(or food: to the southward they have been conveyed to
New Caledonia and New Zealand. In Easter Island,
the most remotely situated in this ocean, there are no
domestic animals except fowls and rats, which are
eaten by the natives: these animals are found in most
of the islands; the fowls are probably from New Guinea.
J)
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Rata are to be found even on some desert inlands,
whither they may have been conveyed by canoes
which have occasionally approached the shore. It is
known, .also, that rats occasionally swim in large num
bers to couiderable distances." •
~ rtmge of tile cettu:ea.-It is natural
to suppoae that the geographical range of the different
species of cetacea should be less correctly ascertained
than that of the terrestrial mammifers. It is, however,
well known that the whales which are obtained by our
fishers in the South Seas are distinct from those of the
North; and the same dissimilarity has been found in .
all the other marine animals of the same class, so far
as they have yet been studied by naturalists.
Dilperao. 0/ ~. -Let us now inquire
wbat filcilitiel the various land quadrupeds enjoy of
spreading themselves over the surface of the earth.
In the first place, as their numbers multiply, all of
them, whether they feed on plants, or prey on other
animals, are disposed to scatter themselves gradually
over as wide an area as is accessible to them. But
before they have extended their migrations over a
large space, they are usually arrested either by the sea,
or a zone of uncongenial climate, or some lofty and
unbroken chain of mountains, or a tract already occu
pied by a hOlJtile and more powerful species.
T_ power. of &tDimming. - Rivers and narrow
"friths can seldom interfere with their progress; for the
greater part of them swim well, and few are without
this power when urged by danger and pressing want.
Thus, amongst beasts of prey, the tiger is seen swim
ming about among the islands and creeks in the delta
• Pridwd, Phy.. HUt. of MankiDd, TW. i. p.7S.
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of the Ganges, and the jaguar travel'ses with ease the
largest streams in South America.- The bear, also,
and the bison, croBS the current of the Mississippi.
The popular error, that the common swine cannot
eacape by swimming when thrown into the water, ha.
been contradicted by several curious and well-authenti
cated instances during the recent 800da in Scotland.
One pig, only six months old, after having been cartied
down from Garmoutb to the bar at the mouth of the
Spey, a, distance of a quarter of a mile, swam four
miles eastward to Port Gordon, and landed safe. Three
others, of the lame age and litter, &'Warn, at the same
time, five miles to the west, and landed at Blackbm.
In an adult and wild state, these animals would
doubtless have been more strong and active, and might,
when hard preBSed, have perfurmed a much longer
voyage. Hence islands remote from the continent may
obtain inhabitants by casualities which, like the late
storms in Morayshire, may only occur once in many
centuries. or thousands of years, under all the lame
circumstances. It is obvious that powerful tides, winds,
and currents, may sometimes carry along quadrupeds
capable, in like manner, of presening themselves for
hours in the sea, to v~ considerable distances; and in
this way, perhaps, the tapir (TapirIndicus) may ha.e
become common to Sumatra and the Malayan penmsula.
To the elephant, in particutar, the power 01 crossing
rivers is essential in a wild state, for the quantity of
food which a herd of these animals consumes renders
it neceslary that they .hould be constantly moving
from place to place. The elephant crosses the stream
- Duft"on, vol. v. po SI04.
t Sir T. D. Lauder, Dui, on the Floods in Morsyahire. Aue.
1829. po S02. eec:ond edition.
D ...
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in two ways. If the bed of the river be hard, and the
water not of too great a depth, he fords it. But when
he crosses great rivers, such as the Ganges and the
Niger, the elephant swims deep, 80 deep, that the end
of his trunk only is out of the water; for it is a matter
..of indifference to him whether his body be completely
immersed, provided he can bring the tip of bis trunk
to the surface. so as to breathe the external air.
Animals of the deer kind frequently take to the
water, especially in the rutting season, when the stags
are seen swimming for several leagues at a time, from
island to island, in search of the does, especially in the
Canadian lakes; and in some countries where there
are islands near the sea shore, they fearlessly enter
the sea and swim to them. In hunting excursions, in
North America, the elk of that country is frequently
pursued for great distance~ through the water.
The large herbivorous animals, which are gregarious,
can never remain long in a confined region, as they
consume so much vegetable food. The immense herds
of bisons which often, in the great valley of the Mis
sissippi, blacken the surface, near the banks of that
river and its tributaries, are continually shifting their
quarters, followed by wolves, which prowl about in
their rear. "It is no exaggeration," says Mr. James,
"to assert, that in one place, on the banks of the
Platte, at least ten thousand bisons burst on our sight
in an instant. In the morning. we again sought the
living picture; but upon all the plain, which last
evening was so teeming with noble animals, not one
remained." •
• Expedition tiom Pittsburg to the Roc:k1 Mountains, '"01. ii.
p. 159.
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MigratQrg itutinct8. - Besides the disposition com
mon to the individuals of every species slowly to ex
tend their range in search of food, in proportion as
their numbers augment, a migratory instinct often
develops itself in an extraordinary manner, when,
after an unusually prolific season, or upon a sudden
scarcity of provisions, great multitudes are threatened
by famine. It may be \1se(ul to enumerate BOme ex
amples of these migrations, because they may put
us upon our guard against attributing a high antiquity
to a particular species merely because it is diffused
~ver a great space: they show clearly how soon, in a
state of nature, a newly created species might spread
itself, in every direction, from a single p.oint.
In very severe winters, great numbers of the black
bears of America migrate from Canada into the
United States; but in milder seasons, wben they have
been well fed, they remain and hybemate in the
north.- The rein-deer which, in Scandinavia, can
scarcely exist to the south of the sixty-fifth parallel,
descends, in consequence of the greater coldneu of
the climate, to the fiftieth degree, in Chinese Tartary,
and often roves into a country of more southern lati
tude than any part of England.
In Lapland, and other high latitudes, ~e common
squirrels, whenever they are compelled, t>y want of
provisions, to quit their usual abodes, migrate in
amazing numbers, and travel directly forwards, allow
ing nei,ther rocks and forests, nor the broadest waters,
to turn' them from their course. Great numbers are
often drowned in attempting to pass friths and rivers.
In like manner the small Norway rat sometimes pur.
• Richardson'. FaUDf Boreali-Ameri~ p.16.
D
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sues its migrations in a straight line acrOS8 rivers and
lakes; and Pennant informs us, that when the rats,
in Kamtschatka, become too numerous, they gather
together in the spring, and proceed in great bodies
westward, swimming over rivers, lakes, and arms of
the sea. Many are drowned or destroyed by water
fowl or fish. As soon 88 they hav~ cro88ed the river
Penginsk, at the head of the gulf of the same name,
they turn southward, and reach the rivers Judoma
and Okotsk by the middle of July; a district more
than 800 miles distant from their point of departure.
The lemings. also, a small kind of rat, are descn"bed as
natives of the mountains ofKolen, in Lapland; and once
Fig. 49.

TM ~. or u.,u-J ManMI (Mu. LemIllUl, LcM.).
or twice in a quarter of. a century they appear in vast
numbers, advancing along the ground, and " devouring
every green thing." Innumerable bands march from
the Kolen, through Nordland and Finmark, to the
Western Ocean, which they immediately enter; and,
after swimming about for some time, perish. Other
bapds take their route through Swedish Lapland, to
the Bothnian Gulf, where they are drowned in t}le
same manner. They are followed in their journeys by
bears, wolves, and foxes, which prey upon them inces
santly. They generally move in lines, which are about
three feet from each other, and exactly parallel, going

Di iZ'dbyGoogle
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directly forward through rivers ancllakes; and when
they meet with stacks of hay or corn, gnawing their
way through them instead of PUling round.- These
excursions usually precede a rigorous winter, of which
the lemings seem in some way forewarned.
Vast troops of the wild aS8, 01' 9RII(JW of tile an
cients, which inhabit the mountainous deserts of Great
Tartary, feed, during the summer, in the tracts east
and north of Lake Aral. In the autumn they collect
in herds of hundreds, and even thousands, and direct
their course towards the north of India, and often to
Persia, to enjoy a warm retreat during winter.t Bands
of two or three hundred quaggas, a species of wild
ass, are sometimes seen to migrate from the tropical
plains of southern Africa to the vicinity of the Ma
laleveen river. During their migrations they are fol
lowed by lions, who slaughter them night by night4
The migratory swarms of the Ipringbok, or Cape
antelope, aftOrcl another illustration of the rapidity
with whim a species, under certain CirCUIDStances,
may be diWused over a continent. When the staguot
pools of lbe immense deserts south of the Orange
River dry up, which often happeDS after intervals of
three or four years, myriads of these animals desert
the parched soil, and pOIolr down like a deluge on the
cultivated regions near the Cape. The havoc com
mitted by them resembles that of the African locusts.;
and so crowded are the herds, that. " the lion has been
seen to walk in the midst of the compressed phalanx
with only as mum room between him and his victims
• Phil. Trllll9., ~I. Ii. p. 872.

+Wood'. Zoography, "'01. i.. P. ll.

*

On the aulliorit, of Mr. CampbIlI.
Know., Menageries, ...oL i.. p.152.
D 6
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as the fearll of those immediately around could procure
by pressing outwards." '*
Dr. Horsfield mentions a singular fact in regard to
the geographical distribution of the Mydaus melicep!',
an animal intermediate between the polecat and badger.
It inhabits Java, and is "confined exclusively to those
Fig. 50.

Mydaru meUcep,. or badger. headed MydatU.
16 incM•.

Length, InclucUry; lhe tall,

mountains which have an elevation of more than seven
thousand feet above the level of the ocean; on these
it occurs with the same regularity as many plants.
The long-extended surface of Java, abounding with
conical points which exceed this elevation, affords
many places favourable for its resort. On ascending
these mountains, the traveller scarcely fails to meet
with this animal, which, from its peculiarities, is
universally known to the inhabitants of these elevated
tracts, while to those of the plains it is as strange as an
animal from a foreign country. In myvisits to the moun
tainous districts, I uniformly met with it; and, as far
as the information of the natives can be relied on, it is
found on all the mountains." t
• euvier's Animal Kingdom by Griffiths, vol. H. p. 109.
brary of Enten. Know., Menageries, vol. i. p. 866.

Li

t Horsfield~ Zoological Researches in Jan, No. ii., from which
the figure is taken.
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Now, if asked to conjecture how the Mydaus ar
rived at the elevated regions of each of these isolated
mountains, we might say that, before the island waa
peopled by man, by whom their numbers are now
thinned, they may occasionally have multiplied so aa
to be forced to collect together and migrate: in which
case, notwithstanding the slowness of their motion&,
some few would succeed in reaching another mountain,
some twenty, or even, perhaps, fifty miles distant; for
although the climate of the hot intervening plains
would be unfavourable to them, they might suppon it
for a time, and would find there abundance of insecu
on which they feed. Volcanic eruptions, which, at
different times, have covered the summits of some
of those lofty cones with sterile sand and uhes, may
have occasionally contributed to force on these migra
tions.
Drifting of animals on ice-jlou.- The power of the
terrestrial mammalia to cross the sea is very limited,
and it wu before stated that the same species is
scarcely ever common to districts widely separated by
. the ocean. If there be some exceptions to this rule,
they generally admit of explanation; for there are
natural means whereby some animals may be ftoated
across the water, and the sea sometimes wears a pu
Age through a neck of land, leaving individuals of a
species on each side of the new channel. Polar bears
are known to have been frequently drifted on the ice
from Greenland to Iceland: they can also swim to
considerable distances, for Captain Parry, on the re
turn of his ships through Barrow's Strait, met with a
bear swimming in the water about midway between
the shores, which were about forty miles apart, and
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where no ice was in sight.- "Near the east coast
of Greenland," observes Scoresby," they have been
seen on the ice in such quantities, that they were
compared to flocks of sheep on a common; and they
are often found on field-ice, above two hundred miles
from the shore." t Wolves, in the arctic regions, often
venture upon the ice near the shore, for the purpose
of preying upon young seals, which they surprise when
asleep. When these ice-floes get detached, the wolves
are often carried out to sea; and though some may be
drifted to islands or continents, the greater part of
them perish, and have been often heard in this situ
ation bowling dreadfully, as they die by famine,:J:
During the short summer which visits Melville
Island, various plants push forth their leaves and
Bowers the moment the snow is off the ground, and
form a carpet spangled with the most lively colours.
These .ecluded .pots are reached annually by berds of
musk-oxen and rein-deer, which travel immense dis
tances over dreary and desolate regions, to graze
undisturbed on these luxuriant pastures. § The rein
deer often pass along in the same manner, by the chain
of the Aleutian Islands, from Bebring's Straits to
Kamtschatka, subsisting on the moss found in these
islands during their passage. I!
On jloating islands of drijt-tDood. - Within the
tropics there are no ice-floes; but, as if to compenaate
for that mode of transportation, there are floating
islets of matted trees, which are often borne along
• Append. to Parry's Second Voyage, years 1819-20.

t Account of the Arctic Regions, vol. i. p.518.
t Turton, in a note to Goldsmith's Nato Hist., vol: iD. p. 41.
§ Supplement to Parry'. First Voyage of DiK., p. 189.
11 Godman's American Nato Hist., voL i. p.22.
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tI;lrough considerable spaces. These are sometimes
seen sailing at the distance of fifty or one hundred
miles from the mouth of the Ganges, with living trees
standing erect upon them. The Amazon, the Congo,
-and the Orinoco, also produce these verdant rafts,
which are formed in the manner already described
when speaking of the great raft of the Atchafalaya, an
arm of the Mississippi, where 'a natural bridge of
timber, ten miles long, and more than two hundred
yards wide, has existed for more than forty years, sup
porting a luxuriaJ)t vegetation, and rising and sinking
with the water which flows beneath it.. That this
enormous mass will one day break up and send down
a multitude of floating islands to the Gulf of Mexico,
is the hope and well-founded expectation of the in
habitants of Louisiana.
On these green islets of the Mississippi, observes
Malte-Brun, young trees take root, and the pistia an~
nenuphar display their yellow flowers: there serpentS,
birds, and the cayman alligator, come to repose, and
all are sometimes carried to the sea, and engulphed in
its waters.t
Spix and Martius relate that, during their travela~in
Brazil, they were exposed to great danger while
ascending the Amazon in a canoe, nom the vast quan
tity of drift..wood constantly propelled against them
by the current; so much so, that their safety depended
on the crew being always on the. alert to turn aside the
trunks of trees with long poles. The tops alone of
some trees appeared above water, others had their
roots attached to them with so much soil that they
• See vol. I. p. 282.
t Sys~m of Geogmphy, vol.

'I.

.
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might be compared to floating islets. On these, say
the travellers, we saw some very singular assemblages
of animals, pursuing peacefully their uncertain way in
strange companionship. On one raft were several
grave-looking storks, perched by the side ofa party of
monkeys, who made comical gestures, and burst into
loud cries, on seeing the canoe. On another was seen
a number of ducks and divers, sitting by a group of
squirrels. Next came down, upon the stem of a large
rotten cedar-tree, an enormous crocodile, by the side
of a tiger-cat, both animals regarding each other with
hostility and mistrust, but the saurian being evidently
most at his ease, as conscious of his superior strength••
In a memoir lately published, a naval officer informs
us, that, as he returned from China by the eastern pas
sage, he fell in, among the Moluccas, with several
small floating islands of this kind, covered with man
grove-trees interwoven with underwood. The trees
and shrubs retained their verdure, receiving nourish
ment from a stratum of soil which formed a white
beach round the margin of each raft, where it was
exposed to the washing of the waves and the rays of
the sun.t The occurrence of soil in such situations
may easily be explained; for all the natural bridges of
timber which occasionally connect the islands of the
Ganges, Missi88ippi, and other rivers, with their banks;
are exposed to floods of water, densely charged with
lediment.
. Captain W. H. Smyth informs me, that, when cruiz
ing in the Cornwallis amidst the Philippine Islands, he
• Spix and Martius, Raise, &c., vol. iii. pp. 1011. 1015.
t United Serrice Jo\ll'llal, No. xxiv. p. 697.
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has more than once seen, after those dreadful hur
ricanes called typhoons, floating masses of wood, with
trees growing upon them; and ships have sometimes
been in imminent peril, as often as these islands were
mistaken for terra firma, when, in fact, they were in
rapid motion.
.
It is highly interesting to trace, in imagination, the
effects of the passage of these rafts from the mouth of
a large river to some archipelago, such as those in the
South Pacific, raised from the deep, in comparatively
modem times, by the operations of the volcano and the
earthquake, and the joint labours of coral. animals and
testacea. If a storm arise, and the frail vessel be
wrecked, still many a bird and insect may succeed in
gaining, by flight, some island of the newly formed
group, while the seeds and berries of herbs and shrubs,
which fall into the waves, may be thrown upon the
strand. But if the surface of the deep be calm, and
the rafts are carried along by a current, or wafted by
some slight breath of air fanning the foliage of the
green trees, it may arrive, after a passage of several
weeks, at the bay of an island, into which its plants
and animals may he poured out as from an ark, and
thus a colony of several hundred new species may at
once be· naturalized.
The reader should be reminded, that I merely adven
to the transportation of these rafts as ofextremely rare
and accidental occurrence; but it may account, in.
tropical countries, for some of the rare exceptions to
the general law of the confined range of species.
Migratiom of tile cetacea.-Many of the cetacea,
the whales of the northern seas for example, are found
to de'lert one tract of the sea, and to visit another
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very distant, when they are urged by want of fuod or
danger. The seals· also retire from the coasts of
Greenland in July, return again in September, and
depart ag8in in March, to return in June. They pro
ceed in great droves ~orthwards, directing their
course where the sea is most free from ice, and are
obse"ed to be extremely fat when they set out on
this expedition, and very lean when they come home
again.Speeiu oftl&e Mediterrtmean,Bl4ci &a, and CtUpimt,
identical.-Some naturalists have wondered that the
sea calves, dolphins, and other marine mammalia of
the Mediterranean and Black Sea, should be identical
with those found in the Caspian; and among other
fanciful theories, they have suggested that they may
dive through subterranean conduits, and thus pass
from one sea into the other. But as the occurrence
of wolves and other noxious animals, on both sides of
the British Channel, was adduced, by Desmarest, as one
of many arguments to prove that England and France
were once united; so the correspondence of the aqua
tic species of the inland seas of Asia with those of the
Black Sea tends to confirm the hypothesis, for which
there are abundance of independent geological data,
that those seas were connected together by straits at
no remote period of the earth'~ history.

I shall now offer a few obse"ations on some of the
other divisions of the animal kingdom. Birds, Dot
- Krantz, voL i. p. 129., cited by Goldsmith, Nat. Hist.,
.01. m. p. 260.
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withstanding their great locomotive powers, form no
exception to the general rules already laid down; but,
in this class, as in plants and terrestrial quadrupeds,
different groups of species are circumscribed within
definite limits. We find, for example, one assemblage
in the Brazils, another in the same latitudes in Central
Africa, another in India, and a fourth in New Holland.
But some species, again, are 80 low, that in the same
archipelago, a single island frequently contains a spe
cies found in no other spot on the whole earth; as is
exemplified in some of the parrot tribes. In this ex
tensive fiuoily, which are, with few exceptions, inha
bitants, of tropical regions, the American group has
not one in common with the African, nor either of
these with the parrots of India.
Another illustration is afforded by that minute and
beautiful tribe, the humming birds. The whole of
them are, in the first place, peculiar to the new
world; but there, although some have a considerable
range, as the Trockilw jlammifrom, which is common
to Lima, the island ofJuao Fernaodez, and the Straits
ofMagellan t; other species are peculiar to some ofthe
West India islands, and have not been fouod else
where in the western hemisphere. The ornithology
of our own country affords a no less striking exempli
fication of the same law; for the common grouse
(Tetrao BCOtit:w) occurs nowhere in the known world
except in the British isles.
Some species of the vulture tribe are said to be

- .Prichard. vol. i.

p. 47.

t Captain King, during his late survey, found this bird at the
Straits of Magellan, in the month of May-the depth of winter
IUcking the ftowen of the large species of fuchsia, then in bloom,
in the midst of a shower of snow.
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true cosmopolites; and the common wild goose (Anal
maser, Linn.), if we may believe some ornithologists,
is a general inhabitant of the globe, being met with
fr,om Lapland to the Cape of Good Hope, frequent in
Arabia, Persia, China, and Japan, and in the Ame
rican continent, from Hudson's Bay to South Carolina..
An extraordinary range has also been attributed to the
nightingale, which extends from western Europe to
Persia, and still farther. In a work entitled Specchio
Comparativot, by Charles Bonaparte, many speciel
of birds are enumerated as common to Rome and
Philadelphia; the greater, part of these are migratory,
but some Qf them, such as the long-eared owl (&ri:z
otua), are permanent in both countries.
T1Ieir Jacililia of diffusion. - In parallel zones of
the northern and southern hemispheres, a great gene
ral correspondence of form is observable, both in the
aquatic and terrestrial birds; but there is rarely any
specific identity: and this phenomenon is truly re
markable, when we recollect the readiness with which
lome birds, not gifted with great powers of flight,
shift their quarters to different regions, and the facility
with which others, possessing great strength of wing,
perform their aerial voyage. Some migrate periodi
cally from high latitudes, to avoid the cold of winter,
and the accompaniments of cold,-scarcity of insects
and vegetable food; others, it is said, for some par
ticular kinds of nutriment required for rearing their
young: for this purpose, they often traverse the ocean
for thousands of miles, and recr08s it at other periodS,
with equal security.
• Bewick'. Birds, vol. ii. p. 294., who citel Latham.
t Pisa, 1827 (not sold).
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Periodical migrations, no less regular, are mentioned
by Humboldt, of many American water-fowl, from
one part of the tropics to another in a zone where
there is the same temperature throughout the year.
Immense flights of ducks leave the valley of the Ori
noco, when the increasing depth of its waters and the
flooding of its shores prevent them from catching fish,
insects, and aquatic worms. They then betake them
selves to the Rio Negro and Amazon, having passed
from the eighth and third degrees of north latitude to
the first and fourth of south latitude, directing their
course south-south-east. In September, when the
Orinoco decreases and re-enters into its channel, these
birds return northwards.
The insectivorous swallows which visit our island
would perish duri!1g winter, if they did not ann~ly
repair to warmer climes. It is supposed that, in these
aerial excursions the average rapidity of their flight is
not less than fifty miles an hour; so that, when aided
by the wind, they soon reach warmer latitudes. Spal
lanzani calculated that the swallow can fly at the rate of
nine ty-two miles an hour, and conceived that the rapi
dity of the swift might be three times greater.t The
rate of flight of the eider duck (A.naa mollissima) has
been ascertained to be ninety miles an hour; and that
of hawks, and several other tribes, to be 150 miles•
.When we reflect how easily different species, in a
great lapse of ages, may be each overtaken by gales
imd hurricanes, and, abandoning themselves to the
tempest, be scattered at random through variouS
regions of the earth's surface, where the temperature
• Voyage aux Regions Equinoxiales, tome vii. p.•29.
Zool., vol. ii. p.4S.

t Fleming. Phil.
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of the atmosphere, the vegetation, and the animal
productions, might be suited to their wants, we shall
be prepared to find some species capriciously distri.. '
buted, and to be sometimes unable to determine the
native countries of each. Captain Smyth informs me,
that, when engaged in his survey of the Mediterranean,
he encountered a gal~ in the Gulf of Lyons, at the
distance of between twenty and thirty leagues from
the coast of France, which bore along many land birds
of various species, some of which alighted on the ship,
while others were thrown with violence against the
sails. In this manner islands become teD8Dted b,
species of birds inhabiting the nearest mainland.

GeogmpAicalDistrilnmon rmdDissemi'llalitmoJ&ptilu.
A few facts respecting the third great class of ver
tebrated animals will suffice to show that the plan of
nature in regard to their location on the globe is per
fectly analogous to that already exemplified in other
parts of the organic creation, and has probably been
determined by similar causes.
Hahitations of reptiles. - Of the great saurians, the
gavials which inhabit the Ganges differ from the cay
man of America, or the crocodile of the Nile. The
monitor of New Holland is specifically distinct from the
Indian species; these latter, again, from the African,
and all from their congeners in the new world. So in
regard to snakes; we find the boa of America repre
sented by the python, a difFeren.t though nearly allied
genus in India. America is the country of the rattle
snake; Africa, of the cerastes; and Asia, of the hooded
snake, or cobra di capello.
There is a legend that St. Patrick expelled all rep
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tiles from Ireland; and certain it is that none of the
three species of snakes common in England, nor the
toad, have been observed there by naturalists. They
have our common frog, and our water-newt, and accord;.
ing to Ray (Quad. 264.), the green lizard (~
viridi8). Schultes the botanist observed, a few years
since, in his tour in England, that there were' two
great islands in Europe of which the floras were un
known - Sardinia and Ireland; he might perhaps, have
added, the fauna of the latter country.
Migrations of tile larger reptiles. - The range of the
large reptiles is, in general, quite as limited as that of
some orders of the terrestrial mammalia. The great
saurians sometimes cross a considerable tract in order
to pass from one river to another; but their motions
by land are generally slower than those of quadrupeds.
By water, however, they may transport themselves to
distant situations more easily. The larger alligator of
the Ganges sometimes descends beyond the brackish
water of the Delta into the lea; and in IUch cases it
might cha.~ce to be drifted away by a current. and sur
vive t.ill it reached a shore at some distance; but such
casuaJities are probably very rare.
Turtles migrate in large droves from one part of the
Oee&Q to another during the ovipositing season. Dr.
Fleming, mentions, that an individual of the hawk',
bill turtle ( CluIlonia imbricata), 80 common in the Ame~
rican seas, has been taken at Papa Sto.ur, one. of the
West Zetland islandst; and,according to Sibbald," the
• Malte-Brun says (Syst. of Geog., vol. viii. p. 199.), that a
c:roc:odile is still preserved at Lyons tbat was taken from ~e Rhone,
about two centuries ago; but no particulars are given.
Brit. Animals, p. 149.; who cites Sibbald.
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CHAPTER VII.
LA11'8 WHICB BBGULATII TB. GBOCilBAPRJC,&L lIISTBI
BUTION OP SPECIBS-continued.

Geographical distribution and migrations of fish -.of testacea
of zoophytes (po 82.) - Distribution of insects - Migratory
iostincts of some species - Certain types c:haracteriM particwar
countries - Their means of dissemination - Geograpbical dis
tribution and diffusion of man (p. 89.) - Speculation. as to
the birth-place of the human speciea - Prosreta of hwnan
population - Drifting of canoes to T81t ~- On the
involuntary inSueoce of man in extending the I'IIIIgII of many
other species (p. 95.).

Geographical .Dish-ibution and Migratiom

of Fisk.

ALTHOUGH we are less acquainted with the habita
tions of marine animals than with the grouping of the
terrestrial species before described, yet it is well ascer
tained that their distribution is govern.ed by the same
general laws. The testimony borne by MM. P6ron
and Lesueur to this important fact is remarkably
strong. These eminent naturalists, after collecting
and describing many thousand species of marine ani
mals which they brought to Europe from the southern
hemisphere, insist most emphatically on their distinct
ness from those- north of the equator; and this remark
they extend to animals of all classes, from those of a
more simple to those of a more complex organization
from the sponges and medu8&l to the cetacea. cc Among.
all those which we have been able to examine," say
B
VOL. 111.
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they, "with our own eyes, or with regard to which it
has appeared to us possible to pronounce with cer
tainty, there is not a single animal of the southern
regions which is not distinguished by essential charac
ters from the analogO!1S species in th'e northern seas.""
The fish of the Arabian Gulf are said to differ en
tirely from those of the Mediterranean, notwithstanding
the proximity of these seas. The flying-fish are found
(some stragglers excepted) only between the ttopics ;
in receding from the line, they never approach
higher latitude than the fortieth parallel. Those in_
habiting the Atlantic are said to be different species
from those of the eastern ocean.t The electric gym
notus belongs exclusively to America; the trembler,
or Silurua eiectricus, to the rivers of Africa; but the
torpedo, or cramp-fish, is said to be dispersed over all
tropical, and many temperate seas4
All are. aware that there are certain fish of passage
which have their periodical migrations, like some tribes
of birds. The salmon, towar"ds the season of spawn
ing, ascends the rivers for hundreds of miles, leaping
up the cataracts which it meets in its course, and then
retreats again into the depths of the ocean. The her
ring and the haddock, after frequenting certain shores,
in vast shoals, for a series of years, desert them again,
and resort to other stations, followed by the species
which prey on them. Eels are said to descend into
the sea for the purpose of producing their young,
which are seen returning into the fresh water by my
riads, extremely small in size, but p088essing the power
of surmoW).ting every obstacle which occurs in the

a

• Sur les Habitations des Animaux Marius.-Ann. du Mus.,
tom. xv., cited by Prichard, Phys. Hist. of Mankind, vol. i. p. 51 •
. t Malte-Brun, vol. i. p.507.
lbid.

*
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course of a river, by applying their slimy and glutinou~
bodies to the surface of rocks, or the gates of a lock,
even when dry, and so climbing over it. '" Before the
year 1800 tQere were no eels in Lake Wener, the"
largest inland lake in Sweden, which discharges its
waters by the celebrated cataracts of Trolhat1'an. But
I am informed by Professor Nilsson that since the
canal was opened uniting the river Gotha with the
lake by a series of nine locks, each of great height,
eels have been observed in abundance in the lake. It
appears, therefore, that though they were unable to
ascend the falls, they have made their way by the locks,
by which in a very short space a difference of level of
114 feet is overcome.
Gmelin says, that the anseres (wild geese, ducks, and
others) subsist, in their migrations, on the spawn offish;
and that often times, when they void the spawn, two or
three days afterwards, the eggs retain their vitality un
impaired. t When there are many disconnected nesh
water lakes in a mountainous region, at various eleva
tions, each remote from the other, it has often been
deemed inconceivable how they could all become stock"
ed with fish nom one common source; but it has beeq
suggested, that the minute eggs of these animals may
sometimes be entangled in the feathers of water-fowl.
These, when they alight to wash and plume themselves
in" the water, may often unconsciously contribute to
, propagate swanns of fish, which, in due season, will
supply them with food. Some of the water-beetles,
also, as the dyticidlll, are amphibious, and in the even
ing quit their lakes and pools, and, flying in the air,
transport the minute ova of fishes to distant wllters,
• Phil. Trans., 1747, p.895.
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In this manner some naturalists account for the fry
fish appearing occasionally in small pools caused by
heavy rains.
Geograpmcal Distribution and Migration. of
Tutacea.
The testacea, of which so great a variety of
species occurs in the sea, are a class of animals of pe
culiar importance to the geologist; because their re
mains are found in strata of all ages, and generally in
a higher state of preservation than those of other
organic beings. Climate has a decided influence on
the geographical distribution of species in this class;
but as there is much greater uniformity of temperature
in .the waters of the ocean, r than in the atmosphere
which invests the land, the diffusion of many marine
molluscs is extensive.
Catue8 which limit the e:etension of many species. 
Some forms, as those of the nautili, volutm, and
cypnere, attain their fullest development in warm lati
tudes; and most of their species are exclusively con
fined to them. Peron and Lesueur remark, that the
Haliotis gigantea of Van Diemen's Land, and the
Phasianella, diminish in size as they follow the coasts
of New Holland to King George's Sound, and entirely
disappear beyond them. - Almost all the species of
South American shells differ from those of the Indian
Archipelago in the same latitudes; and on the shores
of many of the islands of the South Pacific, peculiar
species have been obtained. But we are as yet by DO
means able to sketch out the submarine provinces of
shells, as the botanist has done those of the terrestrial;
and even of the subaqueous plants. There can be·
• Ann. du Mua. d'Hist. ~at., tom. n.
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little doubt, however, that the boundaries in this case,
both of latitude and longitude, will be found in general
well defined. The continuous lines of continentI,
stretching from north to south, prevent a particular
species from belting the globe, and following the
direction of the isothermal lines. The inhabitants of
the West Indian seas, for example, cannot enter the
Pacific, without passing round through the inclement
climate of Cape Horn. Currents also flowing per.
manently in certain directions, and the influx at cer.
tain points of great bodies of fresh water, limit the
extension of many species. Those which love deep
water are arrested by shoals; others, fitted for shallow
seas, cannot migrate across unfathomable abysses.
Great 'l'Ml{/e of IJMIIIJ species. - Some few species,
however, have an immense range, as the Bulla aperto,
for example, which is found in almost all zones. The
habitation of the Bulla 8triata extends from the
shores of Egypt to the coasts of England and France,
and it recurs again in the seas of Senegal, Brazil, and
the. West Indies. The Turbo pelrt1N.B inhabits the
seas of England, GuadaJoupe, and the Cape of Good
Hope -, and many instances of a similar kind might be
enumerated.
The IantAina fragilitl has wandered into almost
every sea, both tropical and temperate. This" com
mon oceanic snail" derives its buoyancy from an
admirably contrived float, which has enabled it not
only to disperse itself so universally, but to become an
active agent in djsseminating other species, which
attach themselves, or their ova, to its shell.t
• Fer. Art. Geogr. Ph,s. Diet. Class. d'Hid. Nat.
Mr. Broderip ,-specimens of IanlhiMft'agilia, bear..
iag _
than ODe species of hamacle (Pentela"";') presented to

-t
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It is evident that, among the testacea, as in plants
and the higher order of animaJs, there are species
which have a power of enduring a wide range of tem
perature, whereas others cannot resist a considerable
change of <rJimate. Among the freshwater mo])uscs,
and those which breathe air, Ferussac mentions a few
instances of species of almost universaJ diffusion.
The Helix putris (Stu:eine{l putriI.'" Lam.), so com
mon in Europe, where it reaches from Norway to Italy,
is also found in Egypt, in the United States, in New
foundland, Jamaica, Tranquebar, and, it is even said,
in the Marianne Isles. As this animal inhabits COD
stantly the borders of pools and streams where there
is much moisture, it is not impossible that different
water-fowl have been the agents of spreading some of
its minute eggs, which may have been entangled in
their feathers. Heli:r: aspe1'sa, one of the commonest
of our larger land-shells, is found in South America,
at the foot of Chimborazo, as also in Cayenne. Some
eonchologists have conjectured that it was accident
ally imported in some ship; for it is an eatable species,
and these animals are capable of retaining life during
long voyages, without air or nourishment.'"
him by Captain King and Lieutenant Graves. One of these
specimens, taken aliTe by Captain King far at sea, and a little
.north of the equator, is so loaded with those cirrhipeds, and with
numerous ova, that all the upper part of its shell is invisible.
• Four individuals of a large species of land shell (Bulimu),
from Valparaiso, were brought to England by Lieutenant Graves,
who accompanied Captain King in his late expedition to the
Straits of Magellan. They had been packed up in a box, and
enveloped in cotton; two for a space of thirteen, one for seven
teen, and a fourth for upwards of twenty months; but, oa being
exposed hy Mr. Broderip to the warmth of a fire in London, ani
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Cmaji1llJd mnge of otRer,. - Mr. Lowe, in a tnemoir
published in the Cambridge Transactions in l8St, enu
merates seventy-one species of land mollusc~ collected
by him in the islands of Madeira and Porto Santo, sixty
of which belonged to the genus Helix alone, including
as sub-genera Bulimus and Achatina, and excluding
.Vitrina and Clausilia; -forty-four of these are new.
-It is remarkable, that very few of the above-mentioned
.species are common to the neighbouring archipelago
·of the Canaries; but it is a still tn()re striking fact,
·that, of the sixty species. of the three genera ahove
mentioned, thirty-one are natives of Porto Santo;
whereas, in Madeira, which contains ten times the
superficies, were found but twenty-nine. Of these
only four were common to the two islands, which are
separated by a distance of only twelve leagues; and
two even of these four (~amely, Helix rkodoatoma and
H. tlentro8a) are species of general diffusion, common
to Madeira, the Canaries, and the South of Europe.·
The confined range of these molluscs may easily be
explained, if we admit that species have only one
birth-place; and the only problem to be solved would
relate to the exceptions-to account for the dissemin
ation of some species throughout several islands, and
.the European continent. May not the eggs, when
washed .into the sea by the undermining of cli1Fs, or
blown by a stOrm· from the land, float uninjured to a
distant shore?
Their mcxJe of diffiuion.-NotwithstandiDg tpe
proverbially slow motion of snails and molluscs in
provided with tepid water and leaves, tbey revived, and lived
for several months in Mt. LoddigeS' palm-bouse.
• Carob. Phil. Trans., vol. iv.,I8S).
.
E
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general, and although many aquatic species adhere
constandy to the same rock for their whole lives, they
are .by DO me8ll8 destitute of provision for dissemin
ating themselves rapidly over a wide area. Some lay
their eggs in a sponge-like nidus, wherein the young
remain enYeloped for a time after their birth; and this
buoyant substance floats far and wide 88 readily as
sea-weed. The young of other viviparous tribes are
often borne along, entangled in sea-weed. Sometimes
they are 10 light, that, like grains of sand, they caD be
easily moved by currents. Balani and serpu1re are

:Bur qf.fru4.waler MDIltIICI.
Fig. 1. Eggs of Ampullaria oyata (a ftuyiatile species), &1ed to
:l small sprig wbicll bad fallen into the water.
Fig. 2. Eggs of Planorbis albua, attacbed to a dead leaf lying
under water.
Fig. s. Eggs of the commOIl LillUleUl (L. YUlpria), adberiDg to
a dead .ack under water.
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sometimes found adhering to floating cocoa-nuts, and
even to fragments of pumice. In rivers and lakes, on
the other hand, aquatic univalves usually attach their
eggs to leaves and sticks which have fallen into: the
,water, and which are liable to be swept away during
floods, from tributaries to the main streams, and from
thence .to all parts of the same basins. Particular
species may thus migrate during one season from the
head waters of the Mississippi, or any other great
river, to countries bordering the sea, at the distance
of many thousand miles.
An illustration of the mode of attachment of these
eggs will be seen in the annexed cut. (Fig. 51.)
The habit of some testacea to adhere to Boating
wood is proved by their fixing themselves to the bot
toms .of ships. By this mode of conveyance Mgtilu&
polgmorpktu has been brought from northern Europe
to the Commercial Docks in the Thames, where the
species is now domiciled.
A lobster (A.stacus manntu) was lately taken alive
covered with living mussels (Mytiltu edtdis).; and a
large female crab (Oancer pagu1'Ul), covered with
oysters, ana bearing also Anomia ephippium, and
actinire, was taken in April, 1882, ofi' the English
coast. The oysters, seven in number, include indi.
viduals of six years' growth, and the two largest are
four inches long and three inches and 'a half broad.
Both the crab and the oysters were seen alive by Mr.
Robert Brown.t
• The specimen is preseryed in the Museum of the Zool. Soc:.
of London.
. t This specimen is in the collection of my friend Mr. Broderip,
wbo observes, tbat this crab, wbicb was apparently in perfect health,
could not baTe c:aI& ber Ibell for six years, wbel'eu IOme naturalist.
B
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From this example we learn the manner in which
oysters may be diffused over every part of the sea
where the crab wanders; and if they are at length
carried to a spot where there is nothing but fine mud,
the foundation of a new oyster-bank may be laid OD
the death of the crab. In this instance the oysters
survived the crab many days, and were killed at last
only by long exposure to the air.


-Geographical Distribution and Migrations of Zoophytes.
Zoophytes are very imperfectly known, but .there
can be little doubt that each maritime region pos
sesses species peculiar to itself. The madrep'ores,
or lamelliferous polyparia, are found in their fullest
development only in the tropical seas of Polynesia
and the East and West Indies; and this family is re.
presented only by a few species in our seas. Those
even of the Mediterranean are inferior in size; and,
for the most part, different from such as inhabit the
tropics. Peron and Lesueur, after studying the Holo
thurire, Medusal, and other congeners of delicate and
changeable forms, came to the conclusion that each
kind has its place of residence determined by the tem
perature necessary to support its existence. Thus,
for example, they found the abode of Pyrosoma At
lantica to be confined to one particular region of the
Atlantic Ocean.·
Let us now inquire how the transportation of polyps
from one part of the globe to another is effected.
have stated that the species moults annually. without limiting the
.
moultiflg period to the early stages of growth of the animal.
• Voy. ault Terres Australes, tome i. p.49l1.
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Many of them, as in the families Flustra and Sertu
laria, attach themselves to sea-weed, anl;l· are occa
sionally drifted along with it. Many fix.themselves
,to the shells of gasteropods, and are thus bome along
by them to short distances. Some polyps, like the sea~
pens, float about in the sea, although naturalists are
not agreed whether or not they possess powerllof spon~
taneous motion. But the most frequent mode of trans.
portation consists in the buoyancy of ~heir eggs,
or certain small vesicles, which are detached, and ar~
capable of becoming the foundation of a new «;olony.
These gems, as they are called; have in many' instances
11 10conlC~tive power of their own, by whicJJ. they pro
£eed in a determinate direction for several days after
~paration from the· parent. They are propelled by
means of numerous short threads or hairs,' which are
,in constant and rapid vibration; and, when thus sup
·ported in the water, they may be borne along ,by cur
!,I'ents to a great distance.
That some zoophytes adhere to floating. ·bodies, is
.proved by their being found attached to the bottoms
of ships, like certain testacea before alluded to.

Geou:apAiC(JI~'butUm and 'Mir/rationul Insects~
Before I conclude this sketch of the manDer in which
the habitable parts of the earth are shared-Pllt among
·partic;ull+r assemblage.s of organi~ ~eings,. I ~ust offer
·a few remarks on insects, which~ by th~ir numbers and
the variety of their powers and instincts, exert a pro
,digious influence. in ,the econolJlY ~f. animl1~. nature.
As a large portion of these minute creatures are
·strictly depe~dent for their. subsistence on certain ape
cies of vegetables, the entomological· provinces must
coincide in a considerable degree with thebetanical.
1'6
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All the insects, says Latreille, brought from the
eastern p811s of Asia and China, whatever be their
latitude and temperature, are distinct from those of Eu
rope and of AtHca. The insects of the United States,
although often they approach very close to our own,
are nevertheless specifically distinguishable by some
characters. In South America, the equinoctial lands
of Ne.. Gnmada anti Peru Ob the one side, and of
Guiana on the other, contain for the most part distinct
groups; the Andes forming the division, and inter
posing a Darrow line of severe cold between clima~e.
otherwise ..,ery similar••
M'agmtorg inBtUtt:U. - The inseelS of the United
States, eYeD those of the nO'l'them pro..,inces as far' as
Canada, Her specifically from the European; while
those or GreeDland appear to be in a great measure
ideatiClll with our own. Some insects are very local ;
while a few. on the contral'y. are common to remote
countries, between which the torrid zone and the Ocean
intervene. TInu our painted lady butterily (Var&el8a
Mrdtli) re-appears in New Holland and Japan with
scarcely la varying streak.t The same species is said
to be one of the few insects which are universally
dispersed over the earth, being found in Europe, Asia,
Africa, and Am~rica; and its wide range is the more
interesting. because it seems explained by its migratory
instinct, seccmded, no doubt. by a capacity, enjoyed
by few species, of enduring a great diversity of tem
perature.
A vast s..arm of this species. forming a column from
• G&og~e GftI~ des InseeteB et dea AracbDiclea. Mem.
do MIlIo d'Hiat. Nit.. tomeiii.
.
t KidIJ ami SpenC8, ye!. iy. p,

..a.,.
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ten to fifteen feet broad, was, a few years since, 0b
served in the Canton de Vaud; they traversed the
country with great rapidity from north to souib, all
Bying onwards in regular order, close together, and not
turning from their course on .the approach of other ob
jects. Professor Bonelli, of Turin, observed in March
of the s!UDe year, a similar swarm of the same species,
also directing their Bight from north to south, ia
Piedmont, in such immense numbers that at night the
Bowers were literally covered with them. They bad
been traced from Coni, Raconi, Susa, &c. A similar
Bight at the end of the last century is recorded by
M. Louch, in the Memoirs of the Academy of Turin.
The fact .is the. more worthy of notice, because the
caterpillars of this butterfly are not gregarious, but
solitary from the moment that they are hatched; and
this instinct remains dormant, while generation after
generation passes away, till it suddenly displays itself
in full energy when their numbers happen to be in
excess.
Not only peculiar species, but certain types, distin.
guish particular countries; and there are groups, 0b
serves Kirby, which represent each other in distant
regioDs, whether in their form, their functions, or in
both. Thus the honey and wax of Europe, Asia, and
Africa, are in each case prepared by bees congenerous
with our common hive-bee (Apis, Latr.); while, in.
America, this genus is nowhere indigenous, but is Te
placed by Melipona, Trigona, and Euglos88; and in
New Holland by a still different, but undescribed type.
The European bee (Apis rMIlifica), although not a
native of the new world, is now established, both iD
• Kirbyand Spenc:e, yoL iT. p.497.
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North and South America. It was introduced into
the United States by some of the early settlers, and
has since overspread the vast forests of the interior,
building hives in the decayed trunks of trees. " The
Indians," says Irving, "consider them as the harbinger
of the white man as the buffalo is of the red man, and
say that in proportion as the bee advances the. Indian
and the buffhlo retire. It is said," continues the same
writer, "that the wild bee is seldom to be met with at
any great distance from the frontier, and that they
have always been the heralds of' civilization, preceding
it as it advanced from the Atlantic borders. Some of
the ancient settlers of the west even pretend to give
the very year when the honey-bee first crossed the
Mississippi...•
. As almost all insects are winged, they can readily
spread themselves wherever, their progress is not op
posed by un congenial climates, or by seas, mountains,
and other physical impediments; and these barriers
tlley can sometimes surmount by a\>andoning them
selves to violent winds, which, as I before stated, when
speaking of floating seeds, may in a few hours carry
them to very considerable distances. On the Andes
some sphinxes and flies have been observed by Hum
boldt, at the height of 19,180 feet above the sea, and
which appeared to him to have been involuntarily car
ried into these regions by ascending currents ofair.t
White mentions a remarkable shower of aphides
which seem to have emigrated, with an east wind, from
the great hop plantations of Kent and Sussex, and
blackened the shrubs and vegetables where they
• Washington Ining's Tour in the Prairies, ch. ix •
Description oCtbe Equatorial Regions-Malte.Brun. vol. v.
p.579.
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alighted at Selboume, spreading at the same time in
great clouds all along the vale trom Famham to Alton.
These aphides are sometimes accompanied by vast
numbers of the common lady-bird (Coet:inella septem
punctata), which feed upon them.·
It is remarkable, says Kirby, that many of the in
sects. which are occasionally observed to emigrate, as,
for instance, the libelluhE, coccinellre, carabi, cicadre.
&c. are not usually social insects; but seem to congre
gate, like swallows, merely for the purpose of emi
gration. t Here, therefore, we have an example of an
instinct developing itself on certain rare emergencies,
causing unsocial species to become gregarious, and to
venture sometimes even to cross the ocean.
The armies of locusts which darken the air in Atrica
and traverse the globe from Turkey to our southern
"COunties in England, are well known to all. When
the western gales sweep over the Pampas, they bear
along with them myriads of insects of various kinds.
As a proof of the manner in which species may be
thus diffused, I may mention that when the Creole
frigate was lying in the outer roads off Buenos Ayre.;
in 1819, at the distance of six miles trom the land,
ber decks and rigging were suddenly covered with
thousands of dies and grains of sand. The sides of
the vessel had just received a fresh coat of paint, to
which the insects adhered in such numbers as to spot
1Uld disfigure the vessel, and to render it necessary
partially to renew the paint.:\: Captain W. H. Smyth
was. obliged to repaint his vessel, the Adventure, in
• Kirby and Spence, vol. ii. p. 9. 1817.
t Ibid. p. 12.
I am. indebted to Lieutenant Graves, R. N., for this inform
ation.
•

t
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the Mediterranean, from the same cause. He was OD
his way from Malta to Tripoli, when a southern wind
blowing from the coast of Africa, then one hundred
miles distant, drove such myriads of flies upon the
fresh paint, that not the smallest point was left un
occupied by insects.
To the southward of the river Plate, oft' Cape St.
Antonio, and at the distance of fifty miles from land,
several large dragon-flies alighted on the Adventure
frigate, during Captain King's late expedition to the
Straits of Magellan. If the wind abates when insects
are thus crossing the sea, the most delicate species
are not necessarily drowned; for many ·can repose
without sinking on the water. The slender long
legged tipullll have been seen standing on the surface
of the sea, when driven out far from our coast, and
took wing immediately on being approached.'" Exotic
beetles are sometimes thrown on our Shore, which
revive after having been long drenched in salt water.;
and the periodical appearance of some conspicuous
butterflies amongst us, after being unseen for five.or
tiny years, has been ascribed, not without probability,
to the agency of the winds.
Inundations of rivers,' observes Kirby, if they hap
pen at any season except in the depth of winter,
always carry down a number of insects, Boating on
the surface of bits of stick, weeds, &c.; so that when
the waters subside, the entomologist may generally
reap a plentiful harvest. In the dissemination, more
over, of these minute beings, as in that of plants, the
larger animals play their part. Insects· are, in num
" I alate this fact;
Curtis.

OD

die authoritT

or my friend,

Mr. John
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berless instances, bome along in the COBts of animals,
or the feathers of birds; and the eggs of some species
are capable, like seeds, of resisting the digestive
powers of the stomach. and after they are swallowed
with herbage, may be ejected again unharmed in the
dung.
.

GeograpAical Distribution and Di.fft48ion of Irlan.
I have reserved for the last some observations on the
range and dift'usion of the human species over the
earth, and th~ inlluence of man in spreading other
animals and plants, especially the terrestrial. .
Many naturalists have amused themselTes in specu
lating on the probable birth-place of mankind, tile
point from which, if we assume the whole human race
to have descended from a single pair, the tide of emi.
gration must originally have proceeded. It has been
always a favourite conjecture, that this birth.place
was situated within or n~ar the tropics. where perpe
tual summer reigns, and where fruits, herbs, and roots
are plentifully supplied throughout the year. The cli
mate of these regions, it has been said, is suited to a
being bom without any covering, and who had not yet
acquired the arts of building habitations or providing
clothes.
ProgressofAuman pupuJation._ cc The hunter state,"
it has been argued, "which Montesquieu placed thefirst,
was probably only the second stage to which mankind
arrived; since so many arts must have been invented
to catch a salmon, or a deer, that society could no
longer have been in its infancy when they came into
use." - When regions where the spontaneous fruits of
• Bnnd'. Select Diaert. from the Amoen.Ac:ad.·, Tol. i. po1l8.
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the earth abound became overpeopled, 'men would na
turally diffuse themselves over the neighbouring parts
of the temperate zone; but a considerable time would
probably elapse before this event took place; and it is
possible, as a writer before cited observes, that in the
interval before the multiplication of their numbers and
their increasing wants had compelled them to emigrate,
some arts to take animals were invented, but far infe
rior to what we see practised at this day among savages.
As their habitations gradually advanced into the tem
perate zone, the new difficulties they had to encounter
would call forth by degrees the spirit of invention.
and the probability of such inventions always rises with
the number of people involved in the same necessity.
A distinguished modern writer, who coincides for
the most part in the views above mentioned, has in
troduced olle of the persons in his second dialogue as
objecting to the theory of the human race having gra
dually advanced from a savage to a civilized state, on
the ground that "the first man must have inevita
bly been 4estroyed by the elements or devoured by
savage beasts, so infinitely his superiors in physical
force."t He then contends against the difficulty here
started by various arguments, all of which were, per
haps, superfluous; for if a philosopher is pleased to
indulge in conjectures on this subject, why should he
not assign, as the original seat of man, some one of
those large islands within the tropics, which are IlS free
from wild beasts as Van Diemen's Land or Australia?
Here man may have remained for a period, peculiar to
a single island, just as some of the large anthropomor.
• Brand's Select Dissert. from the Amam. Acad., "01. i. p.IIS.
t Sir H. D."y, Consolations in Travel, po 74.
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phous species are now limited to one island within the
tropics. In such a situation, the new-born race might
have lived in security, though far more helpless than
the New Holland savages,and might have found
.abundance of vegetable food. Colonies may afterwards
have been sent forth from this mother country, and
-then the peopling of the earth may have proceeded
according to the hypothesis before alluded to.
· In an early stage of society the necessity of hunting
-acts as a principle of repulsion, causing men to spread
with. the greatest rapidity over a country, until the
whole is covered with scattered settlements. It has ,
been calculated that eight hundred acres of hunting
·ground produce only as much food as half an acre of
-arable land. When the game has been in a great
measure exhausted, and a state of pasturage succeeds,
the several hunter tribes, being already scattered, may
·multiply in a short time into the greatest number which
the pastoral state is capable of sustaining. The ne
cessity, says Brand, thus imposed upon the two savage
.etates, of dispersing themselves far and wide over the
country, aWords a reason why, at a very early period,
·the worst parts of the earth may have become in
habited.
But this reason, it may be said, is only applicable
in as far as regards the peopling of a continuous con
·tinent; whereas the smallest islands, however remote
from continents, have almost invariably been found
inhabited by man. St. Helena, it is true, aWorded an
exception; for when that island was discovered in 1501,
-it was only inhabited by sea-fowl, and occasionally by
seals and turtles, and was covered with a fores.t of trees
and shrubs, all of species peculiar to it, with one or
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. two exceptions, and which seem to have been expressly
created for this remote and insulated spot.·
Drifting of cantJe8 to tJa8t distancu. - But very few
of the numerous coral islets and volcanos of the vast
Pacific, capable of sustaining a few families of. men.,
have been found untenanted; and we have, therefore,
to inquire whence and by what means, if all the mem
bers of the great human family have had one commos
source,· could those savages have migrated. Cook,
Forster, and others, have remarked that parties of
savages in their canoes must often have lost their way,
and must have been driven on distant shores, where
they were forced to remain, deprived both of the
means and of the requisite intelligence for returning
to their own country. Thus Captain Cook found on
the island of Wateoo three inhabitants of Otaheite,
who had been drifted thither in a canoe, although the
distance between the two isles is 550 miles. In 1696,
two canoes,containing thirty persons, who had left
Ancorso, were thrown by contrary winds and storms
on the island of Samar, one of the Philippines, at a
distance of 800 miles. In 1721, two canoes, one
of which contained twenty-four, and the other six
persons, men, women, and children, were drifted from
an island called Farroilep to the island· of Guaham,
one of the Marians, a distance of 200 miles.t
Kotzebue, when investigating the Coral Isles of
Radack, at the eastern extremity of the Caroline
Isles, became acquainted with a person of the name
of Kadu, who was a native of mea, an isle 1500
miles distant, from which he had been drifted with a
• See Vot. Ill. p.28.
Malte-Brunt • Geography,

t

\'01.

m. p.419.
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party. Kadu and three of his countrymen one day
left Ulea in a sailing boat, when a ~iolent storm arose,
and drove them out of their course; they drifted about
the open sea for eight months, according to their
reckoning by the moon, making a knot on a cord at
every new moon. Being expert fishermen, they sub
sisted entirely on the produce of the sea; and when
the rain fell, laid in as much fresh water as they had
velSels to contain it. "Kadu," says Kotzebue, " who
was the best diver, frequently went down to the bot
tom ofthe sea, where it is well known that the water
is not so salt, with a cocoa-nut shell, with only a small
opening."· When these unfortunate men reached the
isles of Radack, every hope and almost every feeling
had died within them; their sail had long been de
stroyed, their canoe had long been the sport of winds
and waves, and they were picked up by the inhabitants
ofAur, in a state ofinsensibility; but by the hospitable
care of those islanders they soon recovered, and were
restored to perfect health.t
Captain Beechey, in his late voyage to the Pacific,
fell in with some natives of the Coral Islands, who had
in a similar manner been; carried to a great distance
from their native country. They had embarked, to the
number of 150 souls, in three double canoes, from
Anaa, or Chain Island, situated about three hundred
miles to the eastward of Otaheite. They were over
taken by the monsoon, which dispersed the canoes;
• Cbamisso states that the water which they brought up was
cooler, and, in tAeir opinion, less salt. It is difficult to conceive
its being fresher near the bottom, except where submarine spriugs
may happen" to rise. .
t Kotzebue's Voyage, 1815-1S18. Quarterly Review, \'01.
uvi. po 561.
.
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and, after driving them about the ocean, left them
becalmed, so that a great number of persons perished.
Two of the canoes were never heard of, but the other
was drifted from one uninhabited island to another, at
each of which the voyagers obtained a few provisions;
and at length, after having wandered for a distance of
600 miles, they were found and carried to their home
in the Blossom.·
The space traversed in some of these instances was
80 lFeat, that similar accidents might suffice to trans
port canoes from various parts of Africa to the shores
of South America, or from Spain to the Azores, and
thence to North America: so that man, ev~n in a rude
state of society, is liable to be scattered involuntarily
by the winds and waves over the globe, in a manner
singularly analogous to that in which many plants and
animals are diffused. We ought not, then, to wonder,
that during the ages required for some tribes of the
human race to attain that advanced stage of civilization
which empowers the navigator to cross the ocean in all
directions with security, the whole earth should have
become the abode of rude tribes of hunters and fishers.
Were the whole of mankind now cut off, with the
exception of one family, inhabiting the old or new
contine~t, or Australia, or even some coral islet of the
Pacific, we might expect their descendants, though
they should never become more enlightened than the
South Sea Islanders or the Esquimaux, to spread in
the course of ages over the whole earth, diffused
partly by the tendency of population to increase, in a
• Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific, &re., in the years 1825;
1826,1827, 1828, p. 170.
.
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limited district, beyond the means of subsistence, and
partly by the accidental drifting of canoes by tides and
currents to distant shores.
In'lJOluntary Influence of Man in di.ffiui'I/{J Ammall
and Plants.

Many of the general remarks which have been made
respecting the influence of man in spreading or in
checking the diffusion of plants, apply equally to his
relations with the animal kingdom. On a future occa
sion, I shall be led to speak of the instrumentality of
our species in naturalizing useful animals and plants
in new regions, when explaining my views ofthe effects
which the spreading and increase of certain species
exert in the extirpation of others. At present I shall
confine myself to a few remarks on the involuntary aid
which man lends to the dissemination of species.
In the mammiferous class our influence is chiefly
displayed in increasing the number of quadrupeds
which are serviceable to us, and in exterminating or
reducing the number of those which are noxious.
Sometimes, however, we unintentionally promote
the multiplication of inimical species, as when we in
troduced the rat, whicb was not indigenous in the new
world, into all parts of America. They have been
conveyed over in ships, and now infest a great multi
tude of islands and parts of that continent. In like
manner the Norway rat has been imported into
England, where it plunders our property in ships and
houses.
Among birds, the house sparrow may be cited as a
species known to have extended its range with the
tillage of the soil. During the last century it

ru..
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spread gradually over Asiatic Russia towards the north
and east, always following the progress of cultivatiOn.
It made its first appearance' on the Irtisch in Tobolsk,
soon after the Russians had ploughed the land. It
came in 1785 up the Obi to Beresow, and four year.
after to Naryll, about fifteen degrees of longitude far
ther east. In 1710, it had been seen in the higher
parts of the course of the Lena, in the government of
Irkutzk. In all these places it is now common, but is
not yet found in the uncultivated regions of Kamt
schatka.
The great viper (Fer de lance), a species no less
venomous than the rattle-snake, which now ravages
Martinique and St. Lucia, was accidentally introduced
by man, and exists in no other part of the West
Indies.
.
Many parasitic insects which attack our persons,
and some of which are supposed to be peculiar to our
species, have been carried into all parts of the earth,
imd have 8S high a claim as man to an unit1ersal geo
graphical distribution.
A great variety of insects have been transported
in ships from one country to another, especially in
warmer latitudes ..... Notwithstanding the coldnl'lss of our
climate, we have been unable to prevent the cockroach
(Blatta orientalis) from entering and dilFusing itself in
our ovens and kneading troughs, and availing itself
of the artificial warmth which we afford. It is well
known also that beetles, and many other kinds of ligni
perdous insects, have been introduced into Great
Britain in timber; especially several North American
• Gloger, Ahand. der Vogel, p. IOS.; Pallas, Zoog: Roaso
Asiat., tom. ii. p. 197.
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species. "The commercial relations," says Malte
Brun·, "between France and India, have transported
from the latter country the aphis which destroys the
apple-tree, and two sorts of Neuroptera, the lueifuga
and jla'Dicola, mostly confined to Provence and the
neighbourhood of Bourdeaux, where they devour the
timber in the houses and naval arsenals."
Among molluses we may mention the Te1"edo ftatJalU,
which is a native of equatorial seas, but which, by
adhering to the bottom of ships, was transported to
Holland, where it has been most destructive to vessels
and piles. The same species has also become natural
ized in England, and other countries enjoying an
extensive commerce. Bulimtul undatus, a land species
of considerable size, native of Jamaica and other West
,Indian islands, has been imported, adhering to tropical
timber, into Liverpool; and, as I learn from Mr. Brode
rip, is now naturalized in the woods near that town.
In all these and innumerable other instances we may
regard the involuntary agency of man as strictly ana
logous to that of the inferior animals. Like them, we
unconsciously contribute to extend or limit the geo
graphical range and numbers of certain species, in
obedience to general rules in the economy of nature,
which are for the most part beyond our control.
• Syst. of Geog., vol. viii. p.169.
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CHAPTER VIII•
.TSIIORUlI BBSPIIClI'IN& TRII ORIGINAL IN!I'RODUcn"IOK OP
BPJIOIEIo

Proposal er an hypothellis on this subject - Suppesed centres or
foci of -creation - Why diatinct provinoss of animals and pIan&s
have not "become more blended toge&ber- Brocchi's speculations
on the loss of species (p. 104.)- Stations of plants and animals
- Causes on which they depend - Stations of plants, how
affected by animals - Equilibrium in tbe number of species.
how preserved - Peculiar efficacy of insects in this task (p. 110.)
_ Rapidity with which certain insects multiply or decrease
in numbers- Etrect ofomnivOl'Ous animals in preserving &be
etJ.uilibriumofspecies (pollS. ).-Reciprocal inftuence ofaquatic
and terrestrial species on each other.

TAeory of LimuZ?iu.-IT would be superfluous to exa
mine the various attempts which were made to explain
the phenomena of the distribution of species alluded
to in the preceding chapters, in the infancy of the
sciences of botany, zoology, and physical geography.
The theories or rather conjectures then indulged now
stand refuted bya simple statement offacts; and ifLin
Dlens were living he would be the first to renounce the
notions which he promulgated. For he imagined the
habitable world to have been for a certain time limited
to one small tract, the only portion of the earth's sur
face that was as yet laid bare by the subsidence of the
primlllval ocean. In this fertile spot he supposed the
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flIigio.als 9f all the apeeies .of plants which exiat on this
, . . t.o have been congregated, together with the
.6,r. iUlQe.ton .of all animals . . of the human race.
In quA COIPmod.) habitaveriDt animalia omnia, et
vegetabilia lrete germinaverint." In order to accommo..
~ ~ various habitudea of 10 _ y creatures, and
to pr.evide. diY-eraity of climate suited to their several
natures, dr.e tnct in which the crea~ took place
"'N l11ppQ8ed too have ·been situated in some warm re..
Pm of the eart.b, but to have contained a l04y moun
um JQge, on the heights and in the declivities of
whicll were to be found aD temperatures and every
climate, from that .f the torrid to that of the frozen

.c

Zf)ne.
'Thal; there never was a universal ocean since the
planet w.as inbabiteQ, or, rather, since the oldest groups
of strata yet known t.o c.ontain organic remains were
formed, .ia proved by the presence of terre&trial plants
.in all the older formatioDs; and if this conclusion was
not established, yet n.o .geologist could deny that, since
the 6rst small portion of the earth was laid dry, there
have been many entire changes in the species of plants
and animal. inhabiting the land.
But, without dwellin~.on the above and .other refuted
theories, let UJ inquire whether some hyp.othesis
cannot be substituted as limple as that of Linnreus,
to which the ,phenomena now aacer.tained in regard to
the dimibution both of aquatic and terrestrial species
·may :be referred. The foll.owing may, perhaps, be
reconcileabJe with know.n facts : ..... Each species may
have ·bad ita.origin in :a siogle pair. or individual,
• De tena babitabili increment!); alsp Pricbard, Ph,... lIist.

or Mankind, Tol. i. p. 17., .bere the bypotheses of dil'erent nam.
ra1ists are enumerated.
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where an individual was sufficient, and species may
,have been created in succession at such times and in
.such places as to enable them to multiply and endure
for an appointed period, and occupy an appointed
.apace on the globe.
In order to explain this theory, let us suppose every
living thing to be destroyed in the western hemisphere,
both on the land and in the ocean, and permission to
·be given to man to people this great desert, by trans
porting into it animals and plants from the eastern
hemisphere, a strict prohibition being enforced against
introducing two original stocks of the same species.
Now it is easy to show that the result of such a
mode of colonizing would correspond exactly, so far as
regards the grouping of animals and plants, with that
now observed throughout the globe. In the first place,
it would be necessary for naturalists, before they im
ported species into particular localities, to study atten
tively the climate and other physical conditions of
·each spot. It would be no less requisite to introduce
the different species in succession, so that each plant
and animal might have time and opportunity to mul
tiply before the species destined to prey upon it was
admitted. Many herbs and shrubs, for example, must
tlpread far and wide before the sheep, the deer, and
the goat could be allowed to enter, lest they should
devour and annihilate the original stocks of many
plants, and then perish themselves for want of food•
.The above-mentioned herbivorous animals in their turn
must be permitted to make considerable progress be
,fore the entrance of the first pair of wolves or lions.
Insects must be allowed to swarm before the swallow
,'could be permitted to skim through the air, and feut
on thousands at one repast.

a
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It is evident that, however equally in this case our
original stocks were distributed over the whole surface
of land and water, there would nevertheless arise dis
tinct botanical and 'zoological provinces, for there are
a great many natural barriers which oppose common
obstacles to the advance of a variety of species. Thus,
for example, almost all the animals and plants natural
ized by us, towards the extremity of South America,
would be unable to spread beyond a certain limit,
towards the east, west, and south; because they would
be stopped by the ocean, and a few of them only
would succeed in reaching the cooler latitudes of the
northern hemisphere, because they would be incapable
of bearing the heat of the tropics, through which they
must pass. In the course of ages, undoubtedly, ex
ceptions would arise, and some species might become
common to the temperate and polar regions, or both
sides of the equator; for I have before shown that the
powers of diffusion conferred on some classes are very
great. But we might confidently predict that these
exceptions would never become so numerous as to,
invalidate the general rule.
Some of the plants and animals transplanted by us
io the coast of Chili or Peru would never be able to
cross the Andes, so as to reach the Eastern plains;
nor, for a similar reason, would those first established
in the Pampas, or the valleys of the Amazon and the
Orinoco, ever arrive at the shores of the Pacific.
In the ocean an analogous state of things would
prevail; for there, also, climate would exert a great
influence in limiting the range of species, and the land'
would stop the migrations of aquatic tribes as effect
ually as the sea arrests the dispersion of the terrestrial.·
Jr
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As certain birds, insects, and the 8eedll of plants can
Bever cross the direction of prevailing winds, 110 cur..
rents form natural batriers to the dissemination of
many oceanic race.. A line of moals may be as im..
pasll8ble to deep-water species, as are the Alps and
the Andes to plants and animals peculiar to plains:
....hile deep abysses may prove insuperable obstacles to
the migrations of the inhabitants of shallow waters.
StIp'JJOI«l centre8, or loci, of creation. - It is worthy
of observation, that one effect of the introduction ot
single pairs of each species must be the confined range
of certain groups in spots, which, like small islands, '"
solitary inland lakes. have few means of interchanging
their inhabitanta with adjoining regions. Now this con
gregating, in 81 small space, of many peculiar species,
would give an appearance of centre8 orfoci of creatioDt
as tbey have been termed, as if there were favourite
points where the creative energy has been in greater
action than in othen, and where the numbers of pe..
culiar organic beings have consequently become more
considerable.
I do not mean to call in question the soundness of
the inferences of some botanists, as to the former ex
istence of certain limited spots whence species of
plants have been propagated, radiating, as it were, in
all directions from a common centre. On the contrary,
I conceive these phenomena to be the necessary con
sequences of the plan of nature before suggested,
operating during the successive mutations of the sur
face, some of which the geologist can prove to have
taken place subsequently to the period when many
species now existing were created. In order to ex..
etnplify how this arrangement of plant. may have bee...
produced, let us imagine ~at, about three centuries
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before the discovery of 8t. Helena (itself of submarine.
volcanic oripl), a multitude of new is1aads had beeD,
thrown up in the surrounding se, and that theae had
each become clothed with plants emigrating nom St.
Helena, in the same manner as the wild plants of
Campania have diffused themselves over Monte Nuovo.
Whenever the first botanist investigated tbe new ar
chipelago, be would, in all probability, find a different
assemblage of plants in each of the islands of recent
formation; but, in 8t. Helena itself, be would meet
with individuals of every species belonging to all parts
of the archipelago, and some, in addition, peculiar to
itself, viz., tbose wbicb bad not been able to obtain a
passage into anyone of the surrounding new-formed
lands. In thil case, it migbt be truly said that the
original island was the primitive focus, or centre, of a
certain type ofvegetation; whereas, in the surrounding
islands, there would be a smaller number of lpecies,
yet all belonging to tbe same group.
But thil peculiar distribution of plants would not
warrant tbe conclusion tbat, in the space occupied by
81:. Helen&, there bad been a greater exertion of cre~
ative power than in tbe spaces of equal area occupied
by tbe new adjaCf;lnt land., because, within the period
in which 8t. Helena had acquired its peculiar vege~
tation, eacb of tbe spotl lupposed to be subsequently
converted into land may bave been the birth-places of
a great number of marine animals and plants, which
may have bad time to lcatter themselves far and wide
over the southern Atlantic.
. WAy diItinct protMu:u not MQ1'e bleruIuJ. - Perhapl
it may be objected to some parts of the foregoing train
of reasoning, that during the lapse of past ages,
especially during many partial revolutions of the globe

.. 4
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of comparatively modern date, different zoological and
botanical provinces ought to have become more con
founded and blended together - that the distributi;n
of species approaches too nearly to what might have'
been expected, if animals and plants had been intro
duced into the globe when its physical geography had
already assumed the features which it now wears;
whereas we know that, in certain districts, considerable
geographical changes have taken place since species·
identical with those now in being were created.
Brocclt...s speculatiuns on Was of species. - These,
and many kindred topics, cannot be fully discussed
until we have considered, not merely the general laws
which may regulate the first introduction of species,
but those which may limit their duration on the earth.
Brocchi, whose untimely death in Egypt is deplored
by all who have the progress of geology at heart, haS'
remarked, when hazarding some interesting conjec
tures respecting " the loss of species," that a modem.
naturalist had no small assurance, who declared" that
individuals alone were capable of destruction, and that
species were so perpetuated that nature could not an
nihilate them, 80 long as the planet lasted, or at least
that nothing less than the shock of a comet, or some
similar disaster, could put an end to their existence:'.
The Italian geologist, on the contrary, had satisfied
'himself, that many species of testacea, which formerly
inhabited the Mediterranean, had become extinct,
although a great number of others, which had been
the contemporaries of those lost races, still survived.
He came to the opinion, that about half the species
• Necker, Phytozoo). Philosoph., p. 21.
FOil. Subap., tome i. p. 229.

Brocchi. CQDch,
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which peopled the· waters when the Subapennine
strata were deposited had gone out of existence; and
in this inference he does not appear to have been far
wrong.
But, instead of seeking a solution of this problem.
like some other geologists of his time, in a violent and
general catastrophe, Brocchi endeavoured to imagine
some regular and constant law by which species might
be made to disappear from the earth gradually and in
'succession. The death, he suggested, of a species
might depend, like that of individuals, on certain pe
culiaries of constitution conferred upon them at their
birth; and as the longevity of the one depends on a
certain force of vitality, which, after a period, grows
weaker and weaker, so the duration of the other may
be governed by the quantity of prolific power bestowed
upon the species, which, after a season, may decline
in energy, so that the fecundity and multiplication of
individuals may be gradually lessened from century to
century, "until that fatal term arrives when the em
bryo, incapable of extending and developing itself,
abandons, almost at tbe instant of its formation, the
slender principle of life by which it was scarcely ani~
mated, - and 80 all dies with it."
Now we might coincide in opinion with the Italian
naturalist, as to the gradual extinction of species one
after another, by the operation of regular and constant
causes, without admitting an inherent principle of
deterioration in their physiological attributes. We
might concede, " that many species are on the decline~
and that the day is not far distant when they will
cease to .exist;" yet deem it consistent with what we
know of the nature of organic beings, to believe that
:B 5
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the last individuals of each species retain their p"""
lific powers in their full intensity.
Brocchi has himself speculated On the share which
a change of climate may have had in rendering the
Mediterranean unfit for the habitation of certain tes
tace&, which still continued to thrive in the India
Ocean, and of others which were now only represented.
by analogous forms within the tropics. He must also
have been aware that other extrinsic causes, such as
the progress of human population, or the increase of
some one of the inferior animals, might gradually
lead to the extirpation of a particular species, although
its fecundity migbt remain to the last unimpaired. If,
therefore, amid the vicissitudes of the animate and
inanimate world, there are known causes capable of
bringing about the decline and extirpation of species,
it became him thoroughly to investigate the full extent
to which these might operate, before he speculated
on any cause of so purely hypothetical a kind as " the
diminution of the prolific virtue."
If it could have been shown that some wild plant
had insensibly dwindled away and died out, as some
times happens to cultivated varieties propagated by
cuttings, eve!) though climate, soil, aDd every other
circumstance should continue identically the same
if any animal had perished while the physical condition
of the earth, and the number and force of its foes, with
every other extrinsic cause, remained unaltered, then
might we )lave some ground for 'suspecting that the
infirmities 'of age creep on as naturally on species as
upon individuals. But, in the ablence of 8I1clt observ..
ations, }etllS turn to anodler class of faets, ad examine
attentively the circumstancea which fletermine the
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,tatimas of particular animals IlDd plants, an4 perb.
we sball discover, in the vicissitudes to which these
.tations are exposed, a cause fully adequate to explain
the phenomena under coQsideration.
StaIioru qf plaU and aninaala. - Stations compre~
~end all tbe circumstances, whether relating to the.
animate or inanimate world, which determine wbether
a given plant or animal can exist in a given place; !IO
that if it be shown that stations can become esseD
tially modified by the inft.uence of known causes, it
will follow tbat species, as well IlS individuals, are
mortal.
Every naturalist is familiar with the fact, that
although in a particular country, such as Great Britain,
there may be more than three thousand species of
plants, ten thousand insects, and a great variety in,
each of the other classes; yet there will not be more
than a hundred, perhaps not half tbat Dumber, inha
biting any given locality. There may be no want of
space in the supposed tract: it may be a large moun
tain, or an extensive JIl{)or, or a great river-plain, con
taining room enough for ipdividuals of every speciea
in our island; yet the spot will be occupied by a few
to the exclusion of many, and these few are enabled,
throughout long periods, to maintain their ground suc
cessfully against every intruder, notwithstanding the
facilities which species enjoy, by virtue of their power
of diffusion, of invading adjaceat territories.
The principal causes wbich enable a certain assem
blage of plants thus to maintain their ground against
all others depend, as is well knowD, on the relations
between the pbysiologre.I nature of each species, and.
the climate, exposW'e~ soil, and other pbysical COD
-,6
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ditions of the locality. Some plants live only on rocks;
others in meadows, a third claSs in marshes. Of the
latter, some delight in a fresh-water morass,-otherli
in salt marshes, where their roots may copiously ab
sorb saline particles. Some prefer an alpine region in
a warm latitude, where, during the heat of summer;
they are constantly irrigated by the cool ,waters of
melting snows. To others loose sand, so fatal to the
generality of species, affords the most proper station.
The Carex armaria and the ElymUIJ armariUIJ acquire
their full vigour on a sandy dune, obtaining an ascend
ancy over the very plants which in a stiff clay would
immediately stifle them.
Where the soil of a district is of so peculiar a na-'
ture that it is extremely favourable to certain species,
and agrees ill with every other, the former get exclu
sive possession of the ground, and, as in the case of
heaths, live in societies. In like manner the Bog
moss (Sphagnum palUIJtre) is fully developed in peaty
swamps, and becomes, like the heath, in the language
of botanists, a social plant. Such monopolies, how
ever, are not common, for they are checked by various
causes. Not oniy are many species endowed with
equal powers to obtain and keep possession of similar
stations, but each plant, for reasons not fully explained
by the physiologist, has the property of rendering the
soil where it has grown less fitted for the support of
other individuals of its own species, or even other
species of the same family. Yet the same spot, so
far from being impoverished, is improved, for plants of
another family. Animals also interfere most actively'
to preserve an equilibrium in the vegetable kingdom.
Equilibriu1(l in the number of species. lww preserved;
_cc All the plants of a given country," says De Can
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dol1e, in his usual spirited style, " are at war one with
another. The first which establish themselves by
chance in a particular spot tend, by the mere occu
pancy of space, to exclude other species - the greater
choke the smaller; the longest livers replace those
which last for a shorter period; the more prolific gra
dually make themselves masters of the ground, whicli
species multiplying more slowly would otherwise filL":
In this continual strife, it is not always the resources'
of the plant itself which enable it to maintain or extend
its ground. Its success depends, in a great measure,
on the number of its foes or allies, among the animals
and plants inhabiting the same region. Thus, for ex":
ample, a herb which loves the shade may multiply, if
some tree with spreading boughs and dense foliage
flourish in the neighbourhood. Another, which, if un
assisted, would be overpowered by the rank growth of
some hardy competitor, is secure; because its leaves are
unpalatable to cattle, which, on the other hand, annually
crop down its antagonist, and rarely suffer it to ripen
its seed.
Oftentimes we see some herb which,has flowered in'
the midst of a thorny shrub, when all the other indi.
viduals of the same species, in the open fields around,
are eaten down, and cannot bring their seed to maturity.
In this case, the shrub has lent his armour of spines
and prickles to protect the defenceless herb against
the mouths of the cattle; and thus a few individualS'
which occupied, perhaps, the most unfavourable station'
in regard to exposure, soil, and other circumstances,
may, nevertheless, by the aid of an ally, become the
principal source whereby the winds are supplied with
seeds which perpetuate the species throughout the sur
rounding tract.
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, In the above eJtample we see one plant shielding
another from the attacks of animals; but instances are,
perhaps, still more numerous, where some animal de
fends a plant against the enmity of some other subjec~
of the vegetable kingdom.
Scarcely any beast, observes a Swedish naturalist,
will touch the nettle, but fifty difFerent kinds of insects
are fed by it.. Some of these seize upon the root,
others upon the stem; some eat the leaves; others
devour the seeds and flowers: but for this multitude of
enemies, the nettle would annihilate a great number of
plants. Linrueus tells us, in his Tour in Seania, that
goats were turned into an island which abounded with
the A.groItia anuulinacea, where they perished by
famine; but horses which followed them grew fat 01),
the ume plant. The goat, also, he says, thrives on
the meadow-sweet, and water-hemlock, plants which.
are injurious to cattle.t
Agencg of insects. - Every plant, observes Wilcke,
has its proper insect allotted to it to curb its luxu
riancy, and to prevent it from multiplying to the .ex
clusion of others. "Thus grass in meadows some
times flourishes so as to exclude all other plants : bere
the Phalama graminis (Bombyz gram.), with her nu
merous progeny, find a well-spread table ; they multiply
in immense numbers, and the farmer for some years
laments the failure of his crop; but, the grass being.
consumed, the moths die with hunger, or remove to
another place. Now the quantity of grass being
greatly diminished, the Gther plants. which were
before cbolred by it, sprmg up, and the ground be
• Ammn. A.cad. vol. vi. :p.17.

t Ibid., vol. vii. p.409.
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insects are active in preserving the balance of species
among plants, and thus regulating indirectly the rela
tive numbers of many of the higher orders of terres
trial animals.
The peculiarity of their agency consists in their
power of suddenly multiplying their numbers to a de
gree which could only be accomplished in a consider
able lapse of time in any of the larger animals, and then
as instantaneously relapsing, without the intervention
of any violent disturbing cause, into their former in
significance.
If, for the sake of employing, on different but rare
occasions, a power of many hundred horses, we were
under the necessity of feeding all these animals at great
cost in the intervals when their services were not
required, we should greatly admire the invention of a
machine, such as the steam-engine, which was capable
at any moment of exerting the same degree of strength
without any consumption of food during periods of in
action. The same kind of admiration is strongly
excited when we contemplate the powers of insect
life, in the creation of which nature has been so pro
digal. A scanty number of minute individuals, to be
detected only by careful research, are ready in a few
days, weeks, or months, to give birth to myriads, which
may repress any degt"ee of monopoly in another species,
or remove nuisances, such as dead carcasses, which
might taint the air. But no sooner has the destroying
commission been executed than the gigantic power
becomes dormant - each of the mighty host soon •
reaches the term of its transient existence, and the
season arrives when the whole species passes naturally
into the egg, and thence into the larva and pupa state.
In this defenceless condition it may be destroy~d either
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by the elements, or by the augmentation of some of its
numerous foes which may prey upon it in these stages
of its transformation; or it often happens that in the
following year the season proves unfavourable to the
hatching of the eggs or the development of the pupm.
Thus the swarming myriads depart which may have
covered the veget.$tion like the aphides, or darkened
the air like locusts. In almost every season there are
some species which in this manner put forth their;
strength, and then, like Milton's spirits, which thronged
the spacious hall, "reduce to smallest forms their'
shapes immense"
- - - - So thick the .ery crowd
Swarm'd and were straiten'd; till, the signal given,
Behold a wonder! they but now who seem'd
In bigness to surpass earth's giant sons,
Now less than smallest dwarfs.

A few examples will illustrate the mode in which
this force operates. It is well known that, "among the
countless species of the insect creation, some feed on
animal, others on vegetable matter; and, upon con
sidering a catalogue of eight thousand British insects'
and arachnid!e, Mr. Kirby found that these two divi
sions were nearly a counterpoise to each other, the
carnivorous being somewhat preponderant. There
are also distinct species, some appointed to consume
living, others dead or putrid animal and vegetable
substances. One female, of MU8Ca carnaria, will give
birth to twenty thousand young; and the larvlI! of
many flesh-flies devour so much food in twenty-four
hours, and grow so quickly, as to increase their weight
two hundred-fold I In five days after being hatched
they arrive at their full growth and size, so that there
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was ground, says Kirby, fOE the assertion of Linneeus,
that three flies of M. vomitoria could devour a dead:
horse as quickly as a lion-; and another Swedish
Daturalist remarks, that so great are the powers of
propagation of a single species, even of the smalleat
insects, that e~h can commit, when required, more
ravages than the elepbant.t
Next to locusts, the aphides, perhaps, exert the.
greatest power over the vegetable world, and, like
them, are sometimes so numerous as to darken the air.
',fhe multiplication of these little creatures is without
parallel, and almost every plant has its peculiar species.
Reaumur has proved that in five generations one aphis
may be the progenitor of 5,904,900,000 descendants;
and it is supposed that in one year there may be twenty
generations.:j: Mr. Curtis observes that, as among
caterpillars we find some that are constantly and un
alterably attached to one or more particular species of
plants, and others that feed indiscriminately on most
sorts of herbage, so i~ is precisely with the aphides:
some are particular, others more general, feeders; and
as they resemble other insects in this respect, so they
do also in being more abundant in some years than in
others.§ In 1793 they. were the chief, and in 1798
the sole, cause of the failure of the hops. In 1794, a
leason almost unparalleled for drought, the hop was
perfectly free from them; while peas and beans, espe
cially the former, suffered very much from their de.
predations.
The ravages ofthe caterpillars of some ofour aroaUer
• Kirby and Spence, voL i. p. 250.
t Wilc:ke. AmCleD. Ac:ad., cbap. ii.
Kirby and Spence, vol. i. p. 174.
S TraIls. LiIm. Soc., vol. vi.
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moths afford a good illustration of the temporary iD
crease of a species. The oak-trees of a considerable
wood have been _tripped of their leaves as bare 88 in
winter, by the caterpillars of a small green moth (Tor
'b'i:eviridana), which has been observed the year fol..
lowing not to abound.- The Gamma moth (Pltulit.&
gamma), although one of our common speciea, is not
dreaded by Ul for its devastations; but legions of their
caterpillars have at times created alarm in France, a_
in 1735. Reaumur observes that the female moth
lays about four hundred eggs; 10 that if twenty cater
pillars were distributed in a garden, and all lived
through the winter and became moths in'the succeed
ing May, the eggs laid by these, if all fertile, would
produce more than three million motbs.t A modern
writer, therefore, justly observe_ that, did not Provj.
dence put causes in operation to keep them in due
bounds, the caterpillars of this moth alone, leaving
out of consideration the two thousand other British
species, would soon destroy more than half of our
vegetation.:!:
In the latter part of the lut century an ant, moat
destructive to the sugar-cane (ForMica stJeCAariwra),
appeared in such infinite hosts in the island of Granada,
as to put a stop to the cul~ivation of that vegetable.
Their numbers were incredible. The plantations and
roads were filled with them; many domelltic quadru
peds, together with rats, mice, and reptiles, and even
birds, perished in consequence of this plague. It was
not till 1780 that they were at length annihilated by
- Lib. Eat. Know., Insect Tran8., p. 2OS.
lAp.
t Reaumur, ii. SS7.
t Lib. Ent. Know., Insect Trana., p.lUIl.

See Haworth,
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torrents of rain, which accompanied a dreadful hur
ricane.:t:
Derxutation.8 caused by kJcusta.- We may conclude
by mentioning some instances of the devastations of
locusts in various countries. Among other parts of
Africa, Cyrenaica has been at different periods in
fested by myriads of these creatures, which have con
sumed nearly every green thing. The effect of the
havoc committed by them may be estimated by the
famine they occasioned. St. Augustin mentions a
plague of this kind in Africa which destroyed no less
than 800,000 men in the kingdom of Masinissa alone,
and many more upon the territories bordering upon
the sea. It is also related, that in the year 591 an
infinite army of locusts migrated from Africa into
Italy; and, after grievously ravaging the country, were
cast into the sea, when there arose a pestilence from
their stench which carried off nearly a million of men
and beasts.
In the Venetian territory, also, in 1478, more than
thirty thousand persons are said to have perished in a
famine occasioned by this scourge; and other instances
are recorded of their devastations in France, Spain,
Italy, Germany, &c. In different parts of Russia also,
Hungary, and Poland,- in Arabia and India, and other
countries,-their visitations have been periodically ex
perienced. Although they have a preference for certain
plants, yet, when these are consumed, they wiIl attack
almost all the remainder. In the accounts of the inva.
sions of locusts, the statements which appear most
marvellous relate to the prodigious mass of matter
• Kirby and Spence,

xxx. 346.

TOI.

i. p. 183.

Castle, Phil. Trans.,
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which encumbers the sea wherever they are blown into
it, and the pestilence arising from its putrefaction.
Their dead bodies are said to have been, in some places,
heaped one upon another, to the depth of four feet, in
Russia, Poland, and Lithuania; and when, in southern
.Africa, they were driven into the sea by a north-west
wind, they formed, says Barrow, along the shore, for
fifty miles, a bank three' or four feet high.- But when
we consider that forests are stripped of their foliage,
and the earth of its green garment, for thousands of
square miles, it may well be supposed that the volume
of animal matter produced may equal that of great
herds of quadrupeds and flights of large birds suddenly
precipitated into the sea.
The occurrence of such events at certain intervals,
in hot countries, like the severe winters and damp
summers returning after a series of years in the tem
perate zone, affect the proportional numbers of almost
all classes of animals and plants, and are probably fatal
to the existence of many which would otherwise thrive
there; while, on the contrary, they must be favourable
to certain species which. if deprived of such aid, might
not maintain their ground.
Although it may usually be remarked that the ex
traordinary increase of some one species is immediately
followed and checked by the multiplication of another,
. yet this does not always happen; partly because many
species feed in common on the same kinds of food, and
partly because many kinds of food are often consumed
indifferently by one and the same species. In the
former case, where a variety of different animals have
precisely the same taste, as, for example, when many
• Travels in Africa, p.257.

Kirbyand Spence, vol. i. p.
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~ i~ of QIjUIItie and terrutriallJlllCia.
-'The intimate relation of the inhabitants ofthe water
to tIaose of tAe land, and the influence exerted by eacIt
OD the relative DUmber of species, must not be ever

looked alllODgat the C91Dplicated causes wtHeh deter
mine the existence of animala and plants in Cflt'tain
regions. A large portion ofthe amphibious quadrupeds
and reptiles prey partly on aquatic plants Dd aBimaIs,
. . iD part on te1'l'elltrial; and a deficiency of OBe kind
of prey causes them to have immediate reconrle to
the ilther. The voracity of certain insects, as the
dragon-By, for example, is confined to the water during
eDestage of their transformations, and in theirperfeet
state to dre air. Innumerable water-birds, both of
rivers and seas, derive in like manner their food in-.
diWereutly trom either element; 80 that the abundance
or scarcity of prey in. one induces them either to for
sake or more constantly to haunt the other. Thus
an intimate connexion between the state of the ani
mate creation in a lake or river, and in the adjoining
dry land, is maintained; or between a continent, with
its lalces and rivers, and the ocean. It is weD known
that many birds migrate, during stormy seasons, fioom.
the sea..ahore into the interior, in search of food; while
others, on the contrary, urged by like wants, forsake
their inland haunts, and live on substances rejected by
the tide.
The migration of fish into rivers during the spawn
ing season supplies another link of the same kind.
Suppose the salmon to be reduced in numbers by some
marine foes, as by seals and grampuses, the conse
quence must often be, that in the course of a few years
the otters at the distance of several hundred miles
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,inland will be les.en~ in number from the scarcity of
.fish. On the other hand, if there be a dearth of fOGd
for the young fry of the salmon in rivers and estuaries,
.so that few return to the sea, the sand-eels and other
marine species, which are usually kept down by the
salmon, will swarm in greater profusion.
It is unnecessary to accumulate a greater number
of illustrations in order to prove that the stations of
different plants and animals depend on a great com
plication of circumstances, - on an immense variety
of relatioDs in the state of the animate and inanimate
worlds•. Every plant requires a certain climate, soil,
and other conditions, and often the aid ofmany animals,
in order to maintain its ground. Many animals feed
on certain plants, being often restricted to a small
number, and sometimes to one only; other members
of the animal kingdom feed on plant-eating species,
.and thus become dependent on the conditions of the
stations not only of their prey, but of the plants con
sumed by them.
Having duly reflected on the nature and extent of
these mutual relations in the different parts of the
organic and inorganic worlds, we may next proceed to
examine the results which may be anticipated from
the fluctuations now continually in progress in the
state of the earth's surface, and in the geographical
distribution of its living productions.
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CHAPTER IX.
THE OIROUJ(8TANCES WHIOH

CONSTITUTE THE

STATIONS

OP ANUlALS ARE OHANGEABLE.

Extension of the range of one species alters the condition of man,.
others - The 6rst appearance of a new species causes the chief
disturbance- Changes known to bave resulted from the ad
vance of buman population (p. 127.)- Wbetber man increases
the productive powers of the earth - Indigenous quadrupeds
and birds extirpated in Great Britain - Extinction of the Dodo
(p.lSS. )-Rapid propagation of domestic quadrupeds in America
-rower ofexterminating species no prerogative of man (p.lS9.)
-Concluding remarks.

WE have seen that the stations of animals and plants
depend not merely on the influence of external agents
in the inanimate world, and the relations of that in
fluence to the structure and habits of each species, but
also on the state of the contemporary living beings
which inhabit the same part of the globe. In other
words, the possibility of the existence of a certain
species in a given place, or of its thriving more or
less therein, is determined not merely by temperature,
humidity, soil, elevation, and other circumstances of
the like kind; but also by the existence or non· existence,
the abundance or scarcity, of a particular assemblage
of other plants and animals in the same region.
If it be shown that both these classes of circum..
stances, whether relating to the animate or inanimate
creation, are perpetually changing, it will follow that
species are subject to incessant vicissitudes; and if the
VOL. Ill.
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result of these mutations, in the course of ages, be so
great aa materially to affect the general condition of
stations, it will follow that the successive destruction
of species must now be part of the regular and con.
stant order of nature.
ElIltension of tAe range of one species alter, tAe
condition of otAer,. - It will be desirable, first, to con.'
sider the effects which every extension of the numbers
or geographical range of one species must produce on
the condition of others inhabiting the same regions.
When the necessary consequences of such extensions
have been fully explained, the reader will be prepared
to appreciate the important influence which slight mo.
difications in the physical geography of the globe may
exert on the condition of organic beings.
In the first place, it is clear that when any region is
stocked with as great a variety of animals and plants as
the productive powers of that region will enable it to
aupport, the addition of any new species, or the
pernument numerical increase of one previously estab.
lished, must always be attended either by the local
extermination or the numerical decrease of some other
species.
There may undoubtedly be considerable fluctuations
from year to year, and the equilibrium may be agai..
restored without any permanent alteration; for, in par'"
ticular seasons, a greater supply of heat, humidity, or
other causes, may augment ~he total quantity of ve·
getable produce, in which case all the animall sub
sisting .on' vegetable food, and others which prey OIl
them, may multiply without anyone Ipecies giving
way: but whilst the agg.-egate quaDtity of vegetable
produce remains unaltered, the progressive increaIIe
of one _mal or plant implies the decline of another.
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All agricultIDists and gardeners are familiar with the
fect-dlat, when weeds intr~e themselv.es into the space
IPProprio~ tp cu1tivatetl.species,tbe latter are starved
ie .U1e¥ growth or sti~cL If we abandon for a shor~
~e a fiel9Qr garden, a hOlt of indigenous pJants,

1he damel, hemlqck, 8Jld rankfuJPitory,

WlP ~~ t.h.e D/lastery, extirpating the
or Pl,ltting an ~d t9 the monopoly of some na

PP\U' .~
e~9tiq,

~iv"plan~

.

11 .we .inc:;loMl ~ p~k, !lIl1i stocJc it with a,s many deer

M t~~ he;rb¥ge .w~ s~ppo,rt, we Canno~ add sheep
w~~put Wllep~

the nlJmQe.r pf the d~r; nor can
o~r ,herb.ivqr~JJs sp,e~i~ be supseqWlnUy introdu~ed,
unless tlte~~vi,d~ of e!1cll sp~ci~ in the park b~
(:,Ome f£wer in prop9r~oJ).
So. if there be »D ~1~n4 wher,e leopards ~re the only.
b~~!>t8 I>f p.r!'Jy, 'm~ ~~lio~, ~igllr, and hysena aft~
wwds eJ)ter, .th.e J~oPtQ.l"~, 1f tl~.ey ~D4 tlJ,eir ground,
wlll be ;reQ"~ in number. If tl,le l~~ then ",rive
and .swarm greatly, .th\f$ ~ay depriv,e a large number
pf pllj.nt-ea~g I.W~' .pf ~~ir fo04, ~d ther.eby
~Im~ Il fam,¥t#l, pot 9Jllf amCWg ~Ql, bu~ WJ;I,ODg the
b.ea,sts .of prey; ~er.t4in .specil¥l, perh/lp.$, which had
the wea~ell~ (Oo,ting in ~e ,il!lpn.d mllY ~~s be anlli
hilated.
Wj:l .have seen ~w JWIf.lY .d.is~t geogt:~ph~cal pro
v~~ ther~ ,.rj:l of ~~~~ ~9 t~rreatrW species, and
hoW' gteat lU'e ~he p.Qw~r~ ,~f rn.igr;.ltiQ;D coof.err.ed on
diifer.eJ;l,t cl!il\S~,~"8by~l}e :iqh~~ ~ one r.egion
~ be AAW>I~tromt.+me tp ~iQJe to invade anather,
~4i do /¥,:tWl»y.sQ :Pljgr~ a,g,d difuse themselves
over new countries. Now, although our knowledge
of the history of the animate creation dates from so
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recent a period, that we can scarcely trace the advance
or decline of any animal or plant, except in those cases
where the influence of man has intervened; yet we can
easily conceive what must happen when some new
colony of wild animals or plants enters a region for the
first time, and succeeds in establishing itself.
Supposed effects of tile first entrance of t1te polar
bear into Iceland.-Let us consider how great are the
devastations committed at certain periods by the
Greenland bears, when they are drifted to the shores
of Iceland in considerable nUlpbers on the ice. These
periodical invasions are formidable even to man; 80
that when the bears arrive, the inhabitants collect to
gether, and go in pursuit of them with fire-arms
each native who slays one being rewarded by the king
of Denmark. The Danes of old, when they landed in
their marauding expeditions upon our coast, hardly
excited more alarm; nor did our islanders muster more
promptly for the defence' of their lives and property
against a,common enemy, than the modem Icelanders
against these formidable brutes. It often happens,
says Henderson, that the natives are pursued by the
bear when he has been long at sea, and when his na
tural ferocity has been heightened by the keenness of
hunger; if unarmed, it is frequently by stratagem only
that they make their escape.·
Let us cast our thoughts back to the period when
the first polar bears reached Iceland, before it was
colonized by the Norwegians in 874; we may imagine
the breaking up of an immense barrier of ice, like that
. which, in 1816 and the following year, disappeared
from the east coast of Greenland, which it had sur
• Journal of. Resideace in Iceland, p,276.
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rO\Ulded for four centuries. By the aid of such means
of transportation a great number of these quadrupeds
might effect a landing at the same time, and the havoc
which they would make among the species previously
settled in the island would be terrific. The deer,
foxes, seals, and even birds, on which these animals
sometimes prey, would be soon thinned down.
But this would be a part only, and probably an in
significant portion, of the aggregate amount of change
brought about by the new invader. The plants on
which the deer fed being less consumed in conse
quence of the lessened numbers of that herbivorous
species, would soon supply more food to several in
sects, and probably to some terrestrial testacea, so that
the latter would gain gro\Uld. The increase of these
would furnish other insects and birds with food, so
that' the numbers of these last would be augmented.
The diminution of the seals would afford a respite to
some fish which they had persecuted; and these fish,
in their turn, would then multiply and press upon their
peculiar prey. Many water-fowls, the eggs and young
of which are devoured by foxes, would increase when
the foxes were thinned down by the bears; and the
fish on which the water.fowls subsisted would then,
in their turn, be less numerous. Thus the numerical
proportions of a great number of the inhabitants, both
of the land and sea, might be permanently altered by
the settling of one new species in the region; and the
changes caused indirectly would ramify through all
classes of the living creation, and be almost endless.
An actual illustration of what we have here only
proposed hypothetically, is in some degree afforded by
the selection of small islands by the eider duck for its
residence during the season of incubation, its nests
G S
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being seldom it eoveI' found on the shores of the maitt
land, Or even of a large island. The Icelanders are so
well aware of this, that they have expended a greltt
deal of labour in forming artificial islands, by sepst'o<
atlng from the m'liih land cettain promontories, Joined
to it by narrow isthmuses. this insular position is
necessary to guard against the destruction of the eggs
and young birds, by foxes, dogs, and other animals.
One year, says Hooker, it happened that, in the small
island of Vidoe, adjoining the coast of Iceland, a fox
got over upon tAe ice, and caused great alarm, as an
immense number of ducks were then sitting on their
eggs or young ones. It was long before he was taken,
which was at last, however, effected by bringing
another fox to the island, and fastening it by a string
near the haunt of the former, by which he was allured
within shot of the hunter."
TIle first appearanCe of a new specW causes tlui
chief disturbance• .:. :.:.:. n ia usually the first appearance
of an animal ot plabt, in a region to which it was pre
viously a stranger, that gives rise to the chief alter
ation; since, after a time, an equilibrium is again
established. But, it must require ages before such a
new adjustment of the relative forces of so many con..
ilicting agents can be definitively settled. The causes
in simultaneous action are so numerous, that they
admit of an almost infinite number of combinations;
and it is necessary that all these should have occurred
once before the total amount of change, capable of
ilowing from any new disturbing force, can be estimatecL
Thus, for example, suppose that once in two cen
turies a frost of unusual intensity, or a volcanic erup.o ,
• Tour in ICeland, vo1. i. P. 64., aecotxd tdition..
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&ion of great violence accompanied by floods from the
melting of glaciers, should occur in Iceland; or an
epidemic disease, fatal to the larger number of indi.
viduals of some one species, and not afFecting others,
- these, and a variety of other contingencies, all of'
which may occur at once, or at periods separated by
different intervals of time, ought to happen before it
would be possible for us to declare what ultimate alter
ation the presence of any new comer, such as the bear
before mentioned, might occasion in the animal popu
lation of the isle~
Every new condition in the state of the organic or
inorganic creation, a new animal or plant, an additional
mow·c1ad mountain, any permanent change, however
slight in comparison to the whole, gives rise to a new
order of things, and may make a material change in
regard to some one or more species. Yet a swarm of
locusts. or a frost of extreme intensity. or an epidemic
disease, may pass away without any great apparent de
rangement; DO species may be lost, and all may soon
recover their former relative numbers, because the same
scourges may have visited the region again and again,
at preceding periods. Every plant that was incapable
of resisting such a degree of cold, every animal which
was exposed to be entirely cut off by an epidemic or
by famine. caused by the consumption of vegetation by
the locusts, may have perished already, so that the
subsequent recurrence of similar catastrophes is at
tended only by a temporary change.

Ckanges caused by Man.
We are best acquainted with the mutations brougbt
about by the progress of human population, and the

G4
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growth of plants and animals favoured by man. To
these, therefore, we should in the first instance turn
our attention. If we conclude, from the concurrent
testimony of history and of the evidence yielded by
geological data, that man is, comparatively speaking,
of very modern origin, we must at once perceive how
great a revolution in the state of the animate world
the increase of the human race, considered merely as
consumers ofa certaiu quantity oforganic matter, must
necessarily cause.
Whetker man increases tire productive power' cf tile
earth. - It may, perhaps, be said, that man has, in
some degree, compensated for the appropriation to
himself of so much food, .by artificially improving the
natural productiveness of soils, by irrigation, manure,
and a judicious intermixture of mineral ingredients
conveyed from different localities. But it admits of
reasonable doubt whether, upon the whole, we fertilize
or impoverish the lands which we occupy. This asser
tion may seem startling to many; because they are so
much in the habit of regarding the sterility or produc
tiveness of land in relation to the wants of man, and
not as regards the organic world generally. It is diffi
cult, at first, to conceive, if a morass is converted into
arable land, and made to yield a crop of grain, even of
moderate abundance, that we have not improved the
capabilities of the habitable surface - that we have not
empowered it to support a larger quantity of organic
life. In such cases, however, a tract, before of no
utility to man, may be reclaimed, and become of high
agricultural importance, though it may, nevertheless,
yield a scantier vegetation. If a lake be drained, and
turned into a meadow, the space will provide suste
nance to man, and many terrestrial animals serviceabl~
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to him, but not, perhaps, 80 much food as °it previously
yielded to the aquatic races. .
H the pestiferous Pontine Marshes were drained,
and covered with corn, like the plains of the Po, they
might, perhaps, feed a smaller number of animals than
they do now; for these morasses are filled with herds
of buffaloes and swine, and they swarm with birds,
reptiles, and insects.
ThefeIling of dense and lofty forests, which covered,
even within the records of history, a considerable space
on the globe, now tenanted by civilized man, must
generally have lessened the amount of vegetable food
throughout the space where these woods grew. We
must also take into our account the area covered by
towns, and a still larger surface occupied by roads.
If we force the soil to bear extraordinary crops one
year, we are, perhaps, compelled to let it lie fallow the
next. But nothing so much counterbalances the fer
tilizing effects of human art as the extensive cultivation
of foreign herbs and shrubs, which, although they are
often more nutritious to. man, seldom thrive with the
same rank luxuriance as the native plants of a district.
Man is, in truth, continually striving to diminish the
natural diversity of the atatiom of animals and plants
in every country, and to reduce them all to a small
number fitted for species of economical use. He may
succeed perfectly in attaining his object, even though
the vegetation be comparatively meagre, and the total
amount of animal life be greatly lessened.
Spix and Martius have given a lively description of
the incredible number of insects which lay waste the
crops in Brazil, besides swarms of monkeys, flocks of
parrots, and other birds, as well al the paca, agouti,
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and wild swine. They describe the torment which the
planter and the naturalist suffer &om the musquitoe~
and the devastation of the ants and blattle ; they speak
of the dangers to which they were exposed from the
jaguar, the poisonous serpents, lizards, scor)?ions, cen
tipedes, and spiders. But with the increasing popli.
lation and cultivation of the country, observe these
naturalists, these evils will gradually diminish; when
the inhabitants have cut down the woods, drained the
marshes, made roads in all directions, and fOUBded
villages and towns, man will, by degrees, triumph over
the rank vegetation and the noxious animals, IUld. all
tile elements will second and amply recompense his
activity.
The number of human beings now peopling the
earth is supposed to amount to eight hundred millions,
so that we may easily understand how great a number
of beasts of prey, birds, and animals of every class,
this prodigious population must have displaced, inde
pendently of the still more important consequences
which have followed from the derangement brought
about by man in the relative numerical strength of
particular species.
Indigenous quadrupeds and birds eztirpated in Gf'fJtJI
Britain.-Let us make some inquiries into the extent
of the influence which the progress of society has
exerted during the last seven or eigltt centuries, in
altering the distribution of indigenous British animals.
Dr. F1eming has prosecuted this inquiry with his usual
~eal and ability; and in a memoir on the subject has
enumerated the best authenticated examples of the
d.ecrease or extirpation of certain species during a
• Tranl. iD Brnil, '101. i. p. 260.
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whea our population has made the Diost rapid
advances. I shall oI'er a brief outline of his results.•
The stag, as well as the mllow deer and the roe,
were formerly so abundant in our island, that, aecarth
~ to Lesley, from he hundred to a thou.and were
IOmetimes 1I1aiD. Ilt a hunting-match; but the native
races would already have been extinguished, bad they
Dot been carefully preserved in certain forests. The
otter, tml marten, and the poJe..cat, were also in lIuf.
ficient DUlDberS to be pursued for the sake of their
fur; but they have n4tw been reduced within very
IlIUTOW bounds. The wild cat and fox have ,also been
sacrificed throughout the .greater part of the country,
for the security of the poultry-yard or the fold. Bad.
gers have been espelled from nearly every district
which at fonner periods they inhabited.
Besides these, which have been driven out from
BOrne haunts, aDd every where· reduced in n8lllber,
there are some which have 'been wholly extirpa1led;
nch as the ancient breed of indigenous horses, and
the wild boar; of the wild oxen, a few remains are
stillpreseJ"¥ed in tbeparks ·of some of our nobility.
The beaver, which was eagerly sought after for its !fur,
bad become scarce at the close of the ninth century;
anfl, .by the twelfth century, was only to be met with,
according to :Giraldus de Barri, lin one river in Wales,
and another in Scotland. The wol( once so mucR
dreaded by our ancestors, is said to have maintained
its ground in Ireland. so Jate as the beginning of the
eighteenth century:( 1710), though it had 'been elCtir
pated in Scotland thirty years before, and in England
pel'iod

• EeL Phil. J'ouru., NO. uu. po 287.
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at a much earlier period. The bear, which, in Wales,
was regarded as a beast of the chase equal to the hare
or the boar., only perished, as a native of Scotland,
in the year 1057.t
Many native birds of prey have also been the sub.
jects of unremitting persecution. The eagles, larger
hawks, and ravens, have disappeared from the more
cultivated districts. The haunts of the mallard, the
snipe, the redshank, and the bittern, have been drained
equally with the summer dwellings of the lapwing and
the curlew. But these species still linger in some
portion of the British isles; whereas the large caper
cailzies, or wood grouse, formerly natives of the pine
forests of Ireland and Scotland, have been destroyed
within the last fifty years. The egret and the crane,
which appear to have been formerly very common in
Scotland, are now only occasional visitants.:j:
The bustard (Om tarda), observes Graves, in his
British Ornithology§, "was formerly seen in the
downs and heaths of various parts of our island, in
:flocks of forty or fifty birds; whereas it is now a cir_
cumstance of rare occurrence to meet with a single
individual." Bewick also remarks, "that they were
formerly more common in this island than at present;
they are now found only in the open counties of the
south and east - in the plains of Wiltshire, Dorset.
shire, and some parts of Yorkshire." In the few years
that have elapsed since Bewick wrote, this bird has
entirely disappeared from Wiltshire and Dorsetshire.1I
These changes, it may be observed, are derived
• Ray, Syn. Quad., p. 214.
Fleming, Ed. Phil. Joum., No. uii. p. 295.
Fleriling, ibid., p. 292.
§ Vol. m., London, 1821.
11 Land Birds, ~ol. i. p. 516. eel. 1821.
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from very imperfect memorials, and relate only to the
larger and more conspicuous animals inhabiting a small
spot on the globe; but they cannot fail to exalt our
conception ~f the enormous revolutions which, in the
course of several thousand years, the whole human
species must have effected.
E:etiru:tion of the Dodo.- The kangaroo and the
emu are retreating rapidly before the progress of
colonization in Australia; and it scarcely admits of
doubt, that the general cultivation of that country
must lead to the extirpation of both. The most strik.
ing example of the loss, even within the last two cen
turies, of a remarkable species, is that of the dodo
a bird first seen by the Dutch, when they landed on
the Isle of France, at that time uninhabited, imme
diately after the discovery of the passage to the East
Indies by the Cape of Good Hope., It was of a la~e
size, and singular form; its wings short, like those of
an ostrich, and wholly incapable of sushining its
heavy body, even for a short Bight. In its general
appearance it differed from the ostrich, cassowary, or
any known bird.
Many naturalists gave figures of the dodo after the
commencement of the seventeenth century; and there
is a painting ofit in the British Museum, which is said
to have been taken from a living individual.' Beneath
the painting is a leg, in a fine state of preservation,
which ornithologists are agreed cannot belong to any
other known bird. In the museum at Oxford, also,
there is a foot and a bead, in an imperfect state; but
M; Cuvier doubts tbe identity of this species with that
of which tbe painting is preserved in London.
In spite of the most active search, during the last
century, no informatiQn respecting tbe dodo was Ob-,
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tabled, end some authors have gone so &r as to pre
tend that it never existed; but, amongst a gr-eat mass
of satisfactory evidence in favour of the recent eDlt
ence of this species, we may mention that an assem~
blage of fossil bones were recently discovered, under a
bed of lava, in the Isle of France, and seot to the Paris
Museum by M. Desjardins. They eimost all belooged
to a large living 'Species of land-tortoise. called Teatudo
Iru/ieo,; but amongst them were the head, sternum,
and humerus of the clodo. M. euvier showed me
these valuable remains in Paris, and assured me .that
they left no doubt in his mind that the huge bird was
one of the gallinaceous tribe.
Rapid ,propagation of domestic qtllldr. . OIler tM
.American eontinent. - Next to the direct agency of
man, his indirect infiueftce in multiplying the numbers
of large herbivorous quadrupeds of domesticated races
may be regarded as one of the most obvious causes of
the extermination of species. On this, and on several
other grounds, the introduction of the horse, ox, and
other mammalia, into America, and their rapid .propa
gation over that continent within the last three cen
turies, is a fact of great importance in natural history.
The extraordinary herds of wild cattle and horses
which overran the plains of South America sprung
from a very few pairs first carried over by the Spa..
niards; and they prove that the wide geographical
range of large species in great continents does not
necessarily imply that they have existed there from
remote periods.
Humboldt observes, in bis Travels, on the authority
it BuT quelques Oasemens, BU:.-!\:UD. des ti, tome ni.
p •.h>s. :SepL 1880.
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that it is believed there exist, in the Pampaa
of Buenos Ayres, twelve million cows and three million
horses, without' comprising,ia this eD'llmeration, the
cattle that have no acknoWledged proprietor. In the
Llanos of Caraccas, the rich hateros, or proprietors of
pastoral farms, are entirely iglloraDt of the numbel' of
~att.te they poS8eS8. The young are branded with a
mark peculiar to each herd, and some of the mest
wealthy owners mark as many as fourteen dJousand a
year.· In the northern plains, iTom the Ori~ to 'the
lake of Maracaybo, M. Depons reckoned that 1,200,000
oxen, 180,000 horses, and 90,000 mutes, 1Vandered at
large.t In some parts of the valley of the Mississippi,
especially in the country of the Osage Indians, wild
horses are immensely numerous.
The establishment of black cattle in America dates
mm Columbus's second voyage to St. l>omingo. They
there mUltiplied rapidly; and that island presently be
came a kind of nuriery from which these animals were
successively transported to various parts of the cooti
nental coast, and from thence into the interior. Not
withstanding these numerous exportations, in twenty
seven years after the discovery of the island, her-cfs of
four thouBand head, as we leam from Oviedo, were hOt
mlcommon, and there were even some that amounted
to eight thousand. In 15S7, the number ot hides ex- .
potted from St. Domingo alone, according tt) Acasta's
report, was S5,44~; and in the same year there were
exported 6+,860 from the ports of New Spain. This
W8Il, in th& sixty-fifth year after the taking of MeKico,
previou~ to which event the Spaniards, who came into

1)( Azzara,

'- Pers. 'Nat., -"01. iv.
t Quarterly Review, vol. ui. p. SSS.
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that country; had not been able to eilgi1ge in any thing
else than war.
Everyone is aware that these anirDaIs are now es
tablished throughout the American continent, from
Canada to Paraguay.
The ass has thriven very generally in the New
World; and we learn from Ulloa, that in Quito they
ran' wild, and multiplied in amazing numbers, so
as to become a nuisance. They graZed together in
herds, and when attacked defended themselves with
their mouths. If a horse happened to stray into the
places where they fed, they all fell upon him, and
did not cease biting and kicking till they left him
dead·t
The first hogs were carried to America by Colum
bus, and established in the island of St. Domingo the
year following its discovery, in November, 1498. In
succeeding years they were introd~ced into other
places where the Spaniards settled; and, in tlle space
of half a century, they were found established in the
New World, from the latitude of 25° north, to the 40th
degree of south latitude. Sheep, also, and goats have
multiplied enormously in the New World, as have also
the cat and the rat; which last, as before stated, hos
been imported unintentionally in ships. The dogs
introduced by man, which have at different periods
become wild in America, hunted in packs, like the
wolf and the jackal, destroying not only hogs, but the
calves and foals of the wild cattle and horses.
U1Ioa in his Voyage, and BufFon on the authority of
•. Quarterly Review, vol. ui. p. 995.
t UIIoa', Voyage. Wood's Zoog., vol. i. p.9.
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old writers, relate· a fact which illustrates very clearly
the principle before explained, of the check which the
increase of one animal necessarily offers to that of
another. The Spaniards had introduced goats into the
island of Juan Fernandez, where they became so pro
lific as to furnish the pirates who infested those seas
with provisions. In order to cut off this resource from
the buccaneers, a number of dogs were turned loose
into the island; and so numerous did they become in
their turn, that they destroyed the goats in every ac
cessible part, after which the number of the wild dogs
again decreased.
Increase of rein-deer imJlO"'fUl into Iceland. - As an
example of the rapidity with which a large tract may
become peopled by the ofFspring of a single pair of
quadrupeds, I may mention, that in the year 1778
thirteen rein-deer were exported from Norway, only
three of which reached Iceland. These were turned
loose into the mountains of Guldbring~ Syssel, where
they multiplied so greatly, in the course of forty
years, that it was not uncommon to meet with herds,
consisting ,of from forty to one hundred, in various
districts.
In Lapland, observes a modern writer, the rein·deer
is a loser by his connexion with man, but Iceland will
be this creature's paradise. There is, in the interior,
a tract which Sir G. Mackenzie computes at not less
than forty thousand squ~re miles, without a single
human habitation, and almost entirely unknown to the
natives themselves. There are no wolves; the Ice
landers will keep out the bears; and the rein.deer,
being almost unmolested by man, will have no enemy
• BuifoD, 1'01. v. p.lOO.

U1loa's Voyage, vol. ii. p.220.
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whatever, unless it has brought with it its own tor.
menting gadfly••
Besides the quadrupeds before enumerated, out
domestic fowls have also succeeded in the West
Indies and America, where they have the common
fowl, the goose, the duck, the peacock, the pigeon, and
the guinea-fowl. As these were often taken suddenly
nom the temperate to very hot regions, they were not
reared at first without much difficulty; but after a few
generations they became familiarized to the clilltate,
which, in many cases, approached much nearer than
that of Europe to the temperature of their original
native countries.
The fact of 80 many millions of wild and tame indi.
viduals of our domestic species, almost all of them the
largest quadrupeds and birds, having been propagated
throughout the new continent within the short period
that has elapsed since the discovery of America, while
no appreciable improvement can have been made in
the productive powers of that vast continent, affords
~undant evidence of the extraordinary changes which
Jecompany the dilFusion Bnd progressive 'advancement
of the human race over the globe. That it should
h.ave ~mained for us ,to witness such mighty ~evolu.
-~ 1 tlons IS a proo~ even If there was no other eVidence.
I that the entrance of man into the planet is, corn·
paratively speaking, of extremely modem date, and
that the elFects of his agency are only beginning to be
felt.
PopulmUm arAicA tAe glolJe is capobk of 8'IIf1PO'I1irIg.
A modem writer has estimated, that there are in
~merlca upwards of four million square miles of use·

"\ \ 1

• Trayellin Iceland in 1810, p. S4J,
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fuI soil, each capable of, ilipporting 200 pe1'8ODS; and
J)early six million, each mile cap.le of sUppOrting tOO
persons.· If this oonjecture be true, it will follow, BII
that author observes, that if the natural resources of
America were fully developed, it would afford sus
tenance to five times as great a number of inhabitants
as the entire mass of human beings existing at present
upon the globe. The hew continent, he thinks, though
less than half the siae of the old, contains an equal
quantity of useful soil, and much more than an equal
amount of productive power. Be this as it may, we
may safely conclude that the amount of human popu
lation now exi.ting constitutes but a 8mall ptoportion:
of that which the globe is capllble of supporting, Or
which it is destined to sustain at no distant period, by
the rapid progress of iociety, eSpecially in America,
Australia, and certain parts of the old continent.
PotDe1' ofu:termifUUing species no prerogatitJe ofman.
- But if we reflect that many millions of square miles
of the most fertile land, occupied originally by a bound
less .ariety of animal and 'Yegl!tllble forms, ha'Ye been
already brought under the dominion Gf man, and com
pelled, in a great measure, to yield nourishment to
him, and to a limited number of plants I1nd animals
which he has caused to increale, we must at once be
con'Yinced, thtlt the annihilation of a multitude of spe
ciel has already been effected, and will continue to go
on hereafter, in certain regiotlli, in a itill more rapid
ratio, al thecoloniei of highly civilized nations spread
themlelves over unoccupied landi.
Yet, if we wield the sword of extermination all wt;
advance, we hafe no reason to repine at the ba.Ob
• l\Iaclllrell, art. A.Dletie&, ~l1eyt. BritariDb.:
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committed, nor to fancy, with. the Scottish poet, that
" we violate the social union of nature;" or complain,
with the melancholy Jaques, that we
Are mere usurpers, tyrants, and what', wone,
To fright the animals and to kill them up
In their assip'd and native dwelling-place.

We have only to reflect, that in thus obtaining pos
session of the earth by conquest, and defending our
acquisitions by force, we exercise no exclusive prero
gative. Every species which has spread itself from a
small point over a wide area must, in like manner, have
marked its progress by the diminution or the entire
extirpation of some other, and must maintain its ground
by a successful struggle against the encroachments of
other plants and animals. That minute parasitic plant,
called" the rust" in wheat, has, like the Hessian fly,
the locust, and the aphis, caused famines ere now
amongst the "lords of the creation." The most in
significant and diminutive species, whether in the
amimal or vegetable kingdom, have each slaughtered
their thousands, as they disseminated themselves over
the globe, as well as the lion, when first it spread itself
over the tropical regions of Africa.
Concluding ret1/Qrlu. - Although we have as yet
considered one class only ofthe causes (the organic) by
which species may become exterminated, yet it cannot
but appear evident that the continued action of these
alone, throughout myriads of future ages, must work
an entire change in the state of the organic creation,
not merely on the continents and islands, where the
power of man is chiefly exerted, but in the great ocean,
. where his controul is almost unknown. The mind is
prepared by the contemplation of such future revolu
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tions to look for the signs of others, of an analogous
nature, in the monuments ofthe pasL Instead ofbeing
astonished at the proofs there manifested of endless
mutations in the animate world, they will appear to one
who has thought profoundly 00 the fluctuations now
in progress, to afford evidence in favour of the uni
formity of the system, unless, indeed, we are precluded
nom speaking oC uniftwmity wheo we characterize a
prinCiple of endless variation.

CHAPTER X.
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Powers of dilFusion indispensable, that each species may maintain
its ground - How changes in the physical geography all'ect the
distribution of species - Rate tlf the change of species due to
this cause cannot be uniform (p. H5.)-Every change in the
physical geograpby of large regions tends to the extinction of
species (p. 152.) - ElFects of a general alteration of climate on
the migration of species - Gradual refrigeration would cause
species in the northern and southern hemispheres to become
distinct - elevation of temperature the reverse - ElFects on
the condition ofspecies which must result from inorganic change.
inconsistent with the theory of transmutation (p. 161).

Powers of diffusion indispemahle, that each species ma!l
maintain its ground. - HAVING shown in the last
chapter how considerably the numerical increase or
the extension of the geographical range of anyone
species must derange the numbers and distribution of
others, let us now direct our attention to the inB.uence
which the inorganic causes described in the second
book are continually exerting on the habitations of
species.
So great is the instability of the earth's surface, that
if nature were not continually engaged in the task of
BOwing seeds and colonizing animals, the depopulation
of a certain portion of the habitable sea and land

~ xl
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would in a few years be considerable. Whenever a river
transports sediment into a lake or sea, 80 as materially
to diminiah its depth, the aquatic enimala ancl plants
which delight in deep water are expelled: the tract,
however, is not allowed to remain useless; but is 800Il
peopled by species which require more light and .heat.
and thrive where the water is shallow. Every addi.
tion made to the land by the encroachment of the
delta of a river banishes many subaqueoUl speciea
from their native abodes; but the new.formed plaia
is not permitted to lie unoccupied, being inatant1y
conred with terrestrial vegetation. The ocean de
vours continuous lines of sea-coest, anel precipitatea
forests or rich pasture land into the waves: but this
space is not lost to the animate creation; for lbells
and sea-weed soon adhere to the new-made eHIfa, aa4I
numerous fish people the chailDel which the current
has scooped out for itself. No sooner has a volcanic
iskmd been thrown up than some lichens begin te
grow upon it, and it is sometimes elothedwith verdure,
while smoke and ashes are stilt occasionally throw.
from the crater. The cocoa, pandanus,1U1d mangrove
take Toot upon the coral reef before it has fairl,.
above the waves. The burning stream of lava that
descends from Etna rolls through the *tel,. foreat,
and converts to ashes every tree and ha-b whicb.
stands in its way; but the black strip of land thus de
solated is covered again, in the course of time, ·with.
oaKs, pines, and mestnl1ts, 118 Iuxuriantaath08e Which
the fiery torrent swept away.
Every flood and landslip, every wave wbieh a hllr"
ricane or earthquake throwl upon the .000e, eve""
shower of vdlcanie dust and ashes 'Whieb buries -a
country far and wide to the depth of many feet, every
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advance o~ the sand-flood, every conversion of salt- '
water into fresh when rivers alter their main channel
of discharge, every permanent variation in the rise or
:fiill of tides in an estuary - these and countless other
causes displace, in the course ofa few centuries, certain
plants and animals from stations which they previously
occupied. If, therefore, the Author of nature had not
been prodigal of those numerous contrivances, before
~uded to, for spreading all classes of organic beings
over the earth - if he had not ordained that the fluc
tuations of the animate and inanimate creation should
be in· perfect harmony with each other, it is evident
that considerable spaces., now the most habitable on
the globe, would soon be as devoid of life as are the
Alpine snows, or the dark abysses of the ocean, or the
moving sands of the Sahara.
The powers then of migration and diffusion confer
red on animals and plants are indispensable to enable
them to maintain their ground, and would be neces
sary even though it were never intended that a species
should gradually extend its geographical range. But
a facility of shifting their quarters being once given,
it cannot fail to happen that the inhabitants of one
province should occasionally penetrate into some other,
since the strongest of those barriers which I before
described as separating distinct regions are all liable
to be thrown down, one after the other, during the
vIcissitudes of the. earth's surface.
How changes in physical geography affect the dis
tribution of species. - The numbers and distribution of
particular species are affected in two ways, by changes
in the physical geography of the earth :-First, these
changes promote or retard the' migrations of species;
lecondly, they alter the physical conditions of the
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which species inhabit. If the ocean should
gradually wear its way. through an isthmus, like that
of Suez, it would open a passage for the intermixtUr~
of the aquatic tribes of two seas previously disjoined,
and would, at the same time, close a &ee communi.
cation which the terrestrial plants and animals of two
con~inents had before enjoyed. These would be, per- .
haps, ·the most important consequences in regard to
the distribution of species, which would result &om
the breach' made by the sea in such a spot; but there
would be others of a distinct nature, such as the con_
version of a certain tract of land which formed the
isthmus into sea. This space, previously occupied by
terrestrial plants and animals, would be imqlediately
delivered over to the aquatic; a local revolution which
might have happened in innumerable other parts of
the globe, without being attended by any alteration
in the blending together of species of two distinct pro
vinces.
Rate of ckange of species cannot be uniform. - This
observation leads me to point out one of the most in
teresting conclusions to which we are led by the con~
templation of the vicissitudes of the inanimate world
in relation to those of the animate. It is clear that, if
the agency of inorganic causes be uniform, as· I have
supposed, they must operate very irregularly on the
state of organic beings, so that the rate according to
which these will change in particular regions will not
be equal in equal periods of time.
I am not about to advocate the doctrine of general
catastrophes recurring at certain intervals, as in the
ancient Oriental cosmogonies, nor do I doubt that, if
vFry considerable periods of equal duration could be
compared one with another, the rate of change in the
VOL. Ill.
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alterations bf le¥eI work ..y general ftuetuatiOfts in
the stalle ef 'orgame bemgs inhabitmg the West IBa
isluuk, or the Carihbean Sea.
It is only JWil.e1'l. these subterranean powers, by shift
ing gradually Ifhe points where their principal force is
developed, happen to strike upon some particular
region where a slight change of level immediate1y
affects the .mstrlbutiO!l of land and watetl, ()l' the state
df the climate, or the barriers between distinct groups
of'8peCies 'G'Ver extel'l.sive areas, Chat the rate of ftuctua
tion becemes accelerated, and may, in the course «a
few years or centuries, work mightier changes than
had 'been elq)erieD'ced in myriads of antecedent years.
Thus,fer example, a repetition ofsubsidences causing .
the narrow isthmus of 'Panama to sink down a few
hUfldred ifeet, would, in '8 rewcenturies, bring about a
great ·revolution in the -state of the animate creation in
the 'WeStern hemisphere. Thousands of aquatic ilpecies
would paes, for the first time, from the Caribbean Sea
into the Pacific; and thousands of others, before pecu
liar to the Pacific Ocean, 'wiluld make their way into
the Caribbean:Sea, theGuIfofMexico, and the Atlantic.
A considerable modification waWd probably be occa
sioned 'by the same event in the direction or volume of
the GulflItrelUD, and thereby ,the temperature ofthe sea
and the·contiguoflS·lands might be altered as far as the
in6uence of that current extends. !A.. change df climate
might thus ilJe produced -in the ocean from 'Florida to
8pitZhergen, and in many 'Countries of North America,
Europe, and Greenland. Not merely 1!he 'heat, but the
quantity ofrain which falls, would be altered in certain
districts, 110 that'IDany -species would be excluded from
tracts where they before ftourished; others would be
reduced in number; and :some would thrive more and
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multiply. The seeds also and the fruits of plants would.
DO longer be drifted in precisely the same directions,
nor the eggs of aquatic animals; neither would species.
be any longer impeded in their migratioDs towards par
.ticular statioDs before shut out from them by their
inability to cross the mighty current.
Let us take another example from a part of the globe
which is at present liable to suffer by earthquakes,
namely, the low sandy tract which intervenes blltween
the Sea of Azof and the Caspian. If there should occur
a sinking dowD to a trifling amount. and such ravines
should be formed as might be produced by a few earth
quakes, not more considerable than have fallen within
our limited observation during the last 140 years, the
waters of the Sea of Azof would pour rapidly into the
Caspian, which, according to the levellings of the Rus
sian travellers Engelhardt and Parrot, is about 350
feet below the level of the Black Sea.- The Sea of
Azof would immediately borrow from the Black Sea,
that sea again from the Mediterranean, and the Medi
terranean from the Atlantic, so that an inexhaustible
current would pour down into the low tracts of Asia
bordering the Caspian, by which all the sandy saIt
steppes adjacent to that sea would be inundated. An
area of at least eighteen thousand square leagues, now
below the level of the Mediterranean, would be con
verted from land into sea.
The diluvial waters would reach the saIt lake of AraI,
Dor stop until their eastern shores were bounded by the
high land which in the steppe of the Kirghis connects
the Altay with the Himalaya Mountains. Sarato£"
Orenburg, and the low regions of the OX08 and Jaxar
tea, would be submerged. A few years, perhapa a few·
• Reiae in den Kaukaaua.
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:months, might suffice for the accomplishment of this
great revolution in the geography of the interior of
Asia; and it is impossible for those who believe in the
permanence of the energy with which existing causes
DOW act, not to anticipate analogous events again and
. again. in the course of future ages.
Illustration derivedfrom tile ele«Jtion of Iand.- Let
~ us next imagine a few cases of the elevation of land of
.small extent at certain critical points, as, for example,
in the shallowest parts of the Straits ofGibraltar, where
the soundings from the Atrican to the European side
give only 220 fathoms. In proportion as this subma
,rine barrier of rock was upheaved, to effect which would
merely require the shocks of partial and confined earth
quakes, the volume of water which pours in trom the
Atlantic into the Mediterranean would be lessened:
But the loss of the inland sea by evaporation would
remain the same; so that being no longer able to draw
on the ocean for a supply sufficient to restore its equi
.librium. it must sink, and leave dry a certain portion of
land around its borders. The current which now flows
-constantly out of the Black Sea into the Mediterranean
would then rush in more rapidly, and the level of the
Mediterranean would be thereby prevented trom fall.
ing so low; but the level of the Black Sea would, for
the same reason, sink; so that when, by a continued
series of elevatory movements, the Straits of Gibraltar
had become completely closed up, we might expect
·large and level sandy steppes to surround both the
Black Sea and Mediterranean, like those occurring af
present on the skirts of the Caspian, and the Lake of
. Aral. The geographical range of hundreds of aquatiC'
species would be thereby circumscribed, and that ot
hundreds of terrestrial plants and animals extended. .i
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A line of submarine vo1amos crosaiag the dumnel
.of some strai" and gradually choking it up with ashes
and lava, might produce a new barrier as effectually 88
a series of earthquake.; especially if thermal spriDgs,
charged with carbonate oflime, silica, and other mineral
ingredients, should promote the rapid multiplication of
corals and shells, and cement tbem together with solid
matter precipitated during the intervals between erup
tions. Suppose in this manner a stoppage to be cauaed
of the Bahama Channel between the bank of that name
and the coast of Florida. This inlligui&cant reYolution,
con6ned to a mere apot in the bottom of the oceaD,
would, by diverting the main current of the Gulfstream,
give rise more efFectually than the opening ofthe Straits
of Panama, before supposed, to extensive changes in
the climate and distribution of animals and plants io
habiting the northern hemisphere.
Rl'lUlration from tAe fontUJtioa t!f Rft1 ialtnula. - A
repetition of elevatory movements of earthquakes
might continue over an area as extensive aB Europe,
for thousands of ages, at the bottom of the ocean, in
certain regions, and produce no visible efFectB ; where
as, if they .hould operate in some shallow parts of the
Pacific, amid the coral archipelagos, they would sooo
give birth to a new continent. Hundreds of ~olcanic
islands may be thrown up, and become covered with
vegetation, without causing more than local fiuc
tuations in the animate world; but if a chain like the
Aleutian archipelago, or the KurUe Isles, run for a dis
tance of many hundred miles, so as to form an almost
unintertupted communication between two continents.
or two distant islands, the migrations of plants, birds,
insects, and even of some quadrupeds, may cause, in
a short time, an extraordinary Beries of revolutions
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tending to flugmen,t the l'ftDge Qf some ~imal8 Il,Qd
pl811ts, ~d to iimit that of others, A new archi~gp
might be formed ill ~he Medi~~r~ueItQ, the BI\Y qf
Biscay, Qd ~ tho\lslJ,l\d Q~hC:lr pl!l~ell~ and might pro
duce less importallt ev!,!nts thllD one rock which ShOllld
:rise \lp be'we~n Australia and JaYI\J 80 placed that
winds' and currents might cause aq in~el'change of
the plants, ins!,!cts, and birds,
From tile wea.ri.-u tAroug4 of an isiAf.l4tu•..,... If we
turn from the igneous to the aqu~oq!l agents, we find
~he same tendencr ~o ~ irr~gular ~te of change,
naturally connected w~tQ th~ strictt:lst u~iformi~y in
the energy of those CIll!s~s. When the Se~, for eX
ample, gradually ~ncro~ches ~pon both sides of a
Darrow isthmus, as that of Sleswick, separating the
NQrth Sea from th~ Baltic, whElre, as before stfl~ed,
the ~lift's on botQ the apposite coas~1 are wasting
away -, no material alteration results for thousands of
years, save only that tIlere is a progressiv.e conversion
ofa small strip of land into water. A few feet only,
or a few yards, are ~nnu~ly removed; but when, at
l!l8t, the partition shall ~ broken down, and the tide~
~f the ocean shall enter b~ 11 direc~ passage into th~
inland sea, instea4 of going by a circuitous rou~e
through ~he Cattegal, a bo~y Qf s~t water will sweep
up as far as the G\1lfs of Bothnia and Finland, tile
waters of which are now "racl~ish~ or almost fresh;
and this revolution will be attended by the 10qU anni
Ililation of m~r spe~iel\.
Similar consequences must have resulted, on a small
scale, when the sea opened its way through the
isthmlJ8 of Staveren in the thirteent4 century, forming
!l union between an inland lake and the ocean, !lIld
• ~p. 59.
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opening, in the course of one century, a shallow strait,
more than half as wide as the narrowest part of that
which divides England from France.
Clwnges in phylical geography which must occasion
extinction of species. -

It will almost seem superfluous,
after I have thus traced the important modifications in
the condition ofliving beings which flow from changes
of trifling extent, to argue that entire revolutions
might be brought about, if the climate and physical
geography of the whole globe were greatly altered.
. It has been stated, that species are in general local,
some being confined to extremely small spots, and
depending for their existence on a combination of
causes, which, if they are to be met with elsewhere,
occur only in some very remote region. Hence it
must happen that, when the'nature of these localities
is changed, the species will perish; for it will rarely
Ilappen that the cause which alters the character of
the district will afford new facilities to the species to
establish itself elsewhere.
African desert. - If we attribute the origin of a great
·part of the desert of Africa to the gradual progress of
moving sands, driven eastward by the westerly winds,
we may safely infer that a variety of species must
have been annihilated by this cause alone. The sand
flood has been inundating, from time immemorial, the
rich lands on the west of the Nile; and we have only
to multiply this effect a Bufficient number df times, in
order to understand how, in the lapse of ages, a whole
group of terrestrial animals and plants may becom~
extinct.
This desert, without including Bornou and Darfour,
·extends, according to the calculation of Humboldt,
over 194,000 square leagues; an area nearly three
times as great as that of France. In a small portion
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of so vast a space, we may infer from analogy that
there were many peculiar species of plants and animals
which must have been banished by the sand, and their
habitations invaded by the camel, and by birds and
insects formed for the arid sands.
There is evidently nothing in the nature of the
catastrophe to favour the escape of the ·former inha
bitants to some adjoining province; nothing to weaken,
in the bordering lands, that powerful barrier against
emigration-pre-occupancy. Nor, even if the exclu
sion of a certain group of species from a given tract
were compensated by an extension of their range over
a new country, would that circumstance tend to the
conservation of species in general; for the extirpation
would merely then be transferred to the region so
invaded. If it be imagined, for example, that the
aboriginal quadrupeds, birds, and other animals of
Africa, emigrated in consequence of the advance of
drift· sand, and colonized Arabia, the indigenous Ara
bian species must have given way before them, and
have been reduced in number or destroyed.
Let us next suppose that, in some central and more
elevated parts of tlie great African desert, the upheav;.
ing power of subterranean movements should be ex.
erted throughout an immense series of ages, accompa
nied, at cer,tain intervals, by volcanic eruptions, IUch
as gave rise at once, in 1755, to a mountain 1600 feet
high, on the Mexican plateau. When the continued
repetition of these events had caused a mountain
chain, it is obvious that a complete transformation in
the state of the climate would be brought about
throughout a vast llrea.
We may imagine the summits of the new chain to
rise so high as to be covered, like Mount Atlas, fo~
H 5
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several thousand feet, with snow, during a great part
of the year. The melting of these snows, during the
greatest heat, would cause the rivers to swell in the
season when the greatest drought now prevails; the
waters, moreover, derived from this source, would
always be of lower temperature than the surrounding
atmosphere, and would thus contribute to cool the
climate. During. the numerous earthquakes and vol.
canic eruptions supposed to accompany the gradual
formation of the chain, there would be many loods
caused by the bursting of temporary lakes, and by the
melting of snows by lava. These inundations might
deposit alluvial matter far and wide over the original
sands, as the country assumed varioult shapes, and was
modified again and again by the moving power from
below, and the aqueous erosion of the surface above.
At length the Sahara might be fertilized, irrigated by
rivers and streamlets intersecting it in every direction,
and covered by jungle and morasses; so that the ani
mals and plants which now people Northern Africa
would disappear, and the region would gradually be
come fitted for the reception of a population of species
perfectly dissimilar in their forms, habits, and organ
ization.
There are always some peculiar and characteristic
features in the physical geography of each large
division of the globe; and on these peculiarities the
state of animal and vegetable life is dependent. If,
therefore, we admit incessant luctuations in the phy
sical geography, we must, at the same time, concede
the successive extinction of terrestrial and aquatic;
species to be part of the economy of our system.
When some great cla.. of &lotions is in excess in cer
tain latitudes, as, for example, in wide savannahs, ari4
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IIaIlds,·lofty mountains, or inla~ se,.., we find a cor
responding ~vl!}QpJD.en~ of sp.epies adapt~ for such
circumstances. In North America, where there is a
chain of vast inland lakes of fresh water, we find an
extraerdinary abundance and variety !)f aquatic birds,
fresh-water fish, test,ac~ and small amphibious rep
tiles, fittect for s!lch a clilP~tc:l. The greater part of
thesl! woqld perish. if the latres w~,re pestroyed,~al).
~vent that might be broqght I)bQ1,It by some of the
least of those important revolutions con~IDplated in
geology. I~ might happen that no fresh-water lakes
of correspollding magnitude might then I!xist on th.e
globe; or that, if they G£curred elsewhere, they might
be situated in New Holland, Southern Africa, Eastern
4sia, or some region so distal)t as to be quite inacces
sible to the North American species; or they migh~
be situated within the tropics, in a climate uninhabit
able by species fitted for a temperate zone; or, finally.
we may presume that they would pe pre-occupied by
indigenous tribes.
To pursue this train of reasoning farther i.s unneces
sary; the geologist has only to refl~ct on what has
been said of the habitatjons and stations of organic
beings in ·general, and to consider them in relation to
those effects which were con~lPp]ated in the second
book, as resulting from the .igneous an~ aqueous causes
now in action, and he will immediately perceive that,
amjdst the vicissitudes of the earth's surface, species
cannot be immortal, but must perish, one after the
other, like the individual.s which compose them. There
is no possibility of escaping from this conclusion, with
out resorting to some hypothesis as violent as that of
Lamarck, who imagined, as we have before seen, that
species are e.,ch of them endowed with indefinite
•
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powers of modifying their organization, in conformitY
to the endless changes of circumstances to which they
are exposed.

B.ffectl of tI general Alteration in Olimate on ,lie
DiltrWution of Spec;a.
Some of the efFects which must attend every gene
ral alteration of climate are sufficiently peculiar to
claim a separate consideration before concluding the
present chapter.
I have before stated that, during seasons of extra
ordinary severity, many northern birds, and in some
countries many quadrupeds, migrate southwards. If
these cold seasons were to become frequent, in con
sequence of a gradual and general refrigeration of the
atmosphere, such migrations would be more and more
regular, until, at length, many animals, now confined to
the arctic regions, would become the tenants of the
temperate zone; while the inhabitants of the tempe
rate zone would approach nearer to the equator. At
the same time, many species previously established on
high mountains would begin to descend, in every lati
tude, towards the middle regions; and tllose which
were confined to tlle flanks of mountains would make
their way into the plains. Analogous changes would
also take place in the vegetable kingdom.
If, on the contrary, the heat of the atmosphere be
on the increase. the plants and animals of low groudds
would ascend to higher levels, the equatorial species
would migrate into the temperate zone, and those of
the temperate into the arctic circle.
But although some species might ilius be preserved,
eYery great change of climate must be fatal to many
which can find no place of retreat w~en their original
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habitations become unfit for them. . For if the gene-'
ral temperature be on the rile, then there is no cooler
region whither the polal' species can take refuge; if it
be on the decline, then the animals and plants pre
viously established between the tropics have no
resource. Suppose the general heat of the atmo
IIphere to increase, 80 that even the arctic region became
too warm for the musk-ox and rein-deer, it is clear
that they must perish; so, if the torrid zone should
lose so much of its heat by the progressive refriger
ation of the earth's surface as to be an unfit habitation
for apes, boas, bamboos, and palms, these tribes of
animals and plants, or, at least, most· of the species
now belonging to them, would become extinct, for
there would be no warmer latitudes for their reception.
It will follow, therefore, that as often as the climates
of the globe are passing from the extreme of heat to
that of cold-from the summer to the winter of the
great year before alluded to·.....:.the migratory move
ment will be directed constantly from the poles towards
thE? equator; and for this reason the .pecies inhabit
ing parallel latitudes, in the northern and southern
hemispheres, must become widely different. For I
assume on grounds before explained, that the original
stock of each species is introduced into one spot of the
earth only, and, consequently, no species can be at
once indigenous in the arctic and antarctic circles.t
nut when, on the contrary, a series of changes in the
physical geography of the globe, or any other sup
posed cause, occasions an elevation of the general
temperature,-when there is a passage from the winter
to one of 'the vernal or summer seasons of the great
• Book I. chap. ni. .

t
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cycle of climatea,-then the order of the migratory
lllovement is inverted. The different s~cie, of animal.
and plants direct their course from the equator towards
the poles; and the northern and southern hemispheres
may become peopled, to a great degree, by identicalspe.,
cies. Such is not the actual state of the inhabited earth,
as I have already shown in my sketch of the geogra.,
phical distribution of its living productions; and thi.
/ fact adds an additional proof to the geological evidence,
.... derived from independent sources, that the general:tem
, perature haa been cooling down during the epochs whk;h
immediately preceded our own.
I do not mean to speculate on the entire tr~p08ition
of a group of lPlimals and plants from tropica,l to polar
latitudes, or tile reverse, as a probable, or even pos
sible, event; foJ' although we may believe the mean
lumual temperature of one zone to be transferrible tp
another, we know that the same climate cannot be so
~sferred. Whatever be the general temperature of
the earth's sl,lrface, comparative equability of hellt wil1
characterize the tropical regions; while great periodical .
variations will belong to the temperate, and s~ill more
to the polar, latitudes. These, and many other pecu~
liarities connected with heat and light, depend on fixed
tlStronomical causes, such as the motion of the earth
and its position in relation to the sun, and not on those
fluctuations of its surface, which may influence the
general temperature.
Among many obstacles to such extensive transfer~
ence of habitations we must not forget the immense
lapse of time required, according to the hypothesis
before suggested, to bring about a consillerable change
in climate. During a period so vast, the other causes
of extirpation, before enumerat.ed, would exert so

o
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powerful an influence as to prevent all, lave a very
few hardy species, from passing from equatorial to
polar regioDl, or from the tropics to the pole.•
But the power of accommodation to new circum
stances is great in certain species, and might enable
many to pass from one zone to another, if the mean
annual heat of the atmosphere and the ocean were
greatly altered. To the marine tribes, especially, such
a passage would be possible; fur they are less impeded
in their migrations by barriers of land, than are the
terrestrial by the ocean. Add to this, that the tem
perature of the ocean is much more uniform than that
of the atmosphere investing the land; so that we may
easily suppose that most of the testacea, fish, and
other classes, might pass from t~e equatorial into the
temperate regions, if the mean temperature of those
regions were transposed, although a second expatria
tion of these species of tropical origin into the arctic
and antarctic circles would probably be impossible.
On the principles above explained, if we found that
at some former period, as when, for example, our car~
boniferous strata were deposited, the same tree-ferns
and other plants inhabited the regions now occupied
by Europe and Van Diemen's Land, we should suspect
that the species in question had, at some antecedent
period, inhabited lands within the tropics, and that an
increase of the mean annual heat had caused them
to emigrate into both the temperate zones. There are J
no geological data, however, as yet obtained, to war-,
rant the opinion that such identity of species existed:
in the two hemispheres in the era in question.
Let UB now consider more particularly the effect of

I
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vicissitudes of 'climate in causing one species to give
way before the increasing numbers of some other.
When temperature forms the barrier which arrests
the progress of an animal or plant in a particular di
'rection, the individuals are fewer and less vigorous as
they approach the extreme confines of the geographical
range of the species. But these stragglers are ready
to multiply rapidly on the slightest increase or dimi
nution of heat that may be favourable to them, just as
particular insects increase during a hot summer, and
certain plants and animals gain ground after a series
of congenial seasons.
In almost every district, especially. if it be moun
tainous, there are a variety of species the limits of
whose habitations are conterminou8, some being unable
to proceed farther without encountering too much heat,
others too much cold. Individuals, which are thus on
the borders of the regions proper to their respective
species, are like the outposts of hostile armies, ready
to profit by every slight change of circumstances in
their favour, and to advance upon the ground occupied
by their neighbours and opponents.
The proximity of distinct climates, produced by the
inequalities of the earth's surface, brings species pos
sessing very different constitutions into such immediate
contact, that their naturalizatiens are very speedy
whenever opportunities of advancing present them
.selves. Many insects and plants, for example, are
common to low plains within the arctic circle, and to
'lofty mountains in Scotland and other parts of Europe.
If the climate, therefore, of the polar regions were
transferred to our own latitudes, the species in ques
tion would immediately descend from these elevated
stations to overrun the low grounds. Invasions of this
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kind, attended by the expulsion of the pre-occupants.
'are almost instantaneous, because the change of'tem
perature not only places the one species in a more
favourable position, but renders the others sickly and
almost incapable of defence.
TItese cAanges inconsistent with tile tAeory of tram
mutation. - Lamarck, when speculating on the trans
mutation of species, supposed every modification in
organization and instinct to be brought about slowly
and insensibly in an indefinite lapse of ages. But he
does not appear to have sufficiently considered how
much every alteration in the physical condition of the
habitable surface changes the relations of a great num
ber of co-existing species, and that some of these would
be ready instantly to avail themselves of the slightest
change in their favour, and to multiply to the injurj
of others. Even if we thought it possible that the palm
'or the elephant, which now flourish in equatorial re
gions, could ever learn to bear the variable seasons of
our temperate zone, or the rigours of an arctic winter,
we might, with no less confidence, affirm, that they
must perish before they had time to become habituated
to such new circumstances. That they would be dis~
placed by other species as often as the climate varied,
'may be inferred from the data before explained re
specting the local extermination of species produced
'by the multiplication of others.
Suppose the climate of' the highest part of the woody
zone of Etna to be transferred to the sea-shore at the base
of the mountain, no botanist would anticipate that the
,olive, lemon-tree, and prickly pear (Cactus oprmtia),
would be able to contend with the oak and chestnut.
which would begin forthwith to descend to a lower
level; or that these last would be able to stand their
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ground ~ainst the pine, which wowd also, in the !J~
of a few years, begin to occupy a lower position. We
~ight form lome kind of estimate of the \ilQe whic\l
might be required for the migrations of these plants ;
whereas we have no data for concluding that awy num
ber of thousands of years would be sufficient for one
step in the pretended metamorphosis of one specieS
into another, possessing distinct attributes ~lld qua.
lities.
This argument is applicable not merely to climate,
but to any other cause of mutation. However slowly
a lake may be converted into a marsh, or a marsh into
.a meadow, it is evident that before the la(,:ustrine
plants can acquire the power of living in marslles, or
the marsh-plants of living in a less humid soil, other
IIpecies, already e~isting in the region. and fitted for
these several stations, will intrude and keep pllssession
of the ground. So, if a tract of salt water becomef!l
fresh by passing through every intermediate clegree of
brackishness, still the marine molluscs wUl never be
permitted to be gradually metamorphosed into fluviatile
.pecies; because long before any such transform~tion
can tqke place by slow and insensible degrees, other
tribeBa already forllled to delight in brackish or fresh
water, will avail themselves of the change in the 6Q.id,
IUld will, each in their turn, monopolize the llpace.
It is idle therefore to dispute about the Ilbstract po~
sibilityof the conversion of one speciel! into another,
when there are known causes so much more active in
their nature, which mQ.st always intervene and prevent
the actual accomplishment of such conversions. .4
r.int image of the certain doom of Il species less fitted
to struggle with Some new condition in a region which
~~ previously inhabited, and where ~~ hM to coqtend
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with a more vigorous species, is presented by the
extirpation of savage tribes of men by the advancing
colony of some 'civilized nation. In this case the con
test is merely between two difFerent races - two va
rieties, moreover, of a species which exceeds all others
in its aptitude to accommodate itl habits to the most
extraordinary variations of circums·tances. Yet few fu
ture events aue more certain than tht: spetldy extermi
nation of the Indians of North America and the savages
of New Holland in the courle of a few centuries, when
these tribes will be remembered only in poetry and
tradition.
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CHAPTER XI.
IIXTlNCTION AND CREATION OF SPECIES.

Theory of the successive extinction of species consistent with their
limited geographical distribution - Opinions of botanists re
specting the centres from which plants have been difFused
Whether there are grounds for inferring that the l~, from time
to time, of certain animals and plants, is compensated by the
introduction of new species? -Whether any evidence of such
new creations could be expected within the historical era?
(p. 169.)- The question whether the existing species have
been created in succession must be decided by geological
monuments.

SucceuitJe E:rtincMn of, Species consistent -wit/& tAeir
limited Geograpkical Distribution.
IN the preceding chapters I have pointed out the
strict dependence of each species of animal and plant
.on certain physical conditions in the state of the
earth's surface, and on the number and attributes of
other organic beings inhabiting the same region. I
have also endeavoured to show that all these conditions
are in a state of continual Buctuation, the igneous and
aqueous agents. remodelling, from time to time, the
physical geography of the globe, and the migrations
of species causing new relations to spring up succes
sively between difFerent organic beings. I have de
duced as a corollary, that the 'species existing at any
particular period must, in the course of ages, become
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extinct one after the other. cc They must die out," to
borrow an emphatical expression from Buffon ; "because
Time fights against them."
If the views which I have taken are just, there will
be no difficulty in explaining why the habitations of
so many species are now restrained within exceedingly
narrow limits. Every local revolution, such as those
contemplated in the preceding chapter, tends to.cir
cumscribe the range of some species, while it enlarges
that of others; and if we are led to infer that new
species originate in one spot only, each must require
time to diffuse itself over a wide area. It will follow,
therefore, from the adoption of this hypothesis, that
the recent origin of some species, and the high an
tiquity of others, are equally consistent with the gene
ral fact of their limited distribution, some being local,
because they have not existed long enough to admit
af their wide dissemination; others, because circum
stances in the animate or inanimate world have occur
red to restrict the range which they may once have
obtained.
As considerable modifications in the relative levels
of land and sea have taken place in certain regions
since the existing species were in being, we can feel
no surprize that the zoologist and botanist have hitherto
found it difficult to refer the geographical distribution
of species to any clear and determinate principles,
since they have usually speculated on the phenomena,
upon the assumption that the physical geography of
the globe had undergone no material alteration since
the introduction of the species now living. So long as
this assumption was made, the facts relating to the
geography of plants and animals appeared capricious
in the extreme, and by many the subject was pro
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DGuRted to be Bb fall of mystery -and -anomalies. that
die establishmellt «a satisfactory theory was hopeless.
Oentres .from wAicA plants haw be.m ¥aetl.-Some
betaDisti conceived, iD accordance with the hypothesis
of Willdenow., that mountains were the centres of ereil·
tion from which the plants now inhabiting large con
tments havendiated; to wh-ichl>e Cflbdolle an& others,
with much reason, objected, dHlt mountains, on the
contrary, are oftea the barrier. between two provinces
of distinct vegetation. '.Vhe geologist WAO is acqll8inted
wilD the extensive m0dificatioDS which the surface of
the earth has undergone ia very 1'ecent geological
epocb1l, may he able, perhaps, to reconcile both these
theories in their application to cliWerent ,r-egions.
A lofty range dmountains, which is 80 ancient as
to date from a period when the species of:animalsand
plants diWered from those now 'living, will naturally
form a barrier between contiguous provimles; hut II
chain which has been nOsed, in great part, within the
epoCh of·existing species, and around which new,lands
have arisen from the sea within that period, .will be a
centre of peculiar vegetation.
" In France," observes De Candolle, " the Alps and
Cevennes prevent a great number of tbe plBD'ts of the
south from spreading themselves to the northward;'
but it has been remarked that seme species'ha¥e'made
their way through the gotgesof these chains, and are
found on their norrhem 'Bides, principaIlyin those
l'laces where they 81'e lower and more interrupteB.".
Now lhe 'Chains :herea:lluded tohllve probably been ,of
considersble height lever .since the era when the exist
jog vegetation began to appear, and were it bot fur
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the deep fiuu~s whiClh 'divide _em, they might have
causedmach more abrupt tei'minatiella te the ext:en
sioa of distinct usemhlages of apecies.
Parts of the Italian peninsula, GY1 the othet hand
have gained a 'eonaiderahleportion of their pl"eSetit
height, since a majority of the marine ipecies new in.
habiting the M-edit«l'aJIe&n, and probably-,als!), sirrce
the terrestrial planlts of the II8me regiou, were in being.
Large tracts of lsml have been added, both on the
Adriatic imd Mediterranean side, te what originaB,.
conetituteti a much lI8t'I'OWer range of moUntains, if
not a chain of islantIs nJD1li'Dg ne'arly nord\ and south,
like Corsica aad Sariinia. It may therefore be pra
'8Umed that the ApenniDei have been a centre whence
species havediJFused themselves over the contiguoua
-lower and. nBIlJIfJr region&. In this 'and all Imalogous
situations, the doctrine of Willdeno'W, that species
have radiated from the motmtainsas fi'em 'centres, may
be well foWHleel.

Introduction of NBWSpeciea.
If the reader <Should ,infer, from the fads laid betOte
him iD the :preceding chaptet'l, that tM sl!lcce'ssive ex
tiBe~()ft of-animals and plants may be part Of'the con
staRt .od regular course of nature, lJre will naturaTIy
inquire whether there are any mean$ provided for the
repair of these losses? Is it part -..f the economy of
our system that the habitable globe'shoulcl, 'to a'Certain
extent, become depopulated both in the ocean and on
the land; or that the variety ofspecies ShODld diminilth
lIDtil some new 'era arrivea when a ~ and extraor
dinary effort of -ereatift euergy is ·to be displayed P
Or is itposaiblelhat new speoies l(lab 'be called into
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being from time to time, and yet that 80 astonishing a
phenomenon can escape the observation ,of naturalists?
Humboldt has characterized these subjects as among
the mysteries which natural science cannot reach; and
he observes that the investigation of the origin of
beings does not belong to .zoological or botanical geo- .
graphy. To geology, however, these topics do strictly
appertain; and this science is chiefly interested in in-'
quiries into the state of the animate creation as it now
exists, with a view of pointing out its relations to
antecedent periods when its condition was different.
Before offering any hypothesis towards the solution
of so difficult a problem, let us consider what kind of
evidence we ought to expect, in the present state of
science, of the first appearance of new animals or
plants, if we could imagine the successive creation of
species to constitute, like their gradual extinction, a
regular part of the economy of nature.
In the first place, it is obviously mote easy to prove
that a species, once numerously represented in a given
district, has ceased to be, than that some other which
did not pre-exist has made its appearance - assuming
always, for reasons before stated, that single stocks
only of each animal and plant are originally created,
and that individuals of new species do not suddenly
start up in many different places at once.
So imperfect has. the science of natural history re
mained down to our own times, that, within the me·
mory of persons now living, the numbers of known
animals and plants have been doubled, or even qua
drupled, in many classes. New and often conspicuous
species are annllally discovered in parts of the old
continent, long inhabited by the most civilized nations.
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Conscious, therefore, of the limited extent of our in
formation, we always infer, when such discoveries are
made, that the beings in question had previously eluded
our research; or had at least existed elsewhere, and
only migrated at a recent period into the territories
where we now find them. It is difficult, even in con
templation, to anticipate the time when we shall be
entitled to make any other hypothesis in regard to all
the marine tribes, and to by far the greater number of
the terrestrial; - such as birds, which possess such
unlimited powers of migration; insects which, besides
their numbers, are also so capable of being di1fused to
vast distances; and cryptogamous plants, to which, as
to many other classes, both of the animal and vege
table kingdom, similar observations are applicable.
What kind of evidence of new creations could be Ul
pected'l - What kind of proofs, therefore, could we
reasonably expect to find of the origin at a particular
period of a new species?
Perhaps it may be said in reply that, within the last
two or three centuries, some forest tree or new quad
ruped might have been observed to appear suddenly
in those parts of England or France which had been
most thoroughly investigated; - that naturalists might
have been able to show that no such living being in
habited any other region of the globe, and that there
was no tradition of any thing similar having before
been observed in the district where it llad made its
appearance.
Now, although this objection may seem plausible,
yet its force will be found to depend entirely on the
rate of fluctuation which we suppose to prevail in the
animate world, and on the proportion which such conVOL. Ill.
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spicuous subjects of the animal and vegetable king
doms bear to those which are less known and cscape
our observation. There are perhaps more than a
million species of plants and animals, exclusivc of the
microscopic and infusory animalcules, now inhabiting
the terraqueous globe. The terrestrial plants may
amount, says De Candolle, to somewhere between
110,000 and 120,000·; but the data on which this
conjecture is founded are considered by many botanists
to be vague and unsatisfactory•. Sprengel onlyenu
merated, in 1827, about 31,000 known phlllnogamous,
and 6000 cryptogamous plants; but that naturalist
omitted many, perhaps 7000 phlllnogamous. and 1000
cryptogamous species. Mr. Lindley is of opinion that
it would be rash, in the present state of science, to
speculate on the existence of more than 80,000 phlll
nogamous, and 10,000 cryptogamous plants. "If we
take," he says, in a letter to the author on this sub.!
ject, "37,000 as the number of published phlllnoga
mous species, and then add, for the undiscovered
species in Asia and New Holland 15,000, in Africa
10,000, and in America 18,000, we have 80,000 spe
cies; and if 7000 be the number of published crypto
gamous plants, and we allow 3000 for the undisco
vered species (making 10,000). there would then be,
on the whole, 90,000 species."
It was supposed by Linnlllus that there were four
or five species of insects in the world for each phlllno
gamous plant: but if we may judge from the relative
proportion of the two classes in Great Britain, the
number of insects must be still greater; for the total
• Geog. des Plantes.

Diet. des Sci.
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number of Biitish insects, "according to the last
census," is about 12,500., whereas there are only
1500 phenogamous plants indigenous to our island.
As the insects are much more numerous in hot coun
tries than in our temperate latitudes, it seems difficult
to avoid the conclusion that there are more than half
a million species in the world.
The number of known mammifers, according to
Temminck, exceeds SOO, and Baron euvier estimated
the amount of known fishes at 6000. Nearly 6000
species of birds have likewise been ascertained.t We
have still to add the reptiles, and all the invertebrated
animals, exclusive of insects. It remains, in a great
degree, mere matter of conjecture what proportion the
aquatic tribes may bear to the denizens of the land;
but the habitable surface beneath the waters can hardly
be estimated at less than double that of the continents
and islands, even admitting that a very considerable
area is destitute of life, in consequence of great depth,
cold, darkness, and other circumstances. In the late
polar expedition it was found that, in some regions, as
in Baffin's Bay, there were marine animals inhabiting
the bottom at great depths, where the temperature of
the water was below the freezing point. That there
is life at much greater profundities in warmer regions,
may be confidently inferred. I have before stated
that marine plants not only exist, but acquire vivid
colours at depths where, to our senses, there would be
darkness deep as night.
The ocean teems with life-the class ofpol!JPI alone
are conjectured by Lamarck to be as strong in indivi.
• See Catalogue of Brit. Insects, by John Curti&, Esq.

t See Quarterly Review.
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duals as insects. Every tropical reef IS uescribed as
covered witn corals anu sponges, and swarnllng wIth
crustacea, ech1Oi, anJ ...3s..&cea; wu.le a1..10st every
tiue-wasueu rock m .le ./o.d c rI- te_ ll. th.ll a....a
supports so...Ie 0 11 e, a ULE, nC: m 11 c ~he e
are innuule ab. f rlL i t1 s as f '1e wa m r n
w••ic•• h v sc rc Iy be~u t at a l' e tt nt' n f
th n tu ar t an' l' er a I r it' a in-l.! w' ITO t
"w'1i'l e oret'"1le a-p _
n nf r th ee or "0
p 'at lone g u t tr _~al~n f r xa"lp1e.
E en th uf'! e on e(l ,tberefore that tbe geogra
pI-'cr' r nf ~ I"'arine species is more extensive in
g e l tb n tIJat of the terrestrial (tile temDerature
of the sea t>ein~ more uniform, and the land Impeding
less the mi/lratlOns ot the oceanic than tne ocean those
of the terrestrIal species), yet it seems prol)able tl,at
the aQuatic trioes iar exceed in nUffiuer the m~,abltau.s
of the land.
:...a} b SL.El 0
WIthout 10Slstmg on th l-oi,
aSSUllle, that, exdu v 01 m r c l,i b nh, be e
are tetwee 0 e ne.. tw L II n of p ci n w 'nl 
hi me; tl.
r q eo s alo'e s tI t 'f nl. 0 e f
th se w e 0 ec m e ti ct n u "y a :1 ne n -v
o
er
ve J _ el
-JI:1 'nt h in-, '"'lU 't
m re tl n
li)"o 0" y ar rr 'gl- he equire'.l to
b 'ng a1: ut a OIr,) e ev lutio in or"'anic life
T i.,
ot 'la ar{l'n'" at present any bynothesis as to
th p oh bl rate of c'i}ange; hut none will deny that,
wren tbe annwzl birth and the annual deatn or one
species on the g;lobe IS proposed as a mere speculation,
this at least is to Imagine no slight uegree of ins.ahl
litv in the animate creatIOn. ~f we uivIJe he surface
of the earto into twenty regions of e'1u l e , 0 e f
these mIght compreuenJ syac • I nc. aLl '.. at r
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about equal in dimensions to Europe, and might con
tain a twentieth part of the million of species which
may be assumed to exist in the animal kingdom. In
this region one species only would, according to the
rate of mortality before assumed, perish in twenty
years, or only five out of fifty thousand in the course
of a century. But as a considerable proportion ofthe
whole would belong to the aquatic classes, with which
we have a very imperfect acquaintance, we must ex
clude them from our consideration; and if they con
stitute half of the entire number, then one species
only might be lost in forty years among the terrestrial
tribes. Now the mammalia, whether terrestrial or
aquatic, bear so small a proportion to other classes of
animals, forming less, perhaps, than one thousandth
part of the whole, that, if the longeyity of specie. in
the different orders were equal, a vast period must
elapse before it ~ould come to the turn of this con
spicuous class to lose one of their number. If one
species only of the whole animal kingdom died out in
forty years, no more than one mammifer might disap
pear in 40,000 years, in a region of the dimensions of
Europe.
It is easy, therefore, to see, that, in a small portion
of such an area, in countries, for example, of the size
of England and France, periods of much greater dur
ation must elapse before it would be possible to au
thenticate the first appearance of one of the larger
plants and animals, assuming the annual birth and
death of one species to be the rate of vicissitude in the
animate creation throughout the world.
The obsenations of naturalists, upon living species,
may, in the course of future centuries, accumulate
positive data, from which an insight into the laws
I

S
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which govern this part of our terrestrial syAem may
be derived; but, in the present deficiency of historical

records, we have traced up the subject to that point
where geological monuments alone are capable of
leading us on to the discovery of ulterior truths. To
these, therefore, we must now appeal, carefully ex
amining the strata of recent formation wherein the
remains of living species, both animal and v·egetable,
are known to occur. We must study these strata in
strict reference to their chronological order, as deduced
from their superposition, and other relations. From
these sources we may learn which of the species, now
our contemporaries, have survived the greatest revo
lutions of the earth's surface; which of them have
co-existed with the greatest number of animals and
plants now extinct, and which have made their ap
pearance only when the animate world had nearly
attained its present condition.
From such data we may be etlabled to infer, whether
species have been called into exiatence in succession,
or all at one period; whether singly, or by groups
simultaneously; whether the antiquity of man be as
high as that of any of the inferior beings which now
share the planet with him, or whether the human
.pecies is one of the most recent of the whole.
To some of these questions we can even now return
a satisfactory answer; and with regard to the rest,
we have some data to guide conjecture, and to enable
us to speculate with advantage: but it would be pre
mature to anticipate such discussions until I have leid
before the reader an ample body of materials amassed
by the industry of modern geologists.
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CHAPTER XII.
EFFECTS PRODUCED BY THE POWERS OF VITALITY ON
THE BTATE OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE.

Modifications in physical geography caused by organic beings_
Why the ngetable lOil does not augment in thickness ~ The
theory, that vegetation i. an antagonist power counterbalancing
the degradation caused by running water, untenable (p. 180.)
- Conservative influence of vegetation (p.l84.)-Rain dimin
isbed by felling of forests - Distribution of American forests
dependent on direction of predominant winds (p. 188.)
Influence of man in modifying the physical geography of the
globe.
THE second branch of our inquiry, respecting changes
of the organic world, relatell to the processes by which
the remains of aniD!als and plants become fOBBil, or, to
speak still more generaHy, to all the effects produced
by the powers of vitality on the Ilurface and shell of
the earth.
Before entering on the principal division of this
subject, the imbedding and preservation of animal and
vegetable remains, I shaH offer a few remarks on the
superficial modifications caused directly by the agency
of organic beings, as when the growth of certain plants
covers the slope of a mountain with peat, or converts
a swamp into dry land; or when vegetation prevents
the soil, in certain localities, from being washed away
by FUnning water.
I 40
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In considering alterations of this kind, brou~ht about
in the physical geography of p-articular tracts, we are
too apt to think exclusively of that part of the earth's
surface which has emerged from beneath the waters,
and with which alone, as terr~strial beings. we are
familiar. Here the direct power of animals and plants
to cause any important variation is, of necessity, very
limited, except in checking the progress of that decay
of which the land is the chief theatre. But if we
extend our views, and, instead of contemplating the
dry land, consider that larger portion which is assigned
to the aquatic tribes, we discover the great in6uence
of the living creation, in imparting varieties of con
formation to the solid exterior which the agency of
inanimate causes alone could not produce.
Thus, when timber is 60ated into the sea, it is often
drifted to vast distances, and subsides in spots where
there might have been no deposit, at that time and
place, if the earth had not been tenanted by living
beings. If; therefore, in the course of ages. a hill of
wood, or lignite, be thus formed in the subaqueous
regions. a change in the submarine geography may be
said to have resulted from the action of organic powers.
So in regard to the growth of coral reefs; it is pro
bable that almost all the matter of which they are
composed is supplied by mineral springs. which often
rise up at the bottom of the sea, and which, on land,
abound throughout volcanic regions hundreds of
leagues in extent. The matter thus constantly given
out could not go on accumulating for ever in the
waters, but would be precipitated in the abysses of
the sea, even if there were no polyps and testacea;
but these animals arrest and secrete the carbonate of
lime on the summits of submarine mountains, and form·
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reefs many hundred feet in thickness, and hundreds of
miles in length, where, but for them, none might ever
have existed.
WAg Me vegetable soil does ftOt augment in tkickness.
- If no such voluminous masses are formed on the
land, it is not from the want of solid matter in the
structure of terrestrial animals and plants; but merely
because, as I have so often stated, the continents are
those parts of the globe where accessions of matter
can scarcely ever take place - where. on the contrary,
the most solid parts already formed are, each in their
turn, exposed to gradual degradation. The quantity
of timber and vegetable matter which grows in a tro
pical forest in· the course of a century is enormous,
and multitudes of animal skeletons are scattered there
during the same period, besides innumerable land
shells and other organic substances. The aggregate
of these materials, therefore, might constitute a mass
greater in volume than that which is produced in any
coral-reef during the same lapse of years; but, although
this process' should continue on the land for ever, no
mountains of wood or bone would be seen stretching
far and wide over the country, or pushing out bold
promontories into the sea. The whole solid mass is
either devoured by animals, or decomposes, as does a
portion of the rock and soil on which the animals and
plants are supported.
The decomposition of the strata themselves, e!lpe
dally of their alkaline ingredients and of the organic
remains which they so frequently include, is one
source from whence running water and the atmosphere
may derive the lJ)aterials which are absorbed by the
roots and leaves of plants. Another source is the
passage into a gaseous form of even the hardest
I 5
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parts of animals and plants which die and putrefy in
the air, where they are soon resolved into the elements
of which they are composed; and while a portion of
these constituents is volatilized, the rest is taken up
by rain water, and sinks into the earth, or flows
towards the sea; so that they enter again and again
into the composition of different organic beings.
The principal elements found in plants are hydrogen.
carbon, and oxygen; so that water and the atmo
sphere contain all of them, either in their own com
position or in solution.- The constant supply of these
elements is maintained not only by the putrefaction of
animal and vegetable substances, and the decay of
rocks, but also by the copious evolution of carbonic
acid and other gases from volcanos and mineral springs,
and by the effects of ordinary evaporation, whereby
aqueous vapours are made to rise from the ocean, and
to circulate round the globe.
. It is well known that, when two gases of different
specific gravity are brought into contact, even though
the heavier be the lowermost, they soon become uni
formly diffused by mutual absorption through the
whole space which they occupy. By virtue of this
.~\ i law, the heavy carbonic acid finds its way upwards
. , through the lighter air of the atmosphere, and con
veys nourishment to the lichen which covers the
mountain top.
The fact, therefore, that the vegetable mould which
covers the earth's surface does not decrease in thick
ness, will not altogether bear out the argument which
was founded upon it by Playfair. This vegetable soil,
" See some good remarks on the Formation or Soils, Bake
well's Geology, chap. xviii.
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he observes, consists partly of loose earthy materials,
eaSily removed. in the form of sand and gravel;
partly of finer particles, suspended in the waters,
which tinge those of some rivers continually, and
those of all occasionally, when they are flooded. "The
soil,.. he supposes, "although continually diminished
from this cause, remains the same in quantity, or .at
least neatly the same, and must have done so ever
since the earth was the receptacle of animal or vege
table life. The soil, therefore, is augmented from
other causes, just as much, at an average, as it is di
minished by that now mentioned; and this augment
ation evidently can proceed from nothing but the
constant and slow disintegration of the rocks.".
That the repair of the eartlty portion of the soil can
proceed, as Playfair suggests, only from the decom.
pOsition of rocks, may be admitted; but the vegetohk
matter may be supplied, and is actually furnished, in
a great degree, by absorption from the atmosphere; so
that in level situations, such as in platforms that inter
vene between valleys where the action of running
water is very trifling, the vegetable particles carried J(
ofF by the rain may be perpetually restored, not by the .
.
waste of the rock below, but from the air above.
If the quantity of food consumed by terrestrial ani
mals, and the elements imbibed by the roots and
leaves of plants, were derived entirely from that
supply of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, azote, and other
elements, given out into the atmosphere and the
waters by the putrescence of organic substances, then
we might imagine that the vegetable mould would,
after a series of years, neither gain nor lose a single

i

• Dlust. of Hutt. Theol'1. § 10S
I
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particle Dy th~ action of organic beings; and this con
clusion is not far from the truth; but the operation
which renovates the vegetable and animal mould is by
no means so simple as that here supposed. Tholr
sands of carcasses of terrestrial animals are Soated
down, every century, into the sea; and, together with
forests of drift-timber, are imbedded in subaqueous
deposits, where their elements are imprisoned in solid
strata, and may there remain throughout whole geo
logical epochs before they again become subservient
to the purposes of life.
On the other hand, fresh ~ supplies are derived by
the atmosphere, and by running water, as before
stated, from the disintegration of rocks and their
organic contents, and through the agency of mineral
springs from the interior of the earth, from whence all
the elements before mentioned, which enter princi
pally into the composition of animals and vegetables,
are continually evolved. Even nitrogen has· been
recently found, by Dr. Daubeny, to be contained very
generally in the waters ofmineral springs.
Vegetation not an antagonist power counUrbalancing
tAe action of running water. - If we suppose that the
copious supply from the nether regions, by springs
\ and volcanic vents, of carbonic acid and other gases,
together with the decomposition of rocks, may be just
sufficient to counterbalance that loss of matter which,
having already served for the nourishment of animals
and plants, is annually carried down in organized
forms, and buried in subaqueous strata, we concede
the utmost that is consistent with probability. An
opinion, however, has been expressed, that the pro
cesses of vegetable life, by absorbing various gases
from the atmosphere? cause so large a mass of solid
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matter to accumulate on the surface of the land, that
this mass alone may constitute a great counterpoise to
all the matter transported to lower levels by the
aqueous agents of decay. Torrents and rivers, it is
said-the waves of the sea and marine currents
act upon lines only; but the power of vegetation to
absorb the elastic and non-elastic fluids circulating
round the earth, extends over the whole surface of
the continents. By the silent but universal action of
this great antagonist power, the spoliation and waste
caused by running water on the land, and by the move
ments of the ocean, are neutralized, and even counter
balanced.
In opposition to these views, I conceive that we
shall form a juster estimate of the influence ofvegeta
tion if we consider it as being in a slight degree con
servative, and capable of retarding the waste of IIPld,
but not of acting as an antagonist power. The vege-'
table mould is seldom more than a few feet in thick_
ness, and frequently does not exceed a few inches;
and we by no means find that its volume is more con
siderable on those parts of our continents which we
can prove, by geological data, to have been elevated
at more ancient periods, and where, consequently,
there has been the greatest time for the accumulation
of vegetable matter, produced throughout successive
zoological epochs. On the contrary, these higher and
older regions are more frequently denuded, so as to
expose the bare rock to the action ofthe sun and air.
We find in the torrid zone, where the growth of
plants is most rank and luxurious, that accessions of
• See Professor Sedgwick'. Addl'l!88 to the Geological Societ1
onthe AnniYer&ar1. Feb. IIIS1. p. !l4.
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matter due to their agency are by no means the most
conspicuous. Indeed it is in these latitudes, where
the vegetation is most active, that, for reasons to be
explained in the next chapter, even those superficial
peat mosles are unknown which cover a large area in
some parts of our temperate zone. If the operation
ofanimal and vegetable life could restore to the general
surface of the continents a p,ortion of the elements of
those disintegrated rocks, of which such enormous
masses are swept down annually into the sea, the
effects would long ere this have constituted one of the
most striking features in the structure and compo
sition of our-. continents. All the great steppes and
table-lands of the world, where the action of running
water is feeble, would have become the grand reposi
tories of organic matter, accumulated without that
intermixture of earthy sediment which so generally
characterizes the subaqueous strata.
Even the formation of peat in certain districts wbere
the climate is cold and moist has not, ill every in
stance, a conservative tendency. A peat-moss often
acts like a vast sponge, absorbing water in large quan
tities, and swelling to the height of many yards above
-the surrounding country. In that case the turfY cover
ing of the bog serves, like the skin of a bladder, to
retain for a while the Suid within; and when that skin
bursts, as has often happened in Ireland, and many
parts of the Continent, a violent inundation ensues.
Examples will be mentioned in a subsequent chapter,
. where tbe muddy torrent has hollowed out ravines, and
borne along rocks and sand, in countries where such
ravages could not have happened but for the existence
of peat.
I may explain more clearly the kind of force which
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I imagine 'Vegetation to exert, by comparing it to the
action of frost, which augmthU'the height of some
few alpine summits, by causmg masses of perpetual
snow to accumulate upon them, or fills up some valleys
with glaciers; but although by this process of conge
lation the rain-water that has risen b, evaporation
from the sea is retained for a while in a solid form
upon the land, and though some elevated spots may be
protected from waste by a constant covering ofice, yet,
on the other band, the sudden melting of snow often
accelerates the degradation of rock. Although every
year fresh snow and ice are formed, as also more
vegetable and animal matter, yet there is no increase;
the one melts, the other putrefies, or is drifted down
to the sea by rivers. If this wePe not the case, frost
might be considered as an antagonist power, as well as
the action of animal and vegetable life.
I have already stated that, in the known operation J
of the igneous causes, a real antagonist power is found,
which may counterbalance the levelling action of run
ning water. ; and there seems no good reason for pre
suming that the upheaving and depressing force of
earthquakes, together with the ejection of matter by
volcanos, may not be fully adequate to restore that
inequality of the surface which rivers and the waves
and currents of the ocean annuaHy tend to lessen. If
a counterpoise be derived from this source, the quan
tity and elevation of land above the sea may for ever
remain the same, in spite of the action of the aqueous
causes, which, if thus counteracted, may never be
able to reduce the surface of the earth more nearly to
a state of equilibrium than that which it has now
attained; and, on the other hand, the force of the
• Vol. I. p. 255.; Vol. 11. p.598.
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aqueous agents themselves might thus continue for
ever unimpaired. This permanence of the average in
tensity of the powers now in operation would account
for any amount of disturbance or degradation of the
earth's crust, so far as the mere quantitg of movement
or decay is concerned; provided only that indefinite
'
periods of time are contemplated.
As to the intensity of the disturbing causes at par
ticular epochs, their effects have as yet been studied
for too short a time to enable us fully to compare the
signs of ancient convulsions with the permanent monu
ments left in the earth's crust by the events of the last
few thousand years. But, notwithstanding the small
number of changes which have been witnessed and
carefully recorded, observation has at least shown
that our knowledge of the extent of the subterranean
agency, as now developed from time to time is in
its infancy; and there can be no doubt that great
partial alterations in the structure of the earth's
crust are brought about in volcanic regions, without any
interruption to the general tranquillity of the habitable
surface.
Conservative influence of vegetation.-If, then, vege
tation cannot act as an antagonist power amid the
mighty agents of change which are always modifying
the surface of the globe, let us next inquire how far
its influence is conservative, -how far it may retard
the levelling effects of running water, which it cannot
oppose, much less counterbalance.
It is well known that a covering of herbage and
shrubs may protect a loose soil from being carried
away by rain, or even by the ordinary action ofa river"
and may prevent hills of loose sand from being blown
away by the wind; for the roots bind together the
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separate particles into a firm mass, and the leaves in
tercept the rain-water, so that it dries up gradually,
instead of 60wing off in a mass and with great velocity.
The old Italian hydrographers make frequent mention
of tlle increased degradation which has followed the
clearing away of natural woods in several parts of
Italy. A remarkable example was afforded in the
Upper Val d'Amo, in Tuscany, on the removal of the
woods clothing the steep declivities of the hills by
which that valley i3 bounded. When the ancient forest
laws were abolished by the Grand Duke Joseph, dur
ing the last century, a considerable tract of surface
in the Cassentina (the Clausentiniumofthe Romans)
was denuded, and immediately the quantity of sand
and soil washed down into the Arno increased enor
mously. Frisi, alluding to 'such occurrences, observes,
that as soon as the bushes and plants were removed,
the waters flowed off more rapidly, and, in the manner
of floods, swept away the vegetable soil.·
This effect of vegetation is of high interest to the
geologist, when he is considering the formation of
thOle valleys which have been principally due to' the
action of rinrs. The spaces intervening between val
leys, whether they be 6at or ridgy, when covered with
vegetation, may scarcely undergo the slightest waste,
as the surface may be protected by the green sward
of grass; and this may be renewed, in the manner
before described, from elements derived from rain
water and the atmosphere. Hence, while the river is
continually bearing down matter in the alluvial plain,
and undermining the cliffs on each side of every valley,
the height of the intervening rising grounds may re
main stationary.
• Treatise on Riven and Torrents, p. 5. Ganton'. tranllation.
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In this manner, a CODe of loose scorie, sand, and
8Ihes, luch 81 Monte Nuovo, may, when it has once
become densely clothed with herbage and shrubs,
soWer scarcely l1I'IIy further dilapidation; and the per
fect state ofthe'cones of hundreds of extinct volcanoll
in F~ance, Campania, Sicily, and elsewhere, may prove
nothiDg whatever, either as to their relative or abso
lute antiquity. We may be enabled to infer, from the
integrity of such conical hills of incoherent materials,
that no flood can have passed over the countries where
they are situated, since their formation; but the at
mospheric action alone, in spots where there happen
to be no torrents, and where the surfa'Ce was clothed
with vegetation. could scarcely in any lapse of ages
have destroyed them.
During a tour in Spain, in 1830, I was surprised to
see a district of gently undulating ground in Catalonia,
consisting of red and grey sandstone, and in some
parts of red marl, almost entirely denuded of herbage;
while the roots of the pines, holm oaks, and some
other trees, were half exposed, as if the soil had been
washed away by a flood. Such is the state of the
forests, for example, bet~een Oristo and Vich, and
near San Lorenzo. But, being overtaken by a violent
thunder_storm, in the month of August, I saw the
whole surface, even the highest levels of some flat
topped hills, streaming with mud, while on every ·de
clivity the dev8Itation of torrents was terrific. The
peculiarities in the physiognomy of the district were at.
once explained; and I was taught that. in speculating
on the greater effects which the direct action of rain
may once have produced on the surface .of certain
parts of England, we need not revert to periods when
the heat of the climate was tropical.
In the torrid zone the degradation ·ofland is generally
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more rapid; but thewMteis by no means proportioned
to tbe superior qUlmtity of rain or the suddenness of
its fall, the traDsperting power of water being COUD
teracted by a greater luxuriance of vegetation. A geo
logist who is DO stranger to tropical countries observes,
that the softer rocks would speedily be washed away
in such regions, if the numerous roots of plants were
not matted together in such a manner as to produce
considerable resistance to the destructive power of the
rains. The parasitical and creeping plants also entwine
in every possible direction, so as to render the forests
nearly impervious, and the trees posse88 forms and
leaves best calculated to shoot oft' the heavy rains;
which, when they have thus been broken in their fall,
are quickly absorbed by the ground beneath, or, when
thrown into the drainage depressions give rise to
furious torrents.

Influence oJ Maft in modifying tile Playrical Geograplay
of tile GIdJe.
Before concluding this chapter, I shall offer a few
observations on the influence of man in modifying the
physical geography of the globe; for we mu&t class his
agency among the powers of organic nature.
Felling of j0f'e8t8. - The felling of forests has been
attended, in many countries, by a diminution of rain,
as in Barbadoes and Jamaica. t For in tropical ooun
tries, where :the quantity of aqueous vapour in the
atmosphere is great, but where, on the other hanci, the
direct rays of the sun &:re most powerful, any impedi
ment to the free circulation of air, or any screen which
shades the earth from the solar rays, becomes a source
• De I. Becbe, Geol. Man., p. 184. firat eel.
t Phil. TraIlI., 't'Ol. H. p. 294.
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of humidity; and wherever dampness and cold have
begun to be generated by such causes, the condens
ation of vapour continues. The leaves, moreover, of
all plants are alembics, and some of those in the torrid
zone have the remarkable property of distiIling water,
thus contributing to prevent the earth from becoming
parched up.
Distribution of Me American foreat8.- There can be
no doubt, then, that the state of the climate, especially
the humidity of the atmosphere, influences vegetation,
and that, in its turn, vegetation re-acts upon the cli
mate; but some writers seem to have attributed too
much importance to the influence of forests, particu
larly those of America, as if they were the primary
cause of the moisture of the climate.
The theory of a modem author on this subject cc that
forests exist in those parts of America only where the
predominant winds carry with them a considerable
quantity of moisture from the ocean," seems far more
rational. In all countries, he says, cc havink a summer
heat exceeding 700 , the presence or absence of natural
woods, and their greater or less luxuriance, may be
taken as a measure of the amount of humidity, and of
the fertility of the soil. Short and heavy rains, in a
warm country, will produce grass, which, having its
roots near the surface, springs up in a few days, and
withers when the moisture is exhausted; but transi·
tory rains, however heavy, will not nourish trees; be
cause, after the surface is saturated with water, the
rest runs off, and the moisture lodged in the soil
neither sinks deep enough, nor is in sufficient quantity
to furnish the giants of the forest with the necessary
sustenance. It may be assumed that twenty inches
of ram falling moderately, or at intervals, will leave a
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greater permanent supply in the soil than forty inches
fiUling, as it sometimes does in the torrid zone, in as
many hours."·
"In all regions," he continues, "where ranges of
mountains intercept the course of the constant or pre
dominant winds, the country on the windward side of
the mountains will be moist, and that on the leeward
dry; and hence parched deserts will generally be
found on the west side of countries within the tropics,
and on the east side of those beyond them, the pre
vailing winds in these cases being generally in opposite
directions. On this principle, the position of forests in
North and South America may be explained. Thus,
for example, in the region within the thirtieth parallel,
the moisture swept up by the trade-wind from the
Atlantic is precipitated in part upon the mountains of
Brazil, which are but low, and so distributed as to ex
tend far into the interior. The portion which remains
is bome westward, and, losing a little as it proceeds,
is at length arrested by the Andes, where it falls down
in showers on their summits. The aerial current, now
deprived of all the humidity with which it can- part,
arrives in a state of complete exsiccatioD at Peru,
where, consequently, no rain falls. In the same manner
the Ghauts in India, a chain only three or four thousand
feet high, intercept the whole moisture of the atmo
sphere, having copious rains on their windward side,
while on the other the weather remains clear and dry.
The rains in this case change regularly from the west
side to the east, and vice versa, with tile mon8OO7I8. But
in the region of America, beyond the thirtieth parallel,
the Andes serve as a screen to intercept the moisture
• Maclaren, an. America, Encyc. BritaDnica.
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brought bY' the. prevailing winds uom the Pacific
Ocean: rains are copious on their summits, and in
Chili on their western declivities; but nOlle falls on
tDe plains to the eastward, El'tcept occasionally when
the wind blows from the Atlantic."'"
I have been more particu1ar in explaining these
views, because they appear to place in a true light the
dependence of vegetation OD climate, the humidity
being increased, and more uniformly diffused through_
out the year, by the gradual spreading of wood.
It has been affirmed, that formerly, when France
and England were covered with wood, Europe was
much colder than at present; that the winters in Italy
were longer, and that the Seine, and many other
rivers, froze more regularly every winter than now.
M. Arago, in a recent essay on this subject, has en
deavoured to show, by tables of observations on the
congeIation of the Rhine, Danube, Rhone, Po, Seine,
. and other rivers, at different periods, that there is no
reason to believe the cold to have been in general
more intense in ancient times.t He admits, however,
that the climate of Tuscany has been so far modified,
by the removal of wood, as that the winters are less
cold; but the summers also, he contends, are less bot
than of old; and the summers, according to him,
were formerly hotter in France than in our own times.
His evidence is derived chiefly from documents show
ing that wine was made three centuries ago in the
Vivarais and several other provinces, at an earlier·
• Maclaren, art. America, Encyc. Britannica, where the posi
tion of the American forests, iD accordance with this theory, is
laid down in a map.
t Annuaire par le Bureau des Long. 1854.
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season, at greater elevations, and in higher latitudes
than are now found suitable to the vine.
In the United States of North America it is un
questionable that the rapid clearing of the country
has rendered the winters less severe and the summers
less hot; in other words, the extreme temperature of
January and July have been observed from year to
year to approach nearer to each other. Whether in
this case, or in France, the mean temperature has
been raised, seems by no means as yet decided; but
there is no doubt that the climate has become, as
BufFon would have said, "less excessive."
The modifications of the surface, resulting from
human agency, are only great when we have obtained
so much knowledge of the working of the laws of
nature as to be enabled to use them as powerful in.
struments to effect our purposes. We command
nature, according to the saying of the philosopher, by
obeying her laws; and for this reason we can never
materially interfere with any of the great changes
which either the aqueous or igneous causes are bring
ing about on the earth. In vain would the inhabit.
ants of Italy strive to prevent the tributaries of the
Po and Adige from bearing down, annually, an im
mense volume of sand and mud from the Alps and
Apennines; in vain would they toil to reconvey to
the mountains the mass tom from them year/by year,
and deposited in the form of sediment in the Adriatic.
Yet they have been able to vary the distribution of
this sediment over a considerable area, by embanking
the rivers, and preventing the sand and mud from
being spread by annual inundations over the plains.
I have explained how the form of the delta of the
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Po has been altered by this system of embankment,
and how much more rapid have been the accessions of
land at the mouths of the Po and Adige within the
last twenty centuries. There is a limit, however, to
these modifications, since the danger of floods aug
ments with the increasing height of the river-beds,
while the expense of maintaining the barrier is con
tinually enhanced, as well as the difficulty of draining
the low surrounding country. "In the Ganges," says
Major R. H. Colebrooke, "no sooner is a slight cover
ing of soil observed on a new sand-bank than the island
is cultivated; water-melons, cucumbers, and mustard,
become the produce of the first year; and rice is often
seen growing near the water's edge, where the mud is
in large quantity. Such islands may be swept away
before they have acquired a sufficient degree of sta
bility to resist permanently the force of the stream;
but if, by repeated additions of soil, they acquire
height and firmness, the natives take possession, and
bring over their families, cattle, and effects. They
choose the highest spots for the sites of villages, where
they erect their dwellings with as much confidence as
they would do on the main land; for, although the
foundation is sandy, the uppermost soil, being inter
woven with the roots of grass and other plants, and
hardened by the sun, is capable of withstanding all
attacks of the river. These islands often grow to a
considerable size, and endure for the lives of the new
possessors, being only at last destroyed by the same
gradual process of undermining and encroachment to
which the banks of the Ganges are subject.".
If Bengal were inhabited by a nation more advanced
• Asiatic TraDS., vol. vii.
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in opulence and agricultural skill, they might, perhaps,
succeed in defending these possessions against the
ravages of the stream for much longer periods; but no
human power could ever prevent the Ganges or the
Mississippi from making and unmaking islands. By
fortifying one spot against the set of the current, its
force is only diverted against some other point; and,
after a vast expense of time and labour, the property
of individuals may be saved, but no addition would
thus be made to the sum of productive land. Itmay
be doubted whether any system could be devised so
conducive to national wealth as the simple plan pur
sued by the peasants of Hindostan, who, wasting no
strength in attempts to thwart one of the great oper
ations of nature, permit the alluvial surface to be
perpetually renovated, and find their losses in one
place compensated in some other, 80 that they continue
to reap an undiminished harvest from a virgin soil.
To the geologist the Gangetic islands and their mi
gratory colonies may present an epitome of the globe
as tenanted by man; for during every century we
cede some territory which the earthquake has sunk, or
the volcano has covered by its fiery products, or which
. the ocean has devoured by its waves. On the other
hand, we gain possession of new lands, which rivers,
tides, or volcanic ejections have formed, or which sub
terranean causes have upheaved from the deep. Whe
ther the human species will outlast the whole or a
great part of the continents and islands now seen
above the waters, is a question far beyond the reach
of our conjectures; but thus much may be inferred
from geological data,-that if such should be its fate,
it will be no more than has already been the lot of
pre-existing species, some of which have, ere now,
VOL. 111.
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outlived the form and distribution of land and sea
which prevailed at the era of their birth••
I have before shown, when treating of the excava
tion of new estuaries in Holland by inroads of the
ocean, as also of the changes on our own coasts, that
although the conversion of sea into land by artificial
labours may be great, yet it must always be in sub
ordination to the great movements of the tides and
currents. t If, in addition to the assistance obtained
by parliamentary grants for defending Dunwich from
the waves, all the resources of Europe had been di
rected to the same end, the existence of that port
might possibly have been prolonged for many cen
turies.t But, in the mean time, the current woulcl
have continued to sweep away portions from the
adjoining cliffs on each side, rounding off the whole
line of coast into its present form, until at length the
town, projecting as a narrow promontory, must hue
become exposed to the irresistible fury of the waves.
It is scarcely necessary to observe, that the control
which man can obtain over the igneous agents is less
even than that which he may exert over the aqueous.
He .cannot modify the upheaving or depressing force
of earthquakes, or the periods or degree of violence of
volcanic eruptions; and on these causes the inequali
ties of the earth's sl,lrface, and, consequently, the shape
of the sea and land, appear mainly to depend. The
utmost that man can hope to effect in this respect is
occasionally to divert the course of a lava-stream, and
to prevent the burning matter, for a season, from over-·
whelming a city, or some other of the proudest works
of human industry.
• See book iv. chap. ix.

t

Book D. chap. vii.

*Vol. n. p. SI.
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No application, ,perhaps, of haman skill and labour
tends so greatly to vary the state of the habitable sur
face, as that employefl in the drainage of lakes and
marshes, since not only the statioru of many animals
and plants, but the general climate of a district, may
thus be modified. It is also a kind of alterationtG
which it is difficult to find any thing analogous in the
agency of inferior beings; for we ought always, be
fore we decide that any part of the influence of man
is novel and anomalous, carefully to consider the
powers of all other animated agents which may be
limited or superseded by him. Many who have
reasoned on these subjects seem to have forgotten
that the human race often succe.eds to the discharge
of functions previously fulfilled by other species; a
topic on which I have already offered some hints, when
explaining how the distribution and numbers of each
species are dependent on the state of contemporary
beings.
Suppose the .growth of80meof the larger terrestrial
plants, or, in other words, the extent of forests, to be
diminished by man, and the climate to be thereby
modified, it does not follow that this kind of innovation
is unprecedented. It is a change in the state of vege
tation, and such may often have been the result of the
appearance of new species upon the earth. The mul
tiplication, for example, of certain insects in parts of
Germany, during the last century, destroyed more
trees than man, perhaps, could have felled during an
equal period.
It would be rash, .howev:er, to pretend to decide how
far the power of man ·to JDQdify the surface may
differ iD kind or degree tr.om that ·of other living
beings:; lthe prQblem U certainly more complex than
x:2
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many who have speculated on such topics have ima
gined. If land be raised from the sea, the greatest
alteration in its physical condition, which could ever
arise from the influence of organic beings, would pro
bably be produced by the first immigration of terres- '
trial plants, whereby the new tract would become
covered with vegetation. The change next in import
ance would seem to be when animals first enter, and
modify the proportionate numbers of certain species
of plants. If there be any anomaly in the interven
tion of man, in farther varying the relative numbers in
the vegetable kingdom, it may not so much consist in
the kind or absolute quantity of alteration, as in the
circumstance that a single species, in this case, would
exert, by its superior power and universal distribution,
an influence equal to that of hundreds of other terres
trial animals.
If we inquire whether man, by his direct power, or
by the changes which he may give rise to indirectly,
tends, upon the whole, to lessen or increase the in
equalities of the earth's surface, we shall incline, per
haps, to the opinion that he is a levelling agent. In
mining operations he conveys upwards a certain quan
tity of materials from the bowels of the earth; but, on
the other hand, much rock is taken annually from the
land, in the shape of ballast, and afterwards thrown
into the sea, and by this means, in spite of prohibitory
laws, many harbours, in various parts of the world,
have been blocked up. We t:are1y transport heavy
.-l. materials to higher levels, and our pyramids and cities
are chiefly constructed of stone brought down from
more elevated situations. By ploughing up thousands
of square miles, and exposing a surface for part of the
year -to the action of the elements, we assist the
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abrading force of rain, and diminish the conservative
effects of vegetation.
But the aggregate force exerted by man is truly
insignificant, when we consider the operations of the
great physical agents, whether aqueous or igneous, of
the inanimate world. If all the nations of the earth
should attempt to quarry away the lava which Bowed
during one eruption from the Icelandic volcanos in
1783, and the two following years, and should attempt
to consign it to the deepest abysses of the ocean, they
might toil for thousands of years before their task was
accomplished. Yet the matter borne down by the
Ganges and Burrampooter, in a single year, probably
very much exceeds, in weight and volume, the mass
of Icelandic lava produced by that great eruption••
• Vol. I. p. S67.
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CHAPTER XIII.
INCLOSlNG 01' 1'08811.8 IN PEAT, BLOWN SAND, AND
VOLCANIC EJECTIONS.

Division of the subject - Imbedding of organic remains iD de
posits on emerged land - Growth of peat - Site of ancient
forests in Europe now occupied by peat-Bog iron-ore (p. 204.)
Preservation of animal substances in peat - Miring of quad
rupeds- Bursting of the Solway moss - Imbedding of organic
bodies and buman remains in blown ssnd (p. 21O.)-Moring
sands of African deserts - De Luc on their recent origin
Buried temple of Ipssmbul- Dried carcasses in tbe ssnds
Towns overwhelmed by sand-floods - Imbedding ~f organic
and other remains in volcanic formations on the land.

Division of the suJOect. - THE next subject of inquiry
is the mode in which the remains of animals and
plants become fossil, or are buried in the earth by
natural causes. M. Constant Prevost has observed,
that the effects of geological causes are divisible into
two great classes; those produced on the surface dur
ing the submersion of land beneath the waters, and
those which take place after its emersion. Agreeably
to this classification, I shall consider, first, in what
manner animal and vegetable remains become included
and preserved in deposits on emerged land, or that
part of the surface which is not permanently covered
by water, whether of seas or lakes; secondly, the
manner in which organic remains become imbedded in
subaqueous deposits.

---~~.----
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Under the first division, I shall treat of the following
topics: - 1st, the growth of peat, and the preservation
of vegetable and animal remains therein; - 2dly, the
. burying of organic remains in blown sand; - Sdly, of
the same in the ejections and alluviums of volcanos;
- 4thly, in alluviums generally, and in the ruins of
landslips; - 5thly, in the mud and stalagmite of caves
and fissures.
(lfoOfDM

of Peat,

and Pre8BnJatiO'l& of Ve,etable and
Animal Remai1l8 tkerei1l.

The generation of peat, when not completely under
water, is confined to moist situations, where the tem
perature is low, and where vegetables may decompose
without putrefying. It may consist of any of the
numerous plants which are capable of growing in such
atations; but a species of moss (Spkagnum poJusl.re)
constitutes a considerable part of the peat found in
marshes of the north of Europe; this pl1mt having the
property of throwing up new shoots in its upper part,
while its lower extremities are decaying.- Reeds,
rushes, and other aquatic plants may usually be traced:
in peat; and their organization is often so entire that
there is no difficulty in discriminating the distinct
species.
A.nalgm of peat. - In general, says Sir H. Davy,
one hundred, parts of dry peat contain from sixty to
ninetY-lline parts of matter destructible by fire; and
the residuum consists of earths usually of the same
kind as the substratum of clay, marl, gravel, or rock,
• For a catalogue orthe plants which COD&ribute to the genera.
or peat, see Dr. Renaie OD Peat,. pp.17l-l78.; and Dr.
!rIaccuUoch'. Weetern Iu.., voli. pol29.
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on which they are found, together with oxide of iron.
" The peat of the, chalk counties of England," observes
the same writer, "contains much gypsum; but I have
found very little in any specimens from ,Ireland or
Scotland, and in general these peats contain very
little saline matter."· From the researches of Dr.
Macculloch, it appears that peat is intermediate be.
tween simple vegetable matter and lignite, the con·
version of peat to lignite being gradual, and being
brought about by the prolonged action of water. t
Peat ohundant in cold and humid climates. - Peat
is sometimes form~d on a declivity in mountainous
regions, where there is much moisture; but in such
situations it rarely, if ever, exceeds four feet in thick
ness. In bogs, and in low grounds into which alluvial
peat is drifted, it is found forty feet thick, and upwards;
but in such cases it generally owes one half of its,
volume to the water which it contains. It has seldom,
if, ever, been discovered within the tropics; and it
rarely, occurs in the valleys, even in the south of
France and Spain. It abounds more and more, in
proportion as we advance farther from the equator,
and becomes not only more frequent but more inflam
mable in northern latitudes.+
E:xtent of surjaee covered by peat. - There is a vast
extent of surface in Europe covered with peat, which,
in Ireland, is said to ex.tend over a tenth of the whole
island. One of the mosses on the Shannon is described
by Dr. Boate to be fifty miles long, by two or three
broad; and the great marsh of Montoire, near the
• Irish Bog RePorts, po 209.
System of Geology, vol. iL ,p. 858. '
Rev. Dr. ReDnivon Peat, p.260.
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mouth of the Loire; is mentioned, by Blavier, as being;
more than fifty leagues in circumference. It is a
curious and well-ascertained fact, that many of these
mosses of the north of Europe occupy the place of
forests of pine and oak, which have, many of them,
diSappeared within the historical era. Such changes
are brought about by the fall of trees and the stag
nation of water, caused by their trunks and branches
obstructing the free drainage of the atmospheric
waters, and giving rise to a marsh. In a warm climate,
such decayed timber would immediately be removed
by insects, or by putrefaction; but, in the cold tem
perature now prevailing in our latitudes, many ex
amples are recorded of marshes originating in this
source. Thus, in Mar forest, in Aberdeenshire, large
trunks of Scotch fir, which had fallen from age and
decay, were soon immured in peat, formed partly out
of their perishing leaves and branches, and in part
from the growth of other plants. We also learn, that
the overthrow of a forest by a storm, about the middle
of the seventeenth century, gave rise to a peat moss
near Lochbroom, in Ross-shire, where, in less than
half a century after the fall of the trees, the inhabitants
dug peat.. Dr. Walker mentions a similar change,
when, in the year 1756, the whole wood of Drumlanrig
in Dumfries-shire, was overset by the wind. Such;
events explain the occurrence, both in Britain and
on the Continent, of mosses where the trees are all
broken within two or three feet of the original surface,
and where their trunks all lie in the same direction.t
Nothing is more common than the occurrence of
buried trees at the bottom of the Irish peat-mosses, as
• Dr. Renme', Elllllys, p. 65.
1t5

t

Ibid., p. so.
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also in most of those of Eagland, France, and Holland ;
and they have been so often observed with parts of
their trunks standing erect, and with their roots fixed
to the BUb-soil, that no doubt can be entertained of
their having generally grown on the spot. They con
sist, for the most part, of the fir, the oak, and tbe
birch: where the sub-soil is day, the remains of oak
are the most abundant; where sand is the substratum,
fir prevails. In the marsh of Curragh, in the Isle of
Man, vast trees are discovered standing firm on their
roots, though at the depth of eighteen or twenty feet
below the surface. Some naturalists have desired to •
refer the imbedding of timber in peat-mosses to
aqueous transportation, since rivers are well known to
float wood into lakes; but the facts above mentioned
show. that, in numerous instances, such an hypothesis
is inadmissible. It has, moreover, been observed, that
in Scotland, as also in many parts of the Continent, the
largest trees are found in those peat-mosses which lie
in the least elevated regions, and that the trees are
proportionally smaller in those which lie at higher
levels; from which fact De Luc and Walker have both
inferred, that the trees grew on the spot, for they
would naturally attain a greater size in lower and
warmer levels. The leaves also, and fruits of each
species, are continua])y found immersed in the moss
along with the parent trees; as, for example, the
leaves and· acorns of the oak, the cones and leaves of
the fir, and the nuts of the hazel.
Reeent origin of aome peat-moaae8. - In Hatfield
moss, which appears clearly to have been a forest
eighteen hundred years ago, fir-trees haTe been found
ninety feet long, and sold for masts and keels of ships;
oaks have a180 been discovered there above one hun
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dre4l feet long. The dimenlions of an oak nom this
moss are given in the Philosophical Transactions.
No. 275., which must have been larger than any tree
now eXisting ill the British dominiona.
In the same moss of Hatfield, as well as in that of
Kincardine, and several others, Roman roads have
been found covered to the depth of eight feet by peat.
All the coins, axes, arms, and other utensils found in
British and French mosles, are also Roman; so that a
considerable portion of the European peat-bogs are
evidently not more ancient than the age of Julius
Caesar. Nor can any vestiges of the ancient forests
described by that general, along the line of the great
Roman way in Britain, be discovered, except in the
rnined trunks of trees in peat.
De Luc ascertained tbat the very site of the abo
riginal forests of Hircinia, Semana, Ardennes, and
several others, are now occupied by mosses and fens;
and a great part of these chan~es have, with much
probability, been attributed to the strict orders given
by Severus, and other emperors, to destroy all the
wood in the conquered provinces. Several of the
British forests, however, which are now mosses, were
cut at different periods, by order of the English par
liament, because they harboured wolves or outlaws.
Thus the Welsh woods were cut and burnt, in the
reign of Edward I. ; al were many of those in Ireland,
by Henry 11., to prevent the natives from harbouring
in them, and harassing his troops.
It is curious to reflect that considerable tracts have,
by these accidents, been permanently sterilized, and
that during a period when civilization has been making
great progress, large areas in Europe have, by human
agency, been rendered less capable of administering
1t6
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to the wants of man. Rennie observes, with truth,
that in those regions alone which the Roman eagle
never reached-in the remote circles of the German
empire, in Poland and Prussia, and still more in Nor
way, Sweden, and the vast empire of Russia-can we
see what Europe was before it yielded to the power of
Rome.- Desolation now reigns where stately forests
of pine and oak once flourished, such as might now
}lave supplied all the navies of Europe with timber.
,Sources of bog iron-ore.-At the bottom of peat
mosses there is sometimes found a cake, or "pan," as
it is termed, of oxide of iron, and the frequency of
bog iron-ore is familiar. to the mineralogist. The oak,
which is so often found dyed black in peat, owes its
colour to the same metal. From what source the iron
is derived is by no means obvious, since we cannot in
all cases suppose that it has been precipitated from the
waters of mineral springs. According to Fourcroy
there is iron in all compact wood, and it is the cause
of one-twelfth part o} the weight of oak. The heaths
(BricfB) which flourish in a sandy ferruginous soil,
are said to contain more iron than any other vegetable.
It has been suggested that iron, being soluble in
acids, may be diffused through the whole mass. of
vegetables, when they decay in a bog, and may, by its
superior specific gravity, sink to the bottom, and be
there precipitated, so as to form bog iron-ore; or
where there is a sub-soil of sand or grave], it may
cement them into ironstone or ferruginous conglo
merate·t
PTessrtJanon of animal substances in peat. - One
interesting circumstance attending the history of peat
• Euays, &c., p. 74.

t Ibid., p. 847.
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mosses is the high state of preservation of animal sub
stances buried in them for periods of many years. In
June, 1747, the body of a woman was found six feet
deep, in a peat-moor in the Isle ofAxholm, in Lin
colnshire. The antique sandals on her feet afforded
evidence ofher having been buried there for many ages;
yet her nails, hair, and skin, are described as having
sho\.VIl hardly any marks of decay. On the estate of
the Earl of Moira, in Ireland, a human body was dug
up, a foot deep in gravel, covered with eleven feet of
moss; the body was completely clothed, and the gar
ments seemed all to be made of hair. Before the use
of wool was known in that country, the clothing of the
inhabitants was made of hair, so that it would appear
that this body had been buried at that early period;
yet it was fresh and unimpared.· In the Philoso
phical Transactions, we find an example recorded of
the bodies of two per IOns having been buried in moist
peat, in Derbyshire, in 1674, about a yard deep, which
were examined twenty-eight years and nine months
afterwards; " the colour of their skin was fair and
natural, their flesh soft as that of persons newly
dead·"t
Among other analogous facts we.may mention, that
in digging a, pit for a well near Dulverton, in Somer
setshire, many pigs were found' in various postures,
still entire. Their shape was well preserved, the skin,
which retained the hair, having assumed a'dry, mem
branous appearance. Their whole substance was
converted into a white, friable, laminated, inodorous
• Dr. Rennie, EISa),'" &c., p. 521., where several other instances
are referred to.
t PhiL Trans., vol. ulI:viii., 1754.
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and tasteless substance; but which, when exposed to
heat, emitted an odour precisely similar to broiled
bacon.OaUIIfJ 0/ tAe antUeplic property of peat.-We natur
ally ask whence peat derives this antiseptic property?
It has been attributed by some to the carbonic and
gallic acids which issue from decayed wood, as also to
the presence of charred wood in the lowest strata of
many peat.mosses, for charcoal is a powerful antiseptic,
and capable of purifying water already putrid. Vege
table gums and resins also may operate in the same
way·t
The tannin occasionally present in peat is the pro
duce, says Dr. MaccuUoch, of tormentilla, and some
other plants; but the quantity he thinks too small. and
its occurrence too casual, to give rise to effects of
any importance. He hints that the soft parts of animal
bodies. preserved in peat.bogs, may have been con
verted into adipocire by the action of water merely;
an explanation which appears clearly applicable to
some of the cases above enumerated. :j:
Miring of quadrupeds.-The manner. however. in
which peat contributes to preserve, for indefinite pe
riods, the barder P.Brts of terrestrial animals. is a sub
ject of more im~ediate interest to the geologist.
There are two ways in which animals become occasion
ally buried in the peat of marshy grounds; they either
sink down into the semiftuid mud, underlying a turfy
surface, upon which they have rashly ventured, or, at
other times, a bog "bursts," in the manner before
• Dr. Rennle, Essays, &e., p.S2l.
t Syst. of Geol., vol. ii. pp. 840-846.

t

Ibid., p.SS1.
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described, and animals may be involved in the peaty
alluvium.·
In the extensive bogs of Newfoundland cattle are
sometimes found buried with their heads only and
neck above ground; and after having remained for days
in this situation, they have been dtawn out by ropes
and saved. In Scotland, also, cattle venturing OD the
cc qU8king moss" are often mired, or "1aired," as it
is termed; and in Ireland, Mr. King asserts that the
number of cattle which are lost in sloughs is quite
incredible·t
.
Solway mo88. - The description given of the Solway
mo.. will serve to illustrate the general character of
these boggy grounds. That moss, observes Gilpin, is
a flat area, about seven miles in circumference, situated
on the confines of England and Scotland. Its surface
is covered with grass and rushes, presenting a dry crust
and a fair appearance; but it shakes under the least
pressure, the bottom being unsound and semifluid.
The adventurous passenger, therefore, who sometimes
in dry seasons traverses this perilous waste, to save a
few miles, picks his cautious way over the rushy tus
socks as they appear before him, for here the soil is
firmest. If his foot slip, or if he venture to desert
this mark of security, it i, possible he may never more
be heard of.
cc At the battle of Solway, in the time of Henry VIII.
(1542), when tIle Scotch army, commanded by Oliver
Sinclair, was routed, an unfortunate troop of horse,
driven by their fears, plunged into this morass, which
instantly closed upon them. The tale was traditional,
• See above, p. 182.
Phil. TI'IIIIS., vol. xv. p. 949.
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but it is' now authenticated; a man and horse, in com:"
plete armour, having been found by peat-diggers, in
the place where it was always supposed the affair had
happened. The skeleton of each was well preserved,
and the different parts of' the armour easily distin
guished."·
This same moss, on the 16th of December, 1772,
having been filled with water during heavy rains, rose
to an unusual height, and then burst. A stream of
black half-consolidated mud began at first to creep
over the plain, resembling, in the rate of its progress,
an ordinary lava current. No lives were lost, but the
deluge totally overwhelmed some cottages, and covered
400 acres. The highest parts of the original moss
subsided to the depth of about twenty-five feet; and
the height of the moss, on the lowest parts of the
country which it invaded, was at least fifteen feet.
Bursting of a peat-moss in Ireland. - A recent in
undation in Sligo (January, 1881) affords another
example of this phenomenon. After a sudden thaw of
snow the bog between Bloomfield and Geevah gave
way; and a black deluge, carrying with it the contents
of a hundred acres of bog, took the direction of a
small stream, and rolled on with the violence of a tor
rent, sweeping along heath, timber, mud, and stones,
and overwhelming many meadows and arable land;
On passing through some boggy land, the flood swept
out a wide and deep ravine, and part of the road
leading from Bloomfield to St. James's Well was com
pletely carried away from below the foundation for
the breadth of 200 yards.
B01UJ8 of kerbivO'l'O'lJ,lJ quadrupeds in peat.:- The
• Obsenanons OD Picturesque Beau&r, &1:.,
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antlers of large and full-grown stags are amongst the
most common and conspicuous remains of animals in
peat. They are not horns which have been shed; for
portions of the skull are found attached, proving that
the whole animal perished. Bones of the ox, hog,
horse, sheep, and other herbivorous animals, also,
occur; and in Ireland and the Isle of Man skeletons
of a gigantic elk. M. Morren has discovered in the
peat of Flanders, the bones of otters and beavers - ;
but no remains have been met with belonging to those
extinct quadrupeds of which the living congeners in
habit warmer latitudes, such as the elephant, rhino
ceros, hippopotamus, hYlena, and tiger, though these
are so common in superficial deposits of silt, mud,
sand, or stalactite, in various districts throughout
Great Britain. Their absence seems to imply that
they had ceased to live before the atmosphere of this
part of the world acquired that cold and humid charac
ter which favours the growth of peaL
Remaim of 8hips, ~c., in peat-mo88e8. - From !he
facts before mentioned, that. mosses occasionally burst,
and descend in a fluid state to lower levels, it will
readily be seen that lakes and arms of the sea may
occasionally become the receptacles of drift-peat. Of
this, accordingly, there are numerous examples; and
hence the alternations of clay and sand with difFerent
deposits of peat so frequent on some coasts, as on those
of the Baltic and German Ocean. We are informed
by Deguer ibat remains ofships, nautical instruments,
and oars, have been found in many of the Dutch
mosses; and Gerard, in his History of the Valley of
the Somme, mentions that in the lowest tier of that
• Bulletin de I. Soc. GtSoL de France, tom. ii. p. !l6.
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moss was found a boat loaded with bricks, proving
that these mosses were at one period navigable lakes
and arms of the sea, as wel"e also many mosses on
the coast of Picardy, Zealand, and Friesland, from
which soda ~nd salt are procured.- The canoes, stone
hatchets, and stone arrow-heads, found in peat in di~r
ent parts of Great Britain, lead to similar conclusions.

Imhedding of BU1IUJn and otlter Remaim and Wor.u
of Art in Blown Sand.
The drifting of sand may next be considered among
the causes capable of preserving organic remains and
works of art on the emerged land.
African ,ands. - The sands of the African deserts
have been driven by the west winds over all the lands
capable of tillage on the western banks of the Nile,
except such as are sheltered by mountains.t And
thus the ruins of ancient cities have been buried
between the Temple of Jupiter Ammon and Nubia.
M. G. A. de Luc attempted to infer the recent origin
of our continents, from the fact that these moving
sands have arrived only in modern times at the fertile
plains of the Nile. The same scourge, he said, would
have afIlicted Egypt for ages anterior to the times of
history, had the continents risen above the level of
the sea several hundred centuries before our era.:j:
But the author proceeded in this, as in all his other
chronological computations, on a multitude of gratui
tons assumptions. He ought, in the first place, to
have demonstrated that the whole continent of Africa
was raised above the level of the sea at one period;
• Dr. ReDDie, Euays OD Peat.-Mou, p.205.

t M. G. A. de Luc, Mercure de France, Sept. 18Q9.

t

Ibid.
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fur unless this point was established, the region &om
whence the sand& began to move might have been the
last additil!lDmade to Africa, and the commencement
of the sand flood might have been long posterior to
the laying dry of tire greater portion of that continent.
That the different parts of Europe were not all
elevated at one time is now generally admitted. De
Luc should also have pointed out the depth of drift;
sand; in various parts of the great Libyan deserts,
and have showa whether any valleys of large dimen
sions had been filled up - how long these may have
arrested the progress of the sands, and how far the
flood had upon the whole advanced since the times of
history.
No mode of interment can be conceived more
favourable to the conservation of monuments for in
definite periods than that now 80 common in the
region immediately westward of the Nile. The sand
which surrounded and filled the great temRle of
Ipsambul, first discovered by Burckhardt, and after
wards partially uncovered by Belzoni and Beechey, was
so fine as to resemble a fluid when put in motion.
Neithet the features of the colossal figures, nor the
colour of the stucco with which some were covered,
nor the paintings on the walls, had" received any injUt"J
from being enveloped for ages in this dry impalpable
dust.
At some future period, perhaps, when the pyramids
shall have perished, the aetion of the sea, or an earth
quake, may lay open to the day some of these buried
temples. Or we may suppose the desert to remain
undisturbed, and changes in the surrounding sell and
• Stratton, Bd. Phil. Joum., No. V. p.62.
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land to modify the climate and the direction of the
prevailing winds, so that these may then waft away
the Libyan sands as gradually as they once brought
them to those regions. Thus, many a town and
temple of higher antiquity than Thebes or Memphis
may re-appear in their· original integrity, and a part
of the gloom which overhangs the history of the
earlier nations be dispelled.
Whole caravans are said to have been overwhelmed
by the Libyan sands; and Burckhardt informs us that
" after passing the Akaba, near the head of the Red
Sea, the bones of dead camels are the only guides of
the pilgrim through the wastes of sand." - "We did
not see," says Captain Lyon, speaking of a plain near
the Sou dab mountains, in Northern Africa, " the least
appearance of vegetation; but observed many skele
tons of animals, which had died of fatigue on the .
desert, and occasionally the grave of some human
being. All these bodies were so dried by the heat of
the sun, that putrefaction appears not to have taken
place after deatb. In recently expired animals I could
nof perceive the slightest offensive smell; and in those
long dead, the skin with the hair on it remained un
broken and perfect, although so brittle as to break
witb a slight blow. The sand-winds never cause
these carcasses to change their places; for, in a short
time, a slight mound is formed round them, and they
become stationary....
Toums overwhelmed by sand jIootU. - The burying
of several towns and villages in England and France
by blown sand is on record; thus, for example, near
• Travels in North Africa in the Yean 1818, ]8]9, and 1820,
p.8S,
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St. Pol de Leon, in Brittany, a whole village was. corit
pletely buried beneath drift sand, so that nothing was
seen but the spire of the church. •
In Suffolk, in the year 1688, part of Downham was
overwhelmed by sands which had broken loose about
100 years before, from a warren five miles to the
south-west. This sand had, in the course of a century,
travelled five miles, and covered more than 1000 acres
ofland.t A considerable tract of cultivated land on
the north coast of Cornwall has been inundated by
drift sand, forming hills several hundred feet above
the level of the sea, and composed of comminuted
marine shells, in which some terrestrial shells are in
closed entire. By the shifting of these sands the
ruins of ancient buildings have been discovered; and
in some cases where wells have been bored to a great
depth, distinct strata, sep'arated by a vegetable crust,
are visible. In some places, as at New Quay, large
masses have become sufficiently indurated to be used
for architectural purposes. The lapidification, which
is still in progress, appears to be due to oxide of iron
held in solution by the water which percolates the

sand·t
ImlJedding Of Organic and otAer Remains in Volcanic
Formations on tlte Land.
I have. in some degree anticipated the subject of
this section in a former volume, when speaking of the
buried cities around Naples, and those on the flanks of
• Mem. de l'Acad. des Sci. de Paris, 1772.-Malte-Brun's
Geol. vol. i. p. 425.
t Phil. Trans., vol. ii. p. 722.
Boase on Submersion of Part of the Mount's Bay. &c:.,
Trans. Roy. Ge!l1. Soc. of Cornwall, V91. ii. p. 140.
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Thus when the Etnean lava-current of 1669 co
vered fourteen towns and villages, and part of the city
of Catania, it did not melt down a great number of
statues and other articles in the vaults of Catania;
and at the depth of thirty-five feet in the same cur
rent, on the site of Mompiliere, one of the buried
towns, the bell of a church and some statues we.re
fOUlld uninjured.
There are several buried cities in Central India,
which might ,probably yjeld a riche.. harvest to the
antiquary than Pompeii and Herculaneum. t The
city of Oujein (or Oojain) was, about fifty years before
the Christian era, the seat of empir.e, of art, and of
learning; but in the time of the Rajah Vicramaditya,
it was overwhelmed, together, as tradition reports,
with more than eighty other large towns in the pro
"inces of Malwa and Bagur, "by a-shower of earth."
The city which now,bears the name is situated a mile
to the southward of the ancient town. On digging
on the spot where the latter is supposed to have
stood, to the depth of fifteen or eighteen feet, there
are frequently disco¥ered, says Mr. Hunter, entire
brick walls, pillars of stone, and pieces of wood of an
extraordinary hardness, besides utensils of various
kinds, and ancient coins. Many coins are also found
in the channels cut by the periodical rains, or in the
beds of torrents into which they have been washed.
" During our stay at Oujein, a large quantity of wheat
was fOWld bya man diggiDg for bricks. It was, as
might,have been expected, almost entirely consumed,
pd in a state resembling charcoal. In a ravine cut
by the rains, from which several stone pillars had been
• VoL II. p. 172.

t

Vol. n. p. 147.
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dug, I saw a space from twelve to fifteen feet long
and seven or eight high, composed of earthen vessels,
broken and closely compacted together. It was con
jectured, with great appearance of probability, to have
been a potter's kiln. Between this place and the new
town is a hollow, in which, tradition says, the river
Sipparah formerly ran. It changed its course at the
time the city was buried, and now runs to the west
ward."·
The soil which covers Oujein is described as "being
of an ash-grey colour, with minute specks of black
sand·"t
That the "shower of earth" which is reported to
have "fallen ",om beaven " was produced by a volcanic
eruption, seems very probable, although no information
has been obtained respecting the site of the vent; and
the nearest volcano of which we read is that which
was in eruption during the Cutch earthquake in 1819,
at the distance of about thirty miles ",om Bhooj,' the
capital of Cutch, and at least SOO geographical miles
from Oujein.
Captain F. Dangerfield, who accompanied Sir John
Malcolm in his late expedition into Central India,
states that the river Nerbuddah, in Malwa, has its
channel excavated through columnar basalt, above
which are beds of marl impregnated with salt. The
upper of these marls is of a light colour, and ",om
thirty to forty feet thick, and rests horizontally on the
lower bed, which is of a reddish colour. Both appear'
nom the description to be tufFs composed of the ma
terials of volcanic ejections, and forming a covering
• Narrative ofJourney from Agra to Oujein, Asiatic Researches,
vol. vi. p. S6.
t Asiatic Journal, vol. ix. p. SS.
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from sixty to seventy feet deep overlying the basalt,
which seems to resemble some of the currents of pris
matic lava in Auvergne and the Vivaraia. Near the
middle of this tufaceous mass, and therefore at the
depth of thirty feet or more from the surface, just
where the two beds of tuft' meet; Captain Dangerfield
was shown, near the city of Mhysir, buried bricks and
large earthen vessels, said to have belonged to the
ancient city of Mhysir, destroyed by the catastrophe
ofOujein.
• Sir J. Malcolm's Cent. Ind. - Geol. of Malwa, b)' Captain
F. Dangerfield, App. No. ii. pp. 324. 525.
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CHAPTER XIV.
BURYING 01' F08SILS IN 4LLUVI.a.L DIlI'ClSlTJAND IN OAV"

Alluvium defined - Eft'ecta at 8Ildden inundations - Terreidria,l
animals most abundantly preserved in alluvium where eanII,.
quakes prevsil- Marine alluvium - Buried town - Eftecls
of landslips - Organic remains in fissures and caves - Fonn
and dimensions of caverns - their probable origin - Closed
basins and engulphed rivers of the Morea (p. 225.) - Kat&
vothra - Formation of breccias with red cement - Human
remains imbedded in Morea - Intermixture in caves of south
of France and elsewhere of human remains and bones of extinct
quadrupeds no proof of former co-existence of JIIIIIl with those
, lost species (p. 285.).

Alluvium. - THE next subject for our consideration,
according to the division before proposed, is the im
bedding of organic bodies in alluvium, by which I
mean such transported matter as has been thrown
down, whether by rivers, Hoods, or other causes, upon
land not permanently submerged beneath the waters
of lakes or seas, - I say permanently sulJmerged, in
order to distinguish between alluviums and regular
subaqueous deposits. These regular strata are accu
mulated in lakes or great submarine receptacles; but
the alluviums in the channels of rivers and currents,
where the materials may be regarded as still in transitu,
or on their way to a place of rest. There may be
cases where it is impossible to draw a line of demar
cation between these two classes of formations, but
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these exceptions are rare; and the division is, upon the
whole, convenient and natural.
The alluvium of the bed of a river does not often
contain any animal or vegetable remains; for the whole
PlBSS is so continually sJkifting its place, and the at
trition of the various parts is so great, that even the
llardest rocks contained in it are, at length, ground
down to powder. But when sand, mud, and rubbish.
are suddenly swept by a flood, and then let fan upon
the land. such an alluvium may envelop trees or the
remains of animals, which, in this manner, are often
permanently preserved. In the mud and sand pro
duced by the floods in Scotland, in 1829, the dead and
mutilated bodies of hares, rabbits, moles, mice, par
tridges, and even the bodies of men, were found par
#ally buried.1t But in these and similar cases one
flood usually effaces the memorials left by another, and
there is rarely a sufficient depth of undisturbed trans
ported matter, in anyone spot, to preserve the organic
remains for ages from destruction.
Where. earthquakes prevail, and the levels of a
country are changed from time to time, the remains
of animals may more easily be inhumed and protected
from disintegration. Portions of plains, loaded with
alluvial accumulations by transient floods, may be gra
dually upraised; and, if any organic remains have
been imbedded in the transported materials, they may,
after such elevation, be placed beyond the reach of
the erosive power of streams. In districts where the
drainage is repeatedly deranged by subter1'llDean move
ments, every fissure, every hoJ.,low eaused by tbe sink

.

• Sir T. D. Lauder, Bart., on the great Floods in Morayshire
Aug. 1829, p. 177.
L
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ing in of land, becomes a depository of organic and
inorganic substances, hurried along by transient floods.
Marine all"mum. - The term "marine alluvium"
is, perhaps, admissible, if confined to banks of sllingle
thrown up like the Chesil bank in Dorsetshire, or to
materials cast up by a wave of the sea upon the land,
or those which a submarine current has left in its
track. The kind last mentioned must necessarily,
when the bed of the ocean is laid dry, resemble t;er
restrial alluviums; with this difFerence, that if any
fragments of organic bodies bave escaped destruction
they will belong principally to marine species.
In May, 1787, a dreadful inundation of the sea was
caused, at Coringa, Ingeram, and other places, on the
coast ofCoromande1, in the East Indies, by a hurricane
blowing from the N. E., which raised the waters BO
that they rolled inland to the distance of about twenty
miles from the shore, swept away many ~illages,
drowned more than 10,000 people, and left the coun
try covered with marine mud, on which the carcasses
of about 100,000 head of cattle were strewed. An old
tradition of the natives of a similar flood, said to have
happened ab!)ut a century before, was till this event,
regarded as fabulous by the European settlers.- The
same coast of Coromandel was, so late as May, 1832,
the scene of another catastrophe of the same kind;
and when the inundation subsided, several vessels were
seen grounded in the fields of tlle low country about
Coringa.
Many of the storms termed hurricanes have evi
dently been connected with submarine earthquakes, as
is shown by the atmospheric ·phenomena attendant on
• Dodsley's Ann. Regist., 1788.
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them, and by the sounds heard in the ground, and the
odours emitted. Such were the circumstances which
accompanied the swell of the sea in Jamaica, in ] 780,
when a great wave desolated the western coast, and,
bursting upon Savanna la Mar, swept away the whole
town in an instant, so that not a vestige of man, beast,
or habitation, was seen upon the surface••
HOU8tJIJ tmd tDOr,v of art in allutMl deporits. - A
very ancient subterranean town, apparently of Hindoo
origin, was discovered in India in 1888, in digging the
Doab can8I. Its site is north of Saharunpore, near
the town of Behat, and 17 feet below the present sur
face of the country. More than 170 coins of silver
and copper have already been found, and many articles
in metal and earthenware. The overlying deposit con
sisted of about 5 feet of river sand, with a substratum
about 12 feet thick, of red alluvial clay. In the
neighbourhood are several rivers and torrents, which
descend from the mountains charged with vast quan
tities of mud, sand, and shingle; and within the me
mory of persons now living the modem Behat has
been threatened by an inundation, which after retreat
ing left the neighbouring country strewed over with
a superficial covering of sand several feet thick. In
sinking wells in the environs, masses of shingle and
boulders have been reached resembling those now in the
river-channels of the same district, under a deposit of
80 feet of reddish loam. Captain Cautley, therefore,
who directed the excavations, supposes that the matter
discharged by torrents has gradually raised the whole
country skirting the base of the lower hills; and
that the ancient town having been originally built in a
• E~wardt, Hiat. ofWeat IDdietl, voL i. p.lIS5. eel. 1801.
L
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hollow, was submerged by floods, and covered over
with sediment 17 feet in thicknesSo*'
We are informed, by M. Boblaye, that in the More.,
the formation termed ceramique, consisting of pottery,
tiles, and bricks, intermixed with various works of art,
enters so largely into the alluvium and vegetable soil
upon the plains of Greece, and into hard and crystal
line breccias which have been formed at the foot of
declivities, that it constitutes an important stratum
which might, in the absence of zoological characters,
serve to mark our epoch in a most indestructible
manner·t
Land&lipa.- The landslip, by suddenly precipi
tating large masses of rock and soil into a valley,
overwhelms a multitude of animals, and sometimes
buries permanently whole villages, with their inh~
bitants and large herds of cattle. Thus three villages;
with their entire population, were covered, when the
mountain of Piz fell in 1772, in the district of Tre..
viso, in the state of Venice:j:; and part of Mount
Grenier, south of Chambery, in Savoy, which fell
down in the year 1248, buried five parishes, including
the town and church of St. Andre, the ruins occupying
an extent of about nine square miles. §
The number of lives lost by the slide of the Ross
berg, in Switzerland, in 1806, was estimated at more
than 800, 'a great number of the bodies, as well as
several villages and scat~red houses, being buried
deep under mud and rock. In the same country,
several hundred cottages, with eighteen of their ioba..
• Journ. of Asiat. Soc., Nos. xxv. and XlIilt.-1894.
t Ann. des Sci. Nat., tome XlIii. p. 117. Feb. 1891.
Malte-Brun's Geog., vol. i. p.495.
§ BakeweU, Tra.,els in the Tarentaise, voL i. p. 201.

*
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bitants aRd a great number of cows, goats, aDd sbeep,
were victims to the sudden fall of a bed of stones,
thirty yards deep, which descended from the summits
of the Diablerets. In the year 1618, a portion of
Mount Cont& fell, in the county of Chiavenna ,in
Switzerland, and buried the town of Pleurs with all
its inhabitants, to the number of 2480.
It is unnecessary to multiply examples of similar
local catastrophes, which, however numerous they may
have been in mountainous parts of Europe, within the
historical period, have been, nevertheless, of rare
occurrence when compared to events of the same kind
which have taken place in regions convulsed by earth
quakes. It is then that enormous masses of rock and
earth, even in comparatively low and level countries,
are detached from the sides of valleys, and cast down
into the river-courses, and often 80 unexpectedly that
they overwhelm, even in the daytime, every living
thing upon the plains.

Preserva#on of Organic/1emaim in FiBstwes and Caves.
In the history of earthquakes it was shown that
many hundreds of new fissures and chasms had
opened in certain regions during the last 150 years,
some of which are described as being of unfathomable
depth. We also perceive that mountain masses have
been violently fractured and dislocated, during their rile
above the level of the sea; and thus we may account for
the existence of many cavities in the interior of the
earth by the simple agency of earthquakes; but there
are lome cavems, especially in limestone rocks, which,
although usually, if not always, connected with rents,
are nevertheless of such forms and dimensions, alter
nately expanding into spacious chambers, and then
L
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contracting again into narrow passages, that it is diffi
cult to conceive that they can owe their origin to the
mere fracturing and displacement of solid masses.
In the limestone of Kentucky, in the basin of
Green River, one of the tributaries of the Ohio,
a line of underground cavities has been traced in
one direction for a distance of ten miles, without any
termination; and one of the chambers, of which there
are many, all connected by narrow tunnels, is no
less than ten acres in area, and 150 feet in its greatest
height. Besides the principal series of" antres vast,"
there are a great many lateral embranchments not.yet
explored.
The cavernous structure here alluded to is not al
together confined to calcareous rocks; for it has lately
been observed in micaceous and argillaceous schist,
in 'the Grecian island of Thermia (Cythnos of the
ancients), one of the Cyclades. Here also spacious
halls, with rounded and irregular walls, are connected
together by narrow passages or tunnels, and there are
many lateral branches which have no outlet. A cur
rent of water has evidently at some period flowed
through the whole, and left a muddy deposit of bluish
clay upon the floor; but the erosive action of the
stream cannot be supposed to have given rise to the
excavations in the first instance. M. Virlet suggests
that fissures were first caused by earthquakes, and that
these fissures became the chimneys or vents for the
disengagement of gas, generated below by volcanic
heat. Gases, he observes, such as the muriatic; sul
phuric, fluoric, and others, might, if raised to a high

•

• Mem. by Nahum Ward, Tran.. of Antiq. Soc. or Maaa
ehu_Us. Holma'. Un. States, p. 458.
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temperature, alter and decompose the rocks which
they traverse. There are signs of the former action
of such vapours in rents of the micaceous schist of
Thermia, and thermal springs now issue from the
grottos of that island. We may suppose that after
wards the elements of the decomposed rocks were
gradually removed in a state of solution by mineral
waters; a theory which, according to M. 'Virlet, IS
confirmed by the effect of heated gases which escape
from rents in the isthmus of Corinth, and which have
greatly altered' and corroded the hard siliceous and
jaspidious rocks.
When we reflect on -the' quantity of carbonate of
lime annually poured out by mineral water., we are
prepared to admit that large cavities must, in the
course of ages, be formed at considerable depths below
'the surface in calcareous rocks. t These rocks, it will )
00 remembered, are at once more soluble, more per
meable, and more fragile, than any others, at least all
the compact varieties are very easily broken by the
movements of earthquakes, which would produce only
fiexures in argillaceous strata. Fissures once formed
in limestone are not liable, as in many other formations,
to become closed up by impervious clayey matter, and
hence a stream of acidulous water might for ages ob
tain a free and unobstructed passage. t
Morea.-After these observations on the possible
origin of some subterranean hollows, I shall next con
sider in what manner they may be filled up with mud,
pebbles, and other substances. When. a mass of
• Bull. de la Soc. GtSol. de France tom. ii. p. S29.
See Vol. I. 'po 907.
See some remarks by M. Boblaye, Ann. des Mines, Sme
shie, tom. jy.
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cavemous rock is raised above the level of the sea, ill
wiD usually be intersected by ravines and valleys, and·
it must then happen that here and there a torrent 01'
river will break into some cavern. Accordingly, en-·
gulphed streams occur in almost every region of ca
vernous limestone, as in the north of England, for
example; but ip no district are they more conspicuous
t~an in the Morea, where the phenomena attending
them have been lately studied and described in great!
detail by M. Boblaye and his fellow-labourers of the
French expedition to Greece.- From his account it
appears that numerous caverns are there found in a
compact limestone, of the age of the English chalk,
immediately below which are arenaceous strata re..
ferred to the period of our green sand. In the more
elevated districts of that peninsula there are many
deep land-locked valleys, or basins, closed round on
all sides by mountains of fissured and cavernous lime..
stone. The year is divided almost as distinctly as
between the tropics into a rainy season, which lasts
upwards of four months, and a season of drought;
of nearly eight monthli duration. When the torrents
are swollen by the rains, they rush from surrounding
heights into the incl08ed basins; but, instead of giviag
rise to lakes, as would be the case in most other
countries, they are' received into gulphs or chasms,
called by the Greeks " Katavothra," and which cor
respond to what are tamed "swallow-holes" in the
north of England. The water of these torrents is
charged with pebbles and red ochreous earth, re
sembling precisely the well-known cement of the
osseous breccias of the Mediterranean. It dissolves
• See Ann. des Mines, Sme serie, tom. iv. 1888.
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in acids with efFe"escence, and leaves a residue of
hydrated .oxide of iron, granular iron, impalpable
B'ains of silex, and small crystals of quartz. Soil of
the same deseriptiGll abounds every where on the sur
faoe of the decomposing limestone in Greece, that
rock OOntaining in it much siliceous and ferruginous'
matter.
Many of the Katavothra being insufficient to give
passage to all the water in the rainy season, a tem
porary lake is formed round the mouth of the chasm,
which then becomes still farther obstructed by peb
bles, sand, and red mud, thrown down trom the turbid
waters. The lake being thus raised, its waters gene
rally escape through other openings, at higher levels,
around, the borders of the plain, constituting the bot
tom of the closed basin.
In some places, as at Kavaros an<l Tripolitza, where
the principal discharge is by a gulph in the middle of
the plain, nothing can be seen over the opening in
summer, when the lake dries up, but a deposit of red
mud, cracked in all directions. But the Katavothron
is more commonly situated at the foot of the surround.
ing escatpment of 1im~stone ; and in that case there is
sometimes room enough to allow a person to enter, in
summer, and even to penetrate far into the interior.
Within is seen a suite of chambers, communicating
with each other by narrow passages; and M. Virlet
relates, that in one instance he observed, near the
entrance, human bones imbedded in recent red mud,
mingled with the remains of plants and animals of
~pecies now inhabiting the Morea. It is not wonder.
ful, he says, that the bones of man should be met with
in such receptacles; for so murderous have been the
L
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-late wars in Greece, that skeletons are often seen
lying exposed on the surface of the country.
In summer, when no water is flowing into the Kat&
vothron, its mouth, half closed up with red mud, is
masked by a vigorous vegetation, which is cherished
by the moisture of the place. It is then the favourite
hiding-place and den of foxes and jackals; so that the
same cavity serves at one season of the year for the
habitation of carnivorous beasts, and at another as the
channel of an engulphed river. Near the mouth of
one chasm, M. Boblaye and his companions saw ·the
carcass of a horse, in part devoured, the size of which
seemed to have prevented the jackals from dragging
it in: the marks of their teeth were observed on the
bones, and it was evident that the floods of the ensu
ing winter would wash in whatsoever might remain of
the skeleton.
It has been stated that the waters of all these tor
rents of the Morea are turbid where they are en
gulphed; but when they come out again, often at the
distance of many leagues, they are perfectly clear and
limpid, being only charged occasionally with a slight
quantity of calcareous sand. The points of efBux
are usually near the sea-shores of the Morea, but
sometimes they are submarine; and when this is the
case, the sands are seen to boil up for a considerable
space, and the surface of the sea, in caIm weather,
swells in large convex waves. It is curious to reflect,
that when this discharge fails· in seasons of drought,
the sea may break into subterraneous caverns, and
carry in marine sand and shells, to be mingled with
ossiferous mud, and the remains of terrestrial animals.
• Bull. de la Soc.

G~l.

de France, tom. ill. p. illS.
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In general, however, the efRux of water at these
inferior openings is surprisingly uniform. It seems,
therefore, that the large caverns in the interior must
serve as reservoirs, and that the water escapes gradu
ally from them, in consequence of the smallness of the
rents and passages by which they communicate with
the surface.
The phenomena above described are not confined to
the Morea, but occur in Greece generally, and in those
parts of Italy, Spain, Asia Minor, and Syria, where
the formations of the Morea extend. When speaking
of the numerous fissures in the limestone of Greece,
M. Boblaye reminds us of the famous earthquake of
469 B. c., when, as we learn from Cicero, Plutarch,
Strabo, and PUny, Sparta was laid in ruins, part of the
summit of Mount Taygetus torn off, and numerous
gulphs and fissures caused in the rocks of Laconia.
During the great earthquake of 1698, in Sicily,
several thousand people were at once entombed in the
ruins of caverns in limestone, at Sortino Vecchio ;. and,
at the same time, a large stream, which had issued for
ages from one of the grottos below that town, changed
suddenly its subterranean course, and came out from
the mouth of a cave lower down the valley, where no
water had previously Bowed. To this new point the
ancient water-mills were transferred.·
When the courses of engulphed rivers are thus liable
to cbange, from time to time, by alterations in the
levels of a country, and by the rending and shattering
of mountain masses,. we must suppose that the dens· of
wild beasts will sometimes be inundated by subter
• I learnt this from lOIDe inhabitants of SortinG, in 1829, and
visited the points alluded to.
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ranean floods, and their carcasses buried under heaps
of alluvium. The bones, moreover, of individuals
which have died in the recesses of caves, Ol' of animals
which have been carried in for prey, may be drifted
along, and mixed up with mud, sand, and fragments of
rocks, so 88 to form osseous breccias.
But it is not merely in spots where streams are en
gulphed that the bones of animals may be collected in
rents and caverns, for open fissures often serve as
natural pit-faIls in which herbivorous animals perish.
This may happen the more readily when they are
chased by beasts of prey, or when surprised while'
carelessly browsing on the shrubs which 80 often over
grow and conceal the edges of fissures.·
During the excavations recently made near Behat
in India, the bones of twe deer were found at the
bottom of an ancient wen which had been filled up
with alluvial loam. Their horns were broken to pieces,
but the jaw bones and other parts of the skeleton rE!-'
mained tolerably perfect. "Their presence/' :Says
Capt. CautIey, "is easily accounted for, asft 'great
number of these and other animals are constantly 'lost
in galloping over the jungles and among the high grass
by falling into deserted wells." t
Above the village of Selside, near Ingleborough in
Yorkshire, a chasm of enormous but unknown depth
occurs in the scar-limestone, a member of the carboni
ferous series. " The chasm," says Profellsor Sedgwick,
" is surrounded by grassy shelving banks, and many
animals, tempted towards its brink, have fi1llen down
and perished in it. The appr«*:h of cattle is now
• BucJr.land, Reliqui. Dilu9iane, p. 25.

t See p. 221., and places cltetl there.
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prevented by a strong lofty wall; but there can be no
doubt that, during the last two or three thousand·
years, great masses of bony breccia must have ac.
cumuJatedin the lower parts of the great fissure,
which probably descends through the whble thicknesS'
of the scar.limestone, to the depth of perhaps five 01"
six hundred feet." •
When any of these natural pit.falls happen to com·
municate with lines ofsubterranean caverns, the bones;
earth, and breccia, may sink by their own weight, or
be washed into the vaults below.
We have seen that the ravines which opened in
Calabria, in 1789, were very numerous, varying in
their ordinary depth •from fifty to two hundred feet,
and that animals were sometimes engulphed during
the shocks.t If a torrent chance to be in the line or
any of these chasms, it might pour in a quantity or
alluvial matter under which the animal ·remaills might
lie inhumed for ages. Where houses with their in
habitants have been swallowed up in fissures, there'
appears to have been usually a sliding in of all the
loose matter which lay upon the surface; 80 that, in
such rents, we might look for the ruins of buildings,
and the skeletOlls of men and animals, buried in allu.
vium at the depth often of several hundred feet.
At the north extremity ot the rock of Gibraltar are
perpendicular fissures, on the ledges of which a number
of hawks nestle and rear their young in the breeding
seaBOD. They throw oown from their nests the bones
of small birds, mice, and other animals on which they
• Memoir on the Structure of the Lake Mountains oC the
North of England, &c., read before the Geological Societl,
Jau 5.1891.
t Vol. 1I. p. K8.
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feed, and these are gradually united into a breccia of
angular fragments of the decomposing limestone with a
cement of red earth.
At the pass of Escrinet in France, on the northem
escarpment of the Coiron hills, near Aubenas, I have
seen a breccia in the act of forming. Small pieces of
disintegrating limestone are transported, during heavy
rains, by a streamlet, to the foot of the declivity,
where land shells are very abundant. The shells and
pieces of stone soon become cemented together by
stalagmite into a compact mass, and the talus thus
formed is in one place fifty feet deep, and five hundred
yards wide. So firmly is the lowest portion con80H
dated, that it is quarried for millatones.
I have lately had an opportunity of examining the
most celebrated caves of Franconia, and among others
that of Rabenstein, newly discovered. Their general
form, and the nature and arrangement oftheir contents,
appeared to me to agree perfectly with the notion
of their having once served as the channels of subter
raneous rivers. This mode of accounting for the intro
duction of transported matter into the Franconian
and other caves, filled up as they oft~n are even to
their roofs with osseous breccia, was long ago proposed
by M. C. Prevost-, and seems at length to be very
generally adopted. But I do not doubt that bears in
habited some of the German caves, or that the cavem
of Kirkdale, in Yorkshire, was once the den of hyaenas.
The abundance of bony dun~ associated with hyenas'
bones, has been pointed out by Dr. Buckland, and with
reason, as confirmatory of this opinion•
.Altematitms of stalogmite and allmum.',- The same
• M~. d. la Soe. d'Hiat. Nat. de p~ tom. iv.
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author observed in every cave examined by him in
Germany that deposits of mud and sand, with or
without rolled pebbles and angular fragments of rock,
were covered over with a "ngle crust of stalagmite••
In the English caves he remarked a similar absence of
GlternaticmB of alluvium and stalagmite. But Dr.
Schmerling has discovered in a cavern at Chockier,
about two leagues from Liege, three distinct beds of
stalagmite, and between each of them a mass ofbreccia.
and mud mixed with quartz pebbles, and in. the three
deposits the bones of extinct quadrupeds. t
This exception does not invalidate the generality of
the phenomenon pointed out by Dr. Bucldand, one
"cause of which may perhaps be this, that if several
floods pass at different intervals of time through a sub
terranean passage, the last, if it has power to drift
along fragments of rock, will also tear up any alter
nating stalagmitic and alluvial beds that may have been
previously formed. Another cause may be, that a
particular line of caverns will rarely be so situated, in
relation to the lowest levels of a country, as to become,
at two distinct epochs, the receptacle of engulphed
rivers; and if this should bappen, some of the caves, or
at least the tunnels of communication, may at the first
period be entirely choked up with transported matter,
so as not to allow the subsequent passage of water in
the same direction.
As the same chasms may remain open throughout )
periods of indefinite duration, the species inhabiting a ~/
country may in the mean time be greatly changed, and
thus the remains of animals belonging to very different
epochs may become mingled together in a common

I

• Reliqui_ Diluvian., po 10S.
JOUlD. d. G601., tom. i. p.286.
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tomb. For this reason it is often difficult to separate the
mOnuments of the human epoch &om those relating to
periods long antecedent, and it was not without great
care and skill that Dr. Buckland was enabled to guard
against such anachronisms in his investigation ofseveral
ef the English caves. He mentions that human skele..
tons were found in the cave of Wokey Hole, near
Wells, in the Mendips, dispersed through reddish mud
and clay, and some of them united by stalagmite into
a firm osseous breccia. " The spot on which they lie
is within reach of the highest ftoods of the adjacent
river. and the mud in which they are buried is evi
dently ftuviatile.
In speaking of the cave of Paviland on the coast of
Glamorganshire, the same author atates that the entire
mass through which bones were dispersed appeared to
have been disturbed by ancient diggings, so that the
remains of extinct animals had become mixed with re
cent bones and shells. In the same cave was a human
skeleton, and the remains bf recent testacea of eatable
species, which may have been carried in by man.
In several caverns on the banks of the Meuse, near
Liege, Dr. Schmerling has found human bones in the
same mud and breccia with those of the elephant~
rhinoceros, bear, and other quadrupeds of extinct spe
cies.· He has observed none of the dung of any of
these animals; and from this circumstance, and the
appearance of the mud and pebbles, he concludes that
these caverns were never inhabited by wild beasts, but
washed in by a current of water. As the human skulls
and bones were in fragments, and no entire skeleton
had been found, he does not believe that these caves
were places of sepulture, but that the human remains
• Reliquilll Diluvianlll, p. 165.
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In the same part of France, M. de Christol h..
found in caverns in a tertiary limestone at Pondres and
Souvignargues, two leagues north of Lunel-viel, in the
department of Herault, human bones and pottery con
fusedly mixed with remains of the rhinoceros, bear,
h)'lena, and other terrestrial mammifers. They were
imbedded in alluvial mud, of the solidity of calcareous
tufa, and containing some flint pebbles and fragments
of the limestone of the country. Beneath this mixed
accumulation, which sometimes attained a thickness of
thirteen feet, is the original floor of the cavern, about a
foot thick, covered with bones and the dung of animals
(album fl'"tBCUm), in a sandy and tufaceou6 cement.
The human bones in these caverns of Pondres and
Souvignargues were found, upon a careful analysis, to
have parted with their animal matter to as great a de
gree as those of the hyena which accompany them, and
are equally brittle, and adhere as strongly to the tongue.
In order to compare the degree of alteration of
these bones witll those known to be of high antiquity,
M. Marcel de Serres, and M. Ballard. chemist of
Montpellier, procured some from a Gaulish sarcopha
gus in the plain of Lunel, supposed to have been
buried for fourteen or fifteen centuries at least. In
these the cellular tissue was empty, but they were
more solid than fresh bones. They did not adhere to
the tongue in the same manner as those of the caverns
of Bize and Pondres, yet they had lost at leaat three
fourths of their original animal matter.
The superior solidity of the Gaulish bones to thOle
in a fresh skeleton is a fact in perfect accordance with
the observations made by Mr. Mantell on bones taken
from a Saxon tumulus near Lewea.
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M. Teisaier has also described a cavern near Mialet,
in the department of Gard, where the remains of the
bear and other animals were mingled confusedly with
human bones, coarse pottery, teeth pierced for amu
lets, pointed fragments of bone, bracelets of bronze,
and a Roman urn. Part of this deposit reached to the
roof of the cavity, and adhered firmly to it. The au
thor suggests that the exterior portion of the grotto
may at one period have been a den of bears, and that
afterwards the aboriginal inhabitants of the country
took possession of it either for a dwelling or a burial
place, and left there the coarse pottery, amulets, and
pointed pieces of bone. At a third period the Romans
may have used the cavern as a place of sepulture or.
concealment, and to them may have belonged the urn
and bracelets of metal. If we then suppose the course
of the neighbouring river to be impeded by some tem
porary cause, a ftood;ould be occasioned, which,
rushing into the open grotto, may have washed all the
remains into the interior caves and tunnels, heaping
the whole confusedly together."
In the controversy which has arisen on this subject
MM. Marcel de Serres, De Christol, Toumal, and
others, have contended, that the phenomena of this
and other caverns in the south of France prove that
the fossil rhinoceros, hyena, bear, and several other
lost species, were once. contemporaneous inhabitants
of the country, together with man; while M. Desnoyers
has supported the opposite opinion. The ftint hatchets
and arrow heads, he says, and the pointed bones and
coarse pottery ofmany French 8!1d English caves, agree
precisely in character with those found in the tumuli,
• Bull de la Soc'. GeoL de France, tom. ii. pp. 56-68.
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aDd under the dolmens (rude altars of unhewn stone)
of the primitive inhabitants of Gaul, Britain, and Ger
many. The human bones, therefore, in the c&yeS
which are aSsociated with luch fabricated objects,
must belong not to antediluvian periods, but to a pe0
ple in the same stage of civilization as those who con..
structed the tumuli and altars.
In the Gaulish monuments, we find, together with
the objects of industry above mentioned, the bones of
wild and domestic animals of species now inhabiting
Europe, particularly of deer, sheep, wild boars, dogs,
horses, and oxen. This fact has been ascertained in
Quercy, and other provinces; and it is supposed by
antiquaries, that the animalll in question were placed
beneath the Celtic altars in memory of sacrifices
offered to the Gaulish divinity Hesus, and in the tombs
to commemorate funeral repasts, and also from a
SIlperstition prevalent among savage nations, which
induces them to lay up provision a for the manes of the
"\ 1 dead in a future life. But in nODe of these ancient
monuments have any bones been found of the elephant,
~ . rhinoceros, hyaena, tiger, and other quadrupeds, sach
81 are found in caves, as might certainly have been
expected, had these species continued to flourish at
the time that this part of Gaul was inhabited by man. 
We are also reminded by M. Desnoyetll of a pas
sage in Florus, in which it is related that Caesar or
dered the caves into which the Aquitanian Gauls had
retreated to be closed up.t It is also Oft record, that,
8C} late as the eighth century, the Aquitanians defended
themselves in caverns against King Pepin. As many

<.

• Desnoyers, Bull. de la Soc.· GeoL de France, tom. ii. p. 252.
Hi,t. Rom. Epit., lib. iii. Co 10.
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of these caverns, therefore, may have served in succes
sion 88 temples and habitations, as places of sepulture,
concealment, or defence, it is easy to conceive that
human bones, and those of animals, in osseous breccias
of much older date, may have been swept away to
gether, by inundatioos, and then buried in one pro
miscuous heap.
It ia not on the evidence of such intermixtures that
we ought readily to admit either the high antiquity of
the human race, or the recent date of certain lost spe
cies of quadrupeds. .

CHAPTER XV.
DmIlDDING OP ORGANIC REMAINS IN SVBAQtrBOtrl
DBPOSlTS.

Division of the 8ubject- iinbedding of terreItrial animals and
plants - Increased specific gravity of wood sunk to great depths
in the sea - Drift timber of the Maclr.enilie in Slave Lake and
polar sea - Floating trees,in the Misaiasippi (p. 245. )-in the
Gulf Stream-on the coast of Iceland, Spitsbergen, and
Labrador-Imbeddingofthe remains of insects- of reptiles
Bones of birds wh,. rare- Imbedding of terrestrial quadrupeds
by river.floods (p. 251.) - Skeletons in recent shell marl
Imbedding of mammiferous remains in marine strata.

Division of tAe ~ect.-HAVING treated of the im·
bedding of organic remains in deposits formed upon
the land, I shall next consider the including of the
same in deposits formed uni:Ier water.
It will be convenient to divide this branch of our
subject into three parts; considering, first, the various
modes whereby the relics of terrestrial species may be
buried in subaqueous formations; secondly, the modes
whereby animals and plants inhabiting fresh water may
be so. entombed; thirdly, how marine species may be
come preserved in new strata.
The phenomena above enumerated demand a fuller
share of attention than those previously examined,
since the deposits which originate upon dry land
are insignificant in thickness, superficial extent, and
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durability, when contrasted with those of subaqueous
orlgm. At the same time, the study of the latter is
beset with greater difficulties; for we are here con
cerned with the results of processes much farther
removed from the sphere of ordinary observation.
There is, indeed, no circumstance which so seriously
impedes the acquisition of just views in our science
as an habitual disregard of' the important fact, that
the reproductive effects of the principal agents of
change are confined to another .element- to that
larger portion of the globe, from which, by our very
organization, we are almost entirely excluded.'"

Imhedding

of

Terrestrial Plants.

When a tree falls into a river from the undermining
of the banks, or from being washed in by a torrent or
flood, it floats on the surface, not because the woody
portion is specifically lighter than water, but becaus~
it is full of pores containing air. When soaked for a
considerable time, the water makes its way into these
pores, and the wood becomes waJer.logged and sinks.
The time required for this process varies in different
woods; but several kinds may be drifted to great
distances, sometimes across the ocean, before they
lose their buoyancy.
Wood SUM to a great deptA in tlte sea.-Ifwood be
sunk to vast depths in the sea, it may be impregnated
with water suddenly. Captain Scoresby informs us,
in his Account of the Arctic Regions f, that on one
occasion a whale, on being harpooned, ran out all the
lines in the boat, which it then dragged under water,
to the depth of several thousand feet, the men having'
• See Book i. chap. v.
VOL.IJI.

t Vol. ii. P. 191.
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just time to escape to a piece of ice. When the. 'eh
returned to the surface" to blow," it was struck·.
second time, and soon afterwards killed. The moment
it expired it began to sink,- an unusual CirClHDltaBC(!;
'Which was fOood to be caused by the weight of the
sunken boat, which still remained attached to it. By
means of harpoons and ropes the fi. was prevented
from sinking, until it was released from the Weigh, by
connecting a rope to the lines of the attached b08t~
which was no sooner done than the fish rose again to
the surface. The sunken boat was then hauled up
with great labour; for so heavy was it, that althoqga
before the accident it would have been buoyant when
full of water, yet it now required a boat at each end
. to keep it from sinking. "When it was hoisted into
the ship, the paint came off the wOod in large sheetl ;
and the planks, which were of wainscot, were as com
pletely soaked in every pore as if they had lain at the
bottom of the sea since the flood I A wooden ap
paratus that accompanied the boat in its progress
through the deep, consisting chiefly of a piece ofthiek
deal, about fifteen inches squar~, happened to fall
overboard, and, though it originally consisted of the
lightest fir, sank in the water like a stone. The beat
was rendered useless: even the wood of which it wu
built, on being offered to the cook for fuel, was tried
and rejected as incombustible.".
Captain Scoresby found that, by sinking piecel er
fir, elm, ash, &c., tothe depth of four thouland and
sometimes six thousancl feet, they became impregnated
with sea-water, and when drawn up again, after iaio.
mersioD, for an hour, would DO longer float. The
• ACCOUIIt of the Arctic Regiollll,

~ol.

n.

p. 199.
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efFeet of this impregnation was to increase the dim en
aions all weD as the specific gravity of the wood, every
solid ioch having increased one-twentieth in size and
twenty~one twenty· fifths in weight.
Drift·~ of tile Mackenzie Rit1er.-When timber
is drifted down by a river, it is often arrested by lakes;
and, becoming water-logged, it may sink and be im
bedded in lacustrine strata, if any be there forming:
sometimes a portion ftoats on till it reaches the sea.
In the course of the Mackenzie River we have an ex
ample of vast accumulations of vegetable matter now
iD progress under both these circumstances.
In Slave Lake in particular, which vies in dimen
sions with some of the 'great fresh-water seas of
Canada, the quantity of drift· timber brought down
annually is enormous. "As the trees," says Dr.
RichardsoD, "retain' their roots, which are often
loaded with earth and stones, they readily sink,
especially when water· soaked ; and, accumulating in
the eddies, form shoals, which ultimately augment
into islands. A thicket of small willows covers the
new_formed island as soon as it appears above water,
and their fibrous roots serve to bind the whole firmly
together. Sections of these islands are annually made
by the river, assisted by the frost; and it is interest
ing to study the diversity ofappearances they present,
according to their diftetent ages. TIle trunks of the trees
gradually decay until they are converted into a black
ish brown substance resembling peat, but which still
retains more or less of' the fibrous structure of the
wood; and layeni or this often alternate with layers
of clay and sand, the whole being peii~trated, to the
• Account of the Aretic Regions, voL ii. p. 202.
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may expect a great formation of coal at some distant
period.
The abundance of floating timber on the Mackenzie
is owing, as Dr. Richardson informs me, to the direc
tion and to the length of the course of this river,
which runs from south to north, so that the sources
of the stream lie in much warmer latitudes than its
mouths. In the country, therefore, where the sources
are situated, the fio08t breaks up at an earlier season,
while yet the waters in the lower part of its course
are ice-bound. Hence the current of water, rushing
down northward, reaches a point where the thaw has
Dot begun, and, finding the channel ofthe river blocked
up with ice, it overflows the banks, sweeping through
forests of pines, and carrying away thousands of up
rooted trees.
. Drifl-wood of tke M'wissippi. - I have already ob
8e"ed that the navigation of the Mississippi is much
impeded by trunks of trees half sunk in the river.
On reaching the Gulf of Mexico many of them sub
side, and are imbedded in the new strata which form
the delta, but many of them float on and enter the
Gulf stream. "Tropical plants (says M. Constant
Prevost) are taken up by this great current, and car
ried in a northerly direction, till they reach the shores
of Iceland and Spitzbergen uninjured. A great por.
tion of them are doubtless arrested on their passage,
and probably always in the same inlets, or the same
spots on the bottom of the ocean; in met, wherever
an eddy or calm determines their distribution, which,
in this single example, extends over a space compre
hended between the equator and the eightieth degree
• VoL I. p.283.
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of latitude - an immense space, six times more COJloo
siderable than that occupied by all Europe, and thirty
times larger than France. The drifting of various
substances, though regular, is not continual; it takei
place by intermittance after great inundations ofriverl,
and in the intefvals the waters may carry ....d only
or mud, or each ofthese alternately, to the a,ame loca..
lities... •

Drift-timher on tXKI8U of Iceland, Spitzbergtta. ~. ~
The ancient forests of Iceland, observes Malte-Brun,
have been improvidently exhausted; but, althougla
the Icelander can obtain no timber from the land, he
is supplied with it II-bundantly by the ocean. An im~
mense quantity of thick trunks of pines, firs, and other
trees, are thrown upon the northern coast of the
island, especially upon North Cape and Cape Langa
ness, and are then carried by the waves along these
two promontories to other parts of the coast, so as to
afford lIufficiency of wood for fuel and for constructing
boats. Timber is also carried to the shores of La
brador and Greenland; and Crantz auures us that the
masses of floating wood thrown by the waves upon the
illland of John de Mayen often equal the whole of that
island in extent.t
In a similar manner the bays of Spitzbergen are
filled with drift-wood, which accumulates also upon
those parts of the coast of Siberia that are exposed
to the east, consisting of larch trees, pines, Siberian
cedars, firs, and Fernambucco and Campeachy wood••
These trunks appear to have been swept away by the
great rivers of Asia and America. Some of them are
•

M~m.

de la Soc. d'Hist. Nat de Paris, vol. iv. p. 84.

t Malre-Brun, Geog.,voL v. part i. p. 112.-Crants, Hist. or
Greenland, tome i. pp. 50--54.
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brought from the Gulf of Mexico, by the Bahama
stream; while athers are hurried forward by the CU~
rent which, to the north of Siberia, constantly aeta in
nom east to west. Some of these trees have beea
tleprived of their bark by &iction, but are in such a
.tale of· preservation as to form excellent buildinr
timber.- Parts of the branches and almost all the
!'GOta remain fixed to the pines which have been drifted.
into the North Sea, into latitudes too cold for the
growth of such timber, but the trunks are usually
barked.
LigAter ptJr* of plrMQ t:arried out to . . hg Aur
f'iccme8. - The leaves and lighter par's of plants are
seldom carried out to sea, in any part Qf the globe,
except during tropical hurricanes among island$,
and during the agitations of the atmosphere which
sometimes accompany earthquakes and volcanic erup

tions·t

CGlllparGtive aumber oflitJiJtg andJouilized &peCiu of
J'lantl.-It will appear from these observations that, al
though the remains ofterrestrial vegetation, borne dowll
by aqueous caUleS from the land, are chiefly deposited.
ai the bottom of lakes or at the mouths of rivers; yet
a considerable quantity is drifted about in all direction.s ,
by currents, and may become imbedded in any fllMine J
formation, or may sink down, when water-logged, t()
the bottom of unfathomable abysaes, and there acc..
mulate without intermixture of other substances.
It may be asked whether we have any data for infel
ring that the remains of a considerable proportion of
the existing species of plants will be permanently pre
• Olat'sen, voyage to Iceland, tome i.
voL v. partL p.112.
_ t De la Beche, GeoL Manual, p.477.
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served, so as to be hereafter recognizable, supposing
the strata now in progress to be at some future period
l1praised? To this inquiry it may be answered, that
there are no reasons for expecting that more than a
.mall number of the plants now flourishing in the globe
will become fossilized; since the entire habitations of a
great number of them are remote from lakes and seas,
and even where they grow near to large bodies of
'Water, the circumstances are quite accidental and par
'tial which favour the imbedding and conservation of
vegetable remains. Suppose, for example, that the
species of plants inhabiting the hydrographica1 basin of
the Rhine, or that region, extending from the Alps to
·the sea, which is watered by the Rhine and its nu
merous tributaries, to be about 2500 in number,
exclusive of the cryptogamic class. This estimate is
by no means exaggerated; yet if a geologist could ex
plore the deposits which have resulted from the sedi
ment of the Rhine in the lake of Constance, and off
the coast of Holland, he might scarcely be able to
obtain from the recent strata the leaves, wood, and
seeds ofjifty species in such a state of preservation as
to enable a botanist to determine their specific cha
racters with certainty.
Those naturalists, therefore, who infer that the
ancient flora of the globe was, at certain periods, less
-varied than now, merely because they have as yet dis
covered only a few hundred fossil species of a parti
cular epoch, while they can enumerate more than fifty
thousand living ones, are reasoning on a false basis,
and their standard of comparison is not the same in
the two cases.

•
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Imhedding of t/&e Remaa'n8 of Insect8.
I have observed the elytra and other parts of beetles
in a band offissile clay, separating two beds of recent
shell-marl, in the Loch of Kinnordy in Forfarehire.
Amongst these, Mr. Curtis recognized Elater lineatus
and Atopa cervina, species still living in Scotland.
These, as well as other remains which accompanied
them, appear to belong to terrestrial, not aquatic,
species, and must have been carried down in muddy
·water during an inundation. In the lacustrine peat of
the same locality, the elytra of beetles are not un
common; but in the deposits of drained lakes generally,
and in the silt of our estuaries, the relics of this class
of the animal kingdom are rare. In the blue clay of
very modern origin of Lewes levels, Mr. Mantell has
found the Indusia, or cases of the larvm of Phryganea,
in abundance, with minute shells belonging to the
genera Phanorbis, Limnea, &c., adhering to them .•
When speaking of the migrations of insects, I pointed
out that an immense number are floated into lakes and
seas by rivers, or blown by winds far from the land;
but they are so buoyant that we can only suppose them,
under very peculiar circumstances, to sink to the bot
tom before they are either devoured by insectivorous
animals or decomposed.
Remain, of Reptiles.
As the bodies of several crocodiles were found in the
mud brought down to the sea by the river inundation
which attended an earthquake in Java in the year
1699, we may imagine that extraordinary floods of
• Tran.. Geol. Soc., vol.lli. part i. p. 201. III!COIld serle..
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mud may stifle many individuals of the shoals of alli
gators and other reptiles which frequent lakes and the
deltas of rivers in tropical climates. Thousands of
frogs were found leaping about amoDg the wreck car.
ried into the sea by the late inundations in Moray"
.hire-; and it is evident that whenever a sea-clifF is
undermined, or land is swept by other yiolent caQ8e~
into the sea, land reptilf:)s may be carried in.

Remaim of Birds.
We might have anticipated that the imbedding of
the remains of birds in new strata would be of very
rare occurrence, for their powers Qf 6ight insure them
against perishing by numerous casualties to whicq
quadrupeds are exposed during floods; and if they
chance to be drowned, or to die when swimming OD
the water, it will scarcely ever happen that they will
be submerged so as to become preserved in sediment
ary deposits. In consequence of the hollow tubular
structure of their bones and the quantity of ~heir
feathers, they are extremely light in proportion to
their volume; so that when first killed they do n~ sin~
to the bottom like quadrupeds, but 60at on the surface
until the carcass either rots away or is devoured by
predaceous animals. To these causes we may ascri~
the absence of any vestige of the bones of birds i~ iliA'
recent marl formations of Scotland; although these
lakes, until the moment when they were artificially
drained, were frequented by a great ~unda,n~e of
water-fowl.
Sir T. D. Lauder records that some aquatic b,itds
were dashed to piece. by the ~~petuO\~ w,alers of tlle
• Sir T. D. Lauder'. ~C:C:OUDt. second edi_, p. S~!I.
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Deveron, in Aberdeenshire, as they l'U8hed through a
narrow pass among the rocks during the floods o~
]829.- In this manner torrents charged with mud
may occasionally deposit the remains of birds in .laeus.
trine strata.

Imhedding of Terrestrial Quadrupeds.
Riv., inundations recur in nwst climates at very
megular iatu\lals, and expend their fury on those
rich alloial plaiDS. where herds of herbivorous quad.
rupe~s congregate togflther. These animals are often
s:urprised; and being unable to stem the curr.ent, are
hurried along until they are drowned, w·hen they sink
at tiNt immediately: to the bottom. Here their bodies
are drifted along, together with sediment, into lakes
or seu, anei may then be covered by a mass of mud,
sand, and pebbles, thrown down upon them. lf lhere
be no sediment superimposed, the gases generated by
putrefaction usually: cause the bodies to rise again to
.the surface about the ninth, Olf at latest the fourteeath
.y. The prellure ofa thin covering Gf mud would
not be sufficient to retain them at the bottom; for we,
Bee the putrid carcasses of dogs and cats, even in
rivers, floating with considerable weights attached to
them, and in sea·water they would be still more
buoyant.
Where the boc!,y is 80 buried in drift-sand, or mud
accumulated upon it, as never to rise again, the sk~
leton may be preserved entire; b\1t if it comes again
.to tbe surface while in the process of putrefactiGa,
the bones colQlonly full piecemeal from the floating .
carcass, and may iD that case be scattered at I_dom
• A._lit of the Great Floods, &e., secoad ed. p. sso.
:M6
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over the bottom of a lake, estuary, or sea; 80 that a
jaw may afterwards be found in one place, a rib in
another, a humerus in a third-all included, perhaps,
in a matrix of fine materials, where there may be
evidence of very slight transporting power in the cur
rent, or even of none, but simply of some chemical
precipitate.
A large number of the bodies ofdrowned animals, if
they float into the 'sea or a lake, especially in hot
climates, are instantly devoured by sharks, alligators,
and other carnivorous beasts, ~bich may have power
to digest even the bones; but during extraordinary
floods, when the greatest number of land animals are
destroyed, the waters are commonly so turbid, espe
cially at the bottom of the channel, that even aquatic
species arc compelled to escape into some retreat
where there is clearer water, lest they should be stifled.
For this reason, as well as the rapidity of sedimentary
deposition at such seasons, the probability of carcasses
becoming permanently imbedded is considerable.
Flood in the Solway Firth, 1794. - One of the
most memorable floods of modern date, in our island,
is that which visited part of the southern borders of
Scotland, on the 24th of January, 1794, and which
spread particular devastation over the country adjoin
ing the Solway Firth.
We learn from the account of Captain Napier,. that
,the heavy rains had swollen every stream which en
tered the Firth of Solway; so that the inundation not
only carried away a great number of cattle and sheep,
but many of the herdsmen and shepherds, washing
.down their bodies into the estuary, After the storm,
when the flood subsided, an extraordinary spectacle
was seen on a large sand.bank, called "the beds of
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Esk," where there is a meeting of the tidal waters, and
where heavy bodies are usually left stranded after
great ftoods. On this single bank were found collected
together the bodies of 9 black cattle, S horses, 1840
sheep, 45 dogs, 180 bares, besides a great number of
smaller animals, and, mingled with the rest, the corpses
of two men and one woman.
Floods in Scot/Qnd, 1829.- In those more recent
ftoods in Scotland, in August, ] 829, whereby a fertile
~istrict, on the east coast, became a scene of dreadful
desolation, a vast number of animals and plants were
washed from the land, and found scattered about after
the storm, around the mouths of the principal rivers.
An eye-witness thus describes the scene which pre
sented itself at tbe mouth of the Spey, in Morayshire:
_cc For several miles along the beach crowds were
employed in endeavouring t9 save the wood and other
wreck with which the heavy-rol1ing tide was loaded;
whilst the margin of the sea was strewed with tbe car
casses of domestic animals, and with miJIions of dead
hares and rabbits. Thousands of living frogs, also,
swept from the fields, no one can say how far off, were
observed leaping among the wreck." t
Sa~ of South .A.merica.- We are informed
by Humboldt, that during the periodical swelJings of
the large rivers in South America great numbers of
quadrupeds are annually drowned. Of the wild horses,
for example, which graze in immense troops in the
savannahs, thousands are said to perish when the river
Apure is swollen, before they have time to reach the
rising ground of the Llanos. The mares, during the
• Treatise on Practical Store Farming, p. 25.
t Sir T. D. Lauder's Floods in Morayshire, 1829, p. 812.,
IICCOnd cd.; and see above, Vol. I. p. 262.
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te880ll of high water, may be see~ foUowed by them
col... swimming about anel feeding oD the grass, of
wlUeh the tap alooe waves aboVe the waten. In tlri__
state they are pursued by Qocodiles; aDd their thighs
&equently. bear the prints of th~ teeth of these earni..
yoroUl reptiles. " Such is the pliability," 9bsO"eB the
celebrated traveller, " ofthe o~zation of the animals
whieh man ha& subjected to his sway, that horses,
oows, and other species of European origin, lead, fo1!
.. time, an amphibious life, surrounded by crocodiles,
water-serpents, and manatees. When the rivers return
again into their beds, they roam in the savannah, whicli
is then spread over with a flne odoriferous grass, and
enjoy, as in their native climate, the-renewed vege
tation of spring."·
Floodaoftke Gangu.- We find it continually stated;
by those who describe the Ganges and Burrampooter,
that these rivers carry before them, during the flood
season, not only floats of reeds and timber, but dead
bodies of men, deer, and oxen.f
In JafJa, 1699.-1 have already referred to the
etrects of a flood which attended an earthquake in Java
in 1699, when the turbid waters of the Batavian river
destroyed all the fish except the carp; and· when
drowned buffaloes, tigers, rhinoceroses, deer, apes, and
other wild beasts, were ~rougbt down to the sea-coas~
by the current, with several crocodiles which had been
stifled in the mud. t
On the western side of the same island, in tbe ter
ritory of Goulongong, in the Regencies, a more recent
• Humboldt's Per.. Nar., 'Vol. i'V. PP. 894-896.
t Matte-Brun, Geog., 'Vol. i¥. p. l!~
t See Vol. p.804.
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volcanic eruption (1821) was attended by a flood,
during which die river TjetaDdoy bore down hundreds
of carcasses of rhinoceroses and buffaloes, and· IWept
away more than onehuudred men and WOmeD from a
multitude 81se~bled OD its bank. to celebrate a festival.
Whether the bodies reached the sea, or were dep.oait~
with drift matter, in some of the large iDtenening allu"
vial plains, we are not informed••
In Yityinia, 1771.-1 might e~UDlerate a great
number of local delages that have swept through the
fertile lands bordering on large rivers, especially in
tropical countries, but I should surpass the limits 81.
signed to this work. 1 may observe, however, that die
destructioD of the islands, in rivers, is often attended
widi great loss of lives. Thus when the principal
river in Virginia rose, in 1771, to the height of twenty.
five feet above iu ordin8J'Y level, it swept entirely away
Elk Island, on whibh were seven hundred head of
quadrupeds,-horses, oxen, sheep, and hogs,-and
nearly one hundred houses.t
The reader will gather, from what was before said
respecting tbe deposition of sediment by aqueous
causes, that the greater number of the remains of qua.
drupeds drifted away by rivers must be intercepted by
lakes. before they reach the se&, or buried in fresh.
water formatiODs near the mouths of rivers. If they
are carried sull farther, the ~obabilities are inereased
of their rising to the surface in a state of putrefactiou,
&Dd, in that case, of being there devoured by aquatic
beasts of prey, or of subsidiog into some spots whither
• This account I had tnm :Mr. BaUmhaU8. DirecCor~Genetal
., FinaDee8 in Java.
t &eots :Hag., .ol. :aMi.
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1'0 sediment is .conveyed, and, consequently, where
every vestige of them will, in the course of time, di..
appear.

Slteletmu of animals in recent aAell-mar1, Scotland.

In some instances, the skeletons of quadrupeds are
met with abun.dantly in recent shell-marls in Scotland,
where we cannot suppose them to have been imbedded
by the action of rivers or floods. They all belong to
species which now inhabit, or are known to have been
indigenous in, Scotland. The remains of several hun
dred skeletons have been procured within the last
century, from five or six small lakes in Fort8rshire,
where shell-marl has been worked. Those of the stag
( Oerws elapkus) are most numerous; and if the others
be arranged in the order of their relative abundance,
they will follow nearly thus :- the ox, the boar, the
horse, the sheep, the dog. the hare, the fox, the wolf,
and the cat. Tbe beaver seems extremely: rare; but
it has been found in the shell-marl of Loch Marlie, in
Pertbshire, and in the parish of Edrom, in Berwick
shire.
In the greater part of these lake deposits there are
no signs of floods; and the expanse of water was ori
ginally so confined, that the smallest of the above
mentioned quadrupeds could have crossed, by swim
ming. from one shore to the other. Deer, and such
species as take readily io the water, may often have
)Jeen mired in trying to land, where the bottom was
soft and quaggy, and in their efforts to escape may
have plunged deeper into the marly bottom. Some
individuals, I suspect, of different species, have fallen
in when crossing the frozen surface in winter; for no
tbing can be more treacherous than the ice when
covered with snow, in consequence of tbe springs,
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which are numerous, and which, retaining always an
equal temperature, cause the ice, in certain spots, to
be extremely thin, while in every other part of the
lake it is strong enough to bear the heaviest weights.
Mammiferoru remai1l8 in marins atrata.-As the
bones of mammalia are often so abundantly preserved
in peat, and such lakes as have just been deacribed,
the encroachments of a sea upon a coast may some
times throw down the imbedded skeletons, so that they
may be carried away by tides and currents, and en
tombed in subaqueous formations. Some ofthe smaller
quadrupeds, also, which burrow in the ground, as well
as reptiles and every species of plant, are liable to be
cast down into the waves by this cause, which must
not be overlooked, although I believe it to be of com.
paratively small importance amongst the numerous
agents whereby terrestrial organic remains are included
in submarine strata.
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OF IIAN AND BIB WOBJ[S IN

IU_AQUEOUI STRATA.

Driftiag of bu_ bodies to the te~ by river inundations - De
BtnIction of "ridges and ho\IHS - Los& oflives by slujnvret¥.
How human corpses lIIay be preserved in recent deposits-.
N ulllber of wrecked vessels _ Fossil skeletons of lIIen (p. 265.)
- fossil canoes, ships, and works (If an - Chemical changes
which metallic articles have undergone after long submergence
- Imbedding of cities and forests in subaqueous strata by
lubsidence (p. 27i.) - Earthquake of Cutcb in 1819 - Sub
m..nDe forests - Example OD coast of Hampshire - OriJiD of
a submarine forest - Berkley's argumencs for the ~Dt ~
of the creation of IDBD (p. 278.) - Concluding remarks.

I SHALL now proceed to inquire in what manner the
mortal remains of man and the works of his hands may
be permanently preserved in subaqueous strata. Of
the many hundred million human beings which perish
in the course of every century on 'the land, every
vestige is usually destroyed in the course of a few
thousand years; but of the smaller number that perish
in the waters, a considerable proportion must frequently
be entombed under such circumstances, that parts of
them may endure throughout entire geological epochs.
The bodies of men, together with those of t.he in
ferior animals, are ocC8siollally washed down during
river inundations into'. seas and lakes." Belzoni wit
• See pp. 259. 255.
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~essed a iloo4 on &be Nile in September, 1818, where,
although the river rOle only three feet and a half above
its ordiaaJy level, several villages, with some hundre__
()f men. women, and children, were swept away.- It
was befOre mentioned that a rise of six feet of water
in the Ganges, in 1768, W88 attended with a much
Feater 1088 of lives. t
In the year 177], when the inundations in the north
of England appear to have equalled the recent floodl
in· Morayshire, a great number of houlel and their io
habitants were Iwept away by the riven Tyne, Can,
We4r, Tees, and Greta; and no lesl than twenty-ene,
bridges were destroyed in the courses of these riven.
At the village of Bywell the flood tore the dead bodies
and coffins out of the churohyard, and bore them
away. together with many of the living inhabitants.
During the same tempelt an immense number of cattle.
horsel. and sheep, were also transported to the sea,
while the whole coaat waa covered with the wreck of
ships. Four centuries before (in 1888). the same dis
trict had been visited by a limilar continuance of heavy
rains followed by dilBstroua floods, and it ia not im
probable that these cataatrophes may recur periodically.
As the population increases, and buildings and bridges
are multiplied, we muat expect the lOBS of lives and
property to augment. :j:
FouilimIit:na of AIUIItm 60diu .. t/as W of t/as II«J. 
If to the hundreds of human bodies committed to the
deep in the way of ordinary burial we add thOle of
individuall 10lt by Ihipwreck. we shall find that, in
the course of a single year, a great number of human

• Narrative of Discovery in Egypt, &c., London, 1820.
t Vol. I. P. 959.
t Seota :Has., vol. lI:lIkiii., 1771.
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remains are consigned to the subaqueous regions. I
shall hereafter advert to a calculation by which it ap
pears that more than five hundred British vessels alone,
averaging each a burthen of about one hundred and
twenty tons, are wrecked, and sink to the bottom,
tJMfUJ1JU. Of these the crews for the most part escape~
although it sometimes bappens that all perish. In one
great naval action several thousand individuals some
times share a watery grave.
Many of these corpses are instantly devoured by
predaceous fish, sometimes before they reach the bot
tom; still more frequently when they rise again to
the surface, and float in a state of putrefaction. Many
decompose on the floor of the ocean, where no sediment
is thrown down upon them; but if they fall upon a
reef where corals and shells are becoming agglutinated
into a solid rock, or subside where the delta of a river
is advancing, they may be preserved for an incalculable
series of ages.
Often at the distance of a few hundred feet from a
coral reef, where wrecks are not unfrequent, there are
DO soundings at the depth of many hundred fathoms.
Canoes, merchant vessels, and ships of war, may have
sunk and have been enveloped, in such situations, in
calcareous sand and breccia, detached by the breakers
from the summit of a submarine mountain. Should a
volcanic eruption happen to cover such remains with
. ashes and sand, and a cUrrent of lava be afterwards
poured over them, the ships and human skeletons might
remain uninjured beneath the superincumbent mass,
like the houses and works of art in the subterranean
cities ofCampania. Already many human remains have
been thus preserved beneath formations more than a
thousand feet in thickness; for, in some volcanic 8l'chi
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pelagos, a period of thirty or forty centuries might
well be supposed sufficient for such an accumulation.
It was stated that, at the distance of about forty
miles from the base of the delta of the Ganges, there
is a circular space about fifteen miles in diameter where
soundings of a thousand feet sometimes fail to reach
the bottom.· As during the flood season the quantity
of mud and sand poured by the great rivers into the
Bay of Bengal is so great that the sea only recovers
its transparency at the distance of sixty miles from
the coast, this depression must be gradually shoaling,
especially as during the monsoons the sea, loaded with
mud and sand, is beaten back in that direction towards
the delta. Now, if a ship or human body sink down to
the bottom in such a spot, it is by no means improbable
that it may become buried under a depth of three or
four thousand feet of sediment in the same number of
years.
Even on that part of the floor of the ocean to which
DO accession of drift matter is carried (a part which
probably constitutes, at any given period, by far the
larger proportion of the whole submarine area), there
are circumstances accompanying a wreck which favour
the conservation of skeletons. For when the vessel fills
suddenly with water, especially in the night, many
persons are drowned between decks and in their cabins,
80 that their bodies are prevented from rising again to
the surface. The vessel often strikes upon an uneven
bottom, and is overturned; in which case the ballast,
consisting of sand, shingle, and rock, or the cargo,
~uently composed of heavy and durable materials,
may be thrown down upon the carcaues. In the case
• VoL L p. SSS.
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of ships of war, caDnon, shot, and other warlike stores,
may pre81 down with their weight the timbers of the
YesRI as they decay, and beneath these and the me
tallic substances the bones of man may be preserved.
Number tf ",reeked fJUtle18; - When we reflect on
the number of curious monuments consigned to the
bed of the ocean in the course of every naval war
from the earliest times, our conceptions are greatly
raised respecting the multiplicity of lasting memorials
which man is leaving of his labours. During our last
great struggle with France, thirty-two of our ships
er the line went to the bottom in the space of twenty
two years, be.ides seven 5O-gun ships, eighty-six
frigates, and a multitude of smaller vessels. The
unes of the other European powers, France, Hol
land, Spain, and Denmark, were almost annihilated
during the same period, so that the aggregate of
their losses must have many times exceeded that of
Great Britain. In every one of these shi}»s were bat
teries of cannon. eonatructed of iron or brass, whereof
. .. gre4t number had the dates Dd places or their
manufacture inscribed upon them in letters cast in
metal. In each there were coins of eopper, silver,
and often many of gold, capable of serving as valuable
historical monuments; in each were an infinite variety
of instruments of the arts of war and peace; many
formed of materials, such as glass and earthenware;
capable of lasting for indefinite ages when once re
moved from the mechanical action of the waves, and
baried under a mass of ma.ter wltich may exclude the
cOrroding action of aea-water.
•
But let it no' be imagined that the fury of wlU" iI
more conducive than the peaceful spirit of commercial
enterprise to the accumulation of wrecked vessels in
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the bed of the sea. F11)m ao eltamination Lloyd'8
lists, tTom the year 179S to the commencement of
1829, Capt. W. H. Smyth ascertained that the Dumber
of Britiakcesuls alone lost during that period 8ID01Dlted
on an average to 00 less than ooe and a half da.ilYI
an extent of loss which would hardly have been antici.
pated, although we leam from Moreau's tables that tile
number of merchant vessels employed at one time, in
the oaYigation of England and Scotland, amounts to
about twenty thousand, having one with Ilhothe. a
mean burihen of 120 tons.- My friend, Mr. J. L.l\'e
vost, also informs me that on inspecting Lloyd's lists
for the years 1829, 1836, and 1831, he finds thatnoless
t~n 1953 vessels were lost in tbose three years, their
average tonnage being above 150 tons, or in all nearly
300,000 tons, being at the enormous rate of 100,000
tons annually of the merchant vessels of one nation
only. This increased loss arises, I presume, from in
creasing activity in commerce.
Out of 551 ships of the royal Bavy Ib8t to the
country during the period above mentioned, only 160
were taken or destroyed by the enemy, the rest ltav
ing either stranded or foundered, or having been ~urnt
by accident; a striking proof that the dangers of our
naval warfare, however great, may be far exceeded by
the storm, the shoal, the lee-sb_e, and all the other
perils of the deep."\,
Dt.41'fJlM Mture ~ many rf tkeir tJO'IItlmIs. - Million,
of silver dollars and other coins h~e been 8OmetilJ)e'
submerged in a single .hip, and on these! when they
• CII!S8I' Moreau's Tables oCthe Navigation or Great Britain.
t I give these results on the authority ot Cl\ptafu W. H. Smyth,
ll.N.
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happen to be enveloped in a matrix capable of pr~
tecting them from chemical changes, much information
of historical interest will remain inscribed, and endure
for periods as indefinite as have the delicate markings
of zoophytes or lapidified plants in some of the ancient
secondary rocks. In almost every large ship, more
over, there are some precious stones set in seals, and
other articles of use and ornament composed of the
hardest substances in nature, on which letters and
various images are carved - engravings which they
may retain when included in subaqueous strata, as
long as a crystal preserves its natural form.
It was, therefore, a splendid boast, that the deeds
of the English chivalry at Agincourt made Henry's
chronicle
as rich with praise
As is the ooze and bottom oC the deep
With sunken wreck and surnless treasuries;

for it is probable that a greater number of monuments
of the skill and industry of man will, in the course of
ages, be collected together in the bed of the ocean,
than will be seen at anyone time on the surface of the
continents.
If our species be of as recent a date as is generally
supposed, it will be vain to seek for the remains of man
and the works of his hands imbedded in submarine
strata, except in those regions where violent earth
quakes are frequent, and the alteration. of relative
level so great, that the bed of the sea may have been
converted into land within the historical era. We
need not despair, however, of the discovery of such
monuments when those regions which have been peo
pled by man from the earliest ages, and which are at
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the same tilDe the principal theatres of volCanic action,
shall be examined by the joint skill of the antiquary
and geologist.
Power of Auman remains to resist decay. - There
can be no doubt that human remains are as capable of
resisting decay as are the harder parts of the inferior
animals; and I have already cited the remark of
euvier, that" in ancient fields of battle the bones of
Jl)en have suffered as little decomposition as those of
horses which were buried in the same grave." '" In
the delta of the Ganges bones of men have been
found in digging a well at the depth of ninety feett ;
but as that river frequently shifts its course and fills
up its ancient channels, we are not called upon to sup
pose that these bodies are of extremely high antiquity,
or that they were buried when that part of the sur
rounding delta where they occur was first gained from
the sea.
Fossil aAeletom of men. - Several skeletons of men,
more or less mutilated, have been found in the West
Indies, on the north-west coast of the main land of
Guadaloupe, in a· kind of rock whic1i is known to be
forming daily, and which consists of minute fragments
of shells and corals, incrusted with a calcareous cement
resembling travertin, by which also the different grains
are bound together. The lens show that some of the
fragments of coral cOmposing this stone still retain
the same red colour which is" seen in the reefs of living
coral which surround the island. The shells belong
to species of the neighbouring sea intermixed with
some terrestrial· kinds which now live 00 the i6land,
and among them is the Bulimus Guadaloupensis of
• Vol. I. p. 241.
VOL. Ill.
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FeruslaCe The human akeletoos still retain 80IIIe of
their animal matter, and all their phosphate of lime.
One of them, of which the head is wanting, may noW'
be teen in the British Museum, and another in the
Royal Cabinet at Pari.. According to Mr. Konig,
the rock in which the fonner is inclosed is harder
under the mason'. law and chisel thaD statuary mar
ble. It is described as mrming a kind of glacis, pro
bably an indurated beach, which Ilants from the steep
cliffs of the island to the sea, and is nearly all 8Ub
merged at high tide.
Similar fonnatioDl are in progress in· the whole of
the West-Indian archipelago, and they have greatly
extended the plain of Cayes in St. Domingo, where
fragments of vases and other human works have beeD
found at a depth of twenty feet. In digging wella
al~ near Catania, in Sicily, tools have been discovered
in a rock somewhat similar.
Buried .Aip&, CMIOe8, and tOOr'kB of Grf. - Whell a
vessel is stranded in shallow water, it usually becomes
the nucleus of a sand-bank, as has been exemplified
in several of our harbours, and this. circumstance
tends greatly to its preservation. About fifty years
ago, a vessel from Purbeck, laden with three hundred
tons of stone, struck on a shoal off the entrance of
Poole harbour and foundered; the crew were saved,
but the vessel and cargo remain to this day at the
bottom. Since that period the shoal at the entrance
of the harbour has so extended itself in a westerly
direction towards Peveril Point in Purbeck, that the
navigable chaDnel is thrown a mile nearer that Point."
The cause is obvious; the tidal CllITeDt depoRts the
• Tbi. &cco1lll& I reeei.ed f'Iom the Honolltlble Cbu. Hani..
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sediment with which it is charged around any object
which checks its velocity. Matter allO drifted along
the bottom is arrested by any obstacle; and accumu
lates round it, just as the African sand-winds, before
described, raise a small hillock over the carcass of.
every dead. camel exposed on the surface of the
desert.
I before alluded to an ancient Dutch velSel, dis
covered in the deserted channel of the river Rother,
in Sussex, of which the oak wood was much black
ened,. but its texture unchanged.- The interior was
filled with fluviatile silt,' as was also the case in regard
to a vessel discover.ed in a former bed of the Mersey.
and another disinterred where the St. Katherine Docks
are excavated in the alluvial plain of the Thames.
In like manner many ships have been found presened
entire in modem strata, formed by the silting up of
estuaries along the southern shores of the Baltic, es
pecially in Pomerania. Between Bromberg and Nakel,
for example, a vessel and two anchors in a very perfect
state were dug up far from the sea.t
. At the mouth of a river in Nova Scotia, a schooner
of thirty-two tons, laden with live stock, was lying with
her side to the tide, when the bore, or tidal wave,
which rises there about ten feet in perpendicular
height, rushed into the estuary and overturned the
vessel, so that it instantly disappeared.' After the
tide had ebbed, the schooner was 10 totally buried in
the sand, that the taW or upper rail over the Item
was alone visible.:t We are informed by Leigb, that
on draining Martin Hear, a lake eighteen mileS in
- Vol. 11. p.ti.
~

t VOJl Hoft; yoL i; p.968.

Silliln4lll'. GeqL Lectures. po 78., wbo cita PaD.
N2
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.sure. But the change of the timber into lignite or
coal would not prevent the original form of a ship trom
being distinguished; for, as we find in strata of the car·
.ooniferousera, the bark of the hollow reed-like trees
converted into Coal, and the central cavity filled with
sandstone, so might we trace the outline of a ship in
coal; while in the indurated mud, sandstone, or lime
stone, filling: the interior, we might: discover instru
ments of hm'an art, ballast consisting 'of rocks foreign
to the rest of the stratum, and other contents of the
ship.
SvJnnergetl fIIIIdallic ~. ~ Many of the me
tallic substances which fall into the waters probably
lose, in the course of ages, the forms artificially im
parted to them; but under certaip. circumstances
these may be preserved for indefinite periods. The
cannon inclosed in a calcareous rock, drawn up trom
the delta of the Rhone, which is now in the. museum
at Montpe1lier, might probably have. endured as long
as the calcareous matrix; but even if. the metallic
.matter had been removed, and had entered into new
combinations, still a mould of its original shape would
have been left, corresponding to those impressions of
shells which we see in rocks, from which all the car
bonate of lime has been subtracted. About.the year
'1776, says Mr. King, some fishermen, sweeping for
anchors in the Gull stream (a part of the .sea near the
Downs), drew up a very curious old swivel gun, near
eight feet in length.' The barrel, which was about
five feet long, was of brass; but the handle by which
it was traversed was about three feet in length, and
the swivel and pivot on which it turned were of iron.
Around these latter were formed incrustations of sand
converted into a kind of stone, of an exceedingly strong
N S
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texture and firmness; whereas round the barrel of
the gun, except where it W88 near adjoining to the
iron, there W88 no such incrustation, the greater part
of it being clean, and in good condition, just 88 if it
had still continued in use. In the incrusting stone,
adhering to it on the outside, were a number of shells
and corallinel, "just 88 they are often found in a fossD
state." These were all so strongly attached, that it
required 88 much force to separate them from the
matrix "as to break a fragment oft' any hard rock." •.
In the year 1745, continues the BIlIDe writer, the
Fox Dian-of-war was stranded on the coast of East
Lothian, and went to pieces. About thirty-three
years afterwards a violent storm laid bare a part of
tile wreck, and threw up near the place several masset,
" cOnsisting of iron, ropes, and ball.... covered over
with ochreous sand, concreted and hardened into a
kind of stone. The substance of the rope was very
little altered. The consolidated sand retained perfect
impressions of parts of an iron ring, "just 88 impres
sions of extraneous fossil bodies are found in variou8
kinds of strata." t
After a storm, in the year 1824, which occasionecl
a considerable shifting of the sands near St. Andrew'a,
in Scotland, a gun-barrel of ancient construction was
found, which is conjectured to have belonged to one of
the wrecked vessels of the Spanish Armada. It is now
in the museum of the Antiquarian Society of Scotland,
and is incrusted over by a thin coating of sand, the
grains of which are cemented by brown ferruginous
matter. Attached to this coating are fioagments of
varioUl shells, 88 of the common cardium, mya, &rc.
• Phil. Trana., 1779.

t Ibid., yol.

Ilia., 1779•
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Many other examples are recorded of iroa instru
ments taken up from the bed of the sea near the Britieh
coasts, incased by a thick coating of conglomerate,
consisting of pebbles and sand, cemented by oxide
of iron.
Dr. Davy deacribes, a bronze helmet, of the antique
Grecian form, taken up iD 1825, from a ahallow part of
the lea, between the citadel of Corfu and the village
of CutradeI. Both the interior and exterior of the
belmet were partially incrul&ed with shells, and a de
posit of carbonate of lime. The surface generally,
both uncler the merulttation, and where treed trom it,
wu of a variegated colour, mottled with lpotl of
green, dirty white, and red. OIl minute inspectioll
1rith a lena, the green and red patches prayed to coo
lliat of crystals of the red oxide and carboDate of
copper, and the dirty white chiefly of oxide of tin.
The mineralizing process, sa1' Dr. Duy, which hu
produced these ne... combinations, hili, .iD general,
peuetrawd very little into the 8ubitaDce of the helmet.
The incruBtation and rust removed, the metal is found
bright benu.th ; in IOme places considerably corroded,
in other. very slightly. It proves, on analysis, to be
copper, alloyed with HJoS per eent. of tio. Its colour
is that of our common brus, and it possesses a conu..
derable degree of flexibility.
. "It is a curious question," he adds, cc how the crys
tals were formed in the helmet, and ort the adhering
calcareous deposit. There being no re&lOD to .uppoae
deposition from IOlution, are we not under the nece..
li'1 of inferring, that the mineralizing process depends
on a small motion and separation of the particles of
the original compound? This motion may have been
14'4
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due to the operation of electro-chemical powers which
may have separated the different metals of the alloy... •

Ejfects
.

of eke Subsidence of Land,
and Forests in

Oitie~

in imhedding

subatjiulow Sttata.·

.

We have hitherto considered the. transportation of
plants and animals from the land by aqueoru agents.
and their inhumation in lacustrine or submarine de
po.its. and we may now inquire wha~ tendency the
subsidence of tracts of land by eartkquoAes may have
to produce analogous effects. Several examples of
the sinking down of buildings. and portions of towns
n~ar the shore, to various depths beneath the level of
the sea during sublelTlU).ean movemeQts, were before
enumerated in treating' of: the changes brought about
~ iaoqpmit: ~ The events alluded to were
comprised within a brief portion of the historical
period, and confined to a small number of the regions
of active volcanos. Yet these authentic facts, relating
merely to the last century and· a half, gave indications
of considerable changes in the .physical geography of
the globe. If. during the earthquake of Jamaica,. in
1692, some of the houses in Port Royal subsided,
together with the ground they stood upon, to the
depth of twenty-four, thirty-six, and forty.eight feet
under water, we are not to suppose that this was the
only spot throughout the' whole range of the coasts of
that island, or the bed of the surrounding sea. which
suffered similar depressions. If the quay at Lisbon
sunk at once to the depth of several hundred feet in
1755, we must not imagine that this was the only
.. Phil. Trans. 1826, part ii. P. 55.
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point on the shores of the peninsula where similar
phenomena might have been witnessed.
If, during the short period since ,South America has
been colonized by Europeans, we have proof of alter.
atiol)s of level at the three principal ports on the
western shores, Callao, Valparaiso, and Conception .,
we cannot for a moment suspect that these cities, so
distant from each other, have been selected as the
peculiar points where the desolating power of the
ear:thquake has expended its chief fury. " It would
be a knowing arrow that could choose, out the brave
men from the cowards," retorted the young Spartan,
when asked if his comrades who had fallen on the
field of battle were braver than he and his fellow·
prisoners; we might, in the same manner, remark
that a geologist must attribute no small discrimination
and maligrlity to the subterranean force, if he should
suppose it to spare habitually a line of coast many
thousand miles in length, with the exception of those
few spots where populous towns have been erected.
On considering how small is the area occupied by the
seaports of this disturbed region,-points where alone
each slight change of the relative level of the sea and
land can be recognized, and reflecting on the proofs
in our possession, of the local revolutions that have
happened on the site of each port, within ,the last cen·
tury and a half-our conceptions must be greatly
exalted respecting the magnitude of the alterations
which the country between the Andes and the sea
may have undergone, even in the course of the last
aix thousand years.
Cute" earthquake.-The manner in which a large
• See Vol. 11. pp. 291. 900. 902.
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extent of surface may be submerged, so that the ter
restrial plants and animals may be imbedded in sub
aqueous strata, cannot be better illultrated than by
the earthquake of Cutch, in 1819, before alluded
It is stated, that, for some years after that earthquake,
the withered tamarisks and other shrubs protruded
their tops above the waves, in parts of the lagoon
formed by subsidence, on the site of the village" of
Sindree and its environs; but, after the flood of IM6,
they were seen no longer. Every geologilt will at
once perceive, that forests sunk by such subterranean
movements may become imbedded in subaqueous
deposits, both fiuviatile and marine, and the trees
may still remain erect, or sometimes the roots and
part of the trunks may continue in their original
position, while the current may have broken ofF, or
levelled with the ground, their upper stems and
branches.
Submarine foresu.-But, although a certain class
of geological phenomena may be referred to the repe
tition ofsuch catastrophes, we must hesitate before we
call in to our aid the action of earthquakes, to explain
what have been termed submarine forests, obaened at
various points around the shores of Great Britain. I
have already hinted, that the explanation of some of
these may be sought in the encroachments of the sea,
in estuaries, and the varying level of the tides, at
distant periods, on the same parts of our coast.t
After examining, in 1829, the submarine forest as it
- ~\.\ is called of Happisborougb, in Norfolk, I found that
it was nothing more than a tertiary lignite; which
becomes exposed in the bed of the sea as 800D as

to.

i

• Vol. 11. p. 257.

t Vol. 11. p.27.
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the waves sweep· away the superincumbent .tram of
blueish clay. So great has been the advance of the
. . upon our eastern shores, within the. last eisht
c:eDturies, that whenever we and amaas ofaubmerged
timber n.., the sea.aide, or at the foot of the existing
clilFs, which we cannot suppose to be a mere accum..
lation of drift: v~etable matter, we should endeavour
to find a solution of the problem, by reference to lIIIy
cause rather than an earthquake. For we can scarcely
doubt that the present outline of our coaat, the shape
of ita estuaries, and the formation of ita elifti, are Of) ,/
very modem date, probably within the hiatorical era; ,
whereas we have no reason whatever to imagine that
this part of Europe has been agitated by sOOtemmean
convulaioas, capable of altering the relative level of
land and sea, at so recent a period.
In &otlantl.-It has been obaerved, by Dr. Flenting,
that the roots of the tree., in several submarine foresta
in Scotland, are in lacustrine silt. The stump. of t.h~
trees evidently occupy the position in which they for~
merly grew, and are 80metimea from eight to ten feet
below high-water mark. The horizontality of the
strata, and other circumstances, preclude the .uppo
sition of a slide; and the countries in question have
been, from time immemorial, free from violent earth
quake., which might have produeed subsmences. He
has, therelore. attributed the depression, with much
probability, to the drainage of peaty soil, on the re.
moval of a seaward. barrier. Suppose. a lake, separ
ated from the sea by a chain of sand hills, to become
a marsh, and a stratwn f>f vegetable matter to be
formed on the surface, of sufficient density to support
trees. Let the outlet Or the marlD be elevated a few
feet ooly above the rise of the li,.de. An the strata
N 6
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below the level of the outlet would be kept conltantIt
wet, . or in a semifluid ltate; but if the tides rile in
the estuary, and the sea encroaches, portions of the
gainedJimdl are Iwept away, and the extremities of
the alluvial and peaty strata, whereon the forest grew,
are exposed to the sea, and at every ebb tide left dry
to a depth equal to the increased fall of the tide.
Much water, formerly prevented from escaping, now
oozes out from the moist beds,-the strata collapse,
and the surface of the morass, instead of remaining at
its original height, sinks below the level of the
Sulnnaritae fM'tJ8t on coa8t of Hantl, 1ww f0771lMl. Mr. Charles Harris discovered lately evident traces
of a fir-wood, beneath the mean level of the sea, 'at
Boummouth, in Hampshire, the formation having been
laid open during a low spring tide. It is composed of
peat and wood, and is situated between the beach and
a bar of sand about 200 yards off, and extends fifty
yards along the shore. It also lies in the direct line of
the Bournmouth Valley, from the termination of which
it is separated by 200 yards of shingle and drift-sand.
Down the valley flows a large brook, traversing near
its mouth. a considerable tract of rough, boggy, and
heatIly ground, which produces a few birch trees, and
a great abundance of the Myrica gale. Seventy-six
rings of annual growth were counted in a transverse
section of one of the buried fir trees, which was four
teen inches in diameter. Besides the stumps and
roots of fir, pieces of alder and birch are found in the
peat; and it is a curious fact, that a part of many of
the trees has been converted into iron pyrites. The

sea.-

• See Memoirs by the Rev. Dr. Fleming, Trans. R. S. Edin••
vol. ix. p. 419. ; and Quarterly Journ. of Sci., No. 19.. new series.
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peat rests OD pebbly strata, precisely similar to the
:sand and pebbles occurring on the adjoining heaths.
AB the sea is encroaching on this sbore, we may
.suppose that at some former period the Boume Valley
extended farther, and that its extremity consisted, as
at present, of boggy ground, partly clothed with fir
trees. The bog rested on that bed of pebbles which
we now see below the peat; and the sea, in its pro
gressive encroachments, eventually laid bare, at low
water, the sandy foundations; upon which a stream of
fresh water rushing through the sand at the fall of the
tides, carried out loose sand with it. The superstra
tum. of vegetable matter being matted and bound
together by the roots of trees, remained; but being
undermined, sank down below the level of the sea, and
~en ~e waves washed sand and shingle over it. ' In
support of this hypothesis, it may be observed, that
amall streams offresh water often pass under the sands
of the sea-beach, so that they may be crossed dry
shod; and the water is seen, at the point where it
issues, to carry out sand, and even .pebbles.
Buildings kow ~ under water. - Some of the
buildings which have at different times subsided be
Death the level of the sea have been immediately
covered up to. a certain extent with strata of volcanic
matter showered dOWD upon them. Such was the
case at Tomboro in Sumbawa, in the present century,
and at the site of the Temple of Serapis, in the envi
rons of Puzzuoli, probably in the twelfth century.
The entrance of a river charged with sediment in the
vicinity may still more frequently occasion the rapid
envelopment of buildings in regularly stratified form
ations. But if no foreign matter be introduced, the
buildings, when once removed to a depth where the
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action of the wayes is insenlible, and where no great
current happens to flow, may lut for indefinite period-.
and be as durable as the floor of the.ecean itself, which
may often be composed of the very same materials.
There is nQ reuon to doubt the tradition mentioned
by the classic writers, that the submerged Grecian
towns of Bum and Helice were seen under water; and
I am informed by an eye-witness that eighty-eight
years after the conruJsion of 1692, the houses of Port
Royal were still vilible at the bottom of the sea.IkrTdeg'B argu1lletltB fur tie rec61II dIJI6 of tie crtltJtiorI
tf - . - I cannot conlude this chapter without re
calling to the reader's mind a memorable passage
written by Berkley a century ago, in wbich he in
ferred, on groundl which may be termed strictly geo
logical, the recent date of the creation of man. .. To
anyone," layl he, "who cODliders that on digging into
the earth. such quantities of Ihells, and in some p1aees
bones and horns of animals, are round sound and en
tire, after having lain there in all probability lHJiDe
~ousands of years; it should seem "probable thRt
guns, medals, and implementl in metal or stone might
have lasted entire, buried under ground forty or fifty
thousand years, if the world had been sO old. How
comes it then to pus that no remains are found, no
antiquities of those numeroul ages preceding the
Scripture accounts of time; that no fragments of
• Admirol Sir Charles Hamiltoa 'l'etfu.ently IlaW ~ submeTpd
houses of Port Royal in the year 1780, in that part of the harbour
wbich lies between the town and the usual anchorage of men
of-war. Bryan Edwards also says, in his History of the West
Indies (vol. i. po ItS5., oct. ed., s vols. 180t,) that in 179S the
ruitu were vieible ill clear weather h . the boats whiah IIIIiltd
.over them.
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buildings, no public monumentl, no intagli8l, cameoa,
statues, bauo-reliev08, medals, inscriptions, utenlilir,
or artificial works of any kind, are· ever discovered,
which may bear testimony to the existence of those
mighty empires, those succession. of monarchs, heroer,
and demi-gods, for so many thousand years? Let QI
look forward and suppose ten or twenty thonsand
years to come, during which time we will suppose that
plagues, famine, wars, and eart/ujuDJta shall have made
. great havoc in the world, is it not highly probable that
at the end of such a period, pillars, vases, and statues
now in being of granite, or porphyry, or jasper, (stones
of such hardness as we know them to have lasted two
thousand years above ground, without any considerable
alteration,) would bear record of these and past ages?
Or that some o( our current coins might then be dug
up, or old walls and the foundations of buildings show
themselves, as well as the shells and stones of tke
~al fDM'ld, which are preserved down to our
times,"·
That many signs of the agency of Dl8D would have
laated at least as long as "the shells of the primeval
world," had our race been so ancient, we may feel as
fully persuaded as Berkley; and we may anticipate
with confidence that many edifices and implements of
human workmanship, and the skeletons of men, od
casts of the human form, will continue to exist wbeD
a great part of the present mountains, continents, and
seas, have disappeared. Assuming the future duration
of the planet to be indefinitely protracted, we can
foresee no limit to the perpetuation of some of the
" Aldpbron, or the Minute Philosopher, ?ol. ii. pp. 84, 8S.
17S2.
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memorials of man, which are continually entombed in
the bowels ot the earth or in the bed of the ocean,
unless we carry forward our views to a period sufficient
to allow the various causes of change, both igneous
and aqueous, to remodel more than once the entire
crust of the earth. One complete revolution will be
inadequate to efface every monument of our existence;
for many works of art might enter again and again into
the formation of successive eras, and escape obliter
ation even though the very rocks in which they had
been for ages imbedded were destroyed, just 88 pebbles
~ \ included in the conglomerates of one epoch often con
tain the organized remains of beings which flourished
during a prior era.
Yet it is no less true, 88 a late distinguished philo
sopher h88 declared, "that none of the works of a
mortal being can be eternal."· They are in the first
place wrested from the hands of man, and lost 88 far as
regards their subserviency to his use, by the instru
mentality of those very causes which place them in
situations where they are enabled to endure for inde
finite periods. And even when they have been in
cluded in rocky strata, when they have been made to
enter 88 it were into the solid framework of the globe
itself; they must nevertheless eventually perish; for
every year some portion of the earth's crust is shat
tered by earthquakes or melted by volcanic fire, or
grQund to dust by the moving waters on the surface.
" The river of Lethe," 88 Bacon eloquently remarks,
"runneth 88 well above ground as below." t
• Davy, Consolations in Travel, p. 276.
t ESIIIY on the Viciasitude of Things.
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CHAPTER XVII.
UfBBDDING. OP AQUATIO IPECIBI IN IUBAQUBOUS STRATA.

Inhumation of tre.h-water plants and animals - Shell JIllrl
Fossilized seed-nIseis and stem. of chara - Recent deposits
in American lakes- F.resh-water species drifted into _ and
estuaries - !.ewes levels - Altemations of marine and fresh
water strata, bow caused - Imbedding of marine plants and
animals (p. 288.) _ Cetacea stranded on our shores _ Liability
of littoml and estuary testacea to be swept into the deep sea
EfFects of a storm in the Firth of Forth - Burrowing shells
secured from the ordinary action of waves and currents - Liv
ing' testaeea found at conlliderable depths - Extent of soma
recent shelly deposits.
HAVING treated of the imbedding of terrestrial plants
."and animals, and of human remains, in deposits now
forming beneath the waters, I ;come next to consider
in what manner aquaIic species may be entombed in
strata formed in their own element.
Fruk-water planu and animal8.- The remains of
species belonging to those genera of the animal and
vegetable kingdoms which are more or less exclusively
confined to tresh water are for the most part preserved
in, the beds of lakes or estuaries, .but they are often
times Iwept down by rivers into' the lea, and there
intermingled with the exuve of lQarine races. The
phenomena attending their inhumation in lacustrine
deposits are sometimes revealed to our ~baervation by
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the drainage of small lakes, such as are those in Scot
land, which have been laid dry for the sake of obtain
ing shell marl for agricultural uses.
In these recent formations, as seen in Forfarshire,
two or three beds of calcareous marl are sometimes
observed separated from each other by layers of drift
peat, sand, or fissile clay. The marl often consists
almost entirely Qf an aggregate of shells of the genera
limnea, planorbis, valvata, and cyclas, of species now
existing in Scotland. A considerable proportion of the
teatacea appear to have died very young, and few of
the shells are of a size which indicates their having
attained a state ofmaturity. The shells are sometimes
entirely decomposed, forming a pulverulent marl;
sometimes in a state of good preservation. They are
frequently intermixed with stems of cbarle and other
aquatic vegetables, the whole being matted together
and compressed, forming !amine oft~n as thin as

paper.
F088ilized aeed-fJUsels and ,tem8 of ckara. - As the
chara is an aquatic plant, which occurs frequently
fouil in formations of different eras, and is often of
much importance to the geologist in characterizing en
tire groups of strata, I shall describe the manner in
which I have found the recent species in a petrified
state. They occur in a marl-Iake in Forfarshire, in
closed in nodules, and sometimes in a continuon.
. .tratum of a kind of travertin.
The seed-vessel of these planll is remarkably tough
and hard, and consists of a membranolls Dut covered by
an integument (d, fig. 52.), both of which are spirally
.triated or ribbed. The integument is composed of
five spiral valves, of a quadrangular form (g). In
Ckara AiIpitla, which abounds in the lakes of Fonar

-
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shire, and which has become fossil in the Bakie Loch,
each of the spiral valves of the seed-vessel turns
rather more than twice round the circumference, the
whole together making between ten and elevenringa.
The number of these rings dift'ers greatly in diJl'erent
species, but in the same appears to be very constant.
Fag. 52.

""

~
" ~,.

··1/11

9

~,

f

1Jeetl-_1 qf Co\twll ltilpidn.

a. Part or the stem with the seed. vessel attached. Magnified.
b. Natural size or the seed.vessel.
c. Integument or the Gyrogonite, or petrified seed-vessel or Chara
bispida, found in the Scotch marI-lakes. Magnified.
d. Section showing the nut within the integument.
e. Lower end or the integument to which the litem was attached.
/- Upper end of the integument to which the stigmata were
attscbed.
g. One of the spiral valves of c.

The stems of chare occur fossil in the Scotch marl
in great abundance. In some species, as in Chara
hispida, the plant when living contains so much car
bonate of lime in its vegetable organization, independ-
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endy of calcareous incrustation, thai jt effervesces
strongly with acids when dry. The stems of'C'Aar,a
Aispida are longitudinally striated, with a tendency to
be spiral. These strire, as appears to be the case with
all charre, turn always like the worm of, a screw from
right to left, while those of the seed-vessel wind round
in a contrary direction. A cross section of the stem
exhibits a curious structure; for it is composed of a
large tube surrounded by smaller tubes (fig. 5S. b, c),
as is seen in some extinct as well as recent species.
Fig. 59.

Sttm alld lwtmeAe. 'If ChtJra 1IiIpid/J.

a. Stem and branches of the natural size.
b. Section of the stem magnified.
c. Showing the central tube surrounded by two rings of smaller
tubes.
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In the stems of several species, however, fhere is only
a single tube.·
The valves ofa small animal called cypris ( C. omata'l
Lam:) occur completely fossilized like the stems of
chane, in the Scotch travertin, above mentioned. This
cyprisinhabits the lakes and ponds of England, where
it is not uncommon. Species of the same genus also
occur abundantly in ancient flesh.water formations.t
Recent depo8its in North .American laAe8.- The re
cent strata of lacustrine origin above alluded to are
of very small extent, but analogous deposits on the
grandest scale are forming in the great lakes of North
AmeriCa. By the subsidence of the waters of Lakes
Superior and Huron, occasioned probably by the par
tial destruction of their barriers at some unknown
period, beds of sand 150 feet thick are exposed, below
which are seen beds of clay, inclosing shells of the very
species which now inhabit the lake.t
But no careful examination appears 88 yet to have
been made of recent flesh. water formations within the
tropics, where the waters teem with life, and where in
the bed of a newly drained lake the re~s of the
alligator, crocodile, tortoise, and perhaps some large
fish, might be discovered.

Imhedding'of.fruA-waIHr Specie8 i1l EBtutwy aud Marine

Deposits.

'

In .Lewulef1els.-W e have sometimes an opportunity
of examining the deposits which within the historical
• On Fresh-water Marl, &c. Bye.' Lyell. GeoL Trane.,
yol. ii., second series, p. 750
t For figures or Cypris, see BOok IV. chap. xm.
Dr. Bigsby, Journal of .Science, '&c. No. xxxm. pp. 1l62,
!65o

*
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period have silted up some of our estuaries; and ex
cavations made for wells and other purposes, where
the sea has been finally excluded, enable" us to observe
the state of the organic remains in these tractI. The
valley of the Ouze between Newhaven and !.ewes is
ODe of several estuaries from which the sea has retired
within the last seven or eight centuries; and here, 88 ap
pears from the researches of Mr. Manten, strata thirty
feet and upwards in thickness have accumulated. At
the top, beneath the vegetable soil, is a bed of peat
about five feet thick, incl08ing many trunks of trees.
Next below is a stratum of blue clay containing fresh
water shells of about nine species, such as now inhabit
the district. Intermixed with these was observed the
Ikeleton of a deer. Lower down, the layers of blue
clay contain, with the above-mentioned freah-water
&hells, several marine species well known on our coast.
10 the lowest beds, often at the depth of thirty-six feet,
these marine testacea occur without the slightest inter
mixture of fl.uviatile species, and amongst them the
skull ofthe narwal, or sea unicorn (Morux.lma ~),
has been detected. Underneath all these deposits is
a bed of pipe-clay, derived from the subjaceut chalk.
If we bad no historical information respecting the
former existence of an inlet of the sea in this valley,
and of" its gradual obliteration, the inspection ot the
section above described would show, as clearly 88 a
written chronicle, the following sequence of events.
Fil'$t, there was a salt-water estuary peopled for many
years by species of marine testacea identical with
• Mantell, GeoL of s~ po 285.; also Catalogue of Org.
Rem., GeoL ~.., vol. iii. pani. p.1I01., 1IeCO~ series.
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those now living, and into which 8Omeof the larger
cetacea occasionally entered. Secondly, the inlet
grew shallower, and ·the water' became brackish, or
alternately salt and fresh, so that the remains offlesh
water and marine shells were mingled in the blue
argillaceous lediment of its bottom. Thirdly, the
shoaling continued until the river-water prevailed, 80
that it was no longer habitable by marine teltaeea, but
fitted only for the ..bode offluviatile species and aquatic
insects. Fourthly, a peaty Iwamp or morass was form
ed where some trees grew, or perhaps were drifted
during floods, and where. terrestrial quadrupeds were
mired. Finally, the soil being flooded by the river
ooly at distant intervals, became a verdant meadow.
I. cI.eItc& of Gang•• - It was before stated, that on
the sea-coast, in the delta of the Ganges, there are
eight great openings, each of which has evidently, at
some ancient periods, served in its turn as the prin
cipal channel of discharge.· Now, as the base of the
delta is 200 miles in length, it must happen that, as
often as the great volume of river-water is thrown into
the sea by a new mouth, the sea will at one point be
converted from salt to fresh, and at another from fresh
to salt; fOT, with the exception of those parts where
the principal discharge takes place, the salt-water not
onlywashes the base of the delta, but enters far into
every creek and lagoon. It is evident, then, that
repeated alternations of beds containing fresh-water
shells, with othen filled with corals and marine exuvie,
may here be formed; and each series may be of great
thickneu, as the sea on which the Gangetic delta
gains is of considerable depth, and intervals of cen
• VoL I. p. S54.
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turies elapse between each alteration in the course of
the principal stream.
In delta of Indw. - Analogous phenomena must
sometimes be occasioned by such alternate elevation
and depression of the land as was shown to be taking
place in the delta of the Indus. - But the subterra
nean movements afFect but a small number of the
deltas formed at one period on the globe; whereas,
the silting up of some of the arms of great rivers and
the opening of othen, and the consequent variation of
the points where the chief volume of their waters is
discharged into the sea, are phenomena common to
almost every delta.
The variety of species of testacea contained in the
recent calcareous mar} of Scotland, before mentioned,
is very small, but the abundance of individuals ex
tremely great, a circumstsnce very characteristic of
fresh-water formations in general as compared to
marine; for in the latter, as is seen on sea-beaches.
coral reefS, or in the bottom of seas examined. by
dredging, wherever the individual shells are exceed
ingly numerous, there rarely fails to be a vast variety.
of species.

Imhedding of tAB &mains of Marine Plant8 and
Animals.

Marine pltmts. - The large banks of drift sea-weed
which occur on each side of the equator in the At
lantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans were before alluded
to. t These, when they subside, may often produce
considerable beds of vegetable matter. In Holland,
submarine peat is derived from fuci, and on parts of
• VoL 11. P. 287.

t

Vol. Ill. p. S7.
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own coast from Zo6fImJ mari1la. In placel where
algre do not generate peat, they may neverthelels leave
traces of their fOJ"Dl imprinted on argillaceous and cal.
careous lDud.· as they are usually very tough in their
texture.
Oetacea.-It is not uncommon for the larger cetacea,
which ~ Boat only in a considerable depth of water,
to be carried during storms ·or high tides into estuaries,
or upon low shores, where, upon the retiring of high
water, they are stranded. Thus a narwal (Monodon
monoceros) was found on the beach near Boston in
Lincolnshire, ip the year 1800, the whole of its body
buried iJ1. the mud. A fisherman going to his boat
saW the h~rn and tried to pull it out, when the animal
began to stir itself.. An individual of the common
whale (Baltma m!lsticetua), which measured seventy
feet, came ashore near Peterhead, in 1682. Many
individuals of the genus Balrenoptera have met the
same fate. It will be sufficient to refer to those cast
on s40re near Burnt Island, and at AlIoa, recorded by
Sibbald and Neill. The other individual mentioned
by Sibbald, as having come ashore at Boyne, in BanfF
shi~, was probably a Razor-back. Of the genus Ca~
todon (Oachalot) Ray mentions a large one stranded
on the west coast of Holland in 1598, and the fact is
also commemorated in a Dutch engraving of the time
of much merit. Sibbald, too, records that a herd of
Ca~alots, upwards of ] 00 in number, were found
stranded at Kairston, in Orkney. The dead bodies of
~e larger celacea l1J"e sometimes found Boating on the
surface of the waters, as was the caae with the im"
mense whale exhibited in London in 1831. And the

OUI:

• Fleming's Brit. Animals, p. 57. j in which work may
seen many other cues enumerated.
VOL. 111.

0
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carcass of a sea-cow· or Lamantine (Halicora) was, in
·1785, cast ashore near Leith.
- To some accident of this kind, we may refer the
position of the skeleton of a whale se.enty-three feet
long, which was found at Airthrey, on the Forth. near
Alloa, imbedded in 1:lay twenty'feet higher than the
surface of the highest tide of the river Forth at the
present day. From the situation of the Roman sta
tion and causeways at a small distance from the spot,
it is concluded that the whale must bave been strand
ed there at a period prior to the Christian era••
Other fossil remains of this class have also been
found in estuaries, known to have been silted up in
recent times, one example of which has been already
mentioned near Lewes, in· Sussex.
Marine reptiIa. - Some singular fossils have lately
been discovered in the island of Ascension in a stone
said to be continually forming on the beach where the
waves throw up small rounded fragments of shells and
corals, which, in the course of time, become firmly
agglutinated together and constitute a stone used
largely for building and making lime. In a quarry on
the N. W. side of the island, about 100 yards from
the sea, some fossil eggs of turtles have been discovered
in the bard rock tbus formed. The eggs must ba.e
been nearly hatched at the time when they perished;
for the bones of the young turtle are seen in the in
terior with their shape fully developed, the interstices
between the bones being entirely filled with grains of
sand, which are cemented together so that when the
egg-sheDs are removed perfect casts of their form re
• Quart. Journ. of Lit. Sci., Bee. No. 15. p. 1751. Oct. 1819.
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main in stone. In the single specimen here figured
Fig. 54.

Fig. 55.

Orte of IM egg, {.. Fig. 51. of tM _tdl . . . 'foouJ/Ag tAe 6/J01U of IM / ..,,,,
1D.tlI:A Md 6eeIt -1fI 1IDIcIted.

• Thi. lpecimen i. in the pouession of Mr. Carrier of tbe
Geological Society of London.
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(Fig. 54.), which is only five inches in its longest
diameter, no less than seven eggs are preserved.
To explain the state in which they occur fossil, it
seems necessary to suppose that after the eggs were al
most hatched in the warm sand, a great wave threw upon
them so lDuch more sand as to prevent the rays of the
sun from penetrating, so that the yolk was chilled and
deprived of vitality. The shells were perhaps slightly
broken at the same time, so that small grains of sand
migh t gradually be introduced into the interior by water
as it percolated through the beach.
Marine testacea.- The aquatic animals and plants
which inhabit an estuary are liable, like the trees and
land animals which people the alluvial plains of a great
river, to be swept from time to time far into the deep;
for as a river is perpetually shifting its course, and
undermining a portion of its banks with the forests
which cover them, so the marine current alters its di.
rection from time to time, and bears away the banks of
sand and mud, against which it turns its force. These
banks may consist in great measure of shells peculiar
to shallow, and sometimes brackish water, which may
have been accumulating for centuries, until at length
• The most conspicuous of the bones represented within the
shell in Fig. 55., appear to be the clavicle and coracoid bone. They
are hollow; and for this reason resemble, at first sight, the bones
of birds rather th311 of reptiles; for the latter bave no medullary
carity. Mr. Owen, of the College of Surgeons, in order to elu
cidate this point, dissected for me a very young turtle, and found
that the exterior portion only of the bones was ossified, the interior
being still filled with cartilage. This cartilage soon dried up, and
shrunk to a mere thread upon the evaporation of the spirits of
wine in which the specimen had been preserved, 80 that in a
short time the bones became as empty as thoee of birds.
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they are carried away and spread out along the bottom
of the sea, at a depth at which they could not have
lived and multiplied. Thus littoral and estuary shells
ate more frequently liable even than fresh-water species,
to be intermixed with the exuvie of pelagic tribes.
After the storm of February 4. 18~n, when several
vessels were wrecked in the estuary of the Forth, the
current was directed against a bed of oysters with such
force, that great heaps of them were tltrown aiitJe upon
the beach, and remained above high-water mark. I
collected many of these oysters, as also the common
eatable whelks (h¥CCina), thrown up wi~h them, and
observed that, although still living, their shells were
worn by the long attrition of sand which had passad
over them as they lay in their native bed, and which
had evidently not resulted from the mere action ot the
tempest by which they were cast ashore.
From these facts we learn that the union of the two
parts of a bivalve shell does not prove that it has not
been transported to a distance; and when we find
shells worn, and with all their prominent parts rubbed
off, they may still: have been imbedded where they
grew.
Burrowing s/wlll. -It sometimes appears extra
ordinary, when we observe the violence of the breakers
on our coast, and see the strength of the current in
removing cliffs, and sweeping out new channels, that
many tender and fragile shells. should inhabit the lea
in the immediate vicinity of this turmoil. But a great
number of the bivalve testacea, and many also of the
turbinated univalves, burrow in sand or mud. The
Bolen and the cardium, for example, which are usually
found in shallow water near the shore, pierce through
a soft bottom without injury to their shells; and the
o 3
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pholas can drill a cavity through mud of considerable
hardness. The species of these and many other tribes
can link, when alarmed, with considerable rapidity,
often to the depth of several feet, and can also pen&
trate upwards again to the suri8ce, if a mass of matter
be heaped upon them. The hurricane, therefore, may
expend its fury in vain, and may sweep away even
the upper part of banks of sand or mud, or may roll
pebbles over them, and yet these testacea may remain
below secure and uninjured.
SAell8 be«nne fOllm at conaiderable dqJtlu. - I have
already stated that, at the depth of 950 fathoms, be
tween Gibraltar and Ceut&, Captain Smyth found a
gravelly bottom, with fragments ofbroken shells, carried
thither probably from the comparatively shallow parts
of the neighbouring straits, through which a powerful
current flows. Beds of shelly sand might here, in the
course of ages, be accumulated several thousand feet
thick. But, without the aid of the drifting power of a
current, shells may accumulate in the spot where they
live and die, at great depths from the surface, if sedi
meDt be thrown down upon them; for even in our own
colder latitudes, the depths at which living marine
animals abound is very considerable. Captain Vidal
ascertained, by soundings lately made oft' Tory Island,
on the north-west coast of Ireland, that crustacea,
star-fish, and testacea, occurred at various depths be
tween fifty and one hundred fathoms; and he drew up
dentalia from the mud of Galway bay in 280 and ~
fatlwms water.
The same hydrographer discovered on the RockalI
bank large quantities of'shells at depths varying from
405 to 190 fathoms. These shells were for the most
part pulverized, and evidently recent, as they retained
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their bright colours. In the aame region a bed of
fish-bones was observed extending for two miles along
the bottom of the sea in eighty and ninety fathoms
water. At the eastem extremity also of Rockall bank
fish-bones were met with, mingled with pieces of fresh
shell, at the depth of. 285 fathoms.
Analogous formations are in progress in the sub
mlU'ine tracts extending from the Shetland Isles to
the north of Ireland, wherever soundings can be pro
cured. A continuous deposit of sand and mud, replete
with broken and entire shells, echini, &C., has been
traced for upwards of twenty miles to the eastward
of the Faroe Islands. usually at the depth of from forty
to one hundred fathoms. In one part of this tract
(long. 6 0 80', Iat. 61 0 5(1) fish-bones occur in extra
ordinary profusion, 80 that the lead cannot be drawn
up without some vertebrm being attached. This cc bone
bed," as it was called by our surveyors, is three miles
and a half in length, and forty-five fathoms under
water, and contains a few shells intermingled with the
bones.
In the British seas, the shells and other organic
remains lie in soft mud or loose sand and gravel;
whereas, in the bed of the Adriatic, Donati found
them frequently inclosed in stone of recent origin.
This is precisely the difference in character which we
might have expected to exist between the British
_ marine formations now in progress, and those of the
Adriatic; for calcareous and other mineral springs
abound in the Mediterranean and I8nds adjoining,
while they are almost entirely wanting in our own
country.
During his survey of the west coast of Africa,
Captain Belcher found, by frequent soundings between
o 4
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the twenty-third and twentieth degrees of north lati
tude, that the bottom of the sea, at the depth of from
twenty to about fifty fathoms, consists of sand with
a great intermixture of sheUs, often entire, but some
time. finely comminuted. Between the eleventh and
ninth degrees of north latitude, OD the same coast, at
soundings varying nom twenty to about eighty fa
thoms, he brought up abundance of corals and shells
mixed with sand. These also were in some parts
entire, aDd in others wo~ and broken.
In all these caseI, it is only necessary that there
should be some deposition of sedimentary matter.
however minute, such as may be supplied by rivers
draining a continent, or currents preying on a line
of ClliFI, in order that stratified formations, hundred.
of feet in thicknesl, and replete with organic remains,
should result in the course of ages.
But, although some deposits may thus extend con..
tinuously for a thousand miles or more near certain
coasts, the greater part of the bed of the ocean, re
mote nom continents and islands, may very probably
receive, at the same time, no new accessions of drift
matter, all sediment being intercepted by intervening
hollows. Erroneous theories in geology may be formed
not only from overlooking the great extent of simul
taneous deposits now in progress, but also from the
aBlumption that such formations may be universal or
coextensive with the bed of the ocean.'"
• See Book if, chap, s" where this subject is discussed more fully.
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CHAPTER XVIII.
POllMATION OP CORAL aEEFS.

Reefs not formed in deep se_Composed partly of Shells-Con
version of' • reef'into an island- Extent and thickness ot coral
formations - The Maldiva Isles - Rate of growth of cotal
its geological importance - Circular and. oval forma of coral
islands (p. 9oes.) - Lagoons - causes of their peculiar con
figuration - Why the windward Side higher than the leeward
(po 912.) - Stratification- That the subsidence by earthquakes
in the Pacific exceeds the elevation - Henderson's Island
Coral on a high mountain in Otsheite (p. 918. )-Coral and shell
1imestones now in progress - The hypothesis that the
quantity of calcareous matter has been and is still on the in
crease, considered.
THE powers of the organic creation in modifying the
form and structure of those parts of the earth's crust
which may be said to be undergoing repair, or where
new rock-formations are continually >in progress, are
most conspicuously displayed in the labours of the
coral animals. We may compare the operation of
these zoophytes in the ocean to the effects produced
on a smaller scale upon the land, by the plants which
generate peat. In the case of the Sphagnum, the up
per part vegetates while the lower portion is entering
into a mineral mass, in which the traces of organ- >
ization remain when life has entirely ceased. In co
rals, in like manner, the more durable materials of the
o 5
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generation that has passed away serve as the found
ation on which living animals are continuing to rear a
similar structure.
The stony part of the zoophyte may be likened to
an internal skeleton; for it is surrounded by a soft
animal substance capable of expanding itself, and when
alarmed of contracting and drawing itself almost en
tirely into the hollows of the hard coral. Although
oftentimes beautifully coloured in their own element,
the soft parts become when taken from the sea nothing
more in appearance than a brown slime spread over
the stony nucleus.- _
It was the opinion of the German naturalist Forster,
in 1780, after his voyage round the world with Captain
Cook, that coral animals had the power of building up
steep and almost perpendicular walls from great depths
in the sea,' a notion afterwards adopted by Captain
Flinders and others; but it is now very generally
agreed that these zoophytes cannot live in water of
great depths, and can only encrust the tops of sub
marine mountains with a calcareous covering a few
fathoms thick.
These views have been confirmed by Ehrenberg,
who has lately devoted more than a year to the ex
amination of the corals of the Red Sea; but at the,
same time it must be remembered that strata of broken
corals may accumulate to almost any thickness in the
course of ages in the deep sea near the base of sub
marine mountains.
Composition qf coral retfa. - The 'Calcareous masses
usually termed coral reefs are by no means exclusively
.• Ehrenberg,
1884.
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the work of zdOphytes; a great variety of shells, and,
among them, some of the largest and heaviest of
known species, contribute to augment the mass. In
the south Pacific, great beds of oysters, mussels, pinn.tB
mannte, and other shells, cover in profusion almost
every reef; and, on the beach of coral islands, are
seen the shells of echini and broken fragments of
crustaceous animals. Large shoals of fish are IlIso
discernible through the clear blue water, and their
teeth and hard palates are probably preserved, al
though a great portion of their soft cartilaginous bones
decay.
Of the numerous species of zoophytes which are
engaged in the production of coral banks, some of
the most common belong to the Lamarckian genera
Meandrina, Caryophyllia, Madrepora, Porites, and
Astrea, but especially the latter.
How cont1ef't8d into "land.. - In the Pacific the
reefs, which just raise themselves above the level of
the sea, are usually of a circular or oval form, and
surrounded by a deep and often unfathomable ocean.
In the centre of each, there is usually a comparatively
shallow lagoon, where there is still water, and on the
borders of which, sometimes 100 fathoms deep; the
smaller and more delicate kind of zoophytes find a
tranquq abode, while the hardier species live on the
exterior margin of the islet, where a great surf
usually breaks. When the reef, says M. Chamisso, a
naturalist who accompanied Kotzebue, is of such a
height that it remains almost dry at low water, the
corals leave oft' building. A continuous mass of solid
stone is seen composed of the shells of molluscs and
echini, with their broken-oft' prickles and fraglPentS of
coral, united by calcareous Band, produced by the pul.
06
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verization of shells. Fragments of coral limestone are
thrown up by the waves, until the ridge becomes so
high that it is covered only during some seasons of
the year by the high tides. The heat of the sun often
penetrates the mass of stone when it is dry, 10 that it
aplits in many places. The force of the waves is
thereby enabled to separate and lifts blocks of coral,
fioequentlysix feet long and three or four in thickness, ,
and throw them upon the reef. cc After this the cal
careous sand lies undisturbed, and ofFera to the seeda
of trees and plants caSt upon it by the waves a soil
upon which they rapidly grow, to overshadow its
dazzling white surface. Entire trunks of trees, which
are carried by the rivers nom other countries and
islanda, find here, at length, a reating place after their
long wanderings: with these come some small animals,
such as lizarda and insects, as the first inhabitants.
Even before the trees form a wood, the sea-birds
nestle here; strayed land-birds take refuge in the'
bushes; and, at a much later period, when the work
has been long since completed, man appears, and
builda his hut on the fruitful soil." • '
In the above description the sOlid atone is stated to
consist of shell and coral united by sand; but masses of
nry compact limestone are also found even in the up
permost and newest parts of the reefs, such as could
only have been produced by chemical precipitation. It
is suggested that in these instances the carbonate of
lime may have been derived nom the decomposition of
corals and testacea; for when the animal matter under
goes putrefaction, the calcareous residuum must be
set nee under circumstances very favourable to pre
• Kot&ebue'. V.,.ges, 1815-18, yoL iii. pp. SSI--3SS.
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cipitation, especially when there are other calcareous
substances, such 81 shells and corals, on which it may
be deposited. Thus organic bodies may be inclosed in a
solid cement, and become portions of rocky masses.
Lieutenant Nelson states that in the Bermuda
islands tbe reefs assume the form of the bottom of the
sea, on which they rest; and among every variety of
configuration it happens here and there that zones of
coral inclose tranquil basins, within which the decom
position of numerous zoophytes produces a soft white
calcareous mud resembling chalk. Some of this dried
mud, now in the museum of the Geological Society,
is not distinguishable from some of the common soft
chalk of England. In the same islands, also, several
varieties of compact limestone are ·formed. Amongst
other fossil bodies inc'osed in the coral sandstones of
this group are marine and terrestrial shells, corals, the
hard parts of crabs, and the bones of birds.t
&tent and tkidmaB.-The Pacific Ocean, through
out a space comprehended between the thirtieth
parallel of latitude on each side of the equator, is
extremely productive of coral; as also are the Ara
bian and Persian Gulfs. Coral is also abundant in the
sea between the coast of Malabar and the island of
Madagascar. Flinders describes an unbroken reef,
850 miles in length, on the east coast of New Holland;
and, between that country and New Guinea, Captain
P. King found the coral formations to extend th/ough
out a distance of 700 miles, interrupted by no inter
vals exceeding thirty miles in length.
MaldiwJ I&Iu.- The chain of.coral reefs and islets
• StutchbW'7, West at Eng. Joum., No. 1., p • .so.

t ProceediDgs of Geol. Soc., No. 36., p. 81.
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same chain of submarine mountains, crested in a
similar manner by coral limestones. Possibly ~y
may all be the summits of \rOlcan08; for, if Java and
Sumatra were submerged, they would give rise to a
somewhat similar shape in the bottom of the sea;
since the volcanos of those islands observe a linear
direction, and are often separated from each other by
intervals, corresponding to those between the atolls of
the Maldivas ; and as they rise to various heights, from
five to ten thousand feet above their base, they might
leave an unfathomable ocean in the intermediate
spaces.
In. regard to the thickness of the masses of coral,
MM. Quoy and Gaimard are of opinion, that the spe
cies which contribute most actively to the formation
of solid masses do not grow where the water is deeper
than twenty-five or thirty feet; but other competent
observers declare that they reach to the depth of
ninety feet, and even more.- The branched madre
pores live at the greatest dep~s, and may form the
first foundation of a reef, and raise a platform on
which other species may build.t
Rate of tAB gt'OfIJtA of coral. - The rapidity of the
growth of coral.is by no means great, according to
the report of the natives to Captain Beechey. In an
island west of Gambier's group, our navigators ob
served the OAama gigtJII (Tridacna, Lam.), while the
animal was yet living, 80 completely overgrown by .
coral, that a space only of two inches was left for the
But con
extremity of the shell to open and shut.
chologist8 suppose that the chama may require thirty

t

• StutchbWT, West of Englmd Joum•• No. 1. p. 47.
t Joum. of RoJ. Geograpb. Soj:. of London, IS81, p. 218.
t BeechIlJ'. Vo78P to the Pacific, &Co. po 157.
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years Or more to attain its full size, so that the fact is
quite consistent with a very slow rate of iocrease in
the calcareous reefs.
At the island called Taaopoto, in tbe South Pacific,
the anchor of a ship wrecked about fifty years before
waa observed in seven fathom water still preserving
its original form, but entirely encrusted by coral..
An oyster, which cannot have been more than two
years old when taken, is preserved in the museum of
the Bristol Institution, enveloped by a dense coral, a
apecies of Agtwieia, weighing 2 lb. 9 oz. t
In Captain Beechey'slate expedition to the Pacific,
no positive information could be obtained of any
channel having been fined up within a given period;
and it seems established, that several reefs had re
mained, for more than half a century, at about the
same depth from the surface.
Ehrenberg also questions the fact of channels and
harbours having been closed up in the Red Sea by the
rapid increaae of coral limestone. He supposes the
notion to have arisen from the circumstance of havens
having been occaaionally filled up in some places with
coral sand, in others with large quantities of ballaat of
coral rock thrown down from vessels. The same ob
server saw single corals of the genera Meandrina and
Favia, having a globular form, from six 'to nine feet in
diameter, which he imagines to be of immense anti
quity, so that Pharaoh, he thinki, may have looked
upon these same individuals in the Red Sea.:j:
They certainly prove, aa he remarks, that the reef on
which they grow has increased at a very slow rate.
After collecting more than 100 species, he found none
• Stutchbury, West of EDgland Journ., No. 1. p.49.
Ibid., p. 51.
EbreDberg... before cited, p. 41.
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of them covered with parasitic zoOphytes, nor any in
stance of a living coral growing on another living coral.
To this repulsive power which they exert whilst living
against all others of their own class, we owe the beau
tiful symmetry of some large Meandrinae and other
species which adorn our museums. Yet balani and ser..
pule can attach themselves to corals, and holes are ex
cavated in them by saxicavous mollusca.- The natives
of tIle Bermuda Islands point out certain corals now
growing in the sea, which, according to tradition, have
been living in the same spots for centuries. It is sup
posed that they may vie in age with the most ancient
trees of Europe.
But, when we admit the increase of coral limestone
to be slow, we are merely speaking with relation to
the periods of human obse"ation. It often happens
that parasitic testacea live and die on the shells of the
larger slow-moving gasteropods in the South Seas, and
become entirely inclosed in an incrustation of compact
limestone, while the animal, to whose habitation they
are attached, crawls about, and bears upon his back
these shells, which may be considered as already fos
silized. It is, therefore, probable, that the reefs in
crease as fast as is compatible with the thriving state
of the organic beings which chiefly contribute to their
formation; and, if the rate of augmentation thus im
plied be called, in conformity to our ordinary ideas of
time, gradual and slow, it does not diminish, in the
least degree, the geological importance of, such calca
.reous masses. .
Suppose the ordinary growth of coral limestone to
amount to six inches in a century, it will then require
• Ehrenberg, as above cited, p. 42.
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3,000 years to produce a reef fifteen feet thick: but
have we any ground for presuming, that, at the end
of. that period, or of ten times thirty centuries, there
will be a failure in the supply of lime, or that the
polyps and moIluaca will cease to act, or that the hour
of the dissolution of our planet will first arrive, as the
earlier geologists were fain to anticipate?
Instead of contemplating the brief annals of human
events, let us tum to some natural chronometers; to
the volcanic isles of the Pacific, for example, which
shoot up 10,000 feet or more above the level of the
ocean. These islands bear evident marks of having
been produced by succeaaive volcanic eruptions; and
coral reefs are sometimes found on the volcanic soil,
reaching for some distance from the sea-shore into the
interior. When we consider the time required for
the accumulation of such mountain masses of igneous
matter, according to the analogy of known v.olcanic
agency, all idea of extenuating the comparative mag
nitude of coral limestones, on the ground of the slow
ness of the operations of lithogenous polyps, must in
stantly vanish.
•
Form of coral i8laru.la. - The information collected
during the late expedition to the Pacific, throws much
additional light on the peculiarities of form and struc
ture of coral islands.· Of thirty-two of these, ex
amined by Captain Beechey, the largest was thirty
miles in diameter, and the smallest less thana mile.
They were of various shapes, all formed of living
coral, except one, which, although of coral formation,
was raised about eighty feet above the level of the sea,
and encompassed by a reef of living coral. • All were
increasing their dimensions by the active operations
• Thia islet is called Hendenon's, see p. 816.
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of the lithophytes, which appeared to be gradually
extending and bringing the immersed parts of their
structure to the surface. Twenty-nine of the number
had lagoons in their centres, which bad probably ex
isted in the others, until they were filled, in the course
of time, by zoophytic and other substances.
In the above-mentioned islands, the strips of dry
coral encircling the lagoons, when divested of loose
sandy materials heaped upon them, are rarely elevated
more than two feet above the level of the sea; and,
were it not for the abrupt descent of the exte1'llal
margin which causes the sea to break upon it, these
strips would be wholly inundated. Those parts of the
strip which are beyond the reach of the waves are no
longer inhabited by the animals that reared them, but
have their cells filled with a hard calcareous substance,
and present a brown rugged appearance. The parts
which are still immersed, or which are dry only at low
water, are intersected by small channels, and are 80
full of hollows, that the tide, as it recedes, leaves small
lakes of water upon them. The width of the plain, or
strip of dead coral, in the islands which fell under
Captain Beechey's observation, in no instance ex
ceeded half a mile from th'e usual wash of the sea to
the edge of the lagoon, and, in general, was only about
three or four hundred yards.. Beyond these limits
the sides of the island descend rapidly, apparently by
a succession of inclined ledges, each terminating in a
precipice. The depth of the lagoons is various; in
some, entered by Captain Beechey, it was from twenty
to thirty-eight fathoms.
Wkitsunday I,/and. - In the annexed cut (Fig. 57.),
• Captain Beechey. part i. p. 188.
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one of these circular islands is represented just rising
above the waves, covered with the cocoa-nut and
other trees, and inclosing within a lagoon of tranquil
water.

Piew of Wllit",ndag l,zand."

Sections of coral isles. - The accompanying section
will enable the reader to comprehend the usual form
of such islands. (Fig. 58.)
Fig. 58.

Sutltm of a Corat IIltmd.
/I

a. Habitable part of the island, consisting 'of a strip of coral,
inclosing the lllgoon.
b b. The lagoon.

The subjoined cut (Fig. 59.) exhibits a small part of
the section of a coral island on a larger scale.
" This plate and the section which follows are copied, by per
nI1ssion of Captain Beechey, from the illustrations of his valuable
work before alluded to.

,
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;Fig.59.

fkt:tIIm qf ptI'" qf /J

Cor., IIla'(lll.

a 6. Habitable part of the island.
Slope oC the side oC the island. plunging at an angle of Corty~
five to the depth of fifteen hundred Ceet.
c c. Part oC the lagoon.
d d. Knolls of coral in the lagoon, with overhanging masses oC
coral, resembling the cspitall oC columns.

b~.

Origin of tAeir peculiar configurol.ion. - The cir~
cular or oval forms of the n~erous ceral isles of the
Pacific, with the lagoons in their centre, naturally sug
gest the idea that they are nothing more than the
crests of submarine volcanos, having the rims and
bottoms of their craters overgrown by coral. This opi
nion is strengthened by the conical form of the subma
rine mountain, and the steep angle at which it plunges
on all sides into the surrounding ocean. It is also well
known that the Pacific is a great theatre of volcanic
actiont and every island yet examined in the wide
region termed Eastern Oceanica, consists either of
vol~nic rocks or corallimestQnes.
It has also been observed that although, within the
circular coral reefs, there is usually nothing discerni
ble but a lagooa, the bottom of which is covered with
coral, yet within some of thel!e basins, as in Gambier's
group, rocks composed of porous lava. and other vol~
canic substances, rise up, resembling the two Kamenis
and other eminences of igneous origin, which have been
thrown up within the times of history, in the midst of
the Gulf of Santorin.·
• See Vol.IL p. t08.
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Openings into the
There is yet another
phenomenon attending the circular reefs, to which I
have not alluded, viz., the deep narrow passage which
almost invariably leads from the sea into the lagoon,
and is kept op~n by the efflux of the sea at low tides.
It is sufficient that a reef should rise a few feet above
low-water mark to cause the waters to collect in. the
lagoon at high tide, and, when the sea falls, to rush out
violently at one or more points where the reef happens
to be lowest or weakest. At first there are probably
many openings; but the growth of the coral tends to
obstruct all those which do not se"e as the principal
channels of discharge; so that their number is gra
dually reduced to a few, and often finally to one. This
event is strictly analogous to that witnessed in our
estuaries, where a body of salt water accumulated
during the flow issues with great velocity at the ebb of
the tide, and scours out or keeps open a deep pasaage
through the bar, which is almost always formed at the
mouth of a river.
.
In controverting Von Buch's theory of" elevation
craters," I mentioned, that a single deep gorge is de
scribed as always connecting the central cavity of such
craters with the sea. The origin of this channel may
be sought in the action of the tides, which may, in
many cases, afford a satisfactory explanation. Suppose
a volcanic cone, having a deep crater. to be at at first
submarine. and to be then gradually elevated by earth
quakes in an ocean where tides prevail. a ravine may be
cut like that which penetrates into the Caldera of the
isle of Palma. The opening would at first be made on
that side where the rim of the crater was originally
lowest, and it would afterward. be deepened as the
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island rose,. so 88 always to descend somewhat lower
thari the level of the sea.
In the coral reefs surrounding those volcanic islands
in the Pacific, which are large enough to feed small
rivers, there is generally an opening or channel opposite
the point where the stream of fresh water enters the
sea. The depth of these channels rarely exceeds
twenty-five feet; and they may be attributed, says
Captain Beechey, ,to the aversion of the lithophytes to
fresh water, and to the probable absence of the mineral
matter of which they construct their habitations.·
WAy tM windward side Aigkest.-But there is yet
another peculiarity of the low coral islands in the
Pacific, the explanation of which is by no means so
obvious. They follow one general rule in having their
windward side higher and more perfect than the other.
" At Gambier and Matilda islands this inequality is very
conspicuous, the weather side of both being wooded,
and of the former inhabited, while the other sides are
from twenty to thirty feet under water; where, how
ever, they may be perceived to be equally 1UINYJID and
well defined. It is on the leeward side also that the
entrances into the lagoons occur; and although they
may sometimes be situated on a side that runs in the
direction of the wind, as at Bow Island, yet there are
none to windward." These observations of Captain
Beechey accord perfectly with those first made by
Flinders on the Australian reefs, and which Captain
Horsburgb, and other hydrographers, have made in
regard to the coral islands of other seas. Thus the
Chagos liles in the Indian Ocean are chiefly of a horse
shoe form, the openings being to the northwest; whereas
• Voyage to the Pacific, &c., p. 194.
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the prevailing wind blows regularly from the south
east. From this fortunate circumstance ships can enter
and sail out again with ease; wheress, if the narrow
inlets were to windward, vessels which onre entered
might not succeed for months in making their way out
again. The well-known security of many of these har
bours depends entirely on this fortunate peculiarity in
their structure.
In what manner is this singular conformation to be
accounted for? The action of the waves is seen to be
the cause of the superior elevation of some reefs on
their windward sides, where sand and large masses of
coral rock are thrown up by the breakers; but there
is a variety of cases where this cause alone is inade
quate to solve the problem; for reefs submerged at
considerable depths, where the movements of the sea
cannot exert much power, have, nevertheless, the
same conformation, the leeward being much lower
than the windward side••
I am informed by Captain King, that, on examining
the reefs called Rowley Shoals, which lie off the
north-west coast of Australia, where the east and west
monsoons prevail alternately, he found the open side
of one crescent-shaped reef, the Imperieuse, turned
to the east, and of another, the Mermaid, turned to
the west; while a third oval reef, of the same group,
was entirely submerged. This want of conformity is
exactly what we should expect, where the winds .vary
periodically.
It seems impossible to refer the phenomenon now
under consideration to any original uniformity in the
configuration of submarine volcanos, on the summits
• Voyage to the Pacific, &c., po 189
VOL. 111.
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of which we may suppose the coral reefs to grow; .for
although it is very common for craters to be broken
down on one side only, we cannot imagine any cause
that should breach them all in the same direction.
But, the difficulty will, perhaps, be removed, if we call
in another pait of the volcanic agency - subsidence
by earthquakes. Suppose the windward barrier to
have been raised by the mechanical action of the
waves to the height of two or three yards above the
wall on the leeward side, and then the whole island to
sink down a few fathoms, the appearances described
would then be presented by the submerged reef. A
repetition of such operations, by the alternate elevation
and depression of the same mass (an hypothesis strictly
conformable to analogy), might produce still greater
inequality in the two sides, espe~ially as the violent
efHux of the tide has probably a strong tendency to
check the accumulation of the more tender corals on
the leeward reef; while the action of the breakers
contributes to raise the windward barrier.
In the Red sea: the banks of coral are, for the most
part, only seen when the tide is out. Neither in the
submerged banks, nor in such coral islets as are slightly
elevated above the sea, is the windward side higher
than the leeward, or that which is towards the coast,
and protected from the breakers. The prevailing wind
there is from the north.
Stratification of coral formationa.- The calcareous
formations of the Pacific are probably all stratified,
although single beds may sometimes attain a great
thickness. The occasional dJ:ifting of sand from the
exposed parts of a reef into the lagoon or the sur
• Ehrenberg, a& before cited, p. 29.
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rounding sea, would suffice to form occasional lines of
partition, especially during v~olent tempests, which oc
cur annually among the South Sea Islands. The de
composition of felspathic lava!} may supply the current
which washes and undermines the cliffs of some islands
with fine clay; and this may be carried to great dis
tances and deposited in distinct layers between cal
careous masses, or may be mingled with them and
form argillaceous limestones. Other divisions will
arise from the arrangement of different species of
testacea and zoophytes, which inhabit water of various
depths, and which succeed each other as the sea is
deepened by the fall of its bed during earthquakes, or
in proportion as it grows shallower by elevation due
to the same cause, or by the accumulation of organic
substances raising the bottom.
To these causes of minor subdivision must be added
another of greai importance - the ejection of volcanic
ashes and sand, often carried by the wind over wide
areas, and the flowing of horizontal sheets of lava,
which may interrupt suddenly the growth of one coral
reef, and afterwards serve as a foundation for another.
An example of this kind is seen in the Isle ofFrance,
where a bed of coral, ten feet thick, intervenes be
tween· two currents of" lav,a"'; and in the West Inelies,
in the island of Dominica, Maclure observes, that" a
bed of coral and madrepore limestone, with shells, lies
horizontally on a bed of cinders, about two or three
hundred feet above the level of the sea, at Rousseau,
and is covered with cinders to a considerable height-"t
. • De la Beclie, Geol. Man., p. 142. QuoyaDd Gaimard, AnD.
des Sci. Nat., tome vi.
t Observ. on Geology oC the West IndiaD Islands, JourD. of
Sci., &c., No.:I. p. S18.
p
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Reifa in the Pacific· - The sunken reef. in the Pa
cific are sometimes of such extent that a series of ordi
nary earthquakes might, in the course of a few cen
turies, convert large tracts of them into dry land•. Itis
therefore a remarkable circumstance that there should
be so vast an area in Eastern Oceanica, studded with
minute islands, without one single spot where there is
a wider extent of land than belongs to such islands as
Otaheite, Owhyhee, and a few' others, which either
have Qeen or are stilI the seats of active volcanos. If
an equilibrium only were maintained between the up
heaving and depressing force of earthquakes, large
islands would very soon be formed in the Pacific; for,
in that case, the growth of limestone, the flowing of
lava, and the ejection of volcanic ashes, would combine
with the upheaving force to form new land.
Suppose the shoal, above described as 600 miles in
length, to sink fifteen feet, and then to remain un
moved for a thousand years; during that interval the
growing coral may again approach the surface. Then
let the mass be re-elevated fifteen feet, so that the
original reef is restored to its former position: in this
case, the new coral formed since the first subsidence
wilI constitute an island 600 miles long. An analogous
result would have occurred if a lava-current fifteen
feet thick had overflowed the submerged reef. The
absence, therefore, or more extensive tracts of land
in the Pacific seems to show that the amount of
subsidence by earthquakes exceeds, in that quarter of
the globe, at present the elevation due to the same
cause.
Elizabeth, or Hender&Q'l&" Island. - I mentioned
that one of the thirty-two islands, examined by our
navigators in the late expedition, was raised about
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eighty feet above the level of the sea.- It is called
Elizabeth or Henderson's Island, and is five miles in
length by one in breadth. It has a flat surface, and,
on all 'sides, except the north, is bounded by perpen
dicular c1ifFs about fifty feet high, composed entirely
of dead coral, more or less porous, honey-combed at
the surface, and hardening into a compact calcareous
mass, which possesses the fracture of secondary lime
stone, and has a species of millepore interspersed
through it. These cliffs are considerably undermined
by the action of the waves, and some of them appear
on the eve of precipitating their superincumbent weight
into the sea. Those which are less injured in this
Fig. 60.

way present no alternate ridges or indication of the
different levels which the sea might have occupied at
different periods; but a smooth surface, as if the island,
which has probably been raised by volcanic agency,
had been forced up by one great subterraneous con
vulsion·t
At the distance of a few hundred yards from this
island, no bottom could be gained with 200 fathoms
of line. It will be seen, from the annexed sketch,
communicated to me by Lieutenant Smith, of the
Blossom, that the trees come down to the beach
towards the centre of the island; a break which at
• According to some accounts, between sixty and seventy feet.
Beechey'. Voyage to the Pacific, &c., p.46.
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first sight resemb~es the openings which usually lead
into lagoons: but the trees stand on a steep slope, and
no hollow of an ancient lagoon was perceived. The
'reader will remark, that such a mass of limestone
represents exactly those horizontal cappings of cal
careous strata which We sometimes find on hills which
have tabular summits.
As earthquakes are now felt from time to time in
this part of the Pacific, and as indications of very re
cent changes of level are not wanting., the era of the
elevation of Henderson's Island niay~ not be very
remote.
We are informed by Mr. Stutchbury~ that upon
the summit of nearly the highest mountain in Tahiti
(or Otaheite), an island composed almost entirely
of volcanic rocks, there is a distinct stratum of fossil
coral, showing that a great part, if not the whole, island
has been raised from the sea, and does not consist
merely of lava and SCOM, thrown out by supramarine
eruptions. Whether the species of coral were identi
cal with those now living, or what was the exact height
of the coral, was unfortunately not ascertained; for
Mr. Stutchbury Ilid not visit the spot, though he saw
some masses of the limestone which had fallen from
the high mountain, and which appeared to him to
resemble the coral of modem reefs. He supposed
that the altitude of the highest peak in Otaheite was
12,000 feet, and that of the coral not greatly inferior;
but Captain Beechey informs me, that the peak is not
quite 7000 feet high, as he found, by the mean o( three
observations, carefully taken with the sextant. Mr.
Stutchbury suggests that" as a great reef, or platform
• See Captain Beecbey's Voyage to the Paci6C) &c., pp. 159
and 191.
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of coral, surrounds the actual shores of Otaheite, the
island, had it been raised out of the sea gradually, or
by a succession of movements, must have been every
where coated over with a covering of coral ; and as
this is not the case, no coral having yet' been seen in
the interior, except on the mountain above mentioned,
Otaheite' must have been projected suddenly to its
present height by a single upthrow... •
Before we adopt so important a conclusion we must,
in the first place, remember that the surface of a small
part only of the island has been carefulJy explored by
naturaJis~s, and, what is far more to the point, we have
yet to learn whether some craters in Otaheite may not
have been in eruption subsequently to the emergence
of the island. At a much lower elevation than the
coral, Mr. -Stutchbury 'states that there is an extinct
volcanic crater, having at its bottom a lake, about a
mile in' diameter; a fact also mentioned by Captain
Beechey and others. Now in the volcanic island of
Ischia, in the neigbbourbood of Naples, some of the
toffs near the highest peak· contain marine shelJs,
similar to those now living in the Mediterranean; so
that these tuffs were evidently submarine deposits.
Consequently Ischia has, like Otaheite, been raised to
its present height above the level of the sea by a move
ment from below. But we know, partly by historical
and partly by geological evidence, that many of the
Ischian cones and craters have been in eruption since
it emerged; and during these eruptions its surface has
been overspread with so' dense a coating of lava and
scorire, that it has now become impossible to determine
whether the land rolle suddenly or slowly, or what was
• StutcbbufY, West of Eng. Journ., No. I., p. 55.
p
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the atate of its surface when it first emerged. The
&ame observations apply to Otaheite.
Vcut area of coral jOf"llUltUma. - The calcareous
masses above considered constitute, together with the
asaociated volcanic formations, the most extensive of
the groups of rocks which can be demonstrated to be
now in progress. The space in the sea which they
occupy is so vast, that we may safely infer that they
exceed in area any group of ancient rocks which can
be proved to have been of contemporaneous origin:
It is true that each of the great ar('.hipelagos of the
Pacific are separated by unfathomable abysses, where
no zoophytes may live, and no lavas flow; where not
even a particle of coral sand or volcanic scorire may be
drifted: but still, if we confine our view to the extent
of reef ascertained to exist, and assume that a certain
space around each volcanic or coral isle has been co
vered with ejections, or matter from the waste of cliffs,
it will then be seen that the space occupied by these
formations may equal, and perhaps exceed in area, that
part of our continents which has been accurately ex
plored by geologists. "
That the increase of these calcareous masses should
be principally, if not entirely, confined to the shallower
parts of the ocean, or, in other words, to the summits
of submarine ranges of mountains and elevated plat
forins, is a circumstance of the highest interest to the
geologist; for if parts of the· bed of such an ocean
should be upraised, so as to form large continents,
mountain·chains might appear, capped and flanked by
calcareous strata of great thickness, and replete with
organic remains; while in the intervening lower re.
gions no rocks of contemporary origin would ever have
existed.
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Lime, wlumce derived. - A modem writer has ate
tempted to revive the theory of some of the earlier
geologists, that all limestones have originated in organ·
ized substances. If we examine, he says, the quantity
of limestone in the primary strata, it will be found to
bear a much smaller proportion to the siliceous' and
argillaceoqs rocks than in the secondary; and this may
have some connexion with the rarity of testaceous
animals in the ancient ocean. He further infers, that,
in consequence of the operations of animals, "the
quantity of calcareous earth deposited in the form of
mud or stone is always increasing; and that, as the
secondary series far exceeds the primary ip this re
spect, so a third series may hereafter arise from the
depths of the sea, which may exceed the last in the
proportion of its calcareous strata."
If these propositions went no farther than to suggest
that every particle of lime that now enters into the
crust of the globe may possibly in its turn have been
subservient to the purposes of life, by entering into
the composition of organized bodies, I should not deem
the speculation improbable; but, when it is hinted that
lime may be an animal product combined by the pow·
ers of vitality from some' simple elements, I can dis
cover no sufficient grounds for such an hypothesis, and
many facts which militate against it.
If a large pond be made, in almost any soil, and
filled with rain water, it may usually become tenanted
by testacea; for carbonate of lime is almost universally
diffused in small quantities. But ifno calcareous mat·
ter be supplied by waters flowing from the surrounding
high grounds, or by springs, no tufa or shell-marl a.-e
• Macculloch's Syst. of G8Ol., vol. i. p. 219.
p
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formed. The thin shells of one generation of molluscs
decompose, so that their elementll afford nutriment to
the succeeding races; and it is only where a stream
enters a lake, which may introduce a fresh supply of
calcareous matter, or where the lake is fed by springs,
that shells accumulate and form marl.
All the lakes in Forfarshire which hav.; produced
depositll of .hell~marl laav.e been the sites of springs.
which still evolve much carbonic acid, ~nd a small
41uantity of carbonate of lime. But there iSDO Qlarl in
~ Look: Fithie, near Forfl1r, where there are 80 flPring8,
~ although that lake is surrounded by these calcareous
.depoBits,.pnd although, in every other respec~, the site
is favourable to the accumulation of aquatic testacea.
We find those chare which secrete the largest
quantity of calcareous matter in their stems to abound
'Dear springs impregnllted with carbonate of liQ1.e. We
know that, if the common hen be deprived .altogether
of'~eareous nutriment, the shells of her ',eggs will
.become of too slight a consistency to protect the con
tents; and some birds eat chalk greedily during the
breeding'seaSon.
'
. If, on the other hand, we turn to the phenomena of
inorganic nature, we observe that. in volcanic couQtries,
there is ,an enormous evolution of carbonic acid, either
free, in a gaseous form, or mixed with water; and the
springs of such districts are usually impregnated' with
carbonate of lime in great abundance. No one who
has travelled in Tuscany, through the region of ex~nct
,volcanos and its confines, or who has seen the map
recently constructed by Targioni, to show th.e principal
sites of mineral springs, can doubt, for a moment, that
if this territory was submerged beneath the sea, it
might supply materials for the most extensive corsl

I
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reefs. The importance of these springs is not to be
estimated by the magnitude of the rocks which they
have thrown down on the slanting sides ofhills, although
of these alone latge cities might be built, nor by a
coating of t~Rve ..~in:tbat1tlOVel'S the soil in some dis
tricts for miles in length. The greater part of the cal
careoui matter' passes down in a state of solution to
the sea; and a geologist might as well assume the mass
of alluvium ·forlllt':d in a few years _in the bed of the
Po,·or the Ganges, to be the measure of the. quantity
deposited in the-course of centuries in the deltas of
those rivers, 'as' conceive'that the influence of the car
bonated springs in Italy can be estimated by the mass
of tufa precipitated by them near their sources.
It is generally admitted that the abundance of car
bonate of.Iime given' out by springs, in regions where
volcanic eruptions or earthquakes prevail, is referrible
to the solvent power of carbonic acid. For, as the
acidulous waters percolate calcareous strata, they take
up a certain portion of lime and carry it up to the
surface, where, under diminished pressure in the at
mosphere, it may be deposited, or, being absorbed
by animals and vegetables, may be secreted by them.
In Auvergne, springs charged with carbonate of lime
rise through granite, in which case we must suppose
the calcareous matter ~o be derived from some primary
rock, unless we imagine it to rise up from the volcanic
foci themselves.
We see no reason for supposing that the lime noW'
on the surface, or in tbe crust of the earth, may not,
as well as the silex, alumine, or any other mineral
substance, have existed before the first organic beings
were created, if it be assumed that the arrangement
of the inorganic materials of our planet preceded in
p
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the order of time the introduction of the first organic
inhabitants.
But ifthe carbonate oflime, secreted by the testacea
and corals of the Pacific, be chiefly derivedfrom be1ortJ,
and if it be a very general effect of the action of sub
terranean heat to subtract calcareous matter from the
inferior rocks, and to cause it to ascend to the surface,
no argument can be derived in favour of the progres
sive increase of limestone from the magnitude of coral
reefs, or the greater proportion of calcareous strata, in
the more modem formations. A constant transfer of
carbonate oflime from the inferior parts of the earth's
crust to its surface, would cause throughout all future
time, and for an indefinite succession of geological
epochs, a preponderance of calcareous matter in the
newer, as contrasted with the older formations.
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BOOK IV.
CHAPTER I.
PRELIHINARY OBSERVATIONS.

System of inquiry into the causes of geological phenomena aa
adopted ill this work, llOw differing from that of many pre
ceding writers- Illustrations from the history of Geology
of the respective merits of the two systems- Reasons for pre
fixing to a work on Geology treatises respecting the changes
now in progress in the animate and inanimate world.

HA VING considered,in the preceding books, the actual
operation of the causes of change which affect the
earth's surface and its inhabitants, we are now about
to enter upon a new division of our inquiry, and it
may be useful to offer a few preliminary observations,
to establish the connexion between two distinct parts
of this work, and to explain in what manner its plan
differs from that usually followed by preceding writers
on Geology.
All naturalists who have carefully examined the
arrangement of the mineral masses composing the
earth's crust,. and who have. studied their internal
structure and fossil contents, have recognized therein
the signs of a great succession of former changes;
and the causes of these changes have been the object
of anxious inquiry. As the first theorists possessed
but a scanty acquaintance with the present economy
of the animate and inanimate world, and the vicis
situdes to which these are subject, we find them in
the sitU6tion of novices, who attempt to read a history
.

\
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written in a foreign language, doubting about the
meaning of the most ordinary terms; disputing, for
example, whether a shell was really a shell,-whether
sand and pebble. were the result of aqueous tritu
ration, - whether stratification was the effect of suc
cessive deposition £fom water; and a thousand other
elementary questions, which now appear to us so easy
and simple, that we can hardly conceive them to have
once afforded matter for warm and tedious contro
versy.
In the first book were enumerated many of the pre
possessions which may have biassed the minds of the
earlier inquirers, and checked an impartial desire of
arriving at truth. But of all the causes alluded to, no
one contributed so powerfully to give rise to a false
,method of philosophizing, as the entire unconscious
ness of the first geologists of the extent of their own
ignorance respecting the operations of the existing
,
agents of change.
They imagined themselves sufficiently acquainted
with the mutations now in progress in the ~imate
and inanimate world, to entitle them at once to deter
mine, whether the solution of certain p~oblem8 in
geology could ever be derived from the observation of
the actual economy of nature; and, having de'cided
that they could not, they felt themselves at liberty to
indulge their imaginations, in guessing at what ~ig1tt
be, rather than in inquiring what is; in other words, •
they employed themselves in conjectliringwhat might
have been the course of nature at a remote, period,
rather than in the investigation of what was the course
of nature in their own' times.
. It appeared to them more philosophical to speculate
00 the possibilities of the past, than patieo~ly to ex
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plore the realities of the present; and. having invented
theories under the infiuence of such maxims, they
were consistently unwilling to test their validity by
the criterion of their accordance with the ordinary
operations of nature. On the contrary, the claims of
each new hypothesis to credibility appeared enhanced
by .the _great, contrast of the causeS' or forces intro
duced to those now developed in our ~errestrial
.ystem during -a period, as it -has bee~ ter~ed, of
~.



- Never was 'there It dogma more calculated to foster
indolence, and to blunt the keen edge of curiosity,
thn this assumption of the discordance between the
former and the existing causes -of change. It pro
duced a state -of -mind unfavourable in the highest
degree to the candid reception of the evidence of
thOle minute but inCessant alterations which every
part of the earth's surface is undergoing, and by
-which, the condition i1f its living inhabitants is con
tinually made to vary~ The'student, instead of being
encouraged with the hope of interpreting the enigmas
presented to him in the earth's structure, - instead of
being prompted to undertake- laborious inquiries into
the natural history of the organic world, and the com
plicated effects of the -igneous and aqueous causes now
in operation, was taught to despond from the' first.
Geology, it-was aflirmed, could never rise to the rank
of an 'exact 'science, - the greater number of phe
-nomena must for -ever remain inexplicable, ,or only be
partially elucidated by ingenious conjectures. Even
the mystery wbich invested the subject was said to
constitute one of its prinCipal charms, affording, as it
did, full- scope to the fancy to indulge in aboundlesl
field of speculation.
'
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The course directly opposed to these theoretical
views consists in an earnest and patient endeavour
to reconcile the former indications of change with the
evidence of gradual mutations now in progress; re
stricting us, in the first instance, to known causes, and
then speculating on those which may be in activity in
regions inaccessible to us. It seeks an interpretation
of geological monuments, by comparing the changes
of which they give evidence with the vicissitudes now
in progress, or which may be in progress.
I shall give a few examples in illustration of the
practical results already derived from the two distinct
methods of theorizing ; for we have now the advantage
of being enabled to judge of their respective merits,
by the relative value of the fruits which they have
produced.
From the historical sketch before given of the pro
gress of geology, the reader has seen that a contro
versy was maintained for more than a century respect
ing the origin of fossil shells and bones - were they
organic or inorganic substances? That the latter
opinion should for a long time have prevailed, and
that these bodies should have been supposed to be
fashioned into their present form by a plastic virtue.
or some other mysterious agency, may appear absurd;
but it was, perhaps, as reasonable a conjecture as
could be expected from those who did not appeal, in
the first instance, to the analogy of the living creation,
as affording the only source 'of authentic information.
It was only by an accurate examination of living tes
tacea, and by a comparison of the osteology of the
existing vertebrated animals with the remains found
entombed in ancient strata, that this favourite dogma
was exploded, and all were, at length, persuaded that.
these substances were exclusively of organic origin.
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In like'manner, when a discussion had arisen as to
the nature of basalt and other mineral masses, evi
dently constituting a particular class of rocks, the
popular opinion inclined to a belief that they were of
aqueous, not of igneous origin. These rocks, it was
said, might have been .precipitated from an aqueous
solution, from a chaotic fluid, or an ocean which rose
over the continents, charged with the requisite mineral
ingredients. Few will now dispute that it would have
been difficult to invent a theory more distant from the
truth; yet we must cease to wonder that it gained so
many proselytes, when we remember that its claims
to probability arose partly from the very circumstance
of its confirming the assumed want of all analogy
between geological causes and those now in action.
By what train of investigation were all theorists
brought round, at length, to an opposite opinion, and
induced to assent to the igneous origin of these form
ations ? By an examination of the structure of active
volcanos, the mineral composition of their lavas and
ejections, and by comparing the undoubted products
of fire with the ancient rocks in question.
I shall adduce one more example. When the or
ganic origin of fossil shells had been conceded, their
occurrence in strata forming some of the loftiest moun·
tains in the world was admitted as a proof of a great
alteration of the relative level of sea and land; and
the question then arose, whether this change was to
be accounted for by the partial drying up of the ocean,
or by the elevation of the solid land. The former
hypothesis, although afterwards abandoned by general
consent, waa at first embraced by a vaat majority.
A multitude of ingenious speculations were hazarded,
to show how the level of the ocean might have been
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depressed; and when these theories had all failed, the
inquiry, as to what vicissitudes of this nature might
now be taking place, was, as usual, resorted to in the
last instance. On inquiring, whether any changes in
the level of sea and land had occurred during the his
~orical.per.i9dy.i~· was soon discovered, by patient re
search, that considerable tracts of land had been
permanently elevated and depressed, while the level
of t,he ocean J·emained unaltered. It was therefore
necessary to reverse the doctrine which had acquired
so much popularity; and the unexpected solution of a
problem at first regarded as 80 enigmatical gave, per_
haps, the strongest stimulus ever yet alForded to inves
tigate the ordhiary operations of nature.
Of late years, the points of discussion. in geology
have been transferred to new questions; and those, for
the most part, of a higher and more general nature.
We are now nearly agreed as to what rocks are of
igneeus, ,and what of aqueous origin,- in what manner
fossil shells, whether of the sea or of lakes, have been
imbedded in strata, - how sand may. have. been con
verted into sandstone,-and are unanimous as to many
other propositions which are not of a complicated
Dature; but when we ascend to those of a higher order,
we are still too often reluctant to make a strenuous
elFort, in the first instance, to search out an explana
tion in the ordinary economy of Nature. If, for ex
ample,. we seek for the causes why mineral masses are
associated together in certain groups; why they are
arranged in a certain order, which is never inverted;
why there are many b,-eaks in the continuity of the
series; why dilFerentorganic remains are found in dis
tinct sets of strata; why there is often an abrupt
passage from an assemblage· of species contained in.
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one formation to that in another immediately SlIper
imposed,- when these, and other topics of an equally
extensive kind are discussed, we often find the habit of
indulging conjectures, respecting irregular and extra
ordinary causes, to be still in force.
We hear of sudden and violent revolutions of the
globt:-of the. mstaotaneous elevation of mountain
chains-of paroxysms of volcanic energy, declining,
according to some, and, according t!) oth~rs, increaR
ing in violence, from the" ear~iest to the Jatest ages.
We are also told of general catastrophes, and a suc
cession of deluges-of the alternation of periods of
I'epose and disorder-of the refrigeration of the primi
tive heated nucleus of the globe - of the sudden anni.
I.lilation of whole races of animals and plants-and
other hypOtheses, in which we see the ancient spirit
of speculation revived, and a desire manifestly shown
to cut, rather than patiently to untie, the Gordian
knot.
In the following attempt to unravel these difficult
questions, I shall endeavour, as far as possible, to re
strict myself to the known or possible operations of
existing causes; feeling assured that we have not yet
exhausted the resources which the study of the present
course of nature may provide, and therefore that we
are not authorized, in the infancy of our science, to
recur to ext~aordillary agents. I shall adhere to this
plan, not only on the grounds explained in the first
book; but because, as I bave just stated, the history of
the science informs us that this method has always
put geologists on the road that leads to truth-sug
gesting views which, although imperfect at first, have
been found capable ofimprovement, until at last adopted
by universal consent. On the other hand, the opposite
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method, that of speculating on a former distinct state
of things, has led invariably to a multitude of con
tradictory systems, which have been overthrown one
after the other,-which have been found quite in
capable of modification,-and which are often required
to be precisely reversed.
In regard to the subjects treated of in the last two
books,-the recent changes ofthe organic and inorganic
world,-they may be said to constitute the alphabet
and grammar of geology. If I had found systematic
treatises previously written on these topics, I should
willingly have entered at once upon the description of
geological monuments properly so called: in which
case, I should have referred to other authors for the
elucidation of elementary and collateral questions,
just as I shall now appeal to the best aut.llorities in
conchology and comparative anatomy for the proof of
positions which, but for the labours of naturalists' de
voted to those departments, would have demanded long
digressions.

sss

CHAPTER 11.
GENERAL ARlUNGElII1!JNT OF THE MATERIALS COMPOSING
THE EARTH'S ORUST.

The existing continents chiefly composed of subaqueous deposits
- Distinction between sedimentary and volcanic rocks - Be
tween primary. secondary, and tertiary - Origin of the rocka
usually termed primary - Transition formations (p. 540.) 
Secondary and tertiary strata - Chronological relations of
mineral masses- Laws of superposition - Relative age proved
by included fragments of older rocks - ProofS of contem
poraneoua origin derived from mineral characters - from
organic remains (p. 547.) - Zoological provinces of limited
extent - Modes whereby dissimilar mineral masses and dis
tinct groups of species may be proved to have been contem
poraneous.

we examine into the structure of the earth's
crust, or tbat small portion of the exterior of our
planet acce{sible to human observation, whether we
pursue our inquiries by aid of mining operations, or by
observing the sections laid open in the sea cliffs, or in
the deep ravines of mountainous countries, we dis
cover everywhere a series of mineral masses, which
are not thrown together in a confused heap, but ar
ranged with considerable order; and even where their
original position has undergone great subsequent dis
turbance, there still remain proofs of the order that
once reigned.
If we drain a lake, we frequently find at the bottom
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a series ofrecent deposits disposed with great regularity
one above the other; the. uppermost, perhaps, may
be a stratum of peat, next below a more compact va
riety of the same material, still lower a bed of lami
nat.ed shell marl alternating with peat, and then other
beds of marl divided by layers of clay.' Now if a
second pit be sunk through the same continuouslacus
trine deposit, at som! ( istance from the first, we com
monly meet with nearly the same series of beds, yet
with slight variations; some, for example, of the layers
of sand, clay, or marl may be wanting, one or more of
them having tbmned out and given place to others, or
sometimes one of the masses, first examined, is ob
served to increase in thickness to the exclusion of
other beds. At length we reach a point where the
whole assemblage of lacustrine strata terminate, as for
example when we arrive at the borders of the original
lake-basin. Here the beds come in contact with the
rocks which form the boundary of, and, at the same
time, pass under all the recent accumulations,
In almost every estuary, we may observe at low
water phenomena analogous to those of lakes, where
the current has cut away part of some newly formed
bank, consisting of a se~ies of horizontal strata of peat,
sand, clay, and, sometimes, interposed beds of shells.
Each of these may often be traced over a considerable
area, some extending farther than others, but all of
necessity confined within the basin. of the estuary.
Similar remarks are applicable, on a much more ex
tended scale, to the recent deltas of great rivers, like
the Ganges, where, after the periodical inundations
have subsided, sections are exposed in the river-banks
and cliffs of numerous islands, in which horizontal
beds of clay and sand may be traced over areas man,.
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hundred miles in lengu., and more than a hundred in
breadth.
S,thaquemu 'deposits. - The greater part of our
continents are evidently composed of subaqueous de
posits; and in the manner of their arrangement .we
discover many characters. precisely similar to those
above described; but the different groups of strata are,
for the most part, on a greater scale, both in regard
to depth and area, than any observable in the form
ations of lakes, deltas, or. estuaries. We find, for ex- ~
ample, masses of limestone several hundred feet in
thickness, containing corals and shells, and stretching
from one country to another; yet 8Iways giving place,
at length, to a distinct set of strata, which eIther· rise
up from beneath like the rocks before alluded to as
forming the boundary of a lake, or cover and conceal
them. In other places, we find beds of pebbles and
sand, or of day, ofgreat thickness. The different form I
ations composed of these materials usually contain
some peculiar and appropriate organic remains; as,
for example, certain species of shells and corals, or
certain plants. .
Volcanic roclis. - Besi4es these strata of aqueous
origin, we find eitlier rocks which are immediately re
cognized to be the products of fire, from their exact
resemblance to 'those which have been produced in
modem times by 't'olcanos, and thus we immediately
establish two distinct orders of mineral masses com
posing the crust of the globe - the sedimentary and
the volcanic.
1Wclta CDmf1UYll,ly called primary. - But if we exa
mine a large portion of a continent which contains
within it a lofty mountain range, we rarely fail to dis
cover another class of rocks very distinct from either
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of those above alluded to, and which we can assimilate
neither to deposits such as are now accumulated in
lakes or seas, nor to those generated by ordinary vol
canic action. This class consists of granite, granitic
schist, roofing slate, and many other rocks, of a much
mJre compact and crystalline texture than the sedi
mentary and volcanic divisions before mentioned. In
the unstrati6ed portion of these crystalline masses, as
in the granite, for example, no organic fossil remains
have ever been discovered, and only a few faint traces
of them in some of the stratified groups of the same
class; for I may remark, that a considerable portion of
these rocks are divided, not only into strata, but into
laminre, so closely imitating the internal arrangement
of well-known aqueous deposits, as to leave scarcely
any reasonable doubt that they owe this part of their
texture to similar causes.
These remarkable formations have been called pri
mitive, from their having been supposed to constitute
the most ,ancient mineral productions of the globe, and
from a notion that they originated before the earth
was inhabited by living beings, and while yet the
planet was in a nascent state. The high relative an
tiquity of some of them is indisputable; for in the
oldest sedimentary strata, containing organic remains,
we often meet with rounded pebbles of the crystalline
rocks, which must therefore have been consolidated
before the derivative strata were formed out of their
ruins. The members of this granitic group generally
rise up from beneath the rocks of mechanical origin,
entering into the structure of lofty mountains, so as
to occupy, at the same time, the lowest and most
.elevated position in the crust of the globe.
Origin of rocks called primarg.- Nothing strictly
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analogous to these crystalline formations can now be
seen in the progress of formation on the habitable sur
face of the earth - nothing, at least, within the range
of human observation. The first speculators, 'however,
in Geology found no difficulty in explaining their
origin, by supposing a former condition of the planet
perfectly distinct from the present, when certain che
mical processes were developed on 'a great scale,
whereby crystalline precipitates were formed, some
more suddenly, in huge amorphous masses, such as
granite; others by successive deposition and with a
foliated and stratified structure, as in the rocks termed
gneiss and mica-schist. A great part of these views
have since been abandoned, more especially with re
gard to the origin of granite; but it is interesting to
trace the train of reasoning by which they were sug
gested. First, the stratified primitive rocks exhibited,
as was before mentioned, well-defined marks 'of suc
cessive accumulation, analogous 'to those so 'common
in ordinary subaqueous deposits. As the latter form
ations were found divisible into natural groups, cha
racterized by certain peculiarities of mineral compo
sition, 80 also were the primitive. In the next place,
there were discovered, in many districts, certain mem
bers of theso-caHed primitive series, either alternat
ing with or passing by intermediate gradations into
rocks of a decidedly mechanical origin, containing
traces of organic remains. From such gradual passage
the aqueous origin of the stratified crysta11ine rocks
was fairly inferred; and as we find in the different
strata of subaqueous origin every gradation ·between a
mechanical· and a purely crystalline texture, between
sand, for example, and saccharoid gypsum, 80 it was
VOL. Ill.
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imagined that, in a former state of the planet, the dif
ferent degrees of crystallization in the older rocks
might have been dependent on the varying conditions
of the menstruum from which they were precipi
tated.
The presence, however, of certain crystalline ingre
dients in the composition of many of the primary rocks
rendered it necessary to resort to many arbitrary hy
potheses, in order to explain their precipitation from
aqueous solution; and for this reason a difference in
the condition of the planet, and in the pristine energy
of chemical causes, was assumed. A train of specu
lation originally suggested by the obse"ed effects of
aqueous agents was thus pushed beyond the limits of
analogy; and it was not until a different and almost
opposite course of induction was pursued, beginning
with an examination of volcanic products, that more
sound theoretical views were established.
Granite of igneous origin. - A passage was first
traced from lava into other more crystalline igneous
rocks, and from these again to granite, which last was
found to send forth dikes and veins into the con
tiguous strata, in a manner strictly analogous to that
observed in volcanic rocks, and to produce at the point
of contact such changes as might be expected to result
from the influence ofa heated mass cooling down slowly
under great pressure from a state of fusion. The
want of stratification in granite supplied another point
of ~ti.~l~gy in confirmation of its igneous origin; and as
some .masses were found to send out veins through
others, it was evident that there were granites of dif
ferent ages; and that instead of forming in all cases
the oldest. part of the earth's crust, as bad at first been
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supposed, some granites were of comparatinly recent
origin, and newer than the stratified rocks wbicb c0
vered them and were pierced by granite veins.
Stratified erystallim roclta.- The theory of the origin
of the other crystalline rocks was soon modified by
these new views respecting the nature of granue.
First it was shown, by numerous examples, that or
dinary volcanic dikes might produce great alterations
in the sedimentary strata which they traversed, caus
ing them to assume a more crystalline texture, and
nearly obliterating all traces of organic remains, with
out, at the same time, destroying the surfaces of stra
tification. It was also found that granite dikes and
...eins produced analogous, though somewhat difFeJ:ent
changes; and hence it was suggested as highly proba
ble that the effects to which small veins gave rise, to
the distance of a few yards, might be superinduced on
a much grander scale where vast masses of fused rock,
intensely heated for ages, came in contact at great
depths from the surface with sedimentary formations.
The slow action of heat in such cases, it was thought,
might occasion a state of semi-fusion; so that, on the
cooling down of the masses, the different materials
might be arranged in new forms, according to their
chemical affinities, and all traces of organic remains
might disappear, while the stratiform and lamellar tex
ture remained.
According to these views, the primary strata may
laaye assumed their crystalline structure at as maoy
successiye periods a1l there have been distinct eras of
the formation of granite; and their difference of mine
ral composition may be attributed, not to an origiD&l
difference of the conditions under which they were
deposited at the surface, but to subsequent modifiQ 2
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cations luperinduced by heat and other causes at great
depths below the surface.
The strict propriety of the term primitive, as ap
~ \ plied to granite, and to the granitiform and associated
rocks, thus became questionable; and the term primary
was very generally substituted, as simply expressing the
fact that the crystalline rocks, as a mass, were older
than the secondary, or those which are unequivocally
of a mechanical origin and contain organic remains.
Transition f01mationa.-It has been stated that the
crystalline or primary series sometimes passes by in
termediate gradations into strata of mechanical origin
containing organic remains. The formations of inter
mediate character by which that passage was effected
were often observed to partake, in a perplexing degree,
of the. characters of the crystalline series and of
those containing fossils. They were termed by
Werner "transition rocks;" and he imagined that as·
gneiss and mica-schist had been precipitated from the
waters of the first universal and chaotic ocean, so this
ocean still continued to throw down some crystalline
matter after the waters were inhabited by a few of the
first created marine animals, and when the waves and
currents had already begun to transport sand and
mud, and deposit them at the bottom of the sea.
The question whether the mineral peculiarities of
the rocks called transition have been derived from sub
sequent modifications, which sedimentary strata may
in the course of ages undergo, or from some original
and essential difference in their composition and struc
ture, is one which cannot be discussed here, as it is
connected. with inquiries into the nature of the
granitic schists which must be deferred to the end of
this work.

-
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All the stratified rocks not arranged either. in
the primary or transition class, were at first called
secondary, a division including nearly the whole of
the fossiliferous strata then known; but after some
progress had been made in classifying the secondary
rocks, and in assigning to each its relative place in a
chronological series, another division of sedimentary
formations was established, called tertiary, as being of
newer origin than the secondary, and characterized
by distinct species of fossil animals and plants. These
tertiary formations were found to consist very ge
nerally. of detached and isolated masses, sUn'ounded
on all sides by primary and secondary rocks, and occu
pying a position, in reference to the latter, very like
that of the waters of lakes, inland seas, and gulfs, in
relation to a continent, and, like such waters, being
often of great depth, though of limited area. The im
bedded organic remains were chiefly those of marine
animals, but with frequent intermixtures of terrestrial
and fresh-water species wllich are rarely found among
the secondary fossils. Frequently there was evidence
of the deposits having been purely lacustrine, a cir
cumstance which had not been clearly ascertained in
regard to any secondary group.
. I shall consider more particularly in the fourth chap
ter, how far this distinction of rocks into secondary
and tertiary is founded in nature, and in what relation
these two great divisions may be supposed to stand to
each other.
But before I offer any general views of this kind, it
will be necessary to explain to the student in what man
ner the geologist can determine the' chronological re_
lations of mineral masses composing the crust of the
earth; for as difFerent rocks have been formed in sueQS
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cession, one of the principal objects in geological in
vestigatioDs is to determine the time as well as the
mode 'of their formation. ' .
Proqfi of relative 4ge by S~.
It is evident that, where we find a series of hori
zontal'strata of sedimentary origin, the uppermost bed
must be newer than those which it overlies; and that,
when we observe one distinct set of strata reposing
upon another, the inferior is the older of the two. In
countries where the original position of mineral masses
has been' disturbed, at different periods, by convul
sions of extraordinary violence, as in the Alps and other
mountainous districts, there are instances where the
original position of strata has been reversed. Such
exceptions, however, are rare, and usually on a small
scale; and an experienced observer can generally ascer
tain the true relations of the rocks in question, by ex
amining some adjoining districts where the derangement
has been less extensive.
• Soon after the first observers had convinced them
selves that strata of aqueous origin were divisible into
different groups, each characterized by its peculiar fos
sils and mineral characters, they also ascertained that
there was a determinate order of succession in these
groups, which was never inverted, although the differ
ent formations were not co-extensively distributed; so
Fig. 61.
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thllt. if there be four different formations, as a, h, c, d,
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in the annexed diagram (Fig. 61.), which, in certain
localit!es, may be seen in vertical superp08ition, the
uppermost or newest of them, a, will in other placei
be in contact with e, or with the lowest of the whole
series, d, all the intermediate formations being absent.
In regard to the age of volcanic formations, if we
find a layer of tufF or ejected matter, or a stream of
lava covering sedimentary strata, we may infer, with
confidence, that the igneous rock is the more recent;
but, on the other hand, the superpositioli of aqueous
deposits to a volcanic mass does not always prove the
superimposed beds to be of newer origin. If, indeed,
we discover strata of tufF with imbedded shells, or, as
in the Vicentine and other places, rolled blocks of
lava, with adhering shells and corals, we may then be
sure that these masses of volcanic origin covered the
bottom of the sea before the superincumbent strata
were thrown down. But, as lava rises from below, and
does not always reach the surface, it may sometimes
penetrate a certain number of strata, and then cool
down, 80 as to constitute a solid mass of newer origin.
although inferior in position. It is, for the most part,
by the passage of veins proceeding from such igneous
rocks through contiguous sedimentary strata, or by
such hardening and other alteration of the overlying
bed as might be expected to result from contact with
a heated mass, that we are enabled to decide whether
the volcanic matter was previously coniolidated,· or
subsequently introduced.

Proofo by included Fragmmt& of older Roclu.
A geologist is sometimes at a Iou, after investi
gating a district composed of two distinct formatiou.
to determine the relative ages of each, from want of
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sections exhibiting their superposition. In such case~'
another kind of evidence, of a character no less con
clusiv.e, can sometimes be obtained. One· group of
strata. has frequently been derived from the degrada
tion of another in the immediate neighbourhood, and
may be observed to include within it fragments of such
older rocks. Thus, for example,. we may find chalk
with flints.; and, in another part of the same country~
a distinct series, consisting of alternations of claY7
sand, and pebbles. If some of these pebbles conaist of
ilints, with fossil shells of tIle same species as those
in the chalk, we may confidently. infer that the chalk
is the oldest of the two formations.
I have already remBked, that some granite must
have existed before the most ancient of our secondary
rocks, because some of the latter contain rounded peb
bles of granite. But for the existence of such evi
dence, we might not have felt assured that all the
granite which we see was not protruded from below in
a state of fusion, subsequently to the origin of the
secondary strata.

l

Proofs

of contemporaneous Or.igin

derived from

Mineral Cluzracters.

When we have established the relative age of two
formations in a given place, from direct superp06ition,
or by other evidence, a far morediflicult task remains,
-to trace the continuity of the same formation, or, in
other cases, to find means of referring detached grOllpS
of rocks to a contemporaneous origin. Such identifi_
cations of age are chiefty derivable from two sources,
- mineral character and organic contents; but the
utmost skill and caution are required in the application
of these tests, for scarcely any general rules can' be
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laid down respecting either that do not admit of im
portant exceptions.
If at certain periods of the pa~t, rocks of peculiar
mineral composition had been precipitated simultane
ously upon the floor of a "universal ocean," so as to
invest the whole earth in a succession of concentric
coats, the. determination of relative dates in geology
might have been a matter of the greatest simplicity.
To explain, indeed, the phenomenon would have been
difficult, or, rather, impossible, as such appearances
would have implied a former state of the globe, with
out any analogy to that now prevailing. Suppose, for
example, there were three masses extending over
every continent, - the upper of chalk and chloritic
sand; the next below, of blue argillaceous limestone;
and the third and lowest, of red marl and sandstone:
we must imagine that all the rivers and currents of the
world had been charged, at the first period, with red
mud and sand; at the second, with blue calcareo
argillaceous mud; and at a subsequent epoch, with
chalky sediment and chloritic sand.
. But, if the ocean were universal, there could have
been no land to waste away by the action of the sea
and rivers, and, therefore, no known source whence
the homogeneous sedimentary matter could have been
derived. Few, perhaps, of the earlier geologists went
so far as to believe implicitly in such universality of
formations, but they inclined to an opinion that they
were continuous over areas almost indefinite; and
sin'ce such a disposition of mineral masses would, if
true, have been the least complex, and most convenient
for. the purposes of classification, it is probable that a
belief in its reality was often promoted by the hope
that it might prove true. As to the objection, that
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such an arrangement of mineral masles could never
result from any combination of causes now in action,
it never weighed wJth the earlier cultivators of the
science, since they indulged no expectation of being
ever able to account for geological phenomena by re
ference to the known economy of nature. On tbe
contrary, they set out, as we have already seen, with
the assumption that the past and present conditions
of the planet were too dissimilar to admit of exact
comparison.
But, if we inquire into the true composition of any
stratum, or set ofstrata, and endeavour to pursue these
continuously through a country, we often find that the
character of the mass changes gradually, and becomes
at length so different that we should never have sus
pected its identity, if we had not been enabled to
trace its passage from one form to another.
We soon discover that rocks dissimilar in mineral
composition have originated simultaneously: we find,
moreover, evidence in certain districts, of the recur
rence of rocks of precisely the same mineral character
at very different periods; as for example, two form
ations of red sandstone, with a great series of other
strata intervening between them. Such repetitions
might have been anticipated, since these red sandstones
are produced by the decomposition of granite, gneiss,
and mica-schist; and districts composed exclusively of
these must again and again be exposed to decompo
sition, and to the erosive action of running water.
But, notwithstanding the variations before alluded
to in the composition of one continuous set of strata,
many rocks retain the same homogeneous structure
and composition throughout considerable areas, and
frequently, after a change of mineral character, pre
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serve their new peculiarities throughout other tracts.
of great extent. Thus, for example, we may trace a
limestone for a hundred miles, and then observe that
it becomes more arenaceous, until it finally passes
into sand or sandstone. We may then follow the
last-mentioned formation throughout another district
as extensive as that occupied by the limestone first
examined.

Proofs cf ctmtemporatleOU8 Origif't deritJed from Organic
Remaim.
I devoted several chapters in the last book to show
that the habitable surface of the sea and land may be
divided into a considerable Dumber pf distinct pro
vinces, each peopled by a peculiar assemblage of ani
mals and plants, and I endeavoured to point out the
origin of these separate divisions. It was shown that
climate is only one of many causes on which they
depend; and that difference of longitude, as well as
latitude, is generally accompanied by a dissimilarity
of indigenous species of organic beings.
As different seas, therefore, and lakes are inhabited,
at the same period, by different species of aquatic
animals and plants, and as the lands adjoining these
may be peopled by distinct terrestrial species, it follows
that distinct organic remains are imbedded in con
temporaneous deposits. If it were otherwise - if the
. same species abounded in every climate, or even in
every part of the globe where a corresponding tern.
perature and other conditions favourable to their ex
istence were found, the identification ofmineral masses
of the same age, by means of their included organic
contents, would be a matter of much greater facility.
But, fortunately, the extent of the same zoological
Q6
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provinces, especially those of marine animals, is very
great; so that we are entitled to expect, from analogy,
that the identity of fossil species, throughout large
areas, will often enable us to connect together a great
variety of detached formations.
Thus, for example, it will be seen, by reference to
the second book, that deposits now forming in different
parts of the Mediterranean, as in the delt/ls of the
Rhone and the Nile, are distinct in mineral compo
sition; for calcareous rocks are precipitated from the
waters of the Rhone, while pebbles are carried into its
delta, and there cemented, by carbonate of lime, into
a conglomerate; whereas strata exclusively of soft
mud and fine sand are formed in the Nilotic delta.
The Po, again,' carries down fine sand and mud into
the Adriatic; but since this sediment is derived from
the degradation of a different assemblage of mountains
from those drained by the Rhone or the Nile, we may
safely assume that there will never be an exact iden
tity in their respective deposits."
If we pass to another quarter of the Mediterranean,
as, for example, to the sea on the coast of Campania,
or near the base of Etna in Sicily, or to the Grecian
archipelago, we find in all these localities· that distinct
combinations of rocks are in progress. Occasional
showers of volcanic ashes are falling into the sea, and
streams of lava are overflowing its bottom; and in the
intervals between volcanic eruptions, beds of sand and
clay are frequently derived from the waste of cliffs, ,
or the turbid waters of rivers. Limestones, moreover,
such as the Italian travertins, are here and there
precipitated from the waters of mineral springs, while

•
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in mineral contents and organic remains. Thus, for
example, the testacea, zoophytes, and fish of the Red
Sea are, as a group, very distinct from those inhabiting
the adjoining parts of the Mediterranean, although the
two seas are separated only by the narrow isthmus m .
Suez. Calcareous formations have accumulated, on a
great scale, in the Red Sea, in modem times, and f088i1
shells of existing species are well preserved therein·;
and we know that, at the mouth of the Nile, large
deposits of mud are amassed, including the remains of
Mediterranean species. Hence it follows that if, at
some future period, the bed of the Red Sea should be
laid dry, the geologist might experience great difficul
ties in endeavouring to ascertain the relative age of
these formations, which, although dissimilar both in
organic and mineral characters, were of synchronous
origin.
But we must not forget that the north-western
shores of the Arabian Gulf, the plains of Egypt, and
the isthmus of Suez, are all parts of one province of
terrestrial species. Small streams, therefore, occasional
land-floods, and those winds which drift clouds of sand
along the deserts, might carry down into the Red Sea
the same shells of 6uviatile and land testacea which
the Nile is sweeping into its delta, together with some
remains of terrestrial plants, whereby the groups of
strata, before alluded to, might, notwithstanding the
discrepancy of their mineral composition, and marine
organic fossils, be shown to have belonged to the same

epoch.
In like manner, the rivers which descend into the
Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico on' one side, and
• See cbap. So
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inio the Pacific on the other, carry down the same
fluviatile and terrestrial spoils into seas which are in.
habited by different groups of marine species.
But it will much more frequently happen, that the
4CO-existence of terrutrial species of distinct zoological
and botanical provinces will be proved by the specific
identity of the marine organic remains which inhabited
the intervening space. ThUI, for example, the distinct
terrestrial species of the south of Europe, north of
Africa, and north-weat of Asia, might all be shown to
have been contemporaneous, if we suppose the rivers
flowing from these three countries to carry the remains
of different species of the animal and vegetable king.
doms into the Mediterranean.
In like manner, the sea intervening between the
northern shores of Australia and the islands of the In
dian Ocean contains a great proportion of the same
species of corallines and testacea; yet the land animtds
and plants of the two regions are very dissimilar, even
the islands nearest to Australia, as Java, New Guinea,
and others, being inhabited by a distinct assemblage of
terrestrial species. It is well known that there are cal.
careous rocks, volcanic toff, and other strata in pro
gress, in different parts of these intermediate se~
wherein marine orga»ic remains might be preserved
and associated with the terrestrial fossils above al
luded to.
As it frequelltly happens that the barriers between
d.ent provinces of animals and plants are not very
strongly marked, especiall) where they are determined
by differences of temperature, there will usually be a
passage from one set of species to another, as in a sea
extending from the temperate to the tropical zone. In
such cases, we may be enabled ~ prove, by the fossil.
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. of intermediate deposits, the connexion between the
distinct provinces, since these intervening spaces will
be inhabited by many species, common both to the
temperate and equatorial seas.
On the other hand, we may be sometimes able, by·
aid of a peculiar homogeneous deposit, to prove the
former co-existence of distinct animals and plants in
distant regions. Suppose, for example, that in the
course of ages the sediment of a river, like that of the
Red River in Louisiana, is dispersed over an area
several hundred leagues in length, so as to pass from
the tropics into the temperate zone, the fossil remains
imbedded in red mud might indicate the different
forms which inhabited, at the same period, those re
mote regions of the earth.
It appears, then, that mineral and organic charac
ters, although often inconstant, may, nevertheless,
enable us to establish the contemporaneous origin of
formations in distant countries. The same species of
organic beings probably extend over wider areas than
deposits of homogeneous composition; and if so, they
will be of more importance in geological classification
even than mineral peculiarities; but it fortunately may
happen that where the one criterion fails, we may
often avail ourselveE1 of the other. Thus, for example,
sedimentary strata are as likely to preserve the ~me
colour and composition in a part of tbe ocean reaching
from the borders of the tropics to the temperate zone,
as in any other quarter of the globe; but in such
spaces the variation of species is always most con
siderable..
In conclusion, it may be observed, that in endea
vouring to prove the contemporaneous origin of strata
in remote countries by organic remains, we must form
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our conclusions from a great number of species, since
a single species may be enabled to survive vicissitudes
in the earth's surface whereby thousands of others
are exterminated. When a change of climate takes
place, some may migrate and inhabit other latitudes,
and so abound there as to become-characteristic in
those regions of strata of a subsequent era.
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CHAPTER Ill.
Discovery of tertiary groups of successive periods - Paris basiD
- London and Hampsbire basins - Tertiary strata of BOI'
deault, Piedmont, Touraine, &c. (p. 559.) - Subapennine beds
- Englisb crag - More recent deposita of Sicily, &C.

HA VINO in the last chapter considered some of the
general rules which may enable the geologist to deter
mine with accuracy the chronological relations of dis
tinct sets of strata, I shall return to the history and
discovery of the tertiary strata.
Paris Basin. - The first series of deposits belong
ing to the tertiary class, of which the characters were
accurately determined, were those which occur in the
neighbourhood of Paris, first described by MM. Cuvier
and Brongniart.· They were ascertained to fill a deFig. 62.

a
!J

~

~

~j

~.-.---.--

a. Primary rocks.
6. Older secondary formations.
d. Tertiary formation.

c. Cbalk.

pression in the chalk (as the beds d, in Fig. 62., reat
• Environs de Paris, 1811.
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upon c), and to be composed of difFerent materials,
sometimes including the remains of marine and some
times of fresh-water animals. By the aid of these
fossils, several distinct alternations of marine and
fresh-water formations were clearly shown to lie su
perimposed upon each other, and various speculations
were hazarded respecting the manner in which the sea
had succeasively abandoned and regained possession of
tracts which had been occupied in the intervals by the
waters of rivers or lakes. In one of the subordinate
members of this Parisian series, a great number. of
scattered bones and skeletons of land animals were
found entombed, the species being perfectly dissimilar
to any known to exist, as indeed were those of almost
all the animals and plants of which any portions were
discovered in the associated deposits.
I must defer, to another part of this work, a more
detailed account of this interesting formation, and shall
merely observe, in this place, that the investigation
of the fossil contents of these beds forms an era in
the progress of the science. The French naturalists
brought to bear upon their geological researches so
much skill and proficiency in comparative anatomy and
conchology, as to place in a strong light the importance
of the study of organic remains, and the comparatively
subordinate intere8t attached to the exclusive investi
gation of the structure and mineral ingredients of
rocks.
A variety of tertiary formations were soon afterwards
found in other parts of Europe, as in the south-east of
England, in Italy, Austria, and difFerent parts ofFrance,
especially in the basins of the Loire and Gironde, all
strongly contrasted with the secondary rocks. As in
the latter class many difFerent divisioDs had been ob
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served to preserve the same mineral characters and
organic remains over wide areas, it was natural that an
attempt should first be made to trace the different sub
divisions of· the Parisian tertiary strata throughout
Europe, for some of these were not inferior in thick
ne88 to several of the secondary formations which had
a wide range.
But in this case the analogy, however probable, was
not found to hold good; and the error, though almost
unavoidable, retarded seriously the progress ofgeology;
As often as a new tertiary group was discovered. as
that of I~y, for example, an attempt was invariably
made, in the first· instance, to discover in what cha:'
racters it agreed with some one or more subordinate
members of the Parisian type. Every fancied point
of correspondence was magnified into undue import
ance, and such trifling circumstances, as the colour of
a bed of sand or clay, were dwelt upon as proofs of
identity, while the general difference in the mineral
character and organic contents of the group from the
whole Parisian series was slurred over and thrown into
the sbade.
By the in6uence of this illusion, the succession and
chronological relations of different tertiary groups were
kept out of sight. The difficulty of ~learly discerning
these arose from the frequent isolation of the position
Qfthe tertiary formations before described, since, in
proportion as the areas occupied by them are limited,
it is rare to discover a place where one set of strata
overlap another, in such a manner that the geologist
might be enabled to determine the difference of age by
direct superposition.

-
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THE EUROPEAN TERTIARY STRATA FORMED AT SUC
CESSIVE PERIODS.

I shall now very briefty enumerate some of the
principal steps which eventually led to a conviction of
the necessity of referring the European tertiary form
ations to distinct periods, and the leading data by
which such a chronological series may be established.
London and Hampshire Basins. - Very soon after
the investigation, before alluded to, of the Parisian
strata, those of Hampshire and of the basin of the
Thames were examined in our own country. Mr.
Webster found these English tertiary deposits to re
pose, like those in France, upon the chalk, or newest
rock of the secondary series. He identified a great
number of the shells occurring in the British and Pa
risian strata, and ascertained that, in the Isle ofWight,
an alternation of marine and freshwater beds occurred,
very analogous to that' observed in the basin of the
Seine.. But no two sets of strata could well be more
dissimilar in mineral composition, and they were only
recognized to belong to the same era by aid of the spe
cific identity of their organic remains. The discord
ance, in other respects, was as complete as could well
be imagined, for the principal marine formation in the
one country consisted of blue clay, in the other of
white limestone; and a variety of curious rocks in the
neighbourhood of Paris had no representatives what
ever in the south of England.
Suhapennine beds.- The next important discovery
of tertiary strata was in Italy, where Brocchi traced
• Webster in Englefield's Isle of Wight and Geol•.TranSo,
vol. ii. p. 161.
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them along the flanks of the Apennines, from one ex
tremity of the peninsuJa to the other, ullU8lly forming
a lower range ofhills; called by him the Subapennines••
These formations, it is true, had been pointed out by
the older Italian writers; and some correct ideas, as we
have seen, had been entertained respecting their re
cent origin, as compared to the inclined secondary
rocks on which they rested.t But accurate data were
now for the first time collected, for instituting a com
parison between them and other members of the great
European series of tertiary formatiOJ1s.
Brocchi came to the conclusion that nearly one-half
of several hundred species of fOSli] shells procured by
him from these Subapennine beds were identical with
those now living in existing seas, an observation which
did not hold true in respect to the organic remains of
the Paris basin. It might have been supposed that this
important point of discrepancy would at once have
engendered great doubt as to the identity, in age, of
any part of the Subapennine beds with anyone mem
ber of the Parisian series; but, for the reasons above
alluded to, this objection was not thought of much
weight, and it was supposed that a group of strata,
ea1led " the upper marine formation," in the basin of
the Seine, might be represented by all the Subapen
Dine clays and yellow sand.
Bngli8k Orag. - Several·years before, an Bnglish
naturalist, Mr. Parkin80n, had observed that certain
shelly strata, in Suffolk, which lay over the blue clay
of London, contained distinct fossil species of testacea,
and that a considerable portion of these might be
iden~ed with species now inhabiting the neighbouring
• Conch. Foss. SnOOp., 1814.
t See Vol. I. p. 75., for opinions of Odoardi in 1761.
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These overlying beds, which were provincially
"crag," were of small thickness, and were
not regarded as of much geological importance. But,
when duly considered, they presented a fact worthy
of great attention, viz., the superposition of a tertiary
group, enclosing, like the Subapennine beds, a great
intermixture of recent species of shells, upon tertiary
beds wherein a very few remains of recent or living
species were entombed.
Mr. Conybeare, in his excellent classification of the
English strata t, placed the crag as the uppermost of
the British serieS; and several geologists began soon to
entertain an opinion that this newest of our tertiary
formations might correspond in age to the Italian
strata described by Brocchi.
Tertiary strata of Touraine. - The next step to-
wards establishing a succession of tertiary periods was
the evidence adduced to prove that certain formations
more recent than the uppermost members of the Pa
risian series, were also older than the SUbapennine
beds, so that they constituted deposits of an age inter
mediate between the two types above alluded to.
M. DesDoyers, for example, ascertained that a group
~ermed

Fig. 69.

C. Chalk aDd other aeeondarf formations.
d. Tertiary fonnation fIf Paris blSin.
11. Superimposed mariue tertiary beds of tile Loi....
• Geol. Trans., Tol. i. p.824., 1811.
Outlines of tile Geology of England mcI Wales, 1822'
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of marine strata, in Touraine, in the basin of the
. Loire (e, Fig. 6S.), rest upon the uppermost subdivi
sion of.the Parisian group d, which consists of a lacus
. trine formation, extending continuously throughout a
platform which intervenes between the basin of the
Seine and that of the Loire. These overlying marine
strata, M. Desnoyers assimilated to the English crag,
to which they bear some analogy, although their
organic remains differ considerably, as will be after
wards shown.
A large tertiary deposit had alre~y been observed
in the south-west of France, around Bordeaux and
Dax, and a description of its fossils had been published
by M. de Basterot.- Many of the species were pe
culiar, and differed from those of the strata now called
Subapennine; yet these same peculiar and character
istic fossils reappeared in Piedmont, in a series of
strata inferior in position to the Subapennines (as e
underlies f, Fig. 64.)

C. Chalk and older formations.
d. London clay (older tertiary).
e. Tertiary strata of same age as beds of the Loire.
f. Crag and Subapennine tertiary deposits.

This inferior group, e, composed principally of green
sand, occurs ill the hills of Mont Ferrat, and beds of
the same age are seen in the valley of the Bormida.
They also form the bill of the Superga, near Turin,

- Mem. de la Soc. d'Hist. Nato de Pari., tomeiL, 1826.
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where Signor Bonelli first formed a large collection of
their fossils, and identified them with those discovered
near Bordeaux and in the basin of the Gironde.·
But we are indebted to M. Deshayes for having
proved, by a carefu1 comparison of the entire assem
blage of shells found in the above-mentioned localities,
in Touraine, in the south-west of France, and in
Piedmont, that the whole of these three groups pos
sess the same zoological characters, and belong to
the same epoch, as also do the shells described by
M. Constant Prevost, as occurring in the basin of
Vienna·t
..
, Now the reader will perceive, by reference to the
observations above made, and to the accompanying
diagrams, that one of the formations of this inter
vening period, e, has been found superimposed upon
the highest member of the Parisian series, d; while
another of the same set has been observed to underlie
the Subapennine beds, f. Thus the chronological
series, d, e, f, is made out, in which the deposits, ori
ginally called tertiary, those of the Paris and London
basins, for example, occupy the lowest position, and
'the beds called" the crag," and "the Subapennines,"
the highest.
Tertiary strata. newer Man tke SulJapennine. - The
fossil remains which characterize each of the three
successive periods above alluded to, approximate more
nearly to the assemblage of speciu now existing, in
proportion as their origin is less remote from our own
era, or, in other words, the recent species are always
• For farther notice of the labours of Signor Bonelll and
others on this subject, aee belowJ ch. v.
t Sur la Constitution, &c. du Bassin de Vienne, Joum. de
Phys., Nov. 1820.
B
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more numerous, and the extinct more rare, in propor
tion to the low antiquity of the formation. But the
discordance between the state of the organic world
indicated by the fossils of the Subapennine beds and
the actual state of things is still considerable, and we
naturally ask, are there no monuments of an intervening
period? - no evidences of a gradual passage from
one condition of the animate creation to that which
now prevails, and which differs so widely?
It will appear, in the sequel, that such monuments
are not wanting, and that there are marine strata en
tering into the composition of extensive districts, and
of Bills of no trifling height, which contain the exuviae
of testacea and zoophytes, hardly distinguishable, as
a group, from those now peopling the neighbouring
seas. Thus the line of demarcation between the
actual period and that immediately antecedent, is quite
evanescent, and the newest members of the tertiary
series will be often found to blend with the formations
of the historical era.
In Europe, these modern strata have been found in
the district round Naples, in the territory of Otranto
and Calabria, and more particularly in the island of
Sicily; and the bare enumeration of these places
cannot fail to remind the reader, that they belong to
regions where the volcano and the earthquake are now
active, and where we might have anticipated the dis
covery of emphatic proofs that the conversion of sea
into land had been of frequent occurrence at very
modern periods.
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. CHAPTER IV.
D~BBJilNT

CIROUMSTANCHII UNDBB WHICB TBB SBCOND.lBY

AND TBBTIABY FORMATIONS KAY BAVE ORIGINATED.

Secondary series formed when the ocean prevailed; tertiary during
the conversion of sea into land, and the growth of a continent
- Origin of interruption in the sequence of formations - The
areas where new deposits take place are always sbifting
Causes of this - Denudation augments the discordance in the
age of rocks in contact (p. S71.) - Unconformability of over
lying formations - In what manner the shifting of the areas of
sedimentary deposition may combine with the gradual extinc
tion and introduction of species to produce a series of deposits
having distinct mineral and organic characters.

I HAVE already glanced at the origin of some of the
principal points of difference in the characters of the
primary and secondary rocks, and may now briefly
consider the relation in which the secondary stand to
the tertiary, and the causes of that succession of ter
tiary formations, which has been described in the last
chapter.
It is evident that large parts of Europe must have
been sea at one and the same time when different
portions of the secondary series were formed, because 1 ,,'
we find homogeneous mineral masses, including the )"
remains of similar marine animals, referrible to the
secondary period, extending over great areas; whereas
the detached and isolated position ofthe tertiary group.,
in basins, or depresaioDs bounded by eecondary ~
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primary rocks, favours the hypothesis of a sea inter
rupted by extensive tracts of dry land.

State of tile Swrface wAm tile Seconda'71 Strata were
formed.
Let us consider the changes that must be expected
to accompany the gradual conversion of part of the
bed of an ocean into a continent, and the difFerent
characters that might be imparted to subaqueou8 de
posits formed during the period when the sea prevailed,
as contrasted with those that might belong to the
subsequent epoch when the land should predominate.
First, we may suppose a vast submarine region, such
as the bed of the western Atlantic, to receive for ages
the turbid waters of several great rivers, like the Ama
zon, Orinoco, or Mississippi, each draining a consider
able continenL The sediment thus introduced might
be characterized by a peculiar colour and composition,
and the same homogeneous mixture might be spread
out over an immense area by the action of a powerful
current, like the Gulf-stream. First, one submarine
basin, and then anoth£'r, might be filled, or rendered
shallow, by the influx of transported matter, the same
species of animals and plants still continuing to inhabit
the sea; so that the organic, as well as the mineral
characters, might be constant throughout the whole
series of deposits.
In another part of the same ocean, let us suppose
masses of coralline and shelly limestone to grow, like
those of the Pacific, simultaneously over a space several
thousand miles in length; and thirty. or forty degrees
of latitude in breadth, while volcanic eruptions give
rise, at different intervals, to igneous rocks, having a
common ~aracter in difFerent parts of the vast area.
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It is eYident that, during such a state of a certain
quarter of the globe, limestone and other rocks might
be formed, and retain a common character over spaceSt'
equal to a large portion of Europe.
State of tile Surface wken tile Tertiary Groupa went
formed.

But, when by the instrumentality of causes now in
action, in the manner already described, the area under
consideration began to be converted into land, a very
difFerent condition of things must succeed. A series
of subterranean 'movements might first give rise to
small rocks and islets, and then, by subsequent eleva
tions, to larger islands, by the junction of those first
raised. These lands would consist partly ofthe mine
ral masses before described, whether coralline, sedi
mentary, or volcanic, and partly of the subjacent rocks,
whatever they may have been, which constituted the
original bed of the ocean. Now the degradation. of
these lands would commence immediately upon their
emergence, the waves of the sea undermining the clifFs, ,
and torrents Bowing from the surface, so that new
strata .would begin to form in difFerent places, at the
bottom of the still remaining seas; and, in proportion
as the lands increased, these deposits would augment.
At length, by the continued rising and sinking of
difFerent parts of the bed of the ocean, a number of
distinct basins would be formed, wherein difFerent kinds
ofsediment, each distinguished by some local character,
might accumulate. Some of the groups of islands that
had first risen would, in the course of ages, become
the central mountain ranges of continents, and different
lofty chains might thus be characterized by similar

as
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rocks of contemporaneous origin, the component strata
having originated under analogous circumstances in the
ocean before described.
Finally, when large tracts ofland existed, there would
be a variety of disconnected gulfs, inland seas, and lakes,
each receiving the drainage of distinct hydrographi
cal basins, and becoming the receptacles of stratified
matter, distinguished by marked peculiarities ofmineral
composition. The organic remains would also be more
varied, for in one locality freshwater species would be
imbedded, as in the deposits now forming in the lakes
of Switzerland and the north of Italy; in another, ma
rine species, as in the Aral and Caspian; in a third
region, gulfs of brackish water would be converted into
land, like those of Bothnia and Finland in the Baltic;
in a fourth, there might be great ftuviatile and marine
formations along the borders ofa chain of inland seas,
like ·the deltas now growing at the mouths of the Don,
Danube, Nile, Po, and Rhone, along the shores of the
Sea of Azof, the Euxine, and Mediterranean. These
deposits would each partake more or less of the pecu
liar mineral character of adjoining lands, the degrada
tionof which would supply sediment to the different
rivers.
Now, if such be, in a great measure, the disiinction
between the circumstances under which the secondary
and tertiary series originated, it is quite natural that
particular tertiary groups should occupy areas of com
paratively small extent-that they should frequently
consist oflittoral and lacustrine deposits-and that they
should often contain those admixtures of terrestrial,
freshwater, and marine remains, which are so rare in
secondary rocks. It might also be expected that. the
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tertiary volcanic formatiOns should be much less ex
clusively submariue; and this we accordingly find to be
the case.

Causes

of tile

Superpo8ition

of successive

FormationB

llaving distinct Mineral and Organic Characters.

But we have stiH to account for those remarkable
breaks in the series of superimposed formations, which
are common both to the secondary and tertiary rocks,
but are more particularly frequent in the latter. The
elucidation of this curious point is the more important,
because some geologists appeal to phenomena of this
kind in support of their doctrine of sudden revolutions
of the globe, and great catastrophes out of the ordinary
course of nature.
It is only by carefully considering the combined
action of all the causes of change now in operation,
whether in the animate or inanimate world, that we
can hope to explain such complicated appearances as
are exhibited in the general arrangement pf mineral
masses. In attempting, therefore, to trace the origin
of these violations of continuity, we must recur to many
of the topics treated of in the two last books, such as
the effects of the various agents of decay and repro
duction, the imbedding of organic remains, and the
extinction of species.
Shifting of eM af"e(J8 of aedimentary deposition.
By reverting to our survey of the destroying and reno
vating agents, it will be seen that the surface of the
terraqueous globe may be divided into two parts, one
of which is undergoing repair, while the other, consti
tuting, at anyone period, by far the larger portion of
the whole, is either suffering degradation, or remaining
stationary without loss or increment. The reader will
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assent at once to this proposition, when he reflects that
the dry land is, for the most part, wasting by the action
of rain, rivers, and torrents; and that part of the beel
of the sea is exposed to the excavating action of cur
rents, while the greater part, remote from continents
and islands, receives no new deposits. For as a turbid
river throws dowll all its sediment into the first lake
which it traverses, so currents flowing from the land or
from shoals purge themselves from foreign ingredients
in the first deep basin which they enter, and beyond
this the blue waters of the ocean may for ages remain
clear to the greatest depths. If there are any relics of
organic beings at the bottom, they may decompose like
the leaves of the forest in autumn, leaving no vestige
behind, but merely supplying nourishment, by their
decomposition, to succeeding races of marine animals
and plants.
.
The other part of the terraqueous surface is the re
ceptacle of new deposits; and in this portion alone, as
I pointed out in the last book, the remains of animals
and plants become fossilized. Now the position of this
area, where new formations are in progress, and where
alone any memorials of the state of organic life are
preserved, is always varying, and must for ever con
tinue to vary: and, for the same reason, that portion
of the terraqueous globe which is undergoing waste
also shifts its position, and these fluctuations depend
partly on the action of aqueous, and partly of igneous
causes.

In illustration of these po:itions, I may observe, that
the sediment of the Rhone, which is thrown into the
.Lake of Geneva, is now conveyed to a spot a mile and
a half distant from that where it accumulated in the
.tenth century, and six miles from the point where the
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pose, for instance, a sea 'to be filling up in the same
manner as the Adriatic, by the influx of the Po, Adige,
and other rivers. The deltas, after advancing and con
verging, may at last come within the action of a
transverse current, which may arrest the further de
position of matter and sweep it away to a distant
point. Such a current now appears to prey upon the
delta of the Nile, and to carry eastward the annual
accessions of sediment that once added rapidly to the
plains of Egypt.
On the other hand, if a current charged with sedi
ment vary its course, - a circumstance which, as I
have shown, must happen to 811 of them in the lapse of
ages,- the accumulation of transported matter will at
once cease in one region, and commence in another.
Although the causes which occasion the transference
of the places of sedimentary deposition are continually
in action in every region, yet they are particularly
influential where subterranean movements, 81ter, from
time to time, the levels of land; and their eWect must
be very great during the successive elevations and
depressions which must be supposed to accompany the
rise of a great continent from the deep. A trifling
change of level may sometimes throw a current into
a new direction, or alter the course of a considerable
river. Some tracts will be 81ternately submerged and
laid dry by subterranean movements: in one place a
shoal will be formed, whereby the waters will drift
matter over ~pace8 where they once threw down their
burden, and new cavities will elsewhere be produced,
both marine and lacustrine, which will intercept the
waters bearing sediment, and thereby stop the supply
once carried to some distant basin.
I have before stated, that a few earthquakes of mo
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derate power might cause a subsidence which would
connect the Sea of Azof with a large part of Asia now
below the level of the ocean.. This vast depression, .
recently shown by Humboldt to extend over an area
of eighteen thousand square leagues, surrounds Lake
Aral and the Caspian;' on the shores of which seas it
sinks in some parts to the depth of about 850 feet
below the level of the ocean. The whole area might
thus suddenly become the receptacle of new beds of
sand and shells, probably differing in mineral character
from the masses previously existing in that country;
for an exact correspondence could arise only from a
precise identity in the whole combination of circum
stances which should give rise to formations produced
at different periods in the same place.
Without entering into more detailed explanations,
the reader will perceive that, according to the laws
now governing the aqueous and igneous causes, distinct
deposits must, at different periods, be thrown down on
various parts of the earth's surface, and that, in the
course of ages, the same area may become, again and
again, the receptacle of such dissimilar sets of strata.
During intervening periods, the space may either re
main unaltered, or suffer what is termed denudation;
in which case a superior set of strata is removed by )
the power of running water, and subjacent beds are
laid bare, as happens wherever a sea encroaches upon
a line of coast. By such means, it is obvious that the
discordance in age of rocks in contact must often be
greatly increased.
The frequent unconformability in the stratification
of the inferior and overlying formation is another phe
• See p. 148.
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nomenon in their arrangement, which may be con
sidered as a natural consequence of those movements
that accompany the gradual conversion of part of an
ocean into land: for by such convulsions the older set
of strata may become rent, shattered, inclined, and
contorted to any amount. If the movement cease en
tirely, before a new deposit is formed in the same
tract, the superior strata may repose horiJontally upon
the dislocated series. But even if the subterranean
COnVUlsions continue with increasing violence, the more
'" \ recent formations must remain comparatively undis
turbed, because they cannot share in the derangement
previously produced in the older beds; while the
latter, on the contrary, cannot fail to participate in all
the movements subsequently communicated to the
newer.
Ckange of species every wAere in profJ1'U8. -If, then,
it be conceded that the combined action of the vol
canic and the aqueous forces would give rise to a suc
cession of distinct formations, and that these would be
sometimes unconformable, ·let us next inquire in what
manner these groups might become characterized by:
different assemblages of fossil remains.
I endeavoured to show, in the last book, that the
hypothesis of the gradual extinction of certain animals
and plants, and the successive introduction of new spe
.cies, was quite consistent with all that is known of the
existing economy of the animate world; and if it is
found to be the only hypothesis which is reconcilable
with geological phenomena, we shall have strong
grounds for conceiving that such is, and has been, the
.order of nature.
Fossilization of planU and animals partial. - We
have seen that the causes which limit the duration of
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species are not confined, at -anyone time, to a par
ticular part of the globe; and, for the same reason, if
we suppoie that their place is supplied, from time to
time, by new species, we may suppose their introduc
tion to be no less generally in progress. It would
follow, therefore, from all the foregoing premises, that
the change of species would be in simultaneous oper
ation every where throughout the habitable surface of
sea and land; whereas the fossilization of plants and
animals must always be confined to those areas where
new strata are produced. These areas, as has been
proved, are always shifting their position; 80 that the
fossilizing process, by means of which the commemor
ation of the particular state of the organic world, at
any given time, is effected, may be said to move about,
visiting and revisiting different tracts in succession.
In order more distinctly to elucidate my idea of the
working of this machinery, I shall compare it to a
somewhat analogous case that might easily be imagined
to occur in the history of human affairs. Let the mor
tality of the population of a large country represent
the successive extinction of species, and the births
of new individuals the introduction of new species.
While these fluctuations are gradually taking place
every where, suppose commissioners to be appointed
to visit each province of the country in succession,
taking an exact account of the number, names, and
individual peculiarities of all the inhabitants, and leav
ing in each district a register containing a record of
this information. If, after the completion ofone census,
another is immediately made on the same plan, and
then another, there will, at last, be a series of statis
tical documents in each province. When these are
arranged in chronological order, the contents of those
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which stand next to each other will differ according
to the length of the intervals of time between the
taking of each census. If, for example, there are sixty
ptovinces, and all the registers are made in a single
year and renewed annually, the number of births and
deaths will be so small, in proportion to the whole of
the inhabitants, during the interval between the com
piling of two consecutive documents, that the indivi
duals described in such documents will be nearly iden
tical; whereas, if the survey of each of the sixty pro
.inces occupies all the commissioners for a whole year,
there will be an almost entire discordance between the
persons enumerated in two consecutive registers in the
same province. There are undoubtedly other causes
besides the mere quantity of time, which may augment
or diminish the amount of discrepancy. Thus, at some
periods a pestilential disease may have lessened the
average duration of human life, or a variety of circum~
stances may have caused the births to be unusually
numerous, and the population to multiply; or, a pro
vince may be suddenly colonized by persons migrating
from surrounding districts.
I must also remind the reader, that I do not propose
the case as an exact parallel to those geological phe
nomena which I desire to illustrate; for the commis~
sioners are supposed to visit the different provinces in
rotation; whereas the commemorating processes by
which organic remains become fossilized, although they
are always shifting from one area to another, are yet
very irregular in their movements. They may aban
don and revisit many spaces again and again, before
they once approach another district; and, besides this
source of irregularity, it may often happen that, while
the depositing process is suspended, denudation may
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take place, which may be compared to the occasional
destruction by fire or other causes of some of the sta
tistical documents before mentioned. It is evident that,
where such accidents occur, the want of continuity in
the series may become indefinitely great, and that the
monuments which follow next in succession will by nc)
means be equidistant from each other in point of time.
If this train of reasoning be admitted, the distinct
ness of the fossil remains, in formations immediately
in contact, would be a necessary consequence of the
existing laws of sedimentary deposition, and of a con
stant mortality and renovation of species.
I have already stated, that we should naturally look
for a change in the mineral character in strata thrown
down at distant intervals in the same place; and, in
like manner, we must also expect, for the reason last
set forth, to meet occasionally with sudden transitions
from one set of organic remains to another. But the
causes which have given rise to such differences in
mineral characters have no necessary connexion with
those which have produced a change in the species of
imbedded plants and animals.
When the lowest of two sets of strata are much dis
located throughout a wide area, the upper being un
disturbed, there is usually a considerable discordance
in the organic remains of the two groups; but the co
incidence, in this instance, of the point where the fos
sils and the stratification change their character, must
not be ascribed to the agency of the disturbing forces,
as if they had exterminated the living inhabitants of
the surface. The ldtpse of time assumed to be requi
site for the development of so great a series of sub
terranean movements ha8j in such cases, allowed the
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species also throughout the globe to vary,-and hence
the two phenomena are usually concomitant.
Although these inferences appear to me very ob
vious, I am aware that they are directly opposed to
many popular theories respecting catastrophes; I shall,
therefore, endeavour to illustrate these views still
more clearly by another analogous case. Suppose we
had discovered two buried cities at the foot of Vesu
vius' immediately superimposed upon each other, with
a great mass of tuft' and lava .intenening, just as
Portici .and Resina, if now covered with ashes, would
overlie Herculaneum. An antiquary might possibly
be entitled to infer, from the inscriptions on public
edifices, that the inhabitants of the inferior and older
town were Greeks, and those of the modem Italians.
But he would reason very hastily, if he also concluded,
from these data, that there had been a sudden change
from the Greek to the Italian language in Campania.
Suppose he afterwards found tkretJ buried cities. one
above the other. the intermediate one being !toman,
while. as in the former example. the lowest was
Greek. and the uppermost Italian; he would then pe~
ceive the fallacy of his former opinion. and would
begin to suspect that the catastrophes. by which the
cities were inhumed. might have no relation whatever
to the 6uctuations in the language of the inhabitants;
and that, as the Roman tongue had evidently inter
vened between the Greek and Italian. so many other
dialects may have been spoken in succession, and the
passage from the Greek to the Italian may have been
very gradual; some terms growing obsolete, while
others were introduced from time to time.
If this antiquary could have shown that the volcanic
paroxysms of Vesuvius were so governed as that cities
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should be buried one above ~e other, just as often as
any variation occurred in the language of the inhabit
ants, then, indeed, tbe abrupt passage from a Greek
to a Roman, and from a Roman to an Italian city,
would aWord proof of fluctuations no less sudden in the
language of the people.
So, in Geology, if we could assume that it is part of
the plan of nature to preserve, in every region of the
globe, an unbroken series of monuments to commemo
rate the vicissitudes oftbe organic creation, we might
infer the sudden extirpation of species, and the simul
taneous introduction of others, as often as two form
ations in contact are found to include dissimilar organic
fossils. But we must shut our eyes to the whole
economy of the existing causes, aqueous, igneous, and
organic, if we fail to perceive tAat 8Uek i8 not the plan
of Nature.
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Comparative value of different classes of organic remains - Fossil
remains of testacea the most important- Necessity of accu
rately determining species - Four subdivisions of the tertiary
epoch proposed - Recent formations (p. 885.) - Newer Plio
cene period - Older Pliocene period - Miocene period
- Eocene period - The distinct zoological characters of these
periods may not imply sudden changes in the animate creation
- 'Numerical proportion of recent species of shells in different
tertiary periods (p. 895.) - The recent strata form a common
point of departure in distant regions - Mammiferous remains
- Synoptical table of recent and tertiary formationz.

IN the second chapter I explained the principles on
which the relative ages of different formations may be
ascertained, and the distinctive character was found to
be chiefly derivable from superposition, mineral struc
ture, and organic remains. It is by combining the evi
dence deducible from all these sources, that we are
enabled to determine the chronological succession of
distinct formations.
It will be seen, that in proportion as investigations
have been extended dver a larger area, it has become
necessary to intercalate new groups of an age inter
mediate between those Grst examined; and we have
every reason to expect that, as the science advances,
new links in the chain will be supplied, and that the
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passage from one period to another will become lell
abrupt. We may even hope, without travelling to dis
tant regions, - without even transgressing the limits of
western Europe, to render the series far more complete.
The fossil shells, for example, of many of the Subalpine
formations, on the northern limits of the plains of the
Po, have not yet been carefully collected and compared
with those of other countries, and we are almost en
tirely ignorant of many deposits known to exist in
Spain and Portugal.
The views developed in the last chapter, respecting
breaks in the sequence of geological monument!!, will
explain our reasons for anticipating the discovery of
intermediate gradations as often as new regions of
great extent are explored.
Comparative Value

of different

Classes

of

Organic

Remains.

In the mean time, we must ·endeavour to make the
. most systematic arrangement in our power of those
formations which are already known; and in attempt
ing to classify these in chronological order, we must
chiefly depend on the evidence afforded by their fossil
organic contents. In the execution of this task we
have first to consider what class of remains are .most
useful; for although every kind of fossil animal and
plant is interesting, and cannot fail to throw light on
the former history of the globe at a certain period,
yet those classes of remains which are of rare and
casual occurrence are absolutely of DO use for the
purposes of general classification. If we have plants
alone in one assemblage of strat!.l' and the bones of
mammalia in another, we can draw no concllision
respecting the number of species of organic beings
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common to two epochs; or if we have plants and verte
brated animals in one series, and only shells in another,
'we can form no opinion respecting the remoteness or
proximity of the two eras. We might; perhaps, draw
some conclusions as to relative antiquity, if we could
compare each of the two formations to a third; as,for
example, if the species of shells should be almost all
identical with those now living, while the plants and
vertebrated animals were all extinct; for we might
then infer that the shelly deposit was the most recent
of the two. But in this case the information would
Bow nom a direct comparison of the species of corre
sponding orders ofthe animal and vegetable kingdoms,
-of plants with plants, and shells with shells; the only
mode of making a systematic arrangement by reference
to organic remains.
Although the bones of mammalia in the t.ertiary
strata, and those of reptiles in the secondary, afFord -us
instruction of the most interesting kind, yet the species
are too few, and confined to too small a number of
localities, to be of much value in characterizing the sub
divisions of geological formations. The remains offish
will soon become of much more importance, although
the science offossil ichthyology is still so new that there
has been scarcely as yet time for the application of its
results to geology. The researches of Mr. Agassiz
have recently enabled him to determine the existence
in European collections of no less than 850 species,
which are distributed largely through deposits of every
age. A mere tooth, or a few scales, is often sufficient
for the recognition of a species, and the range of species
'~I in this class seems, in general, to be very limited in the
, vertical series; in other words, the same species is
, rarely common to two or more distinct groups of super
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imposed strata. Yet these same fish are said to have ~
a very wide horizontal range; that is to say, are found I
fossil in the same formations in countries extremely
distant. Should farther investigation confirm these
views of Mr. Agassiz respecting the constancy of their
characters and 'their limitation to particular formationB~
no class of fossils will contribute more powerfully than
fossil fish to the identification of contemporaneous strata
in distant parts of the earth.
We can scarcely hope to derive equal assistance from
fossil botany, as it is only in a few formations, and in
certain kinds of rock, that plants ate numerous and
well preserved. In these places, however, they throw
great light on the former state of the globe at the
periods to which they refer. Even in regard to zoo
phytes, which are so much more abundant in a fossil
state than any of the classes above enumerated, we
have hitherto been impeded in our endeavour to classify
strata by their aid, in consequence of the smaUness of
the number of recent species which have been exam
ined from those tropical seas where they occur in the
greatest profusion. But these difficulties will soon be
lessened, and Mr. Ehrenberg's recent investigation of
the corals of the Red Sea has greatly advanced this
department of science.
Fossil remains of testacea of cAiefimporttmce.- The \
testacea then are by far the most important class of
organic beings which have left their spoils in the sub.
aqueous deposits; and they have been truly said to be
the medals which nature has chiefly selected to record
the history of the former changes of the globe. There
is scarcely any great ~ries of strata that does not con,.
• See Book iii. cbap. :niiL
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tain some marine or freshwater BheIlB ; and these fOBBiIs
are often rounel' so entire, eBpeciaUy in the tertiary
formationB, that when disengaged from the matrix,
they have all the appearance of having been jUBt pro
cured from the Bea. Their colour, indeed, is usually
wanting, but the parta whereon Bpecific characters are
founded remain unimpaired; and though the animals
tbemBelves are gone, their form and habita can gene
rally be inferred from the &hell which covered them.
. The utility of the testacea, in geological classifica
tion, is greatly enhanced by the circumstance that
some forms are proper to the sea, others to the land,
and others to fresh water. Rivers scarcely ever fail to
carry down into their deltas some land shells, together
with species which are at once fluviatile and lacustrine.
The Rhone, for example, receives annually, from the
Durance, many shells which are drifted in an entire
state from the higher Alps of Dauphiny; and these
species, such as Bulimus montanus, are carried down
into the delta ofthe Rhone to a climate very different
from that of their native habitation. The young her
mit crabs may often be seen on the shores of the
Mediterranean, near the mouth of the Rhone, inhabit
ing these univalves, brought down to them from so great
a distance.- At the same time that some freshwater
and land shells are carried into the sea, other indi.
viduals of the same species become fossil in inland
lakes, and by this means we learn what species offreBh.
water and marine testacea coexisted at particular erss.
We wso make out the connexion between various plants
and mammifers imbedded in those lacustrine deposits,
• M. Marcel de Serres pointed out this curious fact to me when
I visited Montpellier, July. 1828.
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8JJd the testacea which lived at the same time in the
ocean~

There are two other characters of the· molluscous
pimals which render them extremely valuable in
settling chronological questions in Geology. The first
of these is a wide geographical range, and the second
(probably a consequence of the former) is the superior
duration of species in this class. It is evident that if
the habitation of a Iilpecies be very local, it cannot aid
us greatly in establishing tlle contemporaneous origin
of distant groups of strata, in the manner pointed out
in the last chapter; and if a wide geogrsphical range
be useful in connecting formations far separated in
space, the longevity -of species is no less serviceable in
establishing the relations of strata considerably distant
from each other in point of time.
I shall revert in the sequel to the curious ~ct, that
in tracing back the series of tertiary deposits from the
newer to the older, many existing species of testacea
accompany us after the disappearance of all fossil re
mains of the recent mammalia and fish. We even fin~
the skeletons of extinct quadrupeds in deposits wherein
all the land and freshwater shells are of living species.Neeesaity of accurately determining speciu. - The
reader will already perceive that the systematic ar
rangement of strata, so far as it rests on organic
remains, must depend essentially on the accurate de
termination of speciu; and the geologist must therefore
have recourse to the ablest naturalists, devoted to the
study of certain departments of organic nature. It is
scarcely possible that they who are contiIiually em
ployed in laborious investigations in the field, and in
• See Vol. I. p. lti., and Book iv. chap. xi.
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ascertaining the relative position and characters of
mineral masses, should have' leisure to acquire a pro
found knowledge of fossil osteology, eonchology, and
other branches of zoological inquiry; but it is de
sirable that in these sciences they should become
acquainted with the principles at least on which spe
cific characters are determined, and the habits of
species inferred from their peculiar forms.
When the specimens of shells are in an imperfect
state of preservation, or happen to belong to genera
in which it is difficult to decide on the species, except
the inhabitant itself be present, or when any other
grounds of ambiguity arise, we must reject, or lay
small stress upon, the evidence, lest we vitiate our
general results. We cannot do better than consider
the steps by which the science of botanical geography
has reached its present stage of advancement, and
endeavour to introduce the same severe comparison of
the specific characters, in drawing our geological in
ferences.
SUBDIVISIONS OF THE TERTIARY EPOCH.

I shall now proceed to consider the subdivisions of
tertiary strata which may be founded on the results of
a comparison of their respective fossils, and to give
names to the periods to which they may be severally
referred. But, first, it will be necessary to explain the
difference between the tertia'71 phenomena and those
described in the last two books. In the present work
all those geological monuments are called tertiary
which are" newer than the secondary formations, and
which on the other ·hand cannot be proved to have
originated since the ~arth was inhabited by man.
Part of the changes, whether of the animate or in
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animate world, considered in the preceding books, was
ascertained by historical testimony to have taken place
within the human epoch; as, for example, the accu
mulation of the newer portion of the deltas of the Po,
Rhone, and Nile. Another part, where history was
silent, was proved to belong to the same epoch by the
evidence of the fossil remains of man or his works.
All formations, whether igneous or .aqueous, which can
be shown by any such proofs to be of a date posterior
to the introduction of man, will be called Recent.
Some authors have applied the term contemporaneous
in the same sense; but as this word is so frequently
in use to express the synchronous origin of distinct
rocks of every age, it would be a source of great in
convenience and ambiguity if we were to confine it to
a technical meaning.
The European tertiary strata may be referred to
four successive periods, each characterized by con
taining a very different proportion of fossil shells of
recent species. I have considered that it may be use
ful to distinguish these four periods by the following
terms: Newer Pliocene, Older Pliocene, Miocene,
and Eocene. But, before explaining their etymology,
and the geological characters of the several groups
which they designate, it will be proper to point out
some of the steps by which I was led to adopt a four
fold division, and to acknowledge the co-operation of
other geologists, who about the same time, and from
independent observations, had come to conclusions
very similar to my own.
Before I visited Turin in 1828, in company with
Mr. Murchison, I had already conceived the idea of
classing the different tertiary groups by reference to
the proportional number of recent species found fossil
VOL. 11.
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in each. Signor Bonelli then informed Us, that the
fossil shells of the hill of the 8uperga differed 8B a
group from those of Parma and other localities of the
Subapennine beds of DOl'them Italy; and, on the other
hand, that the characteristic shells of the Superga
agreed with the species found at Bordeaux and other
parts of the south of France. We were the IIIOI'e
struck with this remark, as we bad already inferred
that the highly-inclined strata of the valley of the
Bormida, which agree with those of the Superga,
were otder than the 'more horizontal Subapennine
marls, by which the plains of the Tanaro and the
Po are skirted. At the same time, Signor BoneUi
cal~ed my attention to suites of fossil shells in "the
museum of Turil'l, of species common to the Sub
apennine beds and to the Mediterranean; and pointed
out· that not only the ordinary type of the species,
but even the different varieties, had their counter
parts both in the fossil and recent serles. I after
wards examined a beautiful collection of the tertiary
shells f1f Italy at Parma, in the cabinets of Professor
Guidotti, who ·computed, on a loose estimate, that
there were abollt thirty per cent. of living species
in the Subapennine beds bordering the plains of the
Po. I then continued my inquiries on the same
sllbject at Florence, Sienna, and Rome; and on my
attival at Naples, became acquainted with Signor
O. G. Costa, who had examined the fossil shells
of Otranto and Calabria, and had colWcted many re
cent testacea from the seas surrounding the Cala
brian coasts. His comparison of the fossil and living
sl'ecies had led him to a very different result respect
ii1g the southern extremity of Italy, from 'that to which
Signors Bonelli and GuKtotti had arrived in regard to
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the 1lOt'th, for he was of opinion that few of the ter

tiary shells were of extinct species. In confinnation
of this view, he showed me a collection of fossil shells
from the territory of Otranto, in which nelll'ly all the
species were recent.
I then visited the Island of Ischia, the neighbour
hood of Naples, and afterwards a great part of Sicily,
and was SOOD satisfied that in all these countries the
tertiary strata contained so many shells of living spe
cies that the extinct species formed rather the excep
tion to the general rule, whereas in the tertiary strata
Dear Turin it was decidedly more difficult to find a
recent than an ex.tinct fossil species.
On my return to Turin, towards the close of the
same year (1828), I communicated the results of
my observations to Signor Bonelli, who undertook to
draw up for me a comparative table of the character
istic shells common to the tertiary gt"een-sand of the
Superga, aod to the strata of the south of France
around Bordeaux and Dax:; intending me to publish
the table in my woric. Bllt thecieath of this amiable
and zealous naturalist sooo deprived me of his assist
ance. I had then (December, 1828) fully decided OD
attempting to esAblish foUl' subdivisions of the tertiary
epoch, cormderin~ the basin of Paris and London to
be the type of the first; the beds of the Superga of:dle
second; the Subapeonine strata of northern Italy of
the third; and southern Italy and the Val di Noto, in
Sicily, of the fOW'th. I was also convinced that I had
seen proofs during my tow _ Auvergne,Tuscany, and
Sicily. of volcanic rocks cetemporary with the sedi
mentary strata of three, if not of aIl,the above period..
On my return to Paris. in February, 1829, I com
municated to M. Desnoyers some of the new views to
82
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which my examination of Sicily had led me, and my
intention to attempt a classification of the different
tertiary formations in chronological order, by reference
to the comparative proportion of living species of shells
found fOllsil in each. He informed me that, during
my tour, he had been employed in printing the first
part of his memoir, not yet published, on " the Ter
tiary Formations more recent than the Paris Basin,"
in which he had insisted on the doctrine" of the suc
cession of tertiary formations of different ages." At
the end of the first part of his memoir, which was
published before I left Paris, he annexed a note on
the accordance of many of my views with his own, and
he announced my intention of arranging the tertiary
formations chronologically, according to the relative
number of fossils in each group which were ident~
able with species now living."
At the same time I learned from M. Desnoyers,
that M. Deshayes had previously, by the mere inspec
tion offossil shells in his extensive museum, convinced
himself that the different tertiary formations might be
arranged in a chronological series. I accordingly lost
no time in seeing M. Deshayes, who explained to me
the data on which he considered that three tertiary
periods might be established, the two first of which
corresponded to two of those which I was prepared to
. adopt (the Eocene and the Miocene), and the last
embracing the Subapennine beds as distinguished from
those of Bordeaux and the Superga. He had not
then separated the Subapennine beds from those of
Sicily, to which I have given the name of" Newer
Pliocene."
• See Ann. des Sci. Nat., xvi. p. 214.
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On my return to Paris in September, 1830, I studied
for six weeks in the museum of M. Deshayes, ex
amining his collection of fossil and recent shells, and
profiting by his instructions in conchology. I then re
quested him to furnish me with lists of those species of
shells which were common to two or more tertiary pe
riods, as also the names of those known to occur both
in some tertiary strata and in a living state. It was
agreed that this information should be communicated
in a tabular form; and after we had laboured together,
and made several modifications of the plan first pro
posed the tables were executed by M. Deshayes, so
as to appear in his name in the third volume of my
first edition, published in the beginning of the year
18SS. These valuable tables contained the results of
the examination of no less than 8000 tertiary and
recent shells, and on such data the classification
adopted in this work has been principally founded.
It has not been thought desirable to reprint these
tables, which have already had an extensive circula
tion among geologists; for I was unwilling again to
allot so much space to details which belong more
strictly to the province of fossil chonchology.
When I published my third volume I had not studied
the second volume of Professor Bronn's "Journey in
Italy," published at Heidelberg in December, 1831, in
which he had remarked that the distinctive character.
of the older as compared to the newer tertiary form
ations of Italy, consisted in the much smaller propor
tion of living species of shells found fossil in the older
beds.· He had also stated, in the same volume (p. 674),
that the shells of the Superga beds have a nearer con
• Brown'. Reisen, &41. ii. p. 678.
S S
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nexion with those of Bordeaux than with any other
tertiary formation.
To resume my classification: - the tertiary strata
may be divided into four groups, in the older of which
we find an extremely small number of fossils identi
fiable with species now living -; whereas OD approach
ing the superior and newer sets, we find the remains of
recent testacea in abundance. In no instance where
we have an opportunity of observing two distinct form
ations in contact, the one superimposed upon the
other, do we meet with an assemblage of organic re
mains in the uppermost differing more widely from the
existing creation than the fossils of the inferior group.
If there is occasionally an apparent exception to the
rule, it is only where the remains belong to distinct
classes of the animal kingdom; as, for example, where
a deposit containing the bones of quadrupeds for the
most part extinct overlies a stratum in which the im
bedded shells are mostly of recent species- such ex
ceptions seem to point to a difference in the compara
tive duration of species in different classes, but do not
invalidate the general proposition before laid down.
NettJer Pliooene period. - The latest of the four
periods before alluded to is that which immediately
preceded the Recent era. To this more modern period
may be referred a portion of the strata of Sicily, the
district round Naples, and several others to be con
sidered in the sequel. They are characterized by a
great preponderance of fossil shells referr.ible to species
still living. and may be called the Newer Pliocene
strata, the term Pliocene. or "more recent," being
derived from fr>"",,,, major, and ~I'''. recens, as a
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large, often by fur th~ la.rgest, part of the fossil shells
are of recent species. •
Out of 226 fossil species brought from th~ Sicilian
beds above alluded to, M. Deshayes found that no less
than 216 were of species still living, and for the m~t
part in the Mediterranean, whereas ten only were Qf
extinct or unknown species. I do not imagine that any
of the groups referred to this period in the pre.~t
work contain much more than the proportion of ~
in ten of extinct species of shells. Nevertheless, the
antiquity of Some Newer Pliocene strata of Sicily, as·
contrasted with our most remote historical eras, must
be very great, embracing perhaps myriads of years.t
There are no data for Ilupposing that there is any
break, or strong line ofdemarcation, between the stratll
and fossils of thi$ and the Recent epoch; but, on the
. contrary, the ~ument!l. of the one seem to P"S8 iJl
sensibly into tbose of the other.
Older Plioce1lM period.- The formations termed Sub
apennine in the north ofItaly, and in Tuscany, contain
among their fossil shells a large number which have
been identified with living species, The proportion of
recerd s11,lIs usually approaches to one half. Out of
569 species examined from these strata. in Italy, 288
• In this and the other names whi~h I have udopted, it will be
seen that the nomenclature has always reference to the relative
proportion of recent species in the fossil. of each period. In the
terms Pliocene, MiCH:8ne, and Eocene, the Greek diphthongs ei
BDd ai are changed into the vowels i and e, in conformity with thll
idiom of our languqe. My friend, the Rev. W. Wbewell, tD
wbom I hsve been much indebted for assisting me in inventing
and anglicizing these terms, reminds me that we have Encenia,
an inaugural ceremony, derived mm Ell and ItllW0S, recens; and as
examples of the conversion of ei into i, we have icosahedron.
t See chap""" vi. vii. viii. ix•.
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were found to be still living, and SSl extinct or un
known. Out of III from the English crag, M. De
shayes determined forty-five to be recent species, and
sixty-six to be extinct or unknown. The relative p0
sition of these Older Pliocene beds is explained in Fig.
64. p. S60., where they are designated by the letterf.
The plurality of species indicated by the name
Pliocene must not in this instance be understood to
imply an absolute majority of recent fossil shells in all
cases, but a comparative preponderance whenever the
PIiocene are contrasted with strata of the period im
mediately preceding.
M"wcene period.- This antecedent tertiary epoch I
shall name Miocene, or "less recent," from P.Elrdll, minor,
and X/z'~D" recens, a small minority only of fossil shells
imbedded in its formations being referrible to living
species. After examining 1021 Miocene shells, M.
Deshayes found that 176 only were recent, being in pro
portion of rather more than seventeen in one hundred.
As there are a certain number of fossil species which
are exclusively confined to the Pliocene period, so also
there are many shells equally characteristic of the
Miocene. The species which pass from the Miocene
into the PIiocene period, or which are common to
both, are in n~mber 196, of which 114 are living, and
eighty-two extinct. The Miocene strata are largely
developed in Touraine, and in the south of France
near Bordeaux, in Piedmont, in the basin of Vienna.
and other localities, and their relative position has been
shown in Figs. 6S. and 64., where they are designated
by the letter e.
Eocene period. - The period next antecedent may
be called Eocene, from ~rd', aurora, and _1110., recens,
because the very small proportion of living species con
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tained in these strata indicates what may be considered
the first commencement, or daum, of the existing state
of the animate creation. To this era the formations
first called tertiary, of the Paris and London basins,
are referrible. Their position is shown in Figs. 63. and
64., letter d, in the third chapter.
The total number offossil shells ofthis period already
known, when the tables ofM. Deshayes, before alluded
to, were constructed, was 1238, of which number forty
two only are living species, being in the proportion of
nearly three and a half in one hundred. Of fossil
species, not known as recent, forty-two were found to
be common to the Eocene and Miocene epochs.
The present geographical distribution of those re
cent species which are found fossil in formations of
such high antiquity as those of the Paris and London
basins, is a subject of the highest interest. In the
more modern formations, where so large a proportion
of the fossil shells belong to species still living, they
also belong, for the most part, to species now inhabit
ing the seas immediately adjoining the countries where
they occur fossil; whereas the recent species, found
in the older tertiary strata, are frequently inhabitants
of distant latitudes, and usually of warmer climates.
.Of the forty-two Eocene species, or those found in the,
earliest tertiary strata, which occur fossil in England,
France, and Belgium, and are at the same time stiIlliv
ing, about half now inhabit the seas within or near the
tropics, and almost all the rest are inhabitants of the
more southern and warmer parts of Europe. If some
Eocene species still flourish in the same latitudes
where they are found fossil, they are species which,
like Lucina divaricata, are now found in many seas,
s 5
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Fig. 65. ·

even those of very distant quarters of the globe; and
this wide geographical range indicates a capacity of en
during a variety of external circumstances, which may
enable a species to survive considerable changes of
climate and other revolutions of the earth's surface.
One fluviatile species (Melama inquinata), fossil in the
Fig. 66.
a Variety from tM
Soissonnais which re
sembles the recent.
b Tuberculated va
riety.

Mel4f1ia inqaiMla IJIfOlMAfonilln PIIl'i8 6aIiL
One third le.. tlla .. ",""raJ

me.

Paris basin, is now known only in the Philippine
Islands; and, during the lowering of the temperature
of certain parts of the earth's surfoce, may perhaps
have escaped destruction by migrating to the smith.
I have pointed out in the third book how rapidly the
eggs of freshwater species might, by the instrument
ality of water-fowl, be transported from one region to
another.- Other Eocene species, which still survive
• Seep. 78.
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and range trom the temperate zone to the equator,
may formerly have extended trom the pole to the
temperate zone; and what was once the southern limit
of their range may now be the most northern.
Even if geologists had not established several re
markable facts in attestation of the longevity of cer_
tain tertiary species, we might still have anticipated
that the duration of the living species of aquatic and
terrestrial testacea would be very unequal. For it is
clear that those which have a wide range, and inhabit
many different regions and climates, may survive the in
fluence ofdestroying causes, which might extirpate the
greater part of species at present their contemporaries.
The increase ofexisting species, and gradual disappear
ance of the extinct, as we trace the series of form:
, ations from the older to the newer, is somewhat analo~
gous, as was before observed, to the fluctuations of
population such as might be recorded at successive
periods, from the time wben the oldest of the individu
als now living was born to the present moment; and
those Eocene testacea which still flourish may be said
to have outlived several successive states of the or
ganic world, just as Nestor survived three generations
of men.
•
It appears, then, that the numerical proportion of
recent to extinct species of fossil shells in the different
tertiary periods may be thus expressed. - In the

a

Newer Pliocene period about 90 to 95}
Ol.der Plioc~ne period • • • SS to 50 p!!r cent-of recent
MlOcene penod • • • • • 17
fossils••
Eowne period • • • • • Si
.
• The new te~s may be remembered by Pliocene recalling
Plus, more; Miocene, MaGUS, le,,; and Boc:ene, the Eut, or

Jlawa.
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These numbers, however, must be regarded merely
as the results obtained from a careful examination of
the first groups which chance has thrown in our way,
or which lie in the most accessible parts of Europe.
The distribution of the fossil species from which the
above result.s were obtained by M. Deshayes was as
follows: 
In the fonnanons of the PJiocene periods, older}
and newer.
•
•
•
•
•
In the Miocene
In the Eocene

777
1021
1238
S036

Only seventeen species of shells were found to be
common to the three epochs, which may therefore be
said to characterize the entire tertiary formations of
Europe. Thirteen of them are species still living,
while four are known only as fossil. The thirteen
living species are
1. Dentalium ental is.
2.
strangulatum.
S. Fissurella grmca.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Bulla lignana.
Rissoa cochleuella.
Murex fistulosus.
- - tubifer.

8. Polymorphina-gibba.
9. Triloculina oblonga.
10. Lucina divaricata.
11. - - gibbosula.
12. Isocardia cor.
1S. N ucula margaritacea.

The four extinct species are
1. Dentalium coarctaturn.
2. Tornatella inflats.

S. Bulirnu! terebellatus.
4. Corbula complanata.

In thus selecting the proportional number of recent
to extinct species of shells as a useful term of com
parison for successive tertiary groups, or as one from
which a convenient nomenclature may be derived, I
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have no wish to exalt the mere per-centage of living
species of fossil shells into the leading characteristic
of each group. The Eocene str!lta of Paris and Lon
don, for example, are· marked by the presence of a vast
variety of peculiar e:ninct species of testacea, as well
as ofother animal and vegetable remains, in comparison
of which the proportion of living species is a charac
ter of subordinate importance. At the same time it
should be observed, that had the geologist collected
the fossils of the crag of Norfolk, the blue clay of
London, and the coarse white limestone of Paris, and
then considered these formations merely with refer
ence to the number of recent shells contained in each,
he would have seen, by this character alone, that the
Parisian 8Jld London strata differed widely from the
crag, and agreed very closely with each other. After
wards, on extending his examination to the e:ni'nCt spe
, cies, he would find that those of the Paris and London
formations also corresponded, and formed together an
assemblage very distinct from the e:ctinct species in the
crag. In this and many other cases where our zoolo
gical investigations are far advanced, a reference to
the proportion of recent species would lead to the
same general classifications, as the mere consideration
of extinct testacea in different tertiary formations.
Many geologists are desirous of connecting divisions
such as those above pointed out with sudden and vio_
lent interruptions to the ordinary course of events, and
they regard them as indicative of successive changes
in the organic world, accompanying revolutions equally
important in the physical geography of the earth's
surface. But I have already attempted to show, that
such apparent breaks in the geological series may be
accounted for partly by the mode in which the com
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memorative processes operate, partly by the remonl
of strata by denudation, and that they arise, in part,
from the small progresl which we have hitherto made
in the discovery and study of such deposits as are
preserved.
From the experience of the last few yearl, we may
anticipate the discovery of many intermediate grada
tions between the boundary linea ~rst drawn; and if
formations are brought to light intervening between
the Eocene and Miocene, or between thOle of the last
period and the Pliocene, we may still find an appro
priate place for all, by forming subdivisions, on the
same principle as that which has determined the sepa
ration of the lower nom the upper Pliocene groups.
Thus, for example, we might have three divisioDl of
the Eocene epoch, - the older, middle, and newer;
and three similar subdivisions, both of the Miocene and
Pliocene epochs. In that case, the formations of the
middle period must be considered as the types from
which the .uemblage of organic remains in the groups
on both aides will diverge.
When we institute a new genus in natural history,
and intend it to occupy 8 place intermediate between
two genera previously established, as the genus B, for
example, between A and e, we select a particular
species b, as the generic type of B, and then deter
mine to refer all other species to the same genus,
provided they approach nearer to b than the types of
A or C. On comparing together the Speciel of B, we
discover that they deviate in varioUl ways and degrees
from the typical species, some of them approaching
-tIOmewhat nearer to the characterl of the genus A
• See po 96'1.
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which precedes, others to C which stands next, in the
series. By due attention to these shades of difference
we may arrange all the congeners in order, according
to their natural affinities.
In like manner, when we desire to class geological
formations in a chronological series, we may select a
certain set of strata as b, and consider it as typical m
a particular period B. We may then refer other
formations to B, if they resemble in their organic con;'
tents the normal group b more nearly than the types
of the antecedent or subsequent epochs A and C.
And we may consider the strata which in departing
slightly from b approximate to A as being the older
divisions of the period B, and those which depart from
the type b in the direction of C as the newer deposits
of the same era.
In determining originally the order of succession of
A, B, and C, we must be guided, as far as possible, by
the evidence of superposition by which the relative
age of the principal groups may generally be decided
with certainty.
It must not be infelTed from any thing above
advanced. that the fourfold division of the tertiary
epoch is purely arbitrary, or that any other number
of periods might in the present state of the science
have been chosen with equal propriety. For. though
it be true that zoological periods in geology, like
genera and orders in Natural History, are purely arti.
ficial divisions; yet we have at present no alternative
but to accept those lines of separation wbich we find.
in the series of monuments first brought to light.
It is a comparatively easy talk to establish genera
in departments of zoology and botany which bave been
.enricbed with ouly a slD8ll number' of apeeies, and
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India or South America, containing the same small
proportion of recent shells as are found in the Paris
basin, tAeg also might be termed Eocene ; and, on ana
logous data, an approximation might be made to the
relative dates of strata placed in the arctic and tropical
regions, or the comparative age might be ascertained
of European deposits and those at the antipodes.
There might be no species common to the two groups;
yet we might make some approach, perhaps a near one,
towards determining their relative age from the com
mon relation which they bear to the existing state ofthe
animate creation. We may afterwards avail ourselves
of the dates thus established, as eras to which the
monuments of preceding periods may be referred.
Mammiferous remains of successive tertiary eras. 
But although a thirtieth part of the Eocene testacea
have been identified with species now living, none of
the associated mammiferous remains belong to species
which now exist, either in Europe or elsewhere.
Some of these equalled the horse, and others the rhi.
noceros, in size; and they could not possibly have
escaped observation, had they survived down to our
-time. More than forty of these Eocene'mammifers
are referrible to a particular division of the order
Pachydermata, which has now only four living repre
sentatives on the globe, namely, three tapirs and the
Daman of the Cape•. Of those forty fossil species, even
the genera are distinct trom any which have been
established for the classification of living animals.
In the Miocene Mammalia we find a few of the
generic forms most trequent in the Eocene strata
associated with some of those now existing, and in
the Pliocene we find an intermixture of extinct and
recent species of quadrupeds. There is, therefore,
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considerable degree of accordance between the
results deducible &om an examination of the fOJlsil
testacea, and those derived from the mammiferoUl
fossils. But although the latter are more important
in respect to the unequivocal evidence afForded by
them of the extinction of species, yet, for reasons
before explmned, they are of comparatively small value
in the general classification of strata in geology.
We have seen that the imbedding of mammiferoUB
remains depends on rare casualties, and that they are,
for the most part, preserved in detached alluvium
covering the emerged land, ox in osseous breccias
and stalagmites formed in caverns and fiasurea, ox
in isolated lacustrine formations.t Such fissures and
caves may probably have remained open during suc
cessive geological periods; and the alluvions, spread
over the surface, may have been disturbed again and
again, until the mammalia of succeuive epochs were
mingled and confounded together. Hence we must
be careful, when we endeavour to refer the remains
of mammalia to certain tertiary periods, that we as
certain, not only their association with testacea of
which the date is known, but, also, that the remaine
were intermixed in such a manner al to leave no
doubt of the former co.existence of the species.
In the next page will be found a Synoptical Table
of the Recent and Tertiary Formations alluded to in
this and the following chapters.
• Seep. 880.
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CHAPTER VI.
NEWER PLIOOBNK FORMATIONS -

SICILY.

Reasons (or considering, in the first place, the more modem periods
- Geological structure oC Sicily- Formations oC the Val di
Noto-Divisible into three groups-Great limestone-Scbis.
tose and arenaceous limestone - Blue marl with ahells- Strata
subjacent to the above- Volcanic rocks oC the Val di Noto
(p. 411.)- Dikes- TuftS and Peperinos-Volcanic conglome
rates- ProoCs of·long intervals between volcanic eruptions
Dip and direction oC Newer Pliocene strata of Sicily.
HAVING endeavoured, in the last chapter, to explain
the principles on which the different t~rtiary form
ations may be arranged in chronological order, I shall
now proceed to consider in detail the newest division,
or that which, from its containing the greatest propor
tion of recent shells of any of the four tertiary groups,
has been named the Newer. Pliocene.'*
It may appear, that I reverse the natural order of
historical research by thus describing, in the first
place, the monuments of a period which immediately
preceded our own era, and then passing to the events
of antecedent ages. But, in the present state of geo
logical science, this retrospective order of inquiry is
the only one which can conduct us gradually from the
known to the unknown, from the simple to the more
c.omplex phenomena. I have already explained my

• See pp. 590. od 595.
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reasons for commencing with an examination, in the
last two books, of the events of the recent .epoch, from
which the greater number of rules of interpretation in
geology may be derived. The formations of the Newer
Pliocene period will be considered next in order, be
cause these have undergone the least degree of alter
ation, both in position and internal structure, subse
quently to their origin. They are monuments of
which the characters are more easily deciphered than
those belonging to more remote periods, for they have
been less mutilated by the hand of time. The organic
remains, more especially of this era, are most import
ant, not only as being in a more perfect state of pre
servation, but also as being chieBy referrible to species
now living; so that their habits are known to us by
direct comparison, and not nierely by inference from
analogy, as in the case of extinct species.
Geological structure of Sicily. - I shall first describe
an extensive district in Sicily, where the Newer Plio
cene strata are largely developed, and where they are
raised to considerable heights above the level of the
sea. After presenting the reader with a view of these
formations, I shall endeavour to explain the manner in
which they originated, and shall speculate on the sub
terranean changes of which their present position
affords evidence.
The islaJ)d of Sicily consists partly of primary and
secondary rocks, which occupy, perhaps, about two
thirds of its superficial area; and the remaining part
is covered by tertiary formations, which are of great
extent in the southern and central parts of the island.
while portions are found bordering nearly the whole of
the coasts.
Formations of the Val di Noto.-lf we first turn
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our attention to the Vat di Noto (see map, PI. VII.),

a district which intervenes between Etna and the
southern promontory of Sicily, we find a considerable
tract, containing within it hills which are from one to
two thousand feet in height, entirely composed of lime
stone, marl, sandstone, and associated volcanic rocks,
which belong to the Newer Pliocene era. The recent
shells of the Mediterranean abound throughout the
sedimentary strata, and there are abundant proofs that
the igneous rocks were the produce of successive sub
marine eruptions, repeated at intervals during the time
when the subaqueous formations were in progress.
These rising grounds of the Val di Noto are separ.
ated from tbe rone I)f Etna, and the marine strata
wbereon it rests, by the low level plain of Catania,
just elevated above the level of the sea; and watered
by the Simeto. The traveller who passes from Catania
to Syt'8Cuse has an opportunity of observing, on the
sides of the valley, many deep sections of the modem
fol'lllatioos aboye described, especially if be makes a
slight detour by Sortino and the valley of Pentalica.
The whole series of strata, ia the Val ell Noto, is
ctivisible into three principal groups, exdusive of the
associated volcanic rocks. The uppermost mass con
sists of limestone, which sometimes acquires the enor
mous thickness of seven or eight hundred feet, below
which is a series much inferior in thickne~, consisting
of a calcareoBs sandstone, conglomerate and schistose
limestone, and beneath this again blue marl. Tfte
whole of the aboye groups contain 'Sh~ls and zoophytes,
Dearly all -of wllich are referrible to species now in
lIabiting the contiguous sea.
Great limestoneJormation (a, Fig. 67.).-Inmioeral
character this rock often corresponds to the yellowish
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white buildhtg-ittoDe of Paris, well known by the Dame
of Oalcaire grossier, but it often passes into a much
more compact stone. III the deep ravine-like valleys
of Sortino and Pentalica, it is seen in nearly horizontal
strata, as solid and as regularly bedded as the greater
part of our ancient secondary formations. It abounds
in natural caverns, which, in many places, as in the
valley of Pentalica, have been enlarged by artificial
excavations.
Fig. 67.

Syracuse.

Girgenti.

II-=-=~t~~2~~--:..""_~ ,~
Fig. 68.
Castrogiovumi.

a. Great limestone of Val di N~to.
b. Schistose and arenaceous limestone of
Floridia.
c. Blue marl with shells.
d. White laminated marl.
e. Blue clay and gypsum, without shells.

The shells in the limestone are often very indistinct,
sometimes nothing but casts remaining; but in many
localities, eilpecially where there is a slight intermixture
of volcanic sand, they are more enti.lle, and, as I hav~
already stated, can almost all be identified with recent
Mediterranean testacea. Several species of the genus
Pecten are exceedingly numerous, particularly the
large scallop (P. Jacolx.eus), now so common on the
coasts of Sicily. The shells which I collected from
this limestone at Syracuse, Villasmonde, Militello (V.
di Noto), and Girgenti, have been examined by M.
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Deshayes, and found, with three or four exceptions,
to be all referrible to species now living.·

The'mineral characters of this great calcareous
formation vary considerably in different parts of the
island. 10 the south near the town of Noto, the rock
puts on the compactness, together with the spheroidal
concretionary structure, of some of the Italian tra
vertins. At the same place, also, it contains the leaves
of plants and reeds, as if a stream of fresh water,
charged with carbonate of lime and terrestrial vege
table remains, had entered the sea in the neighbour
hood. At Spaccaforno, and other places in the south
of Sicily, a similar compact variety of the limestone
occurs, where it is for the most part pure white, often
very thick bedded, and occasionally without hny lines
of stratification. This hard white rock is often four
or five hundred feet in thickness, and appears to con
tain no fossil shells. It has much the appearance of
having been precipitated from the waters of mineral
springs, such as frequently rise up at the bottom of
the sea in the volcanic regions of the Mediterranean.
As these springs give out an equal quantity of mineral
matter at all seasons, they are much more likely to
give rise to unstratified masses, than a river which
is swoln and charged with sedimentary matter of dif
ferent kinds, and in unequal quantities, at particular
seasons of the year.
• I procured at Villa~onde, seven species; at MiliteIlo, ten ;
in the limestone of Girgenti, of which the ancient temples are
built, ten species; from the limestone and subjacent clay at Syra
CUBe, twenty-six species; in ~e limestone and clay near Palenno,
also belonging to the Newer Pliocene formation, one hundred
species, the names of· which were published in Appendix 11. of
the octavo edition.
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The: great limestone, aJ)ove mentioned, prevails not
only in the Val di Noto, but reappears in' the centre
of the island, capping the hill of Castrogiovanni, at the
height of three thousand feet above the level of the
sea. It is cavernous there, as at Sortino and Syracuse~
and cOntains- fOssil shells and caSts ofshells of the same
species.·
8cAi8toseandai'eriaceouilimUtone,Srti. (b.F~.67.):-:
The limestone above mentioned passes doWnwards into'
a' white' calCareoiiiJ sand, which: ha~ sometiDies a tend
ency to an oOlitic and pisolitic structure; ,aniilogoUS' to
that before described when speaking of the travertin
of Tivolt f At Eoriaiil, near Syracuse, it contaibs a
sufficient number of smaH Calcareous pebbles to con
stitute a' conglomerate, where also beds" Of sandy lime
stone are associated, replete with numerous fiagtrieiitS
Of shells, and, much resembling, in strUcture, the En
glish Corn-brash. A diagonal lamination is often ob
servable in the calcareous sandy beds analogous to that
represented in the first volume (p. 874. Fig. 10.), arid
to that exhibited in many sections of the English

crag.:\:

In some pans of Sicily, this sandy calcareous Cu
. , vision, 6, seems to be represented by yellow sand;
exactly resembling that so frequently superimposed
on the blue shelly marl of the Subapennines in the
ltalian perlinsuIa. Thus, near Gtammichele, on the
road to CaltBgirone, beds of incoherent yellow sand;
several hundred feet in thickness, with .occasional
• Dr. Daubeny correctly identified the Val di Noto limestone

or Syracuse with that oC the summit oC Castrogiovanni.-Jamesou,
Ed. Phil. Joum;, No. xxv. p. 107. July, 1825.
t VoL I. p. 918.
See cliap.
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layers of shells, repose, upon .the blue shelly marl"of
Caltagirone.
When we consider the arenaceous character of this
fOrmation, the di'1position of the lamirue, and the
broken shells sometimes imbedded in it, it is difficult
not to suspect that it was formed in,shallower water,
and nearer the action of superficial currents, than the
superinc~mbent. limestone; which was evidently accu
mulated in a sea of considerable depth. If we adopt
this view, we must suppose a subsidence of the bed of
the sea, subsequent to the deposition of the. arenaceous
beds in the Val di Noto..
Blue marl with shel" (c, Figs. 67, (!8.). - Under
the sandy beds, last mentioned, is found an argilla
ceous deposit of variable thickness, called CreID. in
Sicily. It resembles the blue marl of the Subapennine
hills, and, like it, encloses fossil shells and corals in a
beautiful. state of preservation. Of these I .collected a
great abundance from the clay, on the south side of
the. harbour of Syracuse, and. twenty species in the
environs of Ca1tanisetta, all of which, with three ex
ceptions, M. Deshayes was able to identify with recent
species. From similar blue marl" alternating with
yellow sand, at. Caltagirone, at an elf;lvation .~f about.
500 feet above the level of the sea, I obtained forty
specie~ of shells; of which, ~l bJlt, six .were recognized,
as identical with recent species.- The position of this
argillaceous formation is well seen .at Castrogiovanni
and Girg~nti, as represented in the sections, Figs.
67,68. In both of these places, the limestone of the
• Lists of these shells werjl given in Appendix 11.
or octaJO edition.

pr the first,.
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VaI di Noto' reappears, passing downwards into a cal
careous sandstone, below which'is a shelly blue clay.
Stratsbeneath tile blue marl.- The clarrests, in
both localities, on an older series of white and blue'
marls, probably belonging to the tertiary period, but of
which I was unable to determine the age, having pro-'
cured from it no organic remains save' the skeletons of .
fish, all of extinct species, which' I found in the white'
thinly laminated marls."
These marls are sometimes gypseous, and belong to'
a great argillaceous formation which stretches over a'
considerable part of Sicily, and contains sulphur and'
salt in' great abundance. . The strata of this group
have been in some places contorted in the most extra
ordinary manner, their convolutions often resembling
those seen in the most disturbed districts of primary'
clay slate.
.'
But I wish, at present, to direct the reader's exclu
sive attention to' strata decidedly referrible to the·
Newer Pliocene era, and I have yet to mention the·
igneous rocks associated with the sedimentary form-'
ations already alluded to.
VolCanic rocks of the Val di Nolo. - The volcanic
rocks occasionally associated with· the' limestones,:
sands, and marIs already described, constitute a very
prominent 'feature throughoui the Val di Noto. Great
confusion might have been expected to prevail, where·
lava and ejected sand and scorUe are intermixed with
the marine strata, and, accordingly, we find it often
• I found these fosail fish in gNat'abundance OD the road,- half
a mile north-weat of Radusa,.on my w"y to Castrogiovanni, where
the marls are fetid; and near Castrogiovanni in gypseous muls,
at the mile-stone No. 88., and between that and No. 89.
T

2

impo8Siol~ tu le~1Wf. tL.e .eUl..t r'&- t Jf t' e Jf~k8 ";er
.,..b:cl> tl].p bpd. ttme mtenerea wilJ.I ueloug.
LO....ll::iJel ',h'lr~ ftrl" f'l'('?fQ ".f t.l!p 1)(llV>rior oriym
01 w.t: lava, m..d S"IL.lt:JL.l1. IJ-" 'hl_ loO e--'c .Ire of tl.e
'·rr'tifiet\ ror.k for we nlld di.J(ts ,)f 1./1. wt.-rt..euLg
l,>Cl '.h 1 --a-rl a,c;1 }:W"lstone lVht\e In OIDer nlaces,
cal..s&clldO t.!dJ ~e.t0~~ -ll IT lrvr, rn.l ri'f' t""lB1tprp·;l ".I;
tile point 01 contact. 1.uus, tl..e JbI:, li....lutJnJ :tf
('aro Sfto·a Cro~e rpstl; \D horlZonw anlLt~ upun a
n.a..s .)[ Lv~,~} ie'l '1d :v:drn·ly b"le" l,)Jl~ e}Cpt'sf'd
to the ac"iClll. ,,{ t..e v..1\ .el., ..0 tLat t'lE nrl'are h-s
Ine"1 ,¥nr- nerfet;Uy smootn. flw liuJ.t::st.un~ .s u..
C~4.lL a~ :'8 jU"'lc"lrn w:';p tre irnpol1s 1'000k. ana in
Closes Wlt..u. it. JicL~I~s .)[ tr..e :a:a 't
Tb'" v')l"Jll'\ir. formations of ,h~ I&.. \Ai ~~vt;(, 1-sur,
cJn.ili.~ '.of i n :-:Jnt o·1:"lPj' V'Il'U;ltv of basalt,. witn or
Wltllout "Lv.uf.. LJe :t.:l iL SlII ;It"rr ~f CI-1r'f~t o'l:r"l
V"lr"'\' V~"lcldar.
The v~sicltls IU~ .x..;&..il..l,jl;, lIDJt" "
hjt~j ~ 1 -li,1-e- I"'tl~ ('ul"'e"t", 'll'd. S.lJ'P. In some locahdus
fiJeJ R.J.. wLa~ eUL L.:1[r. a,.rgrn:~e ~n" 'U'''l};w''.
Tbp tltructure 18, 111 Sua.~ plc.<:t.a, 8IrliI.1(":d.J, iL <. iliJL,
tlO-lg'1 --a-e1y, C"lll'n1Tll'r. I touna oikeli ClJ.· ILII1_Y~cL..
}uJd, ~a..k..,...ne:: l-rLu-lt'c Y181 t, 1D·e~'W':t;n'" tlJ.elirap
stone at the ou(tva. "f .l'•..J :.o]().v..!Lkj G JZ:C d1g'i
l\Ka-tH, 1;),.,1(\"V M~hlb.
I)ilJ8 ... :'")i]-er rf -rf'1V-U'v a"\d 8'll;vg<1aIOltlal lllVS\
~e aleo Sto.eh l...aJe,·s~b ~erel1nJ, W:S" cl' '>r1a]o-u.-,
n"'ta" P 11"1]) bv the road siue.
L, f'tor C"'srs '¥,., rna v F'1pPflSf> tile pepenno to have
,teswt"d f •.)w .;hJ\l. eu Jf, Jkark nri ard sf'o!"ie>,
t('~thp.r With ~elltD vf .iwedt-..n v .11:...)',,0 O..lt b./
a 8rbnf~ire ev:p1o"iol'\, Slral\8I' to tha1; wInch .awl_y

• This locality 18 aescrioeu by
M:u ~logie, ~- Berhn, 1881.
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gave rise to the 'VOlcanic island eW Sciacca. When
the matIB was, to a certain degree, consOlidated, it may
hlWe been rent open, so that the lava asc:ended through
_ures, the wall, of which were perfectly even and
parallel. After the melted matter that filled the rent
in No. 69. had cooled down, it must have been frac
tured and shifted horisootally by a lateral movement.
Fig. 70.

Fig. 69.
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Lava.
bo Peperino, c:onsisting of volcanic sand, mixed with ftapents
of lava and limestone.

110

In the second figure, No. 70., the lava has more the
'appearance of a vein which forced its way through the
peperino, availing itself, perhaps, of a slight passage
opened by rents caused by earthquakes. Some of the
pores of the lava, in these dikes, are empty, while
othen are filled with carbonate of lime.
The annexed diagram. (Figs. 69. and 70.) represent
a ground plan of the rocks as they are exposed to
view on a horizontal surfuce. It is highly probable that
similar appearance. would be seen, if we could exa
mine the floor of the sea in that part of the Mediterra
nean where the waves have recently washed away the
new volcanic island i for w~en a superincumbent mass
T
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of ejected fragments has been removed by denudation,
we may expec£ to see sections of dikes. traversing tufF,
or, in other words, sections of the ehannels of com
munication by which the, subterranean lavas reached
.the surface.
. On the summit of the limestone platform ofthe:Val
di Noto I more than ,once saw analogous dikes, not ,only
of lava but of. volcanic tuft', risiJ:lg vertically through
the horizontal strata, and having no connection with
any igneous masses now apparent on the surface. In
regard to the dikes. of tu.tf 01' peperi1W, we may suppose
them to have been open fissures at the bottom of the
sea, into which volcanic sand and scol'im were drifted
by a current.
'/'uffs and peperinos. - In the hill of Novera, be
tween Vizzini and MiliteIli, a mass of limeStone, hori
zontally stratified, comes in contact with inclined strata
of tuft' (see Fig. 71.); while a mixed calcareous and
Pig.7l. '

A. Limestone.'
aa. Calcareous b~ia .with
fragments of lava.
b. Black tufF.

c. TuW.

volcanic breeds, a a, supports the inclined layers of
tuft', c. The vertical fissure, b b, is filled with volcanic
sand of a different colour. An iaspection of this sec
l.ion will convince the reader that the limestone must
"ave been greatly dislocated during the period of the
.submarine eruptions.
.At the town of Vizzini a dike of lava intersects the
• See Vol. H. p.OO8. ,
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argillaceous strata, and converts them into siliceouS
'schist, which has been contorted and shivered into ail
immense number of fragments.
, I _have s,tated, that the beds of limestone, clay, and
lurid, in the Val di Noto~ are often partially intermixed
'with'volcanic ejections, 'such as may have been show
'ered down into the sea dUiing eruptions, or may have
"been swept by rivers from the, land. When the vol
canic matter predominates, these compound rocks con
stitute:the peperinos of the Italian mineralogists, some
of which are highly calcareous, full of shells, and
extremely hard, being capable of a high polish like
marble. In some parts of the Val di Noto they are
variously mottled with spots of red and yellow, and
contain small angular fragments, similar to the lapilli
thrown from volcanos.
It is recorded that, during the eruption of Graham
Island off the southern coast of Sicily, the sea was in
a state of violentebullition, and filled for several weeks
continuously with red or chocolate-coloured mud, con
sisting of finely comminuted scorie.· During this pe
riod, it is clear that the waves and currents that have
since had power to sweep away the island, and disperse
its materials far and wide over the bed of the sea, must
with still greater ease have carried to vast distances
the fine red mud, which was seen boiling up from the
bottom, so that it may have entered largely into the
composition of modern peperinos.
Professor HofFmann relates that, during the eruption,
(June 1831,) the surface of the sea was strewed over,
at the distance of thirty miles from the new volcano,
with so dense a covering of scorim, that the fishermen
were obliged to part it with their oars, in order 'to
• VoL II. p. 200.
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IUI the harder layers have resisted the weathering of

the atmosphere and project in relief. The sections
exhibited OD both sides of the pass are nearly vertical,
and do not exactly correspond, as will be seen in the
annexed diagrams (Figs. 12. and 7~.) It D somewhat
diflicult to conceive in what manner this arrangement
of the layers was occasioned; but we may, perbaptt,
suppose it to bave arisen from the throwing down of
calcareous aand and volcanic matter, upon steep sJmt
ing banks at the bottom of the sea, in which case they
might have accumulated at various angles of between
thirty and fif\y degrees, as may be frequently seen in
tbe sections of volcanic cones in Ischia and elsewhere.
The denuding power of the waves may, then, bave cuI
off the upper portion of these banks; so that nearly
horizontal layers may have been superimposed uncon
formably, after which another bank may have been
formed in a similar manner to the first.
Volcanic «mglomerate8.-In the Val di Noto we
sometimes meet with conglomerates entirely composed
of volcanic pebbles. They usuaDy occur in the neigh
bourhood of masses of lava, and may, perhaps, have
been the shingle produced by the wasting cliffs of
small islands ina volcanic archipelago; The formation
of similar beds of volcanic pebbles may now be seen in
progress on 'the beach north of Catania, where the
waves are undermining one of the modern lavas of
Etna; and the same may also be seen on the shores
of Isehia.
Proofs 'Of fJfYZfIual accumulation.-ln ODe part of
the great limestone formation near Lentini, I found
some imbedded volcanic pebbles, covered with full
grown serpulae, supplying a beautiful proof of a conT

5
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aiderable interval of time having elapsed between the
rounding of these pebbles and their inclosure in a soli~
stratum. I also observed, not far from Vizzini, a very
striking illustration of the length of the intervals which
occasionally separated 'the distinct lava currents. A
bed of oysters, perfectly identifi~ble with our common
eatable species, no less than twenty feet in tAichteu,
is there seen resting upon a current of basaltic lava;
upon the oyster-bed again is superimposed a second
mass of lava, together with tufF or peperino. Near
Galieri, not far from the same place, a horizontal bed,
about a foot and a half in thickness, composed entirely
of a common Mediterranean coral «(JaryopAgUia eel
pitosa, Lam.), is also seen in the midst of the same
series of alternating igneous and aqueous formations.
These corals stand erect as they grew; and after
being traced for hundreds of yards, are again found
at a corresponding height .on the opposite side of the
valley.
Dip and direction.- The disturbance which the
Newer Pliocene strata have undergone in Sicily, sub
sequent to their depOsition, vanes greatly in degree in
different places; in general, however, they are nearly
horizontal, and are not often highly inclined. The
calcareous 8chists, on which part of the town of Len
tini is built, are much fractured, and dip at an angle
of twenty-five degrees to the north-wesL In some of
the val1eys in the neighbourhood an anticlinal dip· i.
seen, the beds on one side being· inclined to the north
west, and o.n the other to the south-east.
Throughout a considerable part of Sicily which I
examined, 'he dips of the tertiary strata were north
east and sGuth-wesl; as, for example, in the district
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included between Terranuova, Girgenti, Caltanisetta,
-and Piazza, where there are several parallel lines, or
ridges of elevation, which run from north-west to
south-east.·
• I have reprinted thiS tbapter without additions, and almost
without alterations, nearly as I wrote it soon after my tour in Sicily,
in 1828. But we may shortly expect a fullet account of the
geology of Sicily from Professor Hoffinann of Berlin; who has
devoted more than a year to its examination.
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Marine and volcanic fOl'llllltion& at the baae 01 Etna - 'ftIeir COlI
necUon with the strata of tbe Val di Noto- Bay of Trezza-
Cyclopjan isles --., Foasil shells of recent species (po 425. ) BRSBlt and altered rocks in the Isle of Cyclopa- Internal
structure of tbe cone of Etna- Val di Calanna (po 4S4.)
Val del Bove not an ancieDt crater - its precipices intersected
by countless dikes-Scenery of the Val del Bove-Form,
composition, and origin of the dikes (po 440.)-Lav88 and
breccias intenected by them.
THE phenomena considered in the Jalt chapter suggest
many theoretical views of the highest interest in geo
logy; but before entering upon these topics I am de
sirous of describing some analogous formations in
Valdemone.
If the traveller passes along the table-land, formed
by the great limestone of the Val di Noto, until it
terminates suddenly near Primosole, he there sees the
plain of Catania at his feet; and before him, to the
north, the cone of Etna (see Fig. 74.). At the base
of the cone he beholds a low line of hills, e e, formed
of clays and marls, associated with yellowish sand,
similar to the formation provincially termed" Creta,"
in various parts of Sicily. •
This marine formation, which is composed partly of

• See Creta, before ~bed, po 410.
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its base, is not expressed, the summit of the cone
being ten or twelve miles more distant from the plain
of Catania than Licodia.
Oonnection of tAe auh-BtrIean Itrata tDitk t1wae of tIte
Val di Noto.- These marine strata are found both OD
the southern and eastern foot of Etna, and it is impos
sible not to infer that they belong to the inferior ar
gillaceous series of the Val di Noto, which they
resemble both in mineral and organic characters. In
one locality they appear OD the opposite aides of the
Valley of the Simeto, covered OD the north by the
lavas of Etna, and OD the south by the Val di No~
limestone. o
Valdi Nota.

Fig. 75.

Go Plain oC the Simeto.
b. Base of the cone of Etna, composed of modern lav...
c. Limestone of the Val di Noto.
d. Clay, sand, oand associated submarine volcanic roc:ks.

If in the cotiDtry adjacent to the Lago di Naftia,
through which the annexed section is drawn, and in
several other districts where the "creta" prevails,
together with associated submarine lavas, and where
there is no limestone ,capping, oa volcano should no"
burst forth, apd give rise to a great cone, the position
of such a cone would exactly correspond to that of
the modem Etna, with relation to the iocks on which
it rests.
SO'UtIIem haBe°of Btna.- The marine strata of clay
and sand already al~uded.to; alternate in.thin layer. at
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tbe southern base of Etna, sometimes attaining a thick
ness of three hundred feet, or more, without any in
termixture of volcanic matter. Crystals of selenite
are dispersed through the clay, accompanied by a few
shells, almost entirely of recent Mediterranean species.
This formation of blue marl and yellow sand greatly
resembles in character that of the Italian Subapennine
beds, and, like them, often presents a surface denuded
of vegetation, in consequence of the action of the raina
on soft incoherent materials.
In travelling by Paterno, Misterbianco, and La
Motta, we pass through deep narrow valleys excavated
through these beds, which are sometimes capped, 81
at La Motta, by columnar basalt, accompanied by
Iltrata of tuft' and volcanic conglomerate. (Fig. 76.) ,
Fig. 76.

The conglomerate is here composed of rolled masses
of basalt, which may have originated either when lint \
the lava was produced in a volcanic archipelago, or
lubsequently when the whole country was rising from
beneath the level of the sea. Its occurrence in this
situation is striking, 88 not a single pebble can be.
observed in the entire thickness of subjacent beds of
sand and clay.
The dip of the ~rine strata, at the base of Etna, is
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by no ll\e8DS uniform; 011 the eastern side, for ex
ample, they are sometimes inclined towards the sea,
and at othel'll towards the mouniain. Near the aque
duet at Ademo, on the ~uthem tide, I obeerved two
aectiotls, in -quarriea Dot far disqmt from eadl other;
,..here beds of clay and yellow sand dipped, in one
locality, at an angle 01 fort)"-five degrees to the east
IIOUth..eest, and ill the other at a much higher indin
aaioa in the OPp81~e direetion. These f.all would be
of small interest, if these. miud marine and volcanic
d.epo.us, _hich encirele part of the bue of Etna,. lad
Dot beeD CONiderecl by a reoJogist of Iligh aatlaority as
the ou. margin of an erhehungs craler~·
Near Cataaia the. marine formation, consisting chiefly
of volcanie tuft' thiDIy laminated. termiaates in a steep
inland cliff, or escarpment, which is from six hundred
to eight hundred feet in height. A low flat, composed
of recent lava and volcanic sand, intervenes between
the sea and the base of this escarpment, which may be
well seen at Fasano. if, Fig. 74.)
Eastern aide of Etna,-Bag of 7'rena.-Proceed
ing northwards from Catania, we have opportunities of
examining the same sub-Etnean formations laid open
more distinc~ly in the modem lIea cliffs, especially in
the Bay of Trezza and in the Cyclopian islands (Dei_
Faraglioni), which may be regarded as the extremity of
a promontory severed fioomthe main land. Numerous
are the proofs of submarine eruptiofts of high antiquity
Utthis spot, where t-he argiRaeeous and sandy beds have
}i)een iavaded and interseeted' by btva, and where those
peculiar tu&ceous breccias occur which result- from
ejectiOns of fmgmemary matter; projected- from a vol'
vent. I obsenoed.: many angular- and h81'dened
fragments of laminated clay (creta), in diiFerent states

eamc

• See Vol. II. p.216.
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of alter.atjQD, between La Trezza and Nizzitta, and jo
the b~ Jb.cwe Aci Castello, a toWJl on the maia land
CODtjguo\l$ toth~ Cy.clopjan isles, whi~h coulcl Mt be
mis.taken by one fam.Q.iar with Somma and the Wnw
cones .0£ Jedlia, (Qr any thing hut 1D888e. thrown out
by yolClWc expl08ioQl. Frea tile tuB'. and m...)s of
tlU .diattic,t I coUecteda great vuiety of marine shen••
e1mOlt
of wbidt have be~ id~ll~med ~ epHie.
now .inlIabitiGg the M.editel'J'al!,eWJ,
€or the JJlQ8~
part, now freq\J61lt .QD dle~t ~mediately adjacent.-

..u

."d.

Ykw <If tile

1.

<If <Ycl<>P' .. tM Bag <If Tre:zza. t

• A list of sixty-five species of sbells, named by M. Dahayes,
...bipb I pwcured fnIDl the Ilil... eaUed Monte CavaJl\lllIio, R.oooa
IJi Fmq, !'JId ~ di ~~~'I'! for p,.-gil), :wJS pnbUthad in
MJI~ IJ~ of l~etllt· The ~UfNII,Ce R( ~eU. ill ~.. 1UI4 ffl~
J1~~!x>"ri"~ I~i~!~ ".~ ~o~ ~~kn9'!n l\.' w,e n.~...Ii$t~ 9f
~tania i but, having been recogniled by them as recent 8~ies,
they were supposed to bave been carried up from the sea-shore to
fmm~e !I!~ ~HJ IallC~ ~erefC?1'lt 9i~e,arded, Their po~iti!ln is
well known to many of the peasants of the country, by wbom the
fossils are railed" roba di diluvio."
t This view of the Isle of Cyclops Is ft'om an original drawing
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Some few 'of these fossil shells retain part of their
colour, which is the same as in their living analogues.
The loftiest" of the Cyclopian islets, dnather ri>ck:st
. is about two hundred feet in height, the 'summit bemg
formed ofa mass ofstratified clay ( creta},' the lamina! of
'which ,are occasionally subdivided by thin 'arenaceous
layers. These strata dip to theN.W.,andrestonamass
of columnar lava (see Fig. 77.), in which'the tops of the
pillars are' weathered, and so roUnded as to be :Often
hemispherical. 'In some, places: in : the adjoining "anel
largest islet of the group, which lies to th~ DOrth
eastward of that represented in the drawing (Fig. 77.),
the overlying clay has been greatly altered, and
hardened by the igneous rock, and occasionally COD
torted in the most extraordinary manner; yet the
lamination has not been obliterated, but, on the COD
trary, rendered much more conspicuous, by the in
durating process.
.
The annexed wood-cut {Fig. 78.) is a careful repre
sentation of a portion of the altered rock, a few feet
square, where the alternating thin laminle of sand and
clay have put on the appearance which we often ob
serve in some of the most contorted-of the primary
schists. ~
"
A great fissure, running from east to west, nearly
divides this larger island into two parts, and lays open
its internal structure. In the section thus exhibited,
a dike of lava is seen, first cutting through an older
mass of lava, and then penetrating the superincumbent
tertiary strata. In one place, the lava ramifies and
by my friend Captain Basil Hall, R. N., and is a correction of
one given in a former edition.
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Fig. 78.

CofIIorU_ ill tTteNewer PUocme

_filii

ill tAe wgut qflote c,dDpima 1.....

terminate8 in thin vein8, from a few feet to a few
inches in thickness (see Fig. 79.).
The arenaceous laminle are much hardened at the
point of contact. and the clays are converted into sili
ceous schist. In this island the altered rocks assume
a honeycombed structure on their weathered surface,
singularly contrasted with the smooth and even outline
which the same beds present in their usual soft and
yielding state.
Th~ pores of the lava are sometimes coated, or en-
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Lava.

b. Laminated !:Ia)' and sand.

,;. The same altered•.

tirely filled, with carbonate of lime, and with a zeolite
resembling analcime, which has been called cyclopite.
The latter mineral has also been found in small fissures
traversing the altered marl, showing that the same
cause which introduced the minerals into the cavities
of the }I'va, whether we suppose sl,1blimation or aqu~
ous infiltration, conveyed it US() into the open rentl of
the contiguous ledimentary Strl'ta.
JA~ tU tile Ogclopian 1,/.u 1I(Jt cu.rrentI from BIn&
~ The phenomena of the Bay of ;rreaza are very im..
por~t; for it is ~vident that the lublIWine lav83 were
prodlJCed by filrUPUOJlS on the spot, an inference which
follows nO~ only from the presence of dibs and vem"
but from those tuff's above Castello d' Ad, whicl1 con.
tain angular fragments' of hardened marl, evidently
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thrown UPs together with the sand and scorie, by
voleanic explosions. We may, therefore, suppose this
voleaBic actioB to have been as independent of the
modern vents of Ema, a8 that which gave rise to the
aaalogous fermatioos in the Val di Noto. .It is quite
evident that the lavas of the Cyclopian Isles are not
the lower extremities of C11l'rents which Bowed dol'rR'
from the highest crater of Etna, or from the regiOlr
where lateral eruptions are now frequent, -lavas
which, after entering the sea, \te're afterWards upraised '
into their present position. It is more probable that
the basalts or the Bay of Trezza, and those along the
southern foot of E'tna, at La Motta, Ademo, Patemcj,
Licodia, and otlie~ pIitces, originated in the same sea in
wliich the eruptions of the 'tal di Noto took place.
There are, however, no sections to prove that the
central and oldest' parts of Etna repose on similar sub
marine formations. The modern lavas of the volcano
are continually extending their area, and covering,
from time to time, a larger portion ,of the marine
strata; but we know not where this operation com
menced, so that we cannot demonstrate the posteri
ority of the whole cone to these Newer Pliocene strata.
We might imagine that when the, volcanos of the
Val di Noti were in activity, and when the eruptions
of tile Bay of Trezza were taking place, Etna already
existed ai a volcano, the upper part only of the cone
projecting above the level of the waters, as in the case
of Stromboli at present. By such an hypothesis, we
might refer the origin of the older part of Etna to the
same period as that of the sedimentary strata and vol~
camc rocks of the Val di Noto.
But there are no obvious grounds for inclining to
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such a theory; for we must admit that a sufficient
series of ages has elapsed since the limestone of the
Val di Noto was deposited, to ·allow it to be· elevated
to the height of from two thousand to three thousand
feet, in which case there may also have been sufficient
time for the growth of a volcanic pile like Etna, since
the period when the Newer Pliocene strata now seen
at the base of the volcano originated.
Internal Sf:ructtIre· of tile Cone of Bma.

In the second book I merdy described that part of
Etna which is known to have been formed during the
historical era -; an insignificant portion of the whole.
mass. Nearly all the remainder may be referred to
the tertiary period immediately antecedent to the r.e
cent epoch. The great cone is, in general, of a very
symmetrical form, but is broken, on its eastern side, by
a deep valley, called the Val del Bove, or in the pro
vincial dialect of the peasants, "Val di Bue," for here
the herdsman
.
"in reductl TB1le tII~_
Prospectat errauteS grega"

Dr. Buckland was, I believe, the first English geologist
who examined this valley with attention, and I am in
debted to him for having described it to me, before
I visited Sicily, as more worthy of attention than any
si,ngle spot in that island, or perhaps in Europe.
Description ofPlate VIII.-The accompanying view
(PI. VUI.) is part of a panoramic sketch which I made
in November, 1828, and may assist the reader in com·
prehending some topographical details, to be alluded·
" Vol. 11. p. 164.
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to in the sequel, although it can convey no idea of the.
picturesque grandeur of the scene.
The great lava-currents of 1819 and 1811 are seen,
pouring down from the higher parts of the valley,
over-running the forests of the great plain, and rising;
up in the foreground on the, left with a rugged surface,
on which many hillocks and depressions appear, such.
as often characterize a lava-current· immediately after
its consolidatian.
The small cone, No. 7., was formed in 1811, and
was still smoking. when I saw it in 1828. The other
small volcano to the left, from which vapour is issuing,
w.as I believe one of those formed in 1819.
The following are the names of some of the other
points indicated in the sketch : 
1. MontagnuoIa. . 2. Torre del Filosofo. S. Highest cOlle.
S. Finocchio. .6. Capra. 7. Cone of 1811. 8. Cima
del Asino. 9. MlIIIIra. 1p. Zocolaro. 11. Roc:ea di Calanna.
4. Lepra.

Description of Plate IX_The second view (PI. IX.)
represents the same valley as seen from above, or look
ing directly down the Val del Bovti.from the summit of.
the principal crater formed in 1819; I am unable to
point out the precise spot which this crater would
occupy in the view represented in Plate VIII.; but I
conceive that it would appear in the face of the great
precipice, near which the smoke issuing from the cone
No. 7. is made to terminate. There are many ledges
of rock on the face of that precipice where eruptions
have occurred.
The circular form of the Val del Bove is well shown
in this view (PI. IX.). To the riglit and left are the
lofty precipices which form the southern and northern
sides ot' the great valley, and are intersected by dike
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projecting iD the manlier dft~8ids to 1H! cteseri6ed.
In the distance appears the " fertile' region" or Etmi,
extending like a great plain along the sea' Co88~
The spots particul8rly referred t!o in die pTat'e are
the following :....
CIo Cape Spard1eJitci,. iD l'talt. ot 1fhiClI' the- outUJildis seWn in
the diMailee.
6. The ..............; ~ 'hIrmiDo, On the- SieWaD'coiISt.
c. The river Alcautra.
d. The small-village of Ripoato.
f. Town of Aci ReaIe.
g. Cyclopian Islands, cir cl Fanigliom,.. in the hayof'TreaJa.
A. Tlie pat' baboUl" of s'~
k. City of Catania, liearWhich urmarkecl the coune ohbe JaIra.
whiCh f1o'lftd.· hlirtbe- Monti: Ibsi-ilt l'689,alithlelbbied
part of the city.
i. The lake of Lentini.
l. To the 1et\ of the view is' tlHfcraterOf 18'1'1~ which is also
shown at No. 7., in PIatl! VIII.
m. RocIt of Mu.ara, ~ seen at:No. 9."hi P1iIte VIm
e. Valley of CalanJl&.

The Val del !Jove, represented in the above drawings,.
commences near the summit of Etna, and descending
into the woodf region is f~er continued on oJie
Fig. 80;

le

Gr/irJI·'tifleYOfItAe tIJItn.te qf'BIfUfo.
Highest- c~
c. HI!ail of Val del &ft.

6. Montapuola.
d, d. Serre del Solibio.
B. Village of ZUFIIl'Iina OD the
f. ODe of the la&eral con-.
lower border of the woody region. B. Mooti Rossi.
CIo
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side by-a second and narrower valley, called the Val
di CalannL Below this another, named the Val di St.
Giacomo, begins,-a long narrow ravine, which is pro
longed to the neighbourhood of ZafFarana (e. Fig. 80.)
on the confines of the fertile region. These natural
incisions, into' the side of the volcano, are of such
depth that they expose to view a great part of the
structure of the entire mass, which, in the Val del
Bov-e, is laid open to the depth of from four thousand
to five thousand feet from the summit of Etna. The
geologist thus enjoys· an· opportunity· of ascertaining
how· far 'the internal conformation of the cone corre
llponds ,with what he might have anticipated as the
result of- that mode of increase which has been wit
nessed during the historical era.
It is clear, from what waS before said of the gradual
manner in which the principal cone increases, partly
by streams of lava and showers of volcanic ashes
ejected from the suinmit, partly by the throwing up of
minor hills and the issuing of lava-currents on the
flanks of the mountain, that the whole cone must con
sist of a series of cones enveloping others, the regu
larity of each being only interrupted by the interfer
ence of the lateral volcanos.
We might, therefore, have anticipated that a section
of Etna, as exposed in a raVIne which should begin
near the summit and extend nearly to the sea, would
correspond very closely to the section of the ancient
Vesuvius, commencing with the escarpment ofSomma,
and ending with,the Fossa Grande; but with this di£.
ference, that where the ravine intersects the woody
region of Etna, indications must appear of changes
brought about by lateral eruptions. Now the section,
which can be traced from the head of the Val del Bove
VOL. 111.
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to the inferior borders of the woody region, full,.
answers such expectations. We "find, almost every
where, a series of layers of tufF.and brecda interstrati
fied with lavas, which slope gently to the sea, at an
angle of from twenty to thirty degrees; and as we rise
to the parallel of the zone of lateral eruptions, and still
more as we approach the summit, we discover indica
tions of disturbances, O<:Ca8ioned by the passage of
lava from below, and the suc(:t!81ive inhumation of
lateral cones.
Val di CalanJlt.l.-On leaving ZafFarana, on the
borders of the fertile region, we enter tbe ravine· like
valley of St. Giacomo, and see on the north side, or on
our right aa we ascend, rising ground compo,ed of the
modem lavas of Etna. On our let\, a lofty clifF,
wherein a regular series of beds is exhibited, composed
of tufFs and lavas, descending with a gentle inclination
towards the sea. In this lower part of the section
there are no intersecting dikes, nor any signs of minor
cones interfering with the regular 'lope of the alter
nating volcanic products. If we then paSl upwards
through a de6le, called the " Portello di Calaona,n we
enter a second valley, that of Calaona, resembling the
ravine before mentioned, but wider and much deeper.
Here again we find, on our right, many currents of
modem lava, piled one upon the other; and on our left
a continuation of our former section, in a perpendi
cular cliff from four hundred to five hundred feet high.
As this lofty wall sweeps in a curve, it has very much
the appearance of the escarpment which Somma pre
lents towards Vesuvius, and this resemblao(:t! is in.
creased by the occurrence of two or three vertical
dikes which traverse the gently-inclined volcanic beds.
When I 6rst beheld this precipice, I fancied that I bad
entered a lateral crater, but was soon undeceived, by
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discovering that on all sides, both at the head of the
valley, in the hill ofZocolaro, and at its side and lower
extremity, the dip of the beds was always in the same
direction, all slanting to the east, or towards the sea,
instead of sloping to the north, east, and south, as
would have been the case had they constituted three
walls of an ancient crater.
. It is not difficult to explain how the valleys of St.
Giacomo and Cahtnna originated, when once the line
of lofty precipices on the north side of them had been
formed. Many lava currents flowing down successively
from the h~gher regions of Etna, along the foot of a
great escarpment of volcanic rock, have at length been
turned by a promontory at the head of the valley (If
Calanna, which runs out at right angles to the great
line of precipices. This promontory consists of the
hills called Zocolaro and Calanna, and of a ridge of in
erior height which connects them. (See Fig. 81.)
Fig. 81.

A

A. Zocolaro.
B. MODte di C..laDUa.
C. Plain at the head of the Valley of Calanna.
G. Laya of 1819 descending the precipice and flowing through
the valley.
6. LaY88 of 1811 and 1819 flowing round the hill of Calanna.
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The flows of melted matter have been deflected
from their course by this projecting mau, just as a
tidal current, after setting against a line of. sea clift"s,
is of}en thrown off into a new direction by some rocky
heacband.
Lava streams, it is well known, become solid exter
nally, even while yet in motion; and their sides may
be compared to two rocky walls. which are sometimes
inclined at an angle of forty-five degrees. When such
streams descend a considerable slope at the base of a
line of precipices, and are turned from their" course by
a projecting rock, they move right onw~ in a new
direction, so as to leave a considerable apace (as in-_
valley of Calanna) between them aDd the cllilil whida.
may be continuou, below the pOint of deflec:ltioo. ,
It happened in 1811 and l819, that the -fiOWl of
lava overtopped -the ridge in\erveuiDg bet.'ween the
hills of Zocolaro and Calanna, so that they "fell -in -8
cascade over a lofty precipice, and began -to fill up the
valley (a, Fig. 81.).
The narrow cavity of St. Giacomo will admit of an
explanation precisely similar to that already offered
for Calanna.
Val del BOO6. - After passing up through the de
file, called the "Rocca di Calanna," we enter a third
valley of truly magnificent dimensions - the Val del
Bove - a vast amphitheatre, four or five miles in di_
ameter, surrounded by"nearly vertical precipices, vary
ing from 1000 to above 3000 feet in height, the loftiest
being at the upper end, and the height gradually di
minishing on both sides. The feature which first
strikes the geologist as distinguishing this valley from
• Tbiai. thec:ascade mentioned in VoL 11. po 75.
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tho.se .before Dleniioned, is the prodigious multitudes
of vertical dikes, which are seen in all directio.ns tra
versing the volcanic beds. The circular form o.f this
great chasm, aad th~ occurrence of theseco.untless
dikes, amounting perhaps to. several tho.usands in
number, so. furcibly recalled to my mind the pheno
mena . of .the Atrio. del Cavallo., o.n Vesuvius, that I
imagined ooce more that I had enter~d a vast crater,
on a scale as far exceeding that of So.mma si Etna
surpasses Vesuvius in magnitUde•..
But having. already been deceived in regard to. the
crescent~shaped precipice o.f the valley of Calanna, I
began atteoiively to explore the dUFerent sides of the
great amphitheatre, in o.rder to. satisfy myself whether
the semicircular wall of the Val' del Bove had ever
formed the bo.undary o.f a crater, and whether the beds
had the same quaqua-vetsal dip which is so .beautifully
exhibited in the escarpment· o.f Somma. If the sup.
posed analogy between So.mma and the Val del Dove
shoUld hold true, the tofFs and lavas, at the bead o.f the
\JaIley, wo.uld dip to the west, tho.se o.n the no.rth side
to.wards the no.rth, and tho.se (m the. so.uthern side to
the .south. But such I did not find to be the inclin
atio.n of the beds; they all dip. towards the sea, o.r
nearly east, as in the Valley o.f Calanna.
There are undo.ubtedly exceptio.ns to. this general
rule, which might deceive a geologist who was Itrongly
prepossessed with a belief that he had discovered the
hollow of an ancient crater. It is evident that, where
ever lateral cones are intersected in the precipices, a
series o.f tufFs and ~~as, very similar to those which
enter into the structure o.f the great co.ne, will be seeJi
dipping at a much. more rapid angle.
The lavas and tufFs, which have confo.rmed to. the
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sides of Etna, dip at angles of from fifteen to twenty~
five degrees, while the slope of the lateral cones is from
thirty-five to fifty degrees. Now, wherever we meet
with sectioDs of these buried cones in the precipices
bordering the Val del Bove (and they are frequent in
the clifFs called the Serre del Solfizio, and in those near
the head of the valley not far from the rock of Musara).
we find the beds dipping at high angles and inclined
in various directions.
&energ oftAe Val del Bow. - Without entering at
present into any further diacusaions respecting. the
origin of the Val del Bove, I shall proceed to describe
some of its most remarkable features. Let the reader
picture to himself a large' amphitheatre, five miles in
diameter, and surrounded on three sides by precipices
from 2000 to SOOO feet in height. If he has beheld
that most picturesque scene in the chain of the Pyre
nees, the celebrated "cirque of Gavarnie," he may
form some conception of the magnificent circle of pre
cipitous rocks which inclose, on three sides, the great
plain ofthe Val del Bove. This plain has been deluged
by repeated streams of lava; and although it appears
almost level when viewed from a distance, it is, in fact,
more uneven than the surface of the most tempestuous
sea. Besides the minor irregularities of the lava, the
YBUey is in one part interrupted by a ridge of rocks,
two of which, Musara and Capra, are very prominent.
It can hardly be said that they
"like giants .tand
To sentinel enchanted land ; ..

for although, like the Trosachs in the Highlands of
Scotland, they are of gigantic dimensions, and appear
almost isolated as seen from many points, yet the stem
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and severe grandeur of the scenery which they adorn
is not such as would be selected by a poet for a vale
of enchantment. The character of the scene would
accord far better with Milton's picture of the infernal
world; and ifwe imagine ourselves to behold in motion.
in the darkness of the night, one of those fiery cur
rents which have so often traversed the great valley,
we may well recall

I

"yon dreary plain, forlorn and wild.
The seat of ~lation, void of light,
Save what the glimmering of these livid Samel
Casta pale and dreadful."

The face of the precipices already mentioned is
broken in the most picturesque manner by the vertical
walls of lava which. traverse them. These masses
usually stand out in relief, are exceedingly diversified
in form, and of immense altitude. In the autumn,
their black outline may often be seen relieved by
elouds of fleecy vapour which settle behind them, and
do not disperse until mid-day, continuing to fill tlle val- ,
ley while the sun is shining on every other part Of
Sicily, and OD the higher regions of Etna.
As soon as· the vapours begin to rise, the changes of
scene are varied in the highest degree, different rocks
being unveiled 'IUId hidden by turns, and the summit of
Etna often breaking through the clouds for a moment
with its dazzling Inows, and being then as suddenly
withdrawn from the view.
An unusual silence prevails; for there are no torrents
dashing from the rocks, nor any motement of running
water in this valley, such as may almost invariably be
. heard in mountainous regions. Every drop of water
that falls from the heavens, or flows from the melting
ice and snow, is instantly absorbed by the porous lava;
u4
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and such is the dearth of springs, that the herdsman is
compelled to supply his flocks, during the hot S8880n,
from stores of snow laid, up in hollows of the moun
tain during winter.
The strips of green herbage and forest land, which
have here and there escaped the buring lavas, sene,
by contrast, to heighten the desolation of the scene.
When I visited the valley, nine years after the erup
tion of 1819, I saw hundreds of trees, or r.ather the
white skeletons of trees, on the borders of the black
lava, the trunks and branches being all leafleu, and
deprived of their bark by the scorching heat emitted
from the melted rock; an image recalling those beau
tiful lines:
" Aa wben beaven'. fire
Hath scatb'd the forest oaks, 0 .. moUDtain pines,
With singed top their stately growth, tbough bare"
Stands on the blasted heath."

Form, C01RJX18ition, and origin of tAe dilta. - But
without indulgiqg the imagination any longer in de
scriptiODS of scenery, I may observe, that the dikes
before mentioned form unquestionably the most inter
esting. geological phenomenon in the Val del Bove.
Some of these are composed of trachyt~ others of
compact blue basalt with olivine. They vary in
breadth from two to twenty feet. and upwards, and
usually project from the face of the cliffs, as repre
sented in the annexed drawing (Fig. 82.). They con
sist of harder materials than the strata which they tra
verse, and therefore waste away less rapidly under the
influence of that repeated c(lngelation and thawing to
which the rocks in this zone or Etna are exposed. The
dikes are, for the most part, vertical, but sometimes
tliey run in a tortuous course through the tufFs and
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DIke. at 1Tu: ba", qf tTu: Serre de

SoUi_iD, Etna.

breccias, as represented in Fig.8S. In the escarp
ment of Somma, where similar walls of lava cut
through alternating beds of sand and scorire, a coat
ing of coal-black rock, approaching in its nature and
appearance to pitch.stone, is seen at the contact of
the dike with the intersected beds. I did not observe
such parting layers at the junction of the Etnean
dikes which I examined, but they, may perhaps be dis
covel'8ble.
The geographical position of these dikes ls most in
teresting, as they are very numerous near the head
of the VaI del nove, where the cones ofl811 and 1819

u5
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Fig.811.

----------------------~

r. . Q/ L4I1IJ.
P,,1IIo .s G~D.
were thrown up, as also in that zone of the mountain
where lateral eruptions are frequent; whereas, in the
Valley of Calanna, which is below that parallel, and in
a region where lateral eruptions are extremely rare.
scarcely any dikes are seen, and none whatever still
lower in the Valley of St. Giacomo. This is precisely
what we might have expected, if we consider the ver
tical fissures now filled with rock to have been the
feeders of lateral cones, or, in other words, the chan
nels which gave passage to the lava currents and
scorim that have issued from vents·in the forest zone.
There may be lateral cones in the parallel of the
Valley of Calanna in other parts of Etna, because the
line of lateral eruptions is not everywhere at the same
height above the sea; but in the section above al
luded to there appeared to me an obvious connexion
between the frequency of dikes and of lateral eruptions.
Some fissures may have been filled from above, but
I did not see any which, by terminating downwards,
gave proof of such an origin. Almost all the isolated
masses in the Val del Bove, such as Capra, Musara,
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and others, are traversed. by dikes, and may, perhaps,
have partly owed their preservation to that circum
stance, if at least the action of occasional floods has
been one of the destroying causes in the Val del Bove;
for there is nothing which affords so much protection to
a mass of strata against the undermining action of run
ning water, as a perpendicular dike of hard rock.
In the accompanying drawing (Fig. 84.) the flowing
of the lavas of 1811 and 1819, between the rocks
Fig. S4.

Piew of IM rlJCh F'lIOCblo. Capra. alld ,lIu,ara. PaJ del &INI.

Finochio, Capra, and Musara, is represented. The
height of the two last-mentioned isolated masses has
been much diminished by the elevation of their base,
caused by these currents. They may, perhaps, be the
remnants of cones which existed before the Val del
Bove was formed, and may hereafter be once more
buried by the lavas that are now accumulating in t~e
valley.
u 6
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From no point of view are the dikes more conspicu
ous than from the lummit of the highest cone of Etna ;
a view of some of them are given in the annexed
drawing (Fig. 85.).
Fig. 85.

T"~

snwU cone alld era/er i"'m~diatel!/ b~lolD were G1II(Jng 11t0lt
j<Jf'med during the eruI,tiom ~ 1810 Gntl181 1.·

• This drawing is part of a panoramic sketch which I made
from the summit ofthe con", Detember I. 1828, when every part
of Etna was frlle from clouds eJlccpt the Val del 8ove.
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Lavas and brecciaa. - In regard to the volcanic
masses which are intersected by dikes in the Val del
Bove, they consist, in great part, of greys tone lavas,
of an intermediate character between basalt and tra
chyte, and partly of the trachytic varieties of lava.
Beds of scorim and sand, also, are very numerous, alter
nating with breccias formed of angular blocks of igne
ous rock. It is possible that some of the breccias may
be referred to aqueous causes, as we have before seen
that great floods do occasionally sweep down the
danks of Etna when eruptions take place in winter,
and when the snows are melted by lava.
Many of the angular fragments may have been
thrown out by volcanic explosions, which, falling on
the hardened surface of moving lava currents, may
have been carried to a considerable distance. It may
also happen, that when lava advances very slowly, in
the manner of the flow of 1819, described in the se
cond volume-, tbe angular masses resulting from the
frequent breaking of the mass, as it rolls over upon
itself, may produce these breccias. It is at least cer
tain, that tJte upper portion of the lava currents of
1811 and 1819 now consist of angular masses to the
depth of many yards.
.
D' Aubuisson has compared the surface of one of the
ancient lavas of Auvergne to that of a river suddenly
tj'ozen over by the stoppage of immense fragments of
drift-ice, a description perfectly applicable to these
modern Etnean flows.
• P.175.

CHAPTER VIII.
NBWBR PLIOOBNB PORKA.TlONS-BTNA.,

continued.

Speculations on the origin of the Val del Dove on Etna - Sub
aidences - Antiquity of the cone of Etna - Mode of comput
ing the age of volcanos - Their growth analogous to that of
exogenous trees (p. 450.) - Period required for the production
of the lateral cones of Etna - Whether signs of Diluvial WaYes
are observable on Etua.

Origin of tke Val del BOfJe.
BEFORE concluding my observations on the cone of
Etna, the structure of which has been considered in
the last chapter, I desire to call the reader's attention
to several questions :-first, in regard to the probable
origin of the great valley already described; secondly,
whether any estimate can be made of the length of
the period required for the accumulation of the great
cone; and, thirdly, whether there are any signs on
the surface of the older part of the mountain, of
those devastating waves which, according to the the.
ories of some geologists, have swept again and again
over our continents.
I explained in the last chapter my reasons for DOt
assenting to the opinion, that the great cavity on the
eastern side of Etna was the hollow of a vast crater,
nom which the volcanic masses of the surrounding
walls were produced. On the other hand, it seems
impossible to ascribe the valley to the action of run·
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ning water alone; for if it had been excavated exclu
sively by that power, its depth would have increased
in the descent; whereas, on the contrary, the preci
pices are most lofty at the upper extremity, and
diminish gradually on approaching the lower region of
the volcano.
The structure of the surrounding walls is such as
we should expect to lIee exhibited on any other side
of Etna, if a cavity of equal depth should be caused,
whether by subsidence, or by the blowing up of part
of the flanks of the volcano, or by either of these
causes co-operating with the removing action of run
ning water.
Dr., Daubeny informs me, that during the eruption
of VeBuvius in 1884, the mountain, and all the adja
cent country was' violently shaken on the night of
August 240. At the same time, two small conical
hillocks of volcanic matter which existed in the great
crater disappeared. They do not seem to have been
ejected, or blown into the air, but to have been actually
swallowed up in some internal cavity.
It is recorded, ~ was s~ted in the history of earth
quakes, that in the year 1772 a great subsidence took
place on Papandayang, the largest volcano in the
island of Java, an extent of ground, fifteen mila in
lengt/& and &i:e in breodiA, covered by no less than forty
villages, was engulphed, and the cone lost 40000 feet of
its height.
Now we might imagine a similar event, or a series
of .ubsidences to have formerly occurred on the east
ern side of Etna, although such catastrophes have not
been witneued in modem times, or only on a very
• Vol. 11. p. 5/99.
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trifling scale. A Darrow ravine, about a mile long,
twenty feet wide, and trom twenty. to thirty-six in
depth, has been formed, within the historical era, on
the flanks of the volcano, near the town of Mascalu
cia; and a small circular tract, called the Cisterna,
near the summit, sank down in the year 1792 to the
depth of about forty feet, and left on all sides of the
chasm a vertical section of the beds, exactly resem
bling those which are seen in the precipices of the
Val del. Hove. At some remote periods, therefore,
we might suppose more extensive portions of the
mountain to have fallen in during great earthquakes.
But some geologists will, perhaps, incline to the
opinion, that the removed mass was blown up by
paroxysmal explosions, such as that which in the
year 79 destroyed the ancient cone of Vesuvius, and
gave rise to the escarpment of Somma. The Val del
Bove, it will be remembered, lies within the ZODe oC
lateral eruptions; so that a repetition of volcanic ex
plosions might have taken place, after which the actiOR
of running water may have contributed powerfully to
degrade the rocks, and to transport the materials to
the sea. I have before alluded to the effects of a
violent flood, which swept through the Val del Bove
in the year 1755, when a fiery torrent of lava had sud
denly overflowed a great depth of snow in winter.
In the present imperfect state of our knowledge of
the history of volcanos, we have some difticulty in
deciding on the relative probability of these hypothe
ses; but if we embrace the theory of explosions from
below, the cavity would still by no means accord with
the theory of the so-called " eleYBtion craters."
• Vol. 11. p.176.
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Antiquity of the. Oone of Bma.
It was before remarked, that confined notions in re
gard to the quantity of past time have tended, more
than any other prepossessions, to retard the progress
of sound theoretical views in Geology·; the inade
quacy of our conceptions of the earth's antiquity hav
ing cramped the freedom of our speculations in this
science, very much in the same way as a belief in the
existence of a vaulted firmament once retarded the
progress of astronomy. It was not until DeRcartes
assumed the indefinite extent of the celestial spaces,
and removed the supposed boundaries of the universe,
that just opinions began to be entertained of the rela
tive distances of the heavenly bodies; and until we
habituate ourselves to contemplate the possibility of an
indefinite lapse of ages having been comprised within
each of the more modern periods of the earth's history,
we shall be in danger of forming most erroneous and
partial views in Geology.
Mode of computing the age of 1IOlcanos.-If history
had bequeathed to us a faithful~rec~rd of the eruptions
of Etna, and a hundred other of the principal active
volcanos of the globe, during the last three thousand
years, - if we had an exact account of the volume of
lava and matter ejected during that period, and the
times of their production, - we might, perhaps, be able
to form a correct estimate of the average rate of the
growth of a volcanic cone. For we might obtain a
mean result from the comparison of the eruptions of
so great a number of vents, however irregular might
be the development of the igneous action in anyone
of them, if contemplated singly during a brief period.
• Vol. I. p. .Ill.
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It would be necessary to balance protracted periods
of inaction' against the occasional outburst of par
oxysmal explosion&. Sometimes we should have evi
dence of a repose of seventeen centuries, like that
which W8& interposed in Ischia, between the end of
the fourth century, B. c., and the beginning of the
,fourteenth century of our era.- Occasionally a tre
mendous eruption, like that o,f JoruUo, would be re
corded, giving rise, at once, to a considerable moun
tain.
If we desire to approximate to the age ofa cone
such as Etna, we ought first to obtain some data in
regard to the thickness of matter which has been
added during the historical era, and then endeavoBr
to estimate the time required for the accumulation of
such alternating lavas and beds of sand and scorile as
are superimposed upon each other in the Val del
Bove; afterwards we should try to deduce, from ob
servations
other voicanos, the more or less rapid
increase of burning mountains in all the difFerent stages
of their growth.
Moth of increase of «Jlcanoa analogOUlJ to tkat of
e:r;ogenotUI tree8.- There is,a considerable analogy be
tween the mode of increase of a volcanic cone and that
of trees of e:EOf}tmOUIJ growth. These trees augment,
both in height and diameter, by the successive appli
cation externally of cone upon cone of new ligneous
matter; so that if we make a transverse section pear
the base of the trunk, we intersect a much greater
. number of layers than nearer to the summit. When
branches occasionally shoot out from the trunk they
first pierce the bark; and then, after growing to a cer
tain size, if they chance to be broken' off, they may

on'

• See Vol. 11. p. 12S.
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become inclosed in· the body of the tree, as it augments
in size, forming knots in the wood, which are them
selves composed of layers of ligneous matter, cone
within cone.
In-like manner, a volcanic mountain, as we have
seen, consists of a succession of conical masses en
veloping others, while lateral cones, having a similar
internal structure, often project, in the first instance.
like branches from the surface of the main cone. and
then becoming buried again, are hidden like the knots
ofa tree.
We can ascertain the age of an oak or pine, by
counting the number of concentric rings of annual
growth, seen in a transverse section near the base, so
that we may know the date at which the seedling be
gan to vegetate. The Baobab-tree of Senegal (Adan
Ioaia digitata) is supposed to exceed almost any other
in longevity; Adan80n inferred that' one which he
measured, and found to be thirty feet in diameter, had
attained the age of 5150 years. Having made an in
cision to a certain depth, he first counted three hun
dred rings of annual growth, and observed what thick
ness the tree had gained in that period. The average
rate of growth of younger trees, of the same species,
was then ascertained, and the calculation made accord
ing to a supposed mean rate of increase. De Candolle
considers it not improbable, that the celebrated Tax
odium of Chapultepec, in Mexico (Oupreuw disticluJ,
Linn.), which is 117 feet in circumference, may be
stiD more ~ed.·
It is, however, impossible, until more "data are col
• On the Longevity of Trees, Bibliot. Univ., May, 1891.
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lected respecting the average intensity of the volcanic
action, to make any thing like an approximatioD to the
age of a cone like Etna; because, in this .cue, the suc
cessive envelopes of lava and scorim are not continuous,
like the layers of wood in a tree, and afford us no
definite measure of time. Each conical envelope is
made up of a great number of distinct lava currents
and showers of sand and SCOM, difFering in quantity,
and which may have been accumulated in unequal
periods of time. Yet we cannot fail to form the most
exalted conception of tlle antiquity of this mountain,
when we consider that its base is about ninety miles in
circumference; 80 that it would require ninety flows
of lava, each a mile in breadth at their termination, to
raise the present foot of the volcano as much as the
average height of one lava current.
There are no records within ~ehistorical era which
lead to the opinion, that the altitude of Etna has ma
terially varied within the last two thousand years. Of
the eighty most conspicuous minor cones which adorn
its flanks, only one of the largest, Monti Rossi, has
been produced within the times of authentic history.
Even this hill, thrown up in the yesf 1669; although
+50 feet in height, only ranks as a cone of second
magnitude. Monte Minardo, near Bronte, rises, even
now, to the height of 750 feet, although its base has
been elevated by more modern lavas and ejections.
The dimensions of these larger cones appear to bear
testimony to pafW:]J1mS of volcanic activity, after which
we may conclude, from analogy. that the fires of Etna
remained dormant for many years - since newly a
century of rest has sometimes followed a violent erup
tion in the historical era. It must also be remembeted,
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that of'the small number of eruptions which occur in
a century, one only is estimated to issue from the
summit of Etna for every two that proceed from the
sides. Nor do all the latel'al eruptions give rise to
luch cones as would be reckoned amongst the smallest
of the eighty hills above enumerated; some of them
produce merely insignificant monticules, which are soon
afterwards buried by showers of ashes.
How many years then must we not suppose to have
been expended in the formation of the eighty cones?
It is difficult to imagine that a fourth part of them
have originated during the last thirty centuries. But
if we conjecture the whole of them to have been
formed in twelve thousand years, how inconsiderable
an era would this portion of time constitute in the
history of the volcano! If we could strip off from Etna
all the lateral monticules now visible, together with
the lavas and scorire that have been poured out from
them, and from the highest crater, during the period
of their growth, the diminution of the entire mass
would be extr.emely slight t Etna might lose, perhaps,
several miles in diaDieter at its base, and some hun
dreds of feet in elevation; but it would still be the
loftiest of Sicilian mountains, studded with other cones,
which would be recalled, as it were, into existence by
the removal of the rocks under which they are now
buried.
There seems nothing in the deep sections of the
Val del Bove to indicate that the lava currents of
remote periods were greater in volume than those of
modem times; and there are abundant proofs that the
countless beds of solid rock and scorile were accu
mulated, as now, in succession. On the grounds,
therefore, already explained, we must infer that a mass,
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eight thousand or nine thousand feet in thickness,
must have required an immense series of ages anterior
to our historical periods, for its growth; yet the whole
must be regarded as the product of a modem portion
of the Newer Pliocene epoch. Such, at least, is the
conclusion that seems to follow from the geological
~\. dartahalready d~~lfed, whfiCh sho~ thadtthe olhdest ~rts
.~
0 t e mountain, 1 not 0 postenor ate to t e manne
': .trata around its base, were at least of coeval origin.
WAetAer signa of Diluvial Wat1e8 are ob8enJable m&
Etna. - Some geologists contend, that the sudden
elevation of large continents from beneath the watera
of the sea have again and again produced waves which
have swept over vast regions of the earth, and left
enormous rolled blocks strewed upon the surface.·
That there are signs of local floods of extreme violence,
on various parts of the surface of the dry land, is in
controvertible, and I have endeavoured to point out
causes which must for ever continue to give rise to
such.phenomena; but such appearances afford no geo-'
-..... , logical proof of a general cataclysm. It is clear that
'", \no devastating wave has passed over the forest zone of
,Etna, since any of the lateral cones before mentioned
were thrown up; for none of these heaps of.loose sand
and scorial could have resisted for a. Iiloment the·
denuding action of a violent flood.
To some, perhaps, it may appear that hills of such
incoherent materials cannot be of very great antiquity,
because the mere action of the atmosphere must, in
the course of several thousand years, have obliterated
their original forms. But there is no weight iD this

I

• Sedgwick. Anniv. Addresa to the GeoL Soc., p. 98. Feb.
J1!81.
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objection; for the older hills are covered with trees
and herbage, which protect them from waste; and in
regard to the newer ones, such is the porosity of their
component materials, that the rain which· falls upon
them is instantly absorbed, and, for the same reason
that the rivers on Etna have a subterranean course,
there are none descending the sides of the minor
cones.
No sensible alteration has been observed in the
form of these cones since the earliest periods of which
there are memorials; and there seems no reason for
antiCipating that in the course of the next ten thou
sand or twenty thousand years they will undergo any
great alteration in their appearance, unless they should
be shattered by earthquakes or covered by volcanic
ejections.
.
I shall hereafter point out, that in other parts of
Europe, similar loose cones of scorim, probably of
higher antiquity than the whole mass of Etna, stand
uninjured, at inferior elevations above the level of the
sea.

END OF THE THIRD VOLUME.
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